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The University of the State of New York

State Museum, June 20, igi8

Dr John H. Finley

President of the University

Sir: I have the honor to transmit to you, in accordance with

the requirements of the statute, the annual report of the Director of

the State Museum for the year past, and to recommend that this

be published as a bulletin of the Museum.

Very respectfully

John M. Clarke

Director
THE UNIVERSITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK

THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Approved for publication this 24th day of June igi8

President of the University
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INTRODUCTION

This report covers all divisions of the scientific operations and

museum work under the supervision of The University of the State

of New York and has reference to the progress made therein during

the fiscal year 1916-17. It constitutes the seventy-first consecutive

annual report of the State Museum, the thirty-seventh annual report

of the State Geologist (consecutive since 1881) and the report of the

State Paleontologist for 191 7. It is introductory to all memoirs

and bulletins issued by this Department during the year named.

The subjects presented in this report are considered under the

following captions

:

I Legal wStatus and Scope of the State Museum
II Codification of the State Museum Law

III Present Condition and Activities of the Museum
IV Condition of the Scientific Reservations Belonging to the

Museum
V Department Publications.

VI Report of the Geological Survey

[7]
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VII Report of the State Botanist

VIII Report of the State Entomologist

IX Report of the Division of Zoology

X Report of the Division of Archeology and Ethnology

XI Staff of the Department

XII Accessions to the Collections

XIII Scientific Papers

XIV Appendixes (to be continued in subsequent volumes)
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I

LEGAL STATUS AND SCOPE OF THE STATE MUSEUM
The broad scope of the State Museum was clearly and succinctly

defined in the Education Law (as amended in 1910) under article 3,

which relates to the objects and functions of the University. Section

54 of the law reads as follows: " All scientific specimens and collec-

tions, works of art, objects of historic interest and similar property

appropriate to a general museum, if owned by the State and not

placed in other custody by a specific law, shall constitute the State

Museum. . . . The State Museum shall include the work of

the State Geologist and Paleontologist, the State Botanist and the

vState Entomologist, who, with their assistants, shall be included in

the scientific staff of the State Museum."
This definition of scope is broad and clear. It is the specific

expression of the intent of the people of the State to constitute and

maintain not alone a state museum of science, but a state museum
of art, a state museum of history and a state museum which may
depict any other field of civic and educational concern which in the

judgment of the Regents of the University, would be justified by

public interest. The spirit of the law where its sentences bear upon

the creation of a museum of art and a museum of history is so obvious

as to be constructively a command. The wish of the people and the

desire of the Board in regard to this expansion of the actual museum
nearer to the ideal of the museum expressed in the law have become

a matter of record. It is then to be understood that the existing

science museum of the State represents the development of only one

phase of what should be, and what within the implied intention of

the law is to be, the State Museum.
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II

CODIFICATION OF THE STATE MUSEUM LAW 1

(Laws of 1910, Chapter 140, as amended to July 1, 1914)

§ 53 [State Museum: Department of the University]. The

[State Library and] State Museum shall be [a] department[s] of the

University.

Source. Education L. 1909, § 1091, revised from former Univ. L. (L. 1892,

ch. 378) § 10; originally revised from L. 1889, ch. 529, tit. 1, § 16.

§ 54 How constituted. All scientific specimens and collections,

works of art, objects of historic interest and similar property appro-

priate to a general museum, if owned by the State and not placed

in other custody by a specific law, shall constitute the State Museum,

and one of its officers shall annually inspect all such property not

kept in the State Museum rooms, and the annual report of the

Museum to the Legislature shall include summaries of such property,

with its location, and any needed recommendations as to its safety

or usefulness. The State Museum shall include the work of the

State Geologist and Paleontologist, the State Botanist and the State

Entomologist, who, with their assistants, shall be included in the

scientific staff of the State Museum.

Source. Education L. 1909, § 1092, revised from former Univ. L. (L. 1892,

ch. 378) § 22, as amended by L. 1893, ch. 488; L. 1896, ch. 493.

§ 55 Collections made by the staff. Any scientific collection

made by a member of the Museum staff during his term of office

shall, unless otherwise authorized by resolution of the Regents,

belong to the State and form part of the State Museum.

Source. Education L. 1909, § 1093, revised from former Univ. L. (L. 1892,

ch. 378) § 23.

§ 56 Indian collection. There shall be made, as the Indian

section of the State Museum, as complete a collection as practicable

of the historical, ethnographic and other records and relics of the

Indians of the State of New York, including implements or other

articles pertaining to their domestic life, agriculture, the chase, war,

religion, burial and other rites or customs, or otherwise connected

with the Indians of New York.

Source. Education L. 1909, § 1095, revised from former Univ. L. (L. 1892,

ch. 378) § 24; originally revised from L. 1889, ch. 529, tit. 1, § 3.

1 The " Sources " indicated in connection with this codification of the Museum
Law have been supplied by courtesy of Frank B. Gilbert, Esq.
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§ (27 Indian Law (L. 1909, ch. 31) Custody of Indian wampum.
The University of the State of New York, which was duly elected

to the office of wampum-keeper by the Onondaga nation on February

26, 1898, and which by unanimous action of its Regents on March
22, 1898, accepted such election as authorized to do by law, and

which accepted the custody of the wampums as formally transferred

to the Chancellor as part of the exercises and with the unanimous

approval, both of the election and transfer, by the council of the

Five Nations held in the senate chamber of the Capitol at Albany

on June 22, 1898, by duly chosen representatives of all the original

nations of the Ho-de-no-sau-nee, shall hereafter be recognized in all

courts and places, as having every power which has ever, at any

time, been exercised by any wampum-keeper of the Onondaga nation,

or of any of the Ho-de-no-sau-nee, otherwise known as the Five

Nations, or the Six Nations, or the Iroquois, and shall keep such

wampums in a fireproof building, as public records, forever, and is

hereby authorized to secure by purchase, suit, or otherwise, any

wampums which have ever been in the possession of any of the

Ho-de-no-sau-nee, or any preceding wampum-keeper, and which are

now owned by any of them or to which any of them is entitled, or

to which it is entitled, in law or in equity; and to maintain and carry

on suit to recover any of such wampums in its own name or in the

name of the Onondaga nation at any time notwithstanding that the

cause of action may have accrued more than six years, or any time,

before the commencement of any such suit.

§ (159 Conservation Law (L. 1911, ch. 647) License to collect

or possess for propagation, scientific or exhibition purposes. The
commission may issue a license revocable at its pleasure to any

person, permitting the holder to collect or possess quadrupeds, birds,

birds' nests or eggs for propagation, scientific or exhibition purposes.

Before such license is issued, every applicant, except a game protector,

duly chartered museum or society incorporated for scientific or

public exhibition purposes, or an officer thereof, must file written

testimonials from two well-known scientific men; pay one dollar for

the license and file a bond in the penal sum of two hundred dollars

with two responsible sureties, to be approved by the commission,

conditioned that he will not violate the provisions of this article or

avail himself of the privileges of said license for purposes not herein

set forth. Persons receiving such license must report the result

of operation thereunder annually to the commission, at the expiration

of the license. Such license shall be in force for one year only from
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the date of issue and shall not be transferable. [Amended by

L. 1913, ch. 508, in effect May 14, 1913]

§ 1 1 15 Transfers from State officers. The librarian of any

library owned by the State, or the officer in charge of any state

department, bureau, board, commission or other office may, with

the approval of the Regents, transfer to the permanent custody of

the State Library or Museum any books, papers, maps, manuscripts,

specimens or other articles which, because of being duplicates or for

other reasons, will in his judgment be more useful to the State in the

State Library or Museum than if retained in his keeping.

Source. Education L. 1909, § 1025, revised from former Univ. L. (L. 1892,

ch. 378) § 20.

§ 1 1 1 7 Public and free [libraries and] museums. All provisions

of this section and of sections 11 18 to 1134, inclusive, shall apply

equally to libraries, museums, and to combined libraries and museums,

and the word " library " shall be construed to include reference and

circulating libraries and reading-rooms.

Source. Education L. 1909, § 1027, revised from former Univ. L. (L. 1892,

ch. 378) § 35.

§ 1 1 18 Establishment. By a majority vote at any election, any

city, village, town, school district, or other body authorized to levy

and collect taxes, or by vote of its common council, or by action of a

board of estimate and apportionment or other proper authority, any

city, or by vote of its trustees, any village, may establish and main-

tain a free public library [museum], with or without branches, either

by itself or in connection with any other body authorized to maintain

such library [museum]. Whenever twenty-five taxpayers shall so

petition, the question of providing library [museum] facilities shall

be voted on at the next election or meeting at which taxes may be

voted, provided that due public notice shall have been given of the

proposed action. A municipality or district named in this section

may raise money by tax to establish and maintain a public library

[museum] or libraries [museums], or to provide a building or rooms

for its or their use, or to share the cost as agreed with other municipal

or district bodies, or to pay for library [museum] privileges under a

contract therefor. It may also acquire real or personal property

for library [museum] purposes by gift, grant, devise or condemnation,

and may take, buy, sell, hold and transfer either real or personal

property and administer the same for public library [museum] pur-

poses. A board of supervisors of a county may contract with the

trustees of a public library [museum] within such county or with
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any other municipal or district body having control of such a library

[museum] to furnish library [museum] privileges to the people of the

county, under such terms and conditions as may be stated in such

contract. The amount agreed to be paid for such privileges under

such contract shall be a charge upon the county and shall be paid

in the same manner as other county charges. [Amended by L. ign,

ch. 815]

Source. Education L. 1909, § 1028, revised from former Univ. L. (L. 1892,

ch. 378) § 36, in part, as amended by L. 1895, ch. 859, § 5; L. 1902, ch. 185;

L. 1909, ch. 606; originally revised from L. 1889, ch. 529, tit. 3, § 4.

Reference. Establishment of free libraries by municipalities, General Municipal

Law, § 79.

Qualifications of voters. Voters upon the question of providing or maintaining

a library should possess the same qualifications as voters at district meetings.

Rep't of Atty. Gen. (1903) 397.

Contract with city library. Board of supervisors (prior to the amendment of

1911) has no authority under this section to contract with a city library for the

use of such library. Rep't of Atty. Gen. (191 1) no.

§ 1 1 19 Acceptance of conditional gift. By majority vote at

any election any municipality or district or by three-fourths vote of

its council, any city, or any public library [museum] in the University,

or any designated branch thereof, if so authorized by such vote of a

municipality, district, or council, or of any combination of such

voting bodies, may accept gifts, grants, devises or bequests for public

library [museum] purposes on condition that a specified annual

appropriation shall thereafter be made, by the municipality or

district or combination so authorizing such acceptance, for main-

tenance of such library [museum] or branches thereof. Such accept-

ance, when approved by the Regents of the University under seal

and recorded in its book of charters, shall be a binding contract, and

such municipality and district shall levy and collect yearly the

amount provided in the manner prescribed for other taxes, and

shall maintain any so accepted gift, grant, devise or bequest, intact

and make good any impairment thereof.

Source. Education L. 1909, § 1029, revised from former Univ. L. (L. 1892,

ch. 378) § 36, as amended by L. 1895, ch. 859; L. 1902, ch. 185; L. 1907,

ch. 606; originally revised from L. 1889, ch. 529, tit. 3, § 4.

Appropriation of a fixed sum continues as an annual appropriation. Rep't of

Atty. Gen. (1903) 514.

§ 1 120 Subsidies. By vote similar to that required by sections

1 1 18 and 1 1 19 money may be granted toward the support of libraries

[museums] not owned by the public but maintained for its welfare

and free use; provided, that such libraries [museums] shall be subject
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to the inspection of the Regents and registered by them as main-

taining a proper standard, that the Regents shall certify what

number of the books circulated are of such a character as to merit a

grant of public money, and that the amount granted yearly to

libraries [museums] on the basis of circulation shall not exceed

ten cents for each volume of the circulation thus certified by the

Regents.

Source. Education L. 19C9, § 1031, revised from former Univ. L. (L. 1892,

ch. 378) § 37, in part, as amended by L. 1900, ch. 481.

§ 1 12 1 Closing of museum; admission fee during certain hours.

The trustees of any institution supported under this chapter by

public money, in whole or in part, may, so far as consistent with

free use by the public at reasonable or specified hours, close any of

its museum collections at certain other hours, for study, to meet the

demands of special students or for exhibition purposes,- and may
charge an admission fee at such hours, provided that all receipts

from such fees shall be paid into the treasury and be used for the

maintenance or enlargement of the institution.

Source. Education L. 1909, § 1031, revised from former Univ. L. (L. 1892,

ch. 378) § 37, in part, as amended by L. 1900, ch. 481.

§ 1 122 Taxes. Taxes, in addition to those otherwise author-

ized, may be voted by any authority named in section 11 18 and for

any purpose specified in sections 1118 to 1120 inclusive, and shall,

unless otherwise directed by such vote, be considered as annual

appropriations therefor till changed by further vote, and shall be

levied and collected yearly, or as directed, as are other general taxes;

and all money received from taxes or other sources for such library

[museum] shall be kept as a separate library [museum] fund and

expended only under direction of the library [museum] trustees on

properly authenticated vouchers.

Source. Education L. 1909, § 1032, revised from former Univ. L. (L. 1892,

ch. 378) § 38.

§ 1 123 Trustees. Free public libraries [museums] established

by action of the voters or their representatives shall be managed by
trustees who shall have all the powers of trustees or other educational

institutions of the University as defined in this chapter; provided,

unless otherwise specified in the charter, that the number of trustees

shall be five; that they shall be elected by the legal voters, except

that in cities they shall be appointed by the mayor with the consent

of the common council, from citizens of recognized fitness for such

position ; that the first trustees determine by lot whose term of office
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shall expire each year and that a new trustee shall be elected or

appointed annually to serve for five years.

Source. Education L. 1909, § 1033, revised from former Univ. L. (L. 1892,,

ch. 378) § 39.

§ 1 124 Incorporation. Within one month after taking office

the first board of trustees of any such free public library [museum]
shall apply to the Regents for a charter in accordance with the vote

establishing the library [museum].

Source. Education L. 1909, § 1034, revised from former Univ. L. (L. 1892,

ch. 378) § 40.

Reference. Application for, and grant of charter, Education Law, §§ 60-62.

§ 1 125 Use of free public libraries [museums]. Every library

[museum] established under section 1118 of this chapter shall be

forever free to the inhabitants of the locality which establishes it,

subject always to rules of the library [museum] trustees, who shall

have authority to exclude any person who wilfully violates such

rules ; and the trustees may, . under such conditions as they think

expedient, extend the privileges of the library [museum] to persons

living outside such locality.

Source. Education L. 1909, § 1035, revised from former Univ. L. (L. 1892,

ch. 378) § 42, as amended by L. 1895, ch. 859.

§ 1 126 Reports. Every library or museum which receives state

aid or enjoys any exemption from taxation or other privileges not

usually • accorded to business corporations shall make the report

required by section 58 of this chapter, and such report shall relieve

the institution from making any report now required by statute or

charter to be made to the Legislature, or to any department, court

or other authority of the State. These reports shall be summarized

and transmitted to the Legislature by the Regents with the annual

reports of the State Library and State Museum.

Source. Education L. 1909, § 1036, revised from former Univ. L. (L. 1892,

ch. 378) § 41.

§ 1 12 7 Injuries to property. Whoever intentionally injures,

defaces or destroys any property belonging to or deposited in any

incorporated library, reading-room, museum or other educational

institution, shall be punished by imprisonment in a state prison for

not more than three years, or in a county jail for not more than one

year, or by a fine of not more than five hundred dollars, or by both

such fine and imprisonment.

Source. Education L. 1909, § 1037, revised from former Univ. L. (L. 1892,

ch. 378) § 43.

Reference. Removal of books in libraries and injuries to books, works of art,

etc. in libraries and museums, a misdemeanor, Penal Law, §§ 1427, 1428.
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§ 1 128 Detention. Whoever wilfully detains any book, news-

paper, magazine, pamphlet, manuscript or other property belonging

to any public or incorporated library, reading-room, museum or

other educational institution, for thirty days after notice in writing

to return the same, given after the expiration of the time which by
the rules of such institution, such article or other property may be

kept, shall be punished by a fine of not less than one nor more than

twenty-five dollars, or by imprisonment in the jail not exceeding six

months, and the said notice shall bear on its face a copy of this section.

Source. Education L. 1909, § 1038, revised from former Univ. L. (L. 1892,

eh. 378) § 44.

§ 1 129 Transfer of libraries. Any corporation, association,

school district or combination of districts may, by legal vote duly

approved by the Regents, transfer, conditionally as provided in

section 11 19 of this article, or otherwise, the ownership and control

of its library, with all its appurtenances, to any municipality, or

district, or public library [museum] in the University, or any desig-

nated branch thereof, and thereafter such transferee shall be entitled

to receive any money, books or other property from the State or

other sources, to which the transferring body would have been

entitled but for such transfer, and the trustees of body making the

transfer shall thereafter be relieved of all responsibility pertaining to

property thus transferred.

Source. Education L. 1909, § 1039, revised from former Univ. L. (L. 1892,

ch. 378) § 45, as amended by L. 1907, ch. 606.

§ 1 130 Local neglect. If the local authorities of any library

[museum] supported wholly or in part by state money, fail to provide

for the support and public usefulness of its books [collections], the

Regents shall in writing notify the trustees of said library [museum]

what is necessary to meet the State's requirements, and on such

notice all its rights to further grants of money [or books] from the

State shall be suspended until the Regents certify that the require-

ments have been met; and if said trustees shall refuse or neglect to

comply with such requirements within sixty days after service of

such notice, the Regents may remove them from office and thereafter

all [books and other] library [museum] property wholly or in part

paid for from state money shall be under the full and direct control

of the Regents who, as shall seem best for public interests, may
appoint new trustees to carry on the library [museum], or may store

it, or distribute its books [collections] to other libraries [museums].

Source. Education L. 1909, § 1040, revised from former Univ. L. (L. 1892,

ch. 378) § 46.
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§ 1 13 1 Loans of books [collections] from state. Under such

rules as the Regents may prescribe, they may lend from the State

Library [museum] duplicate department, or from books [collections]

specially given or bought for this purpose, selections of books

[collections] for a limited time to any public library [museum] in

this State under visitation of the Regents, or to any community
not yet having established such library [museum], but which has

conformed to the conditions required for such loans.

Source. Education L. 1909, § 1051, revised from former Con. Sch. L. (L. 1894,

ch. 378) § 47.

§ 1 132 Advice and instruction from State Library [museum]

officers. The trustees or librarian [director] or any citizen interested

in any public library [museum] in this State shall be entitled to ask

from the officers of the State Library [museum] any needed advice

or instruction as to a library building, furniture and equipment,

government and service, rules for [readers] selecting, buying, cata-

loging, [shelving] lending [books, or] any [other] matter pertaining

to the establishment, reorganization or administration of a public

library [museum]. The Regents may provide for giving such advice

and instructicn either personally or through printed matter and

correspondence either by the State Library [museum] staff or by a

library [museum] commission of competent experts appointed by
the Regents to serve without salary. The Regents may, on request,

select or buy books [collections], or furnish them instead of money
apportioned or may make exchanges and loans through the duplicate

department of the State Library [museum]. Such assistance shall

be free to residents of this State as far as practicable, but the Regents

may, in their discretion, charge a proper fee to nonresidents or for

assistance of a personal nature or for other reason not properly an

expense to the State, but which may be authorized for the accom-

modation of users of the library [museum].

Source. Education L. 1909, § 1042, revised from former Univ. L. (L. 1892,

ch. 378) § 48.

§ 1 133 Apportionment of public library [museum] money.

Such sum as shall have been appropriated by the Legislature as

public library [museum] money shall be paid annually by the treas-

urer, on the warrant of the comptroller, from the income of the United

States deposit fund, according to an apportionment to be made for

the benefit of free libraries [museums] by the Regents in accordance

with their rules and authenticated by their seal; provided, that none

of this money shall be spent for books [collections] except those
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approved or selected and furnished by the Regents ; that no locality

shall share in the apportionment unless it shall raise and use for the

same purpose not less than an equal amount from taxation or other

local sources; that for any part of the apportionment not payable

directly to the library [museum] trustees the Regents shall file with

the Comptroller vouchers showing that it has been spent in accord-

ance with law exclusively for books [collections] for free libraries

[museums] or for proper expenses incurred for their benefit ; and that

books [collections] paid for by the State shall be subject to return to

the Regents whenever the library [museum] shall neglect or refuse

to conform to the ordinances under which it secured them.

Source. Education L. 1909, § 1043, revised from former Univ. L. (L. 1892,

ch. 378) § 50.

§ 1 134 Abolition. Any library [museum] established by public

vote or action of school authorities, or under section 11 18 of this

chapter, may be abolished only by a majority vote at a regular annual

election, ratified by a majority vote at the next annual election. If

any such library [museum] is abolished its property shall be used

first to return to the Regents, for the benefit of other public libraries

[museums] in that locality, the equivalent of such sums as it may have

received from the State or from other sources as gifts for public use.

After such return any remaining property may be used as directed

in the vote abolishing the library [museum] but if the entire library

[museum] property does not exceed in value the amount of such

gifts it may be transferred to the Regents for public use, and the

trustees shall thereupon be free from further responsibility. No
abolition of a public library [museum] shall be lawful till the Regents

grant a certificate that its assets have been properly distributed and

its abolition completed in accordance with law.

Source. Education L. 1909, § 1044, revised from former Univ. L. (L. 1892,

ch. 378) § 51, as amended by L. 1895, ch. 859.
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III

PRESENT CONDITION AND ACTIVITIES OF THE MUSEUM
The outstanding problem of the Museum is to adjust the growing

collections to fixed limitations of space. In this there is the ever

present danger of overcrowding, curtailing proper aisle space and

providing for freedom of movement over the floors on the frequent

occasions when the halls are thronged. Facing this problem, the

effort to meet it is by turning from the use of more floor space to the

utilization of the walls. Naturally the procedure grows increasingly

difficult, but the life of the Museum depends upon ignoring such

limitations even if we have to suspend collections from the rafters.

A finished museum is a dead one ; this Museum can not die as long

as the scientific corps behind it is pursuing its work and acquiring

new factors in the natural resources of the State.

It is perfectly evident that before long, certainly in the clearer

light of the new order and more elevated ideals about to come, a

more adequate provision must be made for the housing of the State

Museum. It has lived decorously in the Education Building, but

under restraint. It needs its own house, its own atmosphere and

the fair chance to pursue its many activities and realize its own
ideals.

Light screens. The control of the light in the great main hall

which receives its illumination only through skylights has been a

difficult problem to solve. This we believe to have been now well

taken care of by the installation throughout of panels specially

prepared of mercerized fabric vanes working together after the

mode of a Venetian blind and each panel easily adjustable from

beneath by compensating cords. The design is one furnished and

controlled by the Simon Ventilighter Company of New York, which

has installed the entire equipment. The zoology wing, which is

lighted in parts from the sides, has been equipped by the same

company with adjusted blinds of similar design which operate after

the style of curtains, not so easy to operate as the others, but with

reasonable effectiveness.

Decoration of the Iroquois halls. There has been installed over

each of the arched main entrances to the Iroquois halls a lunette

representative of New York Indian life and tradition. At the east

entrance is the very effective " Sun Worshipers " and over the west

arch " The Coming of Hiawatha." These paintings are by David
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C. Lithgow and the former is a splendid example of Mr Lithgow's

workmanship. Each of these pictures measures fourteen feet

across the base and fills the entire spring of the arch.
1

The extensive walls within the Iroquois halls have also been

decorated throughout in conventional Indian designs which add

greatly to the attractiveness of the Iroquois exhibits and relieve the

bald expanse of monochrome surface with which they were sur-

rounded. The cost of this decoration has been borne by Mrs

Frederick F. Thompson.

Seneca bark lodge. The full-size bark lodge, such as was used

by the Seneca Indians in precolumbian days, has been built in the

small room at the east of the Iroquois chambers on the west mezza-

nine. This construction, erected by matching and tying, that is to

say, without nails, was put together by a Seneca Indian of the Cat-

taraugus reservation, now in France as a lieutenant in the United

States Army. The elm bark required for the construction was

obtained by Indians of Wisconsin. The lodge stands fully equipped

as in the ancient days and helps New York people to understand the

fact that our Indians did not dwell in tents or wigwams. This

lodge has also been provided by the generosity of Mrs Thompson.

The Arnold collection of birds eggs. Mr Benjamin W. Arnold

of Albany has presented to the Museum his very extensive collection

of birds eggs, the results of a lifelong active interest in this field of

study. Through this gift he has equipped the Museum with a

collection in oology which must be reckoned as one of the most

ample and complete known. The scope of the collection is general

but the North American birds are represented by about iooo species,

while the collection abounds in representatives from the rest of the

world, especially from the West Indies, South America, the South

Atlantic islands, New Zealand and the countries of Europe. There

are about 15,000 eggs in this collection. On receipt of the gift the

Regents of the University, in recognition of its interest and worth

and in Mr Arnold's attainments of ornithology, recorded an expres-

sion of their appreciation of Mr Arnold's consideration and conferred

on him the title of honorary curator of ornithology.

The collection was received in perfect order, completely labeled.

Preparations were at once made, under Mr Arnold's supervision, for

its installation. It was decided to arrange it along the walls of the

1 Mr Lithgow did the writer the honor to base his conception for the Sun
Worshipers on a sketch entitled " The Vision of Ongwe " which was printed in
" Sketches of Gaspe."
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paired corridors leading from trie main hall to the rotunda into the

zoology hall, that is, next adjoining the Fuertes bird paintings. The
cases which have now been constructed and put in place are keyboard

cases equipped with inside steps and supported by wooden bracket.

These line both walls of each corridor.

The work of installing the specimens has proceeded to a point at

which it may be said that about one-half the collection is now
exposed to view. It is planned to give exhibition space to as many
of these specimens as practicable and at the same time to protect

their delicate coloration from fading by excluding practically all

the daylight and displaying them under electric lamps. The lighting

device for this purpose has been installed and the display is of

great effectiveness because of the extraordinary variant combinations

of color patterns on the most graceful of all shapes. The collection

attracts because of its beauty.

jl Other exhibits in zoology. A habitat group of the otter and a

very effective reproduction of the burrow-nest of the bank swallow

with its birds, have been located and installed by the members of

the zoology staff. Recently there have been acquired the materials

necessary for habitat group of the timber wolf (eight animals) and

of the beaver (seven animals). These will be completed as oppor-

tunity affords; but the enlistment of Sherman C. Bishop, zoologist,

in the U. S. Navy and of the taxidermist, Arthur Paladin, in the

New York State Guard, will of necessity delay the work.

The George Lasher Taylor collection of fossils. The collection of

fossils from the various formations in the Schoharie valley, left by
the death of Mr Taylor, has been presented to the Museum by his

mother, Mrs Joseph Taylor of Schoharie. It consists of about 600

specimens from this classic region for Paleozoic fossils.

Indian basketry. The museum has received from Mrs Frederick

F. Thompson a gift of forty-two Indian baskets from the western

tribes, which are very acceptable for illuminating comparatively the

basketry weave and motives among the Iroquois. These baskets

are listed as follows

:

1 Salish baby basket

1 Havasupai water bottle

2 Havasupai bowl baskets

1 Navaho sacred basket

1 Poma conical basket

4 Poma bowl baskets (one very modern)

5 Pima large bowl baskets
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4 Tlinkit baskets (three with covers)

i Apache basket (storage)

i Tlinkit bowl basket

8 Salish baskets (various shapes and sizes)

i Salish harvesting basket

i Klamath three strand basket

i Hat creek basket

i Salish twilled fish or burden basket

i Hopi basket

i Apache bowl

i Russian basket top

i Eskimo covered basket

i Tlinkit or Salish basket or hat

i British Columbia basket

i Navaho gambling tray

i Tlinkit wallet

i Salish basket (large, covered with old design)

Mushroom exhibit. The series of restoration of mushrooms

constituting the Charles H. Peck testimonial collection has been

completed and now represents about sixty species of the common
edible and noxious kinds. The beauty and accuracy of this collec-

tion attract general attention and interest.

Other exhibits. There has recently been added to the collection

in industrial geology a series of seventy-two examples of American-

made dyes received from the Schoellkopf Aniline & Chemical Works
of Buffalo, N. Y. There is also in the course of assemblage a historic

exhibit which will bring together items of interest associated with

the development of geological science in this State, such as the

mineral collection made by Governor DeWitt Clinton, the specimens

gathered in the Agricultural and Geological Survey of Rensselaer

County (1818) by Amos Eaton and Joseph Henry, the hammer used

by James Hall in the Fourth District Survey, etc.

Several temporary exhibits have been shown at various times

during the year

:

i Color designs by the children of the elementary schools of Paris

2 Indian paintings by David C. Lithgow

3 Butterflies and moths

4 Collection of American plows

5 Early American metal lamps

6 English sailor jugs
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Bird day. The State Bird Day is proclaimed each year by the

Museum and its observation is widely celebrated throughout the

schools and other communities of the State. The creation of this

annual observance is in accordance with a logical outcome from the

encouragement which has been given by the Museum to the study

of the birds through its publications. It may be noted in this

connection that these publications, namely " Birds of New York "

in two quarto volumes and the portfolio of plates taken from the

publication, are in constant and increasing demand. Up to this

time we have distributed nearly four million colored plates of the

New York birds.

The New York State Archeological Association. In the last

report mention was made of the organization of a chapter of this

association in Rochester, known as the Lewis H. Morgan Chapter.

This branch of the association has a present membership of 125

and is very active in its researches, the present officers being Alvin

H. Dewey, president, and W. H. Cassabeer, secretary. Recently a

chapter has been organized at Cooperstown which will interest

itself in the archeology of the upper Susquehanna region. This is a

vigorous young organization which calls itself the Leatherstocking

Chapter. It now has a membership of 35. Its officers are David

R. Dorn, president, and R. D. Spraker, secretary. The relation of

the State Museum to this association is that of parent organization

with the purpose of making the relations of the two of mutual benefit.

Retirement of Herbert P. Whitlock, Mineralogist. The appoint-

ment of Mr Whitlock to the position of curator of mineralogy in

the American Museum of Natural History has made necessary

his resignation from his equivalent duties here. Mr Whitlock has

been a member of this staff for fourteen years and in that time has

rendered admirable service in his department, which is reflected

both in the Museum arrangements and in the quality of his published

investigations.

Restoration of invertebrate fossils. To rehabilitate the inverte-

brate life of the State as represented in the fossiliferous rocks requires

an exact understanding of structures, combined with unusual artistic

skill. It is a rare combination ; having found it, it is of first importance

to take advantage of it. This Museum possesses a wealth of inver-

tebrate fossils, in proportion to the wealth of the State itself in these

regards. It is eminently appropriate to the Museum that it enter

somewhat extensively upon this effort to bring these back to life as

far as can reasonably be done.
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There has recently been completed a group representing the

remarkable associates of marine life known as the Naples fauna of

the Upper Devonian as it lived in the seas of western New York.

The assemblage of restorations is worked out with close attention to

original structure as far as these can be made out from the study of

allied living species and are presented as an underwater scene which

has been effectively rendered by Mr Henri Marchand. The species

represented in this submarine group are the following:

Fishes

Rhadinichthys devonicus Clarke 4

Cephalopods

Manticoceras rhynchostoma Clarke 1

Orthoceras bebryx Hall 1

Mollusks

Grammysia elliptica Hall 3

Starfishes

Urasterella 1

Lepidasterella gyalum Clarke 1

Klasmura mirabilis Ruedemann 1

Cla.rkeaster perspinosus Ruedemann 1

Crinoids

Hallocrinus ornatissimus Hall 1

Corals

Plumalina plumaria Hall 1

Siphonophore

Paropsonema cryptophya Clarke 2

Sponges

Hydnoceras tuberosum Conrad 1

H. legatum Hall & Clarke 4

Seaweed

Thamnocladus 4

The water fowl of Bonaventure island.
1 With the assistance of

the zoology department of the Victoria National Museum at Ottawa,

the Director has acquired a series of the water fowl now breeding

on the Bonaventure island in the Gulf of St Lawrence, one of the

last resorts of these birds on the Atlantic coast. It seemed well to

take advantage of the opportunity afforded just at this time by a

special study of the habits of these birds being made through the

1 Since this was written the Provincial Parliament of Quebec has constituted tr e
Perce Rock, Bonaventure Island and the Bird Rocks into a single great reserve
of waterfowl (March 17, 19 19).
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agency of the Canadian federal zoologists. In this connection it

may be explained that there are in the Gulf of St Lawrence two

colonies of these water fowl, consisting of the following birds : gannet,

kittiwake, brunnich murre, razor-billed auk, puffin, guillemot and

one or two others which nest together on widely separate islands;

Bonaventure, which lies 4 miles off the coast of Perce, and the " Bird

rocks " the northernmost part of the Magdalen islands, T20 miles

out to sea, eastward of the former colony. Of these two colonies

the remoter one, that on the " Bird rocks," has for many years

been regarded as the larger and undoubtedly it was so until the

pillage of the birds and their nests substantially reduced the census

of the population. The Bonaventure island colony is now undoubt-

edly the larger and is the annual resort of many thousands of birds

for nesting purposes.

Close inshore from Bonaventure island and at the point of the

Perce peninsula is an insulated rock mass known as the Perce rock.

On its summit is a colony different from the other two and consisting

of two species; the herring gull and the crested cormorant. We
owe to the questioned habits of the cormorant the earnest effort

that has been, and is still being made, to rescue and conserve all

these three nesting places in the hope and with the reasonable expec-

tation of bringing them under federal protection: a procedure which

must be made effective soon if the bird colonies are not to suffer

serious destruction. The sporting fisherman of the Gaspe salmon

streams made formal complaint to the government that the cor-

morant was destroying the young of the salmon, in consequence of

which complaint an order was issued that the cormorant should be

destroyed. In protest thereto, and as a more conservative pro-

cedure, the order was held in abeyance until the scientific bird

students of the Dominion could make full investigation of the

indictment against the cormorants. Through several recent seasons

the accomplished observers of the Canadian Natural History Depart-

ment studied this problem, making intensive and complete examina-

tions of the stomach contents of the cormorants during the entire

period of the breeding and maturing season and after introspective

scrutiny returned the verdict: no cause of complaint. These inves-

tigations on the habits of the cormorants led to closer study of the

habits of other members of these bird associations and colonies, and
to the intensive feeling that these wonderful nesting places should

be brought under official protection. Even though they may seem
remote they are annually invaded in the most heartless and destruc-

tive manner, and the mortality has grown rapidly with the increase
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in the population of the coasts. It is recognized that the better

sense and the finer taste of the community requires that these beauti-

ful creatures be protected from any such destruction as has already

befallen the other nesting places of the gulf and other members of

the bird fauna of the Atlantic coast. Lively interest in this pro-

cedure has been taken by the Canadian Commission of Conservation,

as well as by private individuals, and in such hands it seems pre-

determined that the effort will come to a successful issue. Because

of the interest which we have taken in this matter through many
years of personal acquaintance and association with these colonies,

it seems appropriate to introduce here some illustrations of the

birds nesting on these extraordinary cliffs.

What New York State is doing for science. It is probably true

that very few of our citizens have had the opportunity to acquaint

themselves with the ramifications of the State's business throughout

all the magnitude of the various interests of this Commonwealth
and its people. " This certainly is a wonderful State," a visitor to

the State Museum was recently overheard to remark after looking

over some of the evidences there assembled of its natural resources;

indeed so great a State is it that only great, elaborate and costly

machinery is competent for the performance of its gigantic business.

Its functions extend in every direction, cover seemingly every phase

of our community relations wherein aid, supervision or expert

counsel is required.

The purpose of this statement is to indicate how completely the

State of New York cares for its scientific interests, and I presume

what is true of science is equally true of its other concerns: educa-

tional, charitable and corrective. The list that follows shows the

detail into which the supervision and development of the scientific

interests have now extended, and these functions reach not to super-

vision alone, but to research, investigation and application. It is a

very noteworthy fact that there is little if any duplication in these

activities; that is to say, no two departments are doing the same

work. From my own long experience I know that this has not

been the case for very many years. Only as the departmental

activities become more closely analyzed and perfected has

the danger of overlapping or duplication become practically

removed.

Perhaps a word of explanation is needed to explain certain

instances that may seem to be duplications ; for example, the State

maintains an official entomologist. This official is attached to the



Photo by P. A. Taverner

Bonaventure island. The Gannet ledges. A. group of young gannets.
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Bonaventure island. The Gannet ledges. One thousand four hundred
birds are shown in this view.
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Bonaventure island. The Gannet ledges. Over iooo gannets are
shown in this view.
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Bonaventure island. The Gannet ledges. A group of ftm—hhill inks.

Puffins.
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State Museum, which is itself a subsidiary of The University of

the State of New York, and the work of the State Entomologist is

to conduct researches upon insect habits and insect control and to

make recommendations as to procedures in insect control though

he is without statutory power to enforce his recommendations. The

Department of Farms and Markets maintains, also, entomologists

whose business it is to inspect nursery stock, orchards etc., for insect

pests and to enforce against these the protective laws which the State

has enacted. The latter is police work carried out under mandatory

statutes. This is a philosophical and sound division ; that is to say,

the work of the State Entomologist is distinctively a university

function and is therefore appropriately attached to The University

of the State of New York, while the work of the entomological

inspectors is not of this character. This difference is recognized in

the case of one or two other officials, where the application of the

control required by the statute is left to one department but the

necessary research and investigation in that field is regarded as an

appropriate part of the university machinery.

It is not likely that any scientific problem specially applicable to

the interests of the State could arise, for which the present State

machinery has not already made provision. The State, therefore,

is admirably protected in this regard and this fact has come into the

foreground in the present war crisis when every state community

has been called upon to develop to the utmost its supplies of natural

resources of every description, direct and indirect. Many of the

states have organized special scientific research committees in con-

nection with their state defense councils. New York has not done

this because its present organization seems to cover the entire

field. One exception may be made; we have no state weather

service. Perhaps this is to be regretted. Certainly the farmers

of the State do not carry on their agricultural operations with any

large degree of reliance upon the reports distributed to them
from the federal service, and New York might therefore well

consider the propriety of supplying the agricultural interests with

more definite information regarding probable and impending local

weather conditions which it could readily acquire by the estab-

lishment of a sufficient number of observation stations, doing their

work under proper supervision and interpretation.

The following list may be incomplete in some particulars, but it is

sufficiently comprehensive as it stands to excite interest and give

a reasonable feeling of pride in the efficiency of this phase of the

State's business,
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SCIENCE DEPARTMENT

Agricultural investigations and experiments. Agricultural experiment stations

Agriculture, instruction in Schools and colleges of agriculture

Agriculture, law administration Farms and Markets

Animal diseases, inspection and control of . . Farms and Markets

Antitoxins and serums Department of Health

Aquatic insects, investigation of Department of Education

Arbor Day Department of Education and Con-

servation Commission

Archeology Department of Education

Bacteriology Department of Health

Bird Day Department of Education

Bird protection Conservation Commission and De-

partment of Education

Botany Department of Education

Breeding of fish Conservation Commission

Bridges, canal, construction and inspection . . State Engineer

Camp insects, control of Department of Education

Cancer and allied diseases State Institute for the Study of

Cancer and Allied Diseases

Cement testing Department of Highways

Chemical investigations (drugs and medi-

cines) State Board of Pharmacy
Chemistry of foods Farms and Markets

Clay materials, testing State School of Clay-working and

Ceramics

Clay production Department of Education

Construction of canal locks and storage

dams State Engineer

Crops, protection from insects Department of Education and
Farms and Markets

Disease, relation of insects to Department of Education
.

Drainage and irrigation Conservation Commission

Drugs and adulterations, control of State Board of Pharmacy and

Department of Health

Drugs, control of sale of State Board of Pharmacy
Dusts, dangerous, investigation of Department of Labor

Embalming Board of Embalming Examiners

Engineering ; all problems except highways . State Engineer

Entomology Department of Education

Epidemics, investigation of Department of Health

Faunal studies Department of Education

Field crop insects Department of Education and
Farms and Markets

Fish and game protection Conservation Commission

Flora, study of Department of Education

Foods_and adulterations, control of Department of Health and Farms
and Markets

Forest insects, control of Department of Education and Con-

servation Commission
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Forest preserve Conservation Commission

Forest trees, diseases of (pine blister rust) . . Conservation Commission

Forestry and forestation Conservation and State College of

Forestry

Forests and lands Conservation Commission

Fruit insects, investigation of Department of Education

Fungicides, use of Department of Education and
Farms and Markets

Fur-bearing animals, protection of Conservation Commission

Game and fish Conservation Commission

Game census Conservation Commission

Game reserve Conservation Commission

Garden and field insects, control of Department of Education and
Farms and Markets

Garden development Farms and Markets

Gas (natural) production Department of Education

Gases, dangerous, investigation of Department of Labor

Geographic names State Board of Geographic Names
Geological maps Department of Education

Geological survey Department of Education

Highway construction Department of Highways

Household insects, control of Department of Education

Hunting licenses Conservation Commission

Hydrology Department of Education and Con-

servation Commission

Hydraulic development Conservation Commission

Immunology Department of Health

Indians, history and customs Department of Education

Industrial geology Department of Education

Inland river flow, control State Engineer

Inland waters, other than canal system .... Conservation Commission

Insane, care of State Hospital Commission
*

Insecticides, use and supervision of Department of Education and
Farms and Markets

Insects, control of noxious Department of Education and
Farms and Markets

Insects, study of all forms of Department of Education

Liquors and adulterations, control of Department of Health

Malignant diseases Institute for the Study of Malig-

nant Diseases

Maps, geological Department of Education

Maps of public sites and grants State Engineer

Marine fisheries Conservation Commission

Medicine, control of sa]e State Board of Pharmacy
Metal mining Department of Education

Mineral production Department of Education

Mineral waters (Saratoga Springs) Conservation Commission

Mineralogy Department of Education
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SCIENCE DEPARTMENT

Mines and mining Department of Education

Mines and quarries, inspection of State Industrial Commission
Mining claims, filed Secretary of State

Mosquito control Department of Education

Mushrooms Department of Education

Natural monuments Department of Education

Navigation, science and practice of, instruc-

tion in New York State Nautical School

Oil production Department of Education

Ornithology Department of Education

Paleontology Department of Education

Pathology Department of Health

Pharmaceutical plants Department of Education

Plant diseases, study and control of Farms and Markets and Depart-

ment of Education

Poisons, control of sale of State Board of Pharmacy
Pollution of the Bronx river, prevention of

.

Bronx Parkway Commission

Potable waters Department of Health

Propagation of fish and game Conservation Commission

Quarantine establishment Health Officer, Port of New York
Quarry products Department of Education

Reforestation Conservation Commission

River improvement Conservation Commission

River regulation by storage reservoirs Conservation Commission

Rock testing of road materials Department of Highways
Safety and health, tested and promoted .... American Museum of Safety

Sanitary engineering Department of Health

Saratoga Springs, control and development

of Conservation Commission

Serology Department of Health

vShale testing State School of Clay-working and

Ceramics

Shell fish, propagation and protection of . . . Conservation Commission

Testing of rock and cement Department of Highways
Topographic surveying State Engineer

Tree culture Conservation Commission

Trees, control of injurious insects on. Department of Education

Water insects Department of Education

Water supply Conservation Commission

Waters, impounding of, other than for canal

system Conservation Commission

Waters, potable Department of Health

Zoology Department of Education

Publications. Some of the present publications of the Museum
are worthy of special notice. " The Wild Flowers of New York," to

which reference has been made in a previous report, is now prac-

tically completed, the color plates, 264 in number, have been made
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and the letter press is now printing. It is hoped to issue this book

in two volumes in the course of the current calendar year and in

view of its comprehensive character, elaboration and perfection of

its plates, it seems well to interpolate here the introductory letter

of communication which intimates the influences and causes leading

up to the preparation of this monograph.

The scientific survey of this State, established in 1836 under the title " The
Natural History of New York," embraces in its monumental reports two volumes

treating of the flora of the State. These volumes, prepared by the distinguished

botanist, John Torrey, bear the inscription: Flora of the State of New York;

Comprising Full Descriptions of all the Indigenous and Naturalized Plants hitherto

Discovered in the State, with Remarks on Their Economical and Medical Properties

(1843). The species described in this work were entirely of the phenogamous

or flowering plants. Until that time no summary of the New York flora had
been brought together; and the service rendered to the people of the State by
the publication of this compendium was of a high order and was received with

enthusiastic appreciation. Doctor Torrey's books served the needs of the time

and expressed the state of its knowledge of the New York flora.

Seventy-five years have passed, and in that long stretch of time botanical

science has grown widely and apace. The field of cryptogamous botany, that

which deals with the flowerless plants, the mushrooms, mosses, lichens and their

kind, was not entered in these early reports; it was obscure and little understood;

its mostly inconspicuous growths did not attract the eye or invite the observer;

nor were its important relations to the economy of the community even suspected.

The early official botanical investigations of the State were formally terminated

by the publication of John Torrey's reports. Not till 1867 did the need of con-

tinuous official attention to this department of science meet the recognition

of the Regents of the University. In that year Charles Horton Peck was desig-

nated to take charge of such botanical collections as had accumulated in the

State Museum, and not long thereafter Mr Peck was officially appointed the

State Botanist. To the botanical service of the State Mr Peck thereafter dedicated

himself without reserve for the rest of his long life. He added much to the store

of knowledge of the flowering plants, but the veiled world of the flowerless plants

the more invited him and to it he specially gave his labors, leaving behind him
a harvest of knowledge of them and a repute for his intricate researches which

ranks him high on the roll of great botanists. Doctor Peck spared no effort,

however, to increase the store of knowledge of all the flora of the State and he is

the creator of the great state herbarium. After fifty years of unstinted devo-

tion to his science and to his State, Doctor Peck fell asleep in honor, in the year

1917.

Since the date of Torrey's report, the flowering plants have been the subject

of study in all parts of the Commonwealth. Botanical societies and local stu-

dents have multiplied; records have grown; the demand for information has

greatly increased; but there has been no reliable exposition of such information

accessible to these students.

It has been with this purpose of meeting a wide demand and of setting forth

with such excellence as present knowledge and perfected modes of illustration

could afford, that the present work, The Wild Flowers of New York, has been
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projected. The undertaking, bound to be an arduous one, has not been entered

upon hastily. The advice of the leading botanists of this State and country was

sought as to its timeliness, its scope, mode of presentation and illustration.

The interested public will rind it to be not a highly technical guide, couched in

closely analytical descriptions, but a comparatively brief text, untechnical so

far as the theme permits, accompanied by color illustrations taken from the

growing plants. The present State Botanist, Dr Homer D. House, is the respon-

sible author of the work; he has not only prepared the text and its arrangement,

but has supervised in detail the color photography; he has accompanied the

photographers into the field on every visit and has selected every subject which

is here reproduced.

The color illustrations must speak for themselves. They have been executed

with most painstaking care by the quadricolor process, and the living and grow-

ing plants have been reproduced in their colors as near to those of Nature as

now seems possible. The Matthews-Northrup Company of Buffalo, and the

Zeese-Wilkinson Company of New York are to be credited with the quality of

the coloration and printing of these plates.

As such, then, these volumes are given to the people of the State and as such,

we believe, they would have this service rendered.

- The volumes of Museum Memoir 12, parts 1 and 2, constituting

" The Birds of New York " and the portfolios of color plates taken

from these volumes, are in constant demand. Indeed, the demand
does not diminish and becomes much freshened with the approach of

every spring. From these facts it is obvious that the vanishing

editions of this publication must be replenished in order to meet

the call, not only from the citizens of this State, but from every

quarter where the study of the birds and their protection is

pursued.
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IV

THE SCIENTIFIC RESERVATIONS BELONGING TO THE
STATE MUSEUM

Three reservations are controlled by the State Museum and have

been deeded to the institution by the generosity of citizens of the

State. These are

:

1 The Clark reservation near Jamesville, Onondaga county.

2 The Lester ledge or Cryptozoon park, town of Greenfield, near

Saratoga Springs.

3 Starks Knob or the Northumberland volcano at Schuylerville.

It has not been practicable to expend much money on the care

and needed repairs of these reservations. A wardenship of the

Clark reservation has been established by the appointment of C. E.

Archambo as a deputy sheriff of Onondaga county, with power to

prevent invasions and any form of vandalism so that this, which is

the largest o. the reservations, covering something over ioo acres,

has been reasonably cared for. The donor has generously provided

an effective entranceway of stone and has done her part. The
place is much in need of proper fencing and of a limited amount of

road construction.

Two years ago the Lester park was monumented with explanatory

tablets set on concrete foundations, but the growth of the vegetation

requires annual care in order to keep well exposed the Cryptozoon

pavement for which the reservation has been set apart.

The Starks Knob reservation has received no attention whatever.

It stands as when it was given and its boundary lines have not been

monumented. This is in very special need of attention as well as

protection to keep the stone, which is quite suitable for road mending,

from being taken away.
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V

DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS

During the year the bulletins of the Museum have been issued as

rapidly as circumstances permitted. They have the following

numbers and titles

:

190 The Mining and Quarry Industry of New York State. By
D. H. Newland

191 Geology of the Vicinity of Ogdensburg (Brier Hill, Ogdens-

burg and Red Mills Quadrangles). By H. P. Cushing

192 Geology of the Blue Mountain, New York, Quadrangle. By
William J. Miller

193 The Adirondack Mountains. By William J. Miller

194 Household and Camp Insects. By Ephraim Porter Felt

195 Postglacial Features of the Upper Hudson Valley. By H. L.

Fairchild

19^ Director's Report for 19 16

197 Report of the State Botanist for 19 16. By H. D. House

198 3 2d Report of the State Entomologist 19 16. By E. P. Felt

:_ 199 Key to American Insect Galls. By E. P. Felt

The State Museum Bulletin is now issued as a regular monthly

periodical. This arrangement holds back in some degree the number
of reports which can be issued in any one year, as it seems imprac-

ticable with the present service to issue more than one a month,

while it might be possible for the staff to prepare more than twelve

a year.
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VI

REPORT ON THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
Resurvey of war minerals supplies. Directly upon the entry of

the country into the war an active canvass was made through the

war minerals committee, organized by the National Research Coun-

cil, to ascertain the available stocks of minerals in the country which

are essential to war industries, the right of present production of

these exigent supplies and the possibility of increasing them. Many
minerals were imperatively needed, among them sulphur, manganese,

graphite, of all of which our importation was very large and the

domestic production relatively small ; moreover, these large importa-

tions were using important ship tonnage already gravely needed

for other purposes. A general demand was sent out for a resurvey

of domestic supplies of these and other minerals and a general speed-

ing up of domestic production. Such service, it was found, could

most effectively be made through state organizations, and immedi-

ately upon the condition becoming evident, work was begun in

New York and was extended to cover examinations of all the min-

erals required. The pyrite deposits of northwestern New York were

carefully studied by A. F. Buddington and the report thereon pub-

lished promptly as Bulletin i of the New York State Defense Council,

entitled Report on the Pyrite and Pyrrhotite Veins in Jefferson and

St Lawrence Counties. The zinc and pyrite deposits of the Edwards
district in St Lawrence county were also examined with renewed

care and a report on these issued as Bulletin 2 of the State Defense

Council, The Zinc-pyrite Deposits of the Edwards District, New
York, the work being done by David H. Newland, who had given

close study to the important developments of the zinc industry in

that region since its inception. The results of these examinations

of sources of supply of sulphur and zinc ha^e been of importance

as new supplies of large moment were indicated and increased pro-

duction has resulted.

Contemporaneously with these undertakings a study was inaugu-

rated of the manganese deposits of Columbia county, regarding

which there were only historic records. It was nevertheless

thought important to leave no stone unturned to locate any
possible deposit of this kind. The early geologists in their reports

of 1837-42 indicated the presence of this ore in that region;

but the examination made under present auspices by Prof. Nelson
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C. Dale, using surface and earth auger determinations, has shown

that there is but little of the ore in occurrence there and what there

is of it is of low grade.

There has been a further demand for the mineral molybdenum,

and as the occurrence of it was known in this State Mr Newland
examined the locality in Westchester county with reference to

possible production, but under existing conditions the supply does

not seem to be available as it is too widely and minutely disseminated

to make a practical working proposition.

The study of the graphite was then taken up for revision. New
York has for years been one of the largest producers of this mineral,

but with. the curtailment of the Ceylon importations it seemed quite

imperative to locate additional supplies if this were possible. In

this work Mr Newland, who has long experience with the practical

side of graphite geology, was aided by Harold L. Ailing, who has

carried out his investigations with a fine degree of elaboration,

involving the location, in some instances, of new deposits, in others

of increased extent, of present ore bodies. This report is now in

press under the title of Adirondack Graphite Deposits.

As the items mentioned have suddenly become an important

national war asset, there has been further effort to make precise

valuations of supplies available for military requirements, and this

phase of the work has been also in the general charge of the war

minerals committee. It may be said that this committee was

organized at the instance of the National Research Council of the

Council of National Defense and is composed of representatives of

the United States Bureau of Mines, United States Geological Sur-

vey, Association of State Geologists and American Institute of

Mining Engineers.

Other lines of work in the museum in the direction of the

production of immediate needs are under way or in contemplation.

There has been inaugurated a special study of the glass sands and

refractory materials of the State in the hope of meeting the vastly

increased demands of the glass manufacturers; and there is also

operating a restudy of the salt supplies of the State with a reason-

able expectation of providing knowledge which would help to meet

the newer and more refined applications of sodium salts both for

military and domestic purposes; for sodium must, in some degree

at least, substitute potassium in such manufactures as glass and other

compounds in which it has heretofore been thought that potassium

was indispensable. Further investigations planned have special
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bearing upon the location of abrasive materials of various grades

and the determination of the abrasive quality of materials here-

tofore neglected.

Inventory of road-making and concreting materials. A resurvey

of the entire Atlantic seaboard from Maine to Texas, inaugurated

by the geology committee of the National Research Council and
which enlisted the services of a large number of experts, also involved

the State of New York. A very large amount of careful detailed

work was put upon this problem of bringing together for quick

availability, classified records of the distribution of all materials

suitable for the building of highways, for construction, whether of

fortifications or buildings, and for cement and concrete work. So

far as New York is concerned, the work further involved the loca-

tion, within the belt indicated, of every natural and artificial rock

outcrop, every stone pile, every stone fence, bank of gravel or sand,

with data of production, maps showing location, tables showing

rates of transportation and routing, and all matter relating to quick

assimilation of the material when needed. This report was duly

produced in somewhat voluminous form and filed for access with

the geology committee of the National Research Council. It has

already proved of very high service, especially in the matter of

locating concrete materials, as since the completion of the work the

national government has begun the building of concrete ships and

concrete barges for the New York State barge canal, on a very

large scale. The report promises to be serviceable in many other

directions.

Mining and quarry bulletin. The annual summary of the min-

eral industries with production statistics for the calendar year 191

6

was not completed until late in the following year on account of the

press of other matters. The report reveals a rather unsettled con-

dition in many branches traceable to the disturbance of trade through

the foreign situation, and unusual activity . in certain restricted

fields. In comparison with the more or less balanced development

that has characterized the course of progress in preceding years, the

trend was uneven and indicative of instability in the fundamental

market situation. , Still the value of the production of materials,

estimated in terms of the crude ores and minerals at mine or quarry,

amounted to $45,947,947, which was larger than that reported in

any previous year. One of the items that helped to expand the

total was zinc ore from the newly opened mines in St Lawrence

county, which rapidly attained important rank in the industry.
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Regular operations began in 191 5, but last year was the first in which

they were continuous for the twelvemonth. Notable gains were

reported also by the iron mines.

The pyrite deposits. Supplementing the mention already made

of the investigation of pyrite which was directed particularly to the

commercial possibilities of the deposits, and the work done by

Dr A. F. Buddington in the more promising of the known occur-

rences in the western Adirondack region, it may be added that the

geology of the ores and the problems presented by their gneiss had

been studied previously by Prof. C. H. Smyth, jr, whose paper

appeared in the issue of the Report of the Director of the New York

State Museum for 1912. The present investigations showed that

the more important deposits occur in groups and that these are

arranged in long, narrow bands that follow the general structural

trend, that is, have a northeasterly strike. Seven such belts are

recognized, of which the more important ores (five in number) form

a single zone 40 miles long and 3 to 4 miles wide that reaches from

the vicinity of Antwerp and Theresa on the southwest to Pyrites

near Canton on the northeast. The individual ore-bands consist

of disseminations, bunches and veinlets of pyrite so as to give a

more or less uniform content of the mineral, in a gangue of which

chlorite is a distinctive ingredient. The bands and lenses attain a

width up to 40 or 50 feet but usually are around 10 to 20 feet. They
have marked persistence on the surface, having been followed for

distances of 1500 to 2600 feet in individual workings and so far as

explored show a similar continuity in depth. Only a few of the

bands have been actually exploited; those at Stellaville, Pyrites and

the Cole mine near Gouverneur have yielded most of the ore that

has been mined in the past. There are resources still available

undoubtedly to afford an output four or five times as large as the

current supply. Since the report was issued, preparations have

been in progress to extend the production. The need for increasing

the American supplies of the mineral has become especially urgent

with the practical cessation of imports of the Spanish and

Canadian ores.

Zinc-pyrite ores. In the Edwards district, St Lawrence county,

long associated with the fibrous talc industry, occur bodies of admixed

zinc blende and pyrite which lately have come into prominence.

They have quite different features than the pyrite ores just described,

consisting of lenses, bands and disseminations of the two sulphides

in dolomitic limestone. They also are smaller in size, the width not

exceeding 15 feet as a maximum in the developed and exposed
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bodies. The ores are even, granular aggregates and very compact,

lacking the usual character of \~ein fillings, rather resembling the

country limestone in their textures. In the richer samples there is

little else to be seen than sphalerite and pyrite. The proportions

of the two minerals may vary widely in different deposits, but in

the usual run there is more blende than pyrite. The occurrences,

of which a dozen or more have so far been located, lie writhin the

main belt of limestone in the stretch from Edwards to Sylvia lake,

about 10 miles long. They are not alined or confined to any

horizon, but seem to prefer the border zone, where the limestone

is in contact with granitized quartz schists and gneisses and where

the limestone is charged with siliceous environment. An investiga-

tion of the deposits, of which the field work and geological studies

were performed by D. H. Newland, with the cooperation of Prof.

C. H. Smyth, jr, who has kindly undertaken the independent study

of the origin of the ores, was so far completed that the general features

of the occurrences and their economic relations could be appropri-

ately treated in a report, which, as already stated, has been pub-

lished. Professor Smyth's contribution on the mineral relations

and genesis "of the ores has been practically completed.

Manganese ores. In the reports of the First Geological Survey,

1837-43, W. W. Mather makes mention of the presence of man-
ganese ore in Columbia and Dutchess counties which at that time

seems to have been the object of commercial mining. In his account,

an estimate of the deposits places the available supply at a figure

so large that it would be a valuable asset under the existing strin-

gency in the market, particularly as the information is vouchsafed

that the crude ores lend themselves readily to treatment for removal

of the earthy impurities. Prof. Nelson C. Dale undertook an

investigation during the past summer, which coA^ered the principal

localities mentioned in the early reports. Considerable difficulty

was encountered at first in relocating some of the old mines, but

after the nature of the deposits was once established the work was

expedited. It was found that the ores are an earthy form of man-
ganese (wad) and are restricted to certain upland swamps along a

belt that extends north and south through Canaan, Hillsdale and

Ancram townships. The manganese, apparently, has its source in

the rocks on the higher ground, from which the drainage first enters

the bogs where the minute quantity of the metal held in solution is

precipitated, after a similar manner to the formation of " bog "

iron ore. The deposits are restricted in area and thin, hardly justi-

fying their development under present-day conditions.
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AREAL GEOLOGY

In the work directed toward the completion of the great geological

map of the State on a scale basis of one mile to the inch, some progress

was accomplished although conditions made it obligatory to curtail

the work somewhat and much of it was interrupted in the course

of the season. Prof. H. P. Cushing, who has been connected with

the areal survey of the Adirondacks for more than twenty years,

completed his survey of the Gouverneur quadrangle and his final

report is now in preparation.

Gouverneur quadrangle. A report upon the progress of the work

was made in 191 6, in which the absence of large areas of intrusive

rocks was commented upon, and at the same time the frequency of

granite sills intruded into the Grenville strata was noted, and the

contrast between this district, with its abundant and continuous

Grenville exposures and lack of large bodies of intrusives, and the

main Adirondack region to the east and south was set forth. The
granite sills are regarded as upward protrusions from a large body

of syenite below ground, which followed the Grenville structures

as the lines of least resistance, and the contrast with the more easterly

region is attributed to lesser altitude and erosion in the Gouverneur

region.

The most important result of the 191 7 field work was the

demonstration afforded of the closely folded structure of the Gren-

ville rocks in the region, which lie in a series of closely appressed,

pitching, isoclinal folds. The relationships between the Grenville

rocks and the granite sills suggest that the folding occurred before

the intrusion of the sills. These matters will be discussed in detail

in the final report.

Lake Placid quadrangle. The final report on this field was com-

pleted by Prof. W. J. Miller and is now in course of printing.

Schroon Lake quadrangle. This area was also completed during

the summer of 191 7, and its geology shows many features of much
interest, as an unusually fine display of many types of Adirondack

rocks occurs within the quadrangle.

Grenville strata mappable as such occupy about 12 square miles

of the quadrangle. The largest areas are in the vicinity of Minerva

and Olmstedville. Many other masses are simply small and large

inclusions in the syenite-granite series. All the usual types of

Grenville, as well as some interesting structures were observed.

The oldest intrusive of the region is the anorthosite, which exhibits

two rather well-defined, mappable facies. Of these, the Marcy
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anorthosite is usually very coarse grained, bluish gray, and highly

feldspathic, though locally developed gabbroid facies are common.

It makes up the greater bulk of the anorthosite, which occupies

most of the northeastern half of the quadrangle. The other facies,

known as Whiteface anorthosite, is usually medium grained, light

gray, and more or less gabbroid. This is a broader development of

the Marcy anorthosite. Many small and large inclusions of anor-

thosite, chiefly the Whiteface type, occur in the syenite-granite

series as far out as 7 or 8 miles from the main body of the anorthosite.

Next in order of age is the syenite-granite series, which is clearly

intrusive into both the Grenville and the anorthosite. It is wholly

confined to the southwestern half of the quadrangle where the

granite facies is the most prominent of all the rocks.

A rock type of particular interest, called the Keene gneiss, is well

developed, and observations within the quadrangle have thrown

much light upon its origin. The two largest bodies mapped each

occupy several square miles. This Keene gneiss is considered to

have resulted from the actual digestion or assimilation of anortho-

site by the syenite-granite magma.
Gabbro stocks of the usual Adirondack kind are prominently devel-

oped in the southwestern half of the quadrangle, but none occur

within the great body of anorthosite. Each of the two stocks covers

several square miles.

Pegmatite and diabase dikes, both later than the gabbro, are

moderately represented. Also a few dikes of aplite occur, some of

them younger than the gabbro and some probably older.

A small area of dolomitic limestone has long been known to occur

in Schroon Lake village. It is probably of Little Falls (Upper

Cambrian) age and about 135 feet thick.

In 19 16 an outlier of Potsdam sandstone was discovered from

1 J to 2 miles southwest of Schroon Lake village. It is about one-

half of a mile long.

In 191 7 an area of about 2 acres of sandstone and dolomite,

belonging to the Potsdam-Little Falls series, was discovered in the

vSchroon valley 7 miles north of Schroon Lake village and one-fourth

of a mile east of the border of the Schroon Lake quadrangle.

Fifteen faults and zones of excessive jointing have been located,

and these have notably influenced the topographic development.

A number of conspicuous ridges and valleys with north-northeast

strike have been determined by these fault zones of weakness in

the rocks.
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Pleistocene deposits are widespread, being especially thick in the

more prominent valleys where the ancient rocks are in many places

effectually concealed. The general movement of the great ice sheet

was a little to the east of south across the quadrangle.

Phelps quadrangle. This quadrangle was surveyed some years

ago by D. Dana Luther, but as some refined points have come up

for discussion and determination, certain of these were specially

restudied by George H. Chadwick, whose report follows. Mr
Chadwick's determinations are supplementary to Mr Luther's and

will be utilized in the publication of this survey.

The waterlime strata (Bertie and Akron) extend across the northern

end of the quadrangle paralleling the railways, and have been

washed fairly clear of drift by the glacial drainage that followed

the Victor-Phelps channel. Good, continuous sections are scarce.

The best exposure is the new quarry at Oaks Corners, near the

east edge of the quadrangle. This is, in fact, an unusually instructive

locality. Basal layers of the Onondaga limestone cap the west wall

of the quarry. At some points these rest directly on the Silurian

waterlimes, while at others within a few rods 2 or 3 feet of black-

pebble conglomerate varying to a nearly pure coarse white sand-

stone may intervene. The numerous fossil corals in these lentils

indicate that they may be early Onondaga (Springvale ?) rather than

Oriskany.

Remarkable evidence of pre-Onondaga weathering is seen in the

underlying dolomitic waterlimes, while " Oriskany " sand is found

infiltrating fissures in these beds even 25 feet below their present

upper limit. The contrast with the Onondaga layers above is

further emphasized by the development of a peculiar system of

sloping joints in the weathered waterlimes, rendering them difficult

to blast.

No difficulty is experienced, at this quarry in identifying the

minor subdivisions of the group that were instituted for the western

sections (Bui. Geol. Soc. Amer. 28: 173). The upper 14 feet of beds

of geodic cavities and small Stromatopora are the Akron dolomite.

Beneath are nearly 8 feet of hard, dark (" black ") waterlime refer-

able to the horizon of the Buffalo or Williamsville cement bed,

(" Buffalo " is preoccup'ed) and nearly 4 feet of bluish, argillaceous

limes representing the Scajaquada shale. Drillings in the quarry

floor have shown that the latter division continues downward for

another 4 or 5 feet and is then succeeded by the typical chocolate

dolomite of the Falkirk division. After 6 or 8 feet farther, however,
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the latter gives way to 5 or 6 feet of beds of a light ashen color whose

full significance is not yet understood. Analyses of the drill samples

are bein^ made to determine whether these are the gypseous shale of

the Camillus, or the whitish beds of the lower Falkirk such as directly

underlie the Onondaga limestone at Honeoye Falls.

A preliminary reconnaissance of about 5 miles, from Oaks to

northwest of Phelps Junction, seems to indicate great variations in

the thickness of the interval between the Camillus and the Onondaga,

with subtraction and addition of beds at both base and summit of

the waterlimes.

Richfield Springs quadrangle. The field work here was carried on

by Mr C. A. Hartnagel and the area lies to the south of the Mohawk
valley, including parts of Herkimer and Otsego counties, with a

small strip of Montgomery county at the east. Mr Hartnagel

makes the following provisional report on this work.

The area studied includes formations of the Ordovician, Silurian

and Devonian systems.

The lowest formation in the quadrangle is the Trenton limestone,

which extends as a spur from the Little Falls quadrangle. Above
this is the Canajoharie shale. The relation of this shale to the

Dolgeville beds has afforded some difficulty but present paleonto-

logical studies by Dr Ruedemann give promise of clarifying the

situation.

Above the Canajoharie shale, especially well shown along Nowa-
daga creek, is an excellent and what is probably the most complete

section of the Utica shale in New York State. Not only is the

transition from the Canajoharie favorably shown, but there are

present several fossil zones and its very gradual change to the Frank-

fort shale is exhibited in a very satisfactory way.

Of the Silurian formations, the Oneida conglomerate, the several

stratigraphic divisions of the Clinton formation and the Bertie

waterlime, are present but have not been found in force east of this

quadrangle. Five divisions of the Clinton formation are recognized

in ascending order as follows

:

a Sandstones and shales. The sandstone greatly predominates.

Much of it coarse, cross-bedded and of a red color

b Oolitic ore

c Green shale with fossils

d
'

' Red flux
'

' ore — not well developed and rarely exposed

e Gray sandstone

The Vernon red shale which is found in the western half of the
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quadrangle comes to an end before Deck is reached, since here the

Camillus rests upon the upper gray Clinton sandstone.

The Camillus crosses the quadrangle as a well-defined formation

and grades into the Bertie waterlime.

The Cobleskill is present and here lithologically much like the

Bertie. The presence, however, of characteristic fossils clearly

defines its position between the Bertie and Rondout waterlimes.

The Rondout as a rule is not well or frequently exposed, due to its

position at the base of the often steep-faced Manlius where there is

always considerable talus material.

Of the Lower Devonian formations, the Coeymans and Onondaga

limestones are present in great force and for the most part are sepa-

rated by only a few feet of Esopus grit. Only at one place was an

outcrop of the Oriskany observed, and here but a few inches thick.

No outcrops of the New Scotland beds were observed but they

undoubtedly extend into the quadrangle from the east, since a

well-defined exposure is seen one-half of a mile east of the limits of

the map. It is well established that neither the Becraft limestone

nor the Schoharie grit extend as far west as this quadrangle.

Above the Onondaga limestone the Marcellus black shale is well

developed and about 25 feet from the base is found the Cherry

Valley limestone, named from Cherry Valley which is located along

the east boundary of the quadrangle.

Above the Marcellus black shale the transitional beds marking

the gradual change from the Marcellus into the Hamilton beds, are

included under the Cardiff shale. The overlying Hamilton beds,

which are here undivided stratigraphically, are the youngest rocks

within the district and form the high range of hills of the southern

part of the quadrangle.

Of particular interest is the glacial geology of this quadrangle, for

here centers an area of drumlins second only in importance in this

State to the drumlin region of western,New York. The outstanding

feature of the drumlins is their direction, which is here east and west,

while the western New York drumlins have a north and south

direction.

GLACIAL GEOLOGY

Professor Fairchild spent the season in a general summary of his

important study of postglacial continental uplift of northeastern

America, the data for which are largely based on his long-continued

studies in New York. In going farther afield for the application of

his conclusions and accumulation of additional data, an extensive
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area was covered by him, including Ontario, Quebec, from Lake

Nipissing to Gaspe, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Maine, New

Hampshire, and a review of the Connecticut valley north of Green-

field, Mass.

With precision, or at least fair approximation, the amount of

glacial depression of the land and postglacial uplift was determined

at over 60 stations. The deltas built in the sea-level waters by

south-leading streams were used as the main criteria. The result is

given in a map of isobases, or lines of equal uplift, which shows the

amount of land rise and the area affected. It is found that the

center of the doming uplift is in Quebec, between James bay and

Quebec city, with a rise of over 1000 feet. It also appears that

Newfoundland was the locus of a distinct ice cap and area of land

oscillation.

The detailed description of this study is published in the Bulletin

of the Geological Society of America, volume 29; with abstracts in

Science and in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences.

The glacial survey of the Catskill mountains. Dr John L. Rich

has been engaged for two years in the study of the glacial phenomena

of the south and southwestern Catskills with the plan of continuing

this work to its completion. Doctor Rich has now been commissioned

as captain in the War Intelligence Office, and this service will doubt-

less interfere with the progress of this undertaking during the term

of the war. Captain Rich has reported the following with reference

to his last year's work.

Reconnaissance mapping was carried southward along the south-

eastern base of the Catskills and the valley of Rondout creek as

far as Summitville, where strong terminal moraines and outwash

plains mark the position of an important stand of the ice.

The eastern base of the Catskills from High Point to Summitville

is marked by numerous marginal drainage channels, sand plains and

hanging deltas. At Napanoch is a large hanging delta built by a

stream which flowed from Esopus valley through Peek-o-Moose

gulf at the time the ice was banked high up on the eastern front of

the range at High Point and a lake, with discharges at Summ'.tville,

was held up in the Rondout valley. These conditions furnish data

for the determination of the slope of the ice tongue in the Hudson

valley at the time the delta was building.

An examination of the northwestern end of the northeastern

range of the Catskills revealed the fact that a very heavy moraine is

banked against the range near Broome Center, and that after the
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abandonment of the Grand Gorge outlet, the waters of the lake in

the Schoharie valley found their next lower escape at an elevation

of about 1 2 10 feet to Catskill creek through the col 2 miles north of

Franklinton. North of Broome Center, in the valley of Keyser kill,

a splendid series of hanging deltas at various levels was built into a

lake whose waters dropped through several stages down to the level

of the Grand Gorge outlet.

PALEONTOLOGY

The Museum. Reference has been made to the installation of a

group displaying the fauna of the Portage epoch rehabilitated with

its organic parts. The success of this group is so striking and its

purpose so satisfactorily accomplished that it is planned to present

from time to time other rehabilitations of the several extinct faunas

of our older rocks.

The general systematic collections in paleontology having been

fully installed, an additional effort has been made to facilitate its

interpretation and educational worth. This has partly been done by
installing a case carrying the legend, What is a fossil? In this is

skilfully arranged a display of the various modes of fossilization, or

preservation of fossils, with full explanatory labels, so that the

student finds herein a complete visual introduction to this phase of

paleontology. This work has been very successfully done by

Winifred Goldring.

Investigations. Doctor Ruedemann has continued his study of

the Utica and Lorraine formations of the Mohawk and Black River

valleys. Further study of sections of the Utica shale added more

details to the establishment of three horizons in the Utica shale,

while continued careful study of the section of the Lorraine gulf and

the elaboration of the collections from our Lorraine beds brought

out the fact that the Lorraine formation of New York consists of

two distinct divisions, the lower Lorraine, corresponding to the

Eden of the Ohio valley, and the upper Lorraine, corresponding to a

part at least of the Maysville of the western Cincinnatian. Alto-

gether we have been able to distinguish eight life zones in the Lorraine

formation of New York, the first three of which correspond respec-

tively to the Economy, Southgate and McMicken zones of the Eden,

the first or Fulton zone of the Eden being represented by the black

shale that underlies the lower Lorraine. Zone 4 shows relationship

to the Mount Hope beds of the Maysville, Zone 5a to the Fairmount

and Zones 56-8 to the Bellevue beds of the Maysville.

The finding of many new species as well as of many forms hitherto
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unknown to this State, in the Utica and Lorraine formations during

the investigation of the stratigraphy of these formations, has led to

a revision of the faunas which requires many new illustrations.

Devonian crinoids. This work is progressing although it has

been carried forward under some difficulties. The crinoids of the

Devonian formations of New York constitute a very interesting and,

for the most part, undescribed or imperfectly described group which

has received too little attention. They have been heretofore studied

casually but always with the purpose of covering the field exhaust-

ively. This final form of the work is now in a fair degree toward

completion. Miss Goldring has submitted the following statement

as to the scope and condition of the work.

Devonian Crinoids

The descriptive part of the monograph on the Crinoids is very

nearly completed. At the present time the descriptions include 131

species and 8 varieties belonging to 53 genera, among which are

14 new genera, 46 new species and 6 new varieties. The lists of

the genera, species and varieties are given below.

With the completed drawings and diagrams and those still to be

made, the descriptive part of the monograph will be illustrated with

about 400 drawings, 25 diagrams and 8 photographs. Numerous

text figures will be used to illustrate the general discussion.

I List of Genera

A Camerata

1 Acacocrinus W. ef Sp.

2 Acanthocrinus Rosmer

3 Aorocrinus W. & Sp.

4 Clarkeocrinus gen. nov.

5 Clonocrinus Quenstedt

6 Cordylocrinus Angelin

7 Corocrinus gen. nov.

8 Cyttarocrinus gen. nov.

9 Dimerocrinus Phillips

10 Dolatocrinus Lyon
1

1

Gennaeocrinus W. & Sp.

12 Gilbertsocrinus Phillips

B Flexibilia

1 Clidochirus Angelin

2 Eutaxocrinus Springer

3 Taxocrinus Phillips

13 Hadrocrinus Lyon

14 Hystricrinus Hinde.

15 Lecocrinus gen. nov.

16 Mariacrinus Hall

17 Marsipocrinus Bather

18 Megistocrinus Owen & Shum.

19 Melocrinus Goldfuss

20 Pterinocrinus gen. nov.

21 Rhodocrinus /. 5. Miller

22 Sphaerotocrinus gen. nov.

23 Springerocrinus gen. nov.

24 Thamnocrinus gen. nov.

25 Thylacocrinus OMert
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C Inadunata

Anamesocrinus gen. nov.

Ancyrocrinus Hall

Arachnocrinus Meek & Worthen

Barycrinus Wachsnuth

Batherocrinus gen. nov.

Botryocrinus Angelin

Brachiocrinus Hall

Catactocrinus gen. nov.

Corematocrinus gen. nov.

Deltacrinus Ulrich

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
10

1 1 Decadocrinus W. & Sp.

D Incertae sedis

i Aspidocrinus Hall

2 Edriocrinns Hall

II List of Species and Varieties

A Camerata

i Acacocrinus pentadactylus (Grabau) n. com.

2 Acanthocrinus spinosus {Hall) n. com.

3 Acanthocrinus onondaga sp. nov.

4 Aorocrinus armatus sp. nov.

5 Aorocrinus cauliculus {Hall)

6 Aorocrinus elegans sp. nov.

7 Aorocrinus formosus sp. nov.

8 Aorocrinus praecursor {Hall)

9 Aorocrinus longidactylus sp. nov.

io Clarkeocrinus ruedemanni sp. nov.

1

1

Clarkeocrinus schoharie sp. nov.

12 Clonocrinus ? (Corymbocrinus?) macroptalus {Hall)

13 Cordylocrinus plumosus {Hall)

14 Cordylocrinus ? ramulosus {Hall)

15 Corocrinus ? calypso {Hall) n. com.

16 Corocrinus ornatus sp. nov.

17 Cyttarocrinus eriensis {Hall) n. com.

18 Cyttarocrinus ? jewetti sp. nov.

19 Dimerocrinus arborescens {Talbot) n. com.

20 Dimerocrinus whitfieldi sp. nov.

21 Dolatocrinus glyptus {Hall)

22 Dolatocrinus glyptus var. intermedius {Hall)

23 Dolatocrinus insignis sp. nov.

24 Dolatocrinus liratus {Hall)

25 Dolatocrinus lobatus sp. nov.

26 Dolatocrinus marshi var. glaber var. nov.

27 Dolatocrinus ornatus Meek

28 Dolatocrinus speciosus {Hall)

29 Gennaeocrinus carinatus Wood

30 Gennaeocrinus carinatus var. crassicostatus var. nov.

12 Glossocrinus gen. nov.

13 Hallocrinus gen. nov.

14 Halysiocrinus Ulrich em. Bather

15 Haplocrinus Steininger

16 Hypsocrinus Springer & Slocom

17 Lasiocrinus Kirk

18 Maragnicrinus Whitfield

19 Myrtillocrinus Sandberger

20 Poteriocrinus Miller

21 Schultzicrinus Springer

22 Symbathocrinus Phillips

23 Stylocrinus Sandberger
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31 Gennaeocrinus eucharis (Hall)

32 Gennaeocrinus kentuckiensis (Shumard)

33 Gennaeocrinus nyssa {Hall) .

34 Gennaeocrinus peculiaris sp. nov.

35 Gilbertsocrinus spinigerus (Hall)

36 Hadrocrinus polydactylus (Hall)

37 Hystricrinus depressus (W. Of Sp.)

38 Hystricrinus eboraceus (Hall)

39 Hystricrinus granosus sp. nov.

40 Hystricrinus ithacensis (Williams)

41 Hystricrinus leai (Lyon)

42 Hystricrinus punctobrachiatus (Hall)

43 Hystricrinus splendens sp. nov.

44 Lecocrinus indianensis (M. & G.) n. com.

45 Mariacrinus beecheri Talbot

46 Mariacrinus plumosus Hall

47 Mariacrinus ramosus Hall

48 Mariacrinus stoloniferus Hall

49 Marsipocrinus tentaculatus (Hall)

50 Megistocrinus depressus Hall

51 Megistocrinus Ontario Hall

52 Melocrinus bainbridgensis Hall & Whitf.

53 Melocrinus breviradiatus Hall

54 Melocrinus chemungensis sp. nov.

55 Melocrinus chemungensis var. parvus var. nov.

56 Melocrinus clarkei (Hall MS) Williams

57 Melocrinus gracilis W. & Sp.

58 Melocrinus (Trichotocrinus) harrisi Olsson

59 Melocrinus (Trichotocrinus) lutheri sp. nov.

60 Melocrinus naplesensis sp. nov.

61 Melocrinus nobilissimus (Hall)

62 Melocrinus nodosus (Hall)

63 Melocrinus pachydactylus (Hall)

64 Melocrinus paucidactylus (Hall)

65 Melocrinus reticularis Olsson

66 Melocrinus williamsi Olsson

67 Melocrinus sp. ? ( Young)

68 Pterinocrinus quinquenodosus s£. nov.

69 Rhodocrinus nodulosus ifa//

70 Rhodocrinus nodulosus var. pernodosus var. nov.

71 Sphaerotocrinus ornatus sp. nov.

72 Springerocrinus stellatus sp. nov.

73 Thamnocrinus troosti (Hall) n. coin.

74 Thylacocrinus gracilis (Hall) n. com.

B Flexibilia

1 Clidochirus schucherti (Talbot) n. com.

2 Eutaxocrinus avoca sp. nov.

3 Eutaxocrinus chiriformis sp. nov.
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4 Eutaxocrinus ithacensis (Williams) n. com.

5 Eutaxocrinus nuntius (Hall) n. com.

6 Eutaxocrinus petilus sp. nov.

7 Taxocrinus lobatus (Hall)

C Inadunata

i Anamesocrinus lutheri sp. nov.

2 Ancyrocrinus bulbosus Hall

3 Arachnocrinus bulbosus (Hall)

4 Arachnocrinus extensus W. & Sp.

5 Arachnocrinus extensus var. spinobrachiatus var. nov.

6 Barycrinus sentosus sp. nov.

7 Bathericrinus cohoctonensis sp. nov.

8 Bathericrinus halli sp. nov.

9 Botryocrinus americanus Rowley

io Botryocrinus crassus (Whiteaves)

ii Botryocrinus nycteus (Hall) n. com.

12 Brachiocrinus nodosarius Hall

13 Catactocrinus leptodactylus sp. nov.

14 Corematocrinus plumosus sp. nov.

15 Decadocrinus ? decemnodosus sp. nov.

16 Decadocrinus ? geniculatus sp. nov.

17 Decadocrinus gregarius Williams

18 Decadocrinus ? killawogensis sp. nov.

19 Decadocrinus multinodosus sp. nov.

20 Decadocrinus rugistriatus sp. nov.

21 Decadocrinus serrato-brachiatus sp. nov.

22 Deltacrinus clarus (Hall)

23 Glossocrinus cornellianus (Williams) n. com.

24 -Glossocrinus ithacensis sp. nov.

25 Glossocrinus naplesensis sp. nov.

26 Hallicrinus ornatissimus (Hall) n. com.

27 Halysiocrinus secundus (Hall)

28 Haplocrinus clio Hall

29 Hypsocrinus fieldi Springer & Slocom

30 Lasiocrinus ? schoharie sp. nov.

31 Lasiocrinus scoparius (Hall)

32 Maragnicrinus portlandicus Whitfield

33 Myrtillocrinus americanus Hall

34 Myrtillocrinus levis (Wood)

35 Poteriocrinus ? avocensis sp. nov.

36 Poteriocrinus ? avocensis var. robustus var. nw
37 Poteriocrinus clarkei Williams

38 Poteriocrinus clarkei var. alpha Williams

39 Poteriocrinus diffusus Hall

40 Poteriocrinus dignatus sp. nov.

41 Poteriocrinus ? elongatus sp. nov.

42 Poteriocrinus ? infundibuliformis sp. nov.

43 Poteriocrinus nassa Hall
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1

44 Poteriocrinus (Decadocrinus) nereus Hall

45 Poteriocrinus ? pergracilis sp. nov.

46 Poteriocrinus zethus Williams

47 Schultzicrinus ? elongatus Springer

48 Schultzicrinus typus Springer

49 Symbathocrinus sulcatus sp. nov.

50 Stylocrinus canandaigua sp. nov.

D Incerlae Sedis

1 Aspidocrinus callosus Hall

2 Aspidocrinus digitatus Hall

3 Aspidocrinus scutelliformis Hall

4 Edriocrinus becraftensis Clarke

5 Edriocrinus dispansus Kirk

6 Edriocrinus pocilliformis Hall

7 Edriocrinus pyriformis Hall

8 Edriocrinus sacculus i7«//

MINERALOGY

Accessions. Among the important accessions may be mentioned

an interesting and varied suite of 1 10 geodes from Brown and Augusta

counties, Illinois, and Lee county, Iowa, presented by Mr Charles

N. Magill of Albany. These, together with the specimens from this

locality already in the collection, constitute a fairly complete series

of these interesting formations. By an exchange with the National

Museum the collections have acquired a series of the vanadium

minerals from Peru and a suite of the rare mercury minerals from

Terlingua, Texas, the latter of which is specially welcome in that it

fills several of the gaps due to unrepresented species in the general

collection. A suite of many large and handsome specimens of the

minerals of the iron and copper regions of Michigan was received in

exchange and purchased from the Rev. Alfred E. Healey of Ironwood,

Mich.

War minerals. An exhibit of the minerals essent ; al to the manu-

facture of ordnance, munitions, armor p'ate, motors and other

articles and commodities necessary to the winning of the war has

been installed. In each instance the suite of specimens covering a

particular mineral product is headed by a concise label stating the

relation of that metal or compound to war industries; this is followed

by a small map showing the distribution of the world's supply of the

workable ores and pointing out in most instances the urgent necessity

of establishing a United States source of supply. A small series of

these ores is supplemented where possible by a number of finished

and unfinished end products. A number of these end products were

presented to the Museum by the Bethlehem Steel Co. through Mr
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Cummings. Explanatory printed labels were supplied to the entire

series which at present occupies two flat cases in the Hall of New York

Minerals.

Other installations. A temporary exhibit of the radio-activity of

carnotite was installed in the small case devoted to new accessions

and minerals of current interest. This exhibit was built up around

two handsome specimens of carnotite presented by Dr R. A. F.

Penrose, jr. A radio-photograph taken from a negative exposed

under one of these specimens, together with the objects used to

demonstrate the radio-activity and the light tight box used in the

demonstration, are all shown in the exhibit.

An innovation which has so far met with marked success, consists

of the installation on a small table in the Mineral Hall of a group of

fifteen loose mineral specimens of appropriate size and excellent

quality, selected with a view to stimulating the casual interest in the

mineral collections. The public is encouraged to handle these

specimens to which are attached very simple labels, and Museum
publications which are to be found close at hand furnish the desired

information regarding them. It is interesting to note that no

specimen has been removed or lost.

Extension work. With a view to emphasizing one of the appli-

cations of minerals to the arts, Mr Whitlock has been publishing

from time to time throughout the year a series of articles on forms

of gem cutting in the leading trade journal of the jewelry trade.

These articles, which are of a semipopular nature, discuss the various

forms in which precious stones have been cut with a view to estab-

lishing in the more important forms the maximum brilliancy-

efficiency.
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VII

REPORT OF THE STATE BOTANIST
Scientific investigations. The investigative work of the State

Botanist during the season of 19 17 has been limited to a study of

the flora of certain sections of the central and western counties of

the State. Early in the season several days were spent in a study

of the vegetation of southern Herkimer county, a region of numerous

small lakes, bogs and swamps, and the home of several rare species

of plants. A visit was also made to Fourth Lake in northern Herki-

mer county, and further investigations were made upon the vegeta-

tion of several sphagnum bogs through the counties of Oswego,

Cayuga, Wayne, Seneca, Monroe and Genesee. At all the localities

visited collections were made for the state herbarium.

A large number of fungi, ferns and flowering plants were collected

during the year, many of which were new to the state flora. The
ferns and flowering plants of particular interest will be recorded in

the State Botanist's report under " Local Flora Notes" and the

fungi under " Notes on Fungi." A large number of fungi, some of

recent collection, but most of them undetermined species collected

by Doctor Peck and others, were studied and identified in col-

laboration with Prof. John Dearness and will be recorded, under
" New and Interesting Species of Fungi."

Considerable progress has been made in the compilation of a list

of New York fungi which will also include an arrangement according

to the host plants which they inhabit in the case of those saprophytic

and parasitic species which are found upon definite hosts.

Memoir on the Wild Flowers of New York. The photographic

work for this project was practically completed in 19 16, and during

the past year it was necessary to secure additional photographs of

only a few subjects. The manuscript was completed in 191 7 and

there remains now only the completion of the engraving and printing.

It is expected that this will be finished before the publication of this

report. The great amount of detail connected with this undertaking

has made it necessary to curtail to a large extent new investigations

of a scientific nature.

Noteworthy contributions to the state herbarium. The chief

additions to the state herbarium during the past year in the form

of contributions and exchanges are presented in the following list of

contributors, which also indicates the number of specimens received

from each.
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NUMBER
OF

CONTRIBUTOR SPECIMENS

Gray Herbarium, Harvard University 236

Prof. D. L. Crawford, Claremont, Cal 165

John Hurley, Little Falls, N.Y 130

Prof. L. 0. Overholts, State College, Pa 86

Dr James R. Weir, Missoula, Mont 53

Miss M. K. Smith, Estes Park, Col 35

E. P. Killip, Rochester, N. Y 40

Dr J. J. Davis, Madison, Wis 22

Dr W. Haydon, Marshfield, Ore : 20

A. H. Larson, Carter, Mont • 20

Douglas M. White, Rochester, N. Y :

'. 20

C. J. Musante, Tule River, Cal ".
. .

,
16

S. H. Burnham, Hudson Falls, N. Y 12

W. A. Matthews, Rochester, N. Y 11

Roy Latham, Orient, N. Y 10

Olaf O. Nylander, Caribou, Me 10

Miss Caroline C. Haynes, Highlands, N.J . 9

James E. Barkeley, Grahamsville, N. Y 2

Miss Charlotte Bogardus, Coxsackie, N.Y 1

Mrs E. P. Gardner, Canandaigua, N.Y 1

Simon Davis, Brookline, Mass 1

F. V. Rand, Washington, D. C 1

Total 901

Condition of the collections. With the aid of the assistant botanist,

Mr Louis Robbins, it has been possible to continue the rearrangement

of the material in the herbarium, making it more accessible for

study, and in addition to the mounting of the current collections,

exchanges and contributions, a large number of valuable specimens

of the Sheldon herbarium (presented in 19 14) have been mounted

and placed in the herbarium. Further progress in definitely marking

the many type specimens has been made.

Additions to the herbarium. The number of specimens which

have been added to the herbarium from all sources during the past

year is 12 12. Of these, 901 were received in exchange or as con-

tributions; 311 specimens were collected by the staff in the counties

of Albany, Cayuga, Erie, Essex, Franklin, Hamilton, Madison,

Monroe, Nassau, Niagara, Oneida, Otsego, Ontario, Onondaga,

Rensselaer, Saratoga, Seneca, Queens, Wayne and Warren. The
number of species added which were new to the herbarium was 128,

which includes 33 specimens of ferns and flowering plants of the

northeastern states and 95 species of fungi. Of the latter, 18 species

are described as new.
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Identifications. The State Botanist's office has been called upon

to identify and report upon 437 specimens of plants, including many
fungi. These identifications were asked for by 108 different persons.

PLANTS ADDED TO THE HERBARIUM

The policy of giving a detailed list of all species mounted and

added to the state herbarium, which has characterized the State

Botanist's reports for many years, is now discontinued, and the

following list contains only the names of the species added to the

herbarium during 191 7 which were not hitherto represented in our

collections. Of the many species of flowering plants received,

which were new to our collections, only those from the northeastern

United States are listed.

Ferns and Flowering Plants New to the Herbarium

Agalinis acuta Pennell

Agropyron acadiense Hubbard

Antennaria cana Fernaid
" neodioica gaspensis Femald

Astragalus blakei Eggleston

Bidens colpophila Femald ef St John
" eatonii kennebecensis Femald

Carex oronensis Femald
" 'projecta x scoparia Femald
" tenuitlora x teisperma Femald

Dryopteris goldiana x marginalis Dowell

Erechtites megalocarpa Femald

Eriocaulon parkeri Robinson

Euphrasia americana Wettst.
"

arctica Lange
" purpurea var. farlowii (Rob.) Femald & Wiegand
" randii Robinson

Glyceria fernaldii (Hitchc.) St John

Juncus pervetus Femald

Kobresjia elachycarpa Femald

Lactuca canadensis var. montana Britton

Lesquerella arctica var. purshii Wats.

Odontites odontites (L.) Wettst.

Pleurogyna rotata (L.) Griesb.

Proserpinacea intermedia Mackenzie

Puccinellia fasciculata ( Torr.) Bicknell
11 alaskana Scribn. & Merrill

Salix glaucophylloides Femald

Scirpus longii Femald

Scutellaria church'illiana Femald

Veronica teucrium Linn.

Xyris arenicola Small
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Fungi New to the Herbarium

Aleuria rhenana Fckl.

Anthostoma menispermi D. & H.

Asterella fraxinina D. & H.

Asterstroma cervicolor (B. & C.) Massee

Aylograprium onocleae D. & H.

Catinula turgida Desm.

Ceracea corticicoides (E. ef E.) Pat.

Ceratostoma avocetta {C. &f E.)

Cladosporium molle Cooke

Colletotrichum helianthi Davis

Coniophora vaga Burt.

Corticium albulum Atk. & Burt.
" alutaceum (Schrad.) Bres.
" atrovirens Berk.
" centrifugum {Lev.) Bres.
" confluens Fr.
" epigaeum E. & E.
" polyporoideum B. & C.
" roseopallens Burt
" rubicundum Burt

scutellare B. &> C.
" stramineum Bres.
" vagura B. & C.

Cylindrosporium ceanothi E. & E.
" crataegi E. & E.

Dendrophoma variabilis D. & H.

Diatrypella minutispora Deamess
" missouriensis E. & E.

Dimerosporium echinatum E. & E.

Dothiorella caryae D. & H.

Gloeosporium castanopsidis D. & H.
" hedericolum Maublanc

Gloniella parvulata D. & H.
" vaccinicola D. & H.

Glutinium exasperans Fr.

Gnomonia perversa Rehm
Godronia urceolata(E//i5)

Gymnosporangium kernianum Bethel

Helicosporium nymphaearum Rand
Hypochnus olivascens (B. & C.) Burt

" spongiosus (Schw.) Burt
" subferruginosus Burt

subvinosus Burt

Illosporium coccinellum Cooke

Labrella celastri D. & H.

Laestadia caricis D. & H.
" smilaciniae D. & H.

Leptostromella chenopodii D. & H.

Leptosphaeria acuta (M. fif N.) Sacc.
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Macrophoma ulmicola Deamess

Melanomma inspissum (Schw.)

Midotis irregularis (Schw.) Sacc.

Mycena filopes (Bull.) Quel.

Nigredo occidentalis (Diet.) Arth.

Odontia nivea (Karst.)

Ovularia bistortae (Fckl.) Sacc.

Peniophora affinis Burt
" arachnoidea Burt
" laevis (Fr.) Burt
" peckii Burt
" pubera (Fr.) Burt

praetermissa (Karst.) Burt

sordida Karst.

velutina (DC.) Cooke

Phragmidium occidentale Arth.

Phyllosticta alcides Sacc.
" amicta E. & E.
" gaultheriae E. & E.

omphaleae D. & H.

salicicola Thum.
tiarellae Deamess

Pseudoplectania nigrella (Pers.) Fckl.

Puccinia epilobi-tetragonis (DC.) Wint.

seymouriana Arthur

veronicarum DC.
Pucciniastrum sparsum (Wint.) Ed. Fisch.

Rarrmlaria aequivoca (Ces.) Sacc.

Scleroderris fuliginosa (Pers.) Karst.

Septoria araliae E. & E.
" hedeomae D. & H.

Sporodesmium naviculum D. & H.

Stereum erumpens Burt
" ochraceofiavum Schw.

Tympanis buchsii (Henn.) Rehm.

laricina (Fckl.) Sacc.

Valsaria toxici (Cke.)

Winterina crustosa E. & E.
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VIII

REPORT OF THE STATE ENTOMOLOGIST
The Entomologist reports that the cold and, in some sections of

the State, excessively wet spring produced an unusual condition

and many of the insects normally destructive were conspicuous by

their absence, while a few comparatively unknown forms caused

serious losses, though a portion of these, notably in connection with

the work of the seed corn maggot, was due largely to climatic con-

ditions and the employment of methods poorly adapted to the

abnormal conditions prevailing. The apple tent caterpillar has

almost dropped out of sight as a serious pest, though late in the

season a number of leaf feeders, such as the red-humped apple tree

worm, the yellow-necked apple tree worm, the fall web worm, the

hickory tussock moth caterpillar and some related species were

uncommonly abundant and destructive.

The following is a brief summary of the Entomologist's work and

the conditions he has found in various parts of the State. More
detailed information is given in the Report of the State Entomologist.

Fruit tree insects. An unusually interesting discovery was that

of the recently established apple and thorn skeletonizer, Hemer-
ophila pariana Clerck, near Irvington and Nyack. This

insect was so abundant in some localities as to skeletonize practically

all the foliage, even in orchards of considerable size. The Ento-

mologist made a study of the situation, worked out the life history

of the species and in cooperation with agents of the State Depart-

ment of Agriculture determined the approximate extent of the

infested area. A special account has been prepared which will be

published as an extension bulletin by Cornell University and well

distributed throughout the infested area in an effort to secure general

cooperation in checking this pest until such time as natural enemies

may bring it under control or experience shows it to be an insect of

comparatively minor importance.

Work on the codling moth was continued in cooperation with the

bureau of horticulture of the State Department of Agriculture.

The spraying operations were continued in the orchard of H. E.

Wellman, Kendall. Owing to unfortunate weather and field con-

ditions, however, the results, as will be seen by a reference to the

detailed account of the work, were not satisfactory. The very cool,

wet weather of early spring appears to have prevented the setting of
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a fair crop of fruit and in many portions of the western part of the

State there were almost no apples. The yields on the experimental

plots, though promising well at blossoming time, were so small that

it was not considered worth while to pick and classify the fruit on

the trees sprayed three times, owing to the fact that the crop was

so small that very little of value could be secured. These untoward

conditions were further accentuated by the extremely muddy con-

dition of the orchard at the time of the first spraying. This mate-

rially affected the efficiency of the work. The experiment in Niagara

county was continued in the orchard of George Mead of Barker and

there conditions were much better than in the Kendall orchard,

since there was a larger crop and fairly satisfactory returns were

obtained from the spraying, though the benefit secured was not

nearly so great as that which had been obtained in earlier years in

the Hudson valley. The small crop of fruit mentioned above was

also accompanied by an unusually heavy infestation by codling

moth, and the two combined prevented obtaining high
<
percentages

of worm-free fruit, though, substantial benefits were secured on the

sprayed trees, as compared with the unsprayed or checks.

Apple maggot. The work of last year with this pest was continued

in the orchard of Mr Edward Van Alsfyne of Kinderhook. The
test made with the late application of a poison just as the flies began

to appear was followed by a very gratifying freedom of injury on

trees where there was very serious damage to the fruit last year.

Variations in the numbers of this insect are so great that the Ento-

mologist did not feel warranted in drawing definite conclusions from

the results of one season.

Leaf roller. Observations show this insect to be less abundant in

the western part of the State than was the case two years ago, due,

probably, to the work of natural enemies.

Red bug. Injuries by these pests, as shown by the work of

the past year, are becoming increasingly apparent here and there in

the State and fruit growers are suffering considerable losses from the

work of these pests. The fact that there are two species, both of

which may occur in the orchard, one being abundant a little earlier

than the other, complicates control measures, since recommendations

of value in the case of the earlier species are of comparatively little

service if the infestation is largely due to the later and, lacking

expert examination, it is usually impossible to determine the trouble-

some form until the damage has been caused.

San Jose scale. This pest, as determined by observations and

reports from various parts of the State, is relatively much less
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abundant than in earlier years, this being especially true in the

Hudson valley. There is a generally satisfactory control with

thorough spraying with the lime-sulphur wash at winter strength,

and in some localities there is little or no damage even in unsprayed

orchards. The work of parasites, first brought to attention a few.

years ago, continues and it is probable that these minute insects are

not unimportant factors in bringing about this gratifying condition.

Pear thrips. The situation with respect to this insect remains

nearly unchanged. It is sporadically abundant and destructive

here and there in pear-growing sections, especially in the Hudson

valley, and despite efforts of fruit growers there is likely to be con-

siderable loss before the seriousness of the infestation is appreciated.

Pear psylla. There has been considerable pear psylla in Hudson
valley orchards due, in some cases at least, to the delayed dormant

spray not being held until practically all the eggs have been deposited.

This pest, like the pear thrips, can be . controlled to best advantage

only by applications given within rather closely defined time limits

and many growers experience difficulties in recognizing the periods

when work of this kind can be done to the best advantage.

Gipsy moth. An examination by the Entomologist of the region

formerly infested shows a very gratifying condition in that no living

insects in any stage have been found within two years and the

thorough spraying and other work prosecuted in this attempt to

exterminate the insect augurs well for the successful completion of a

difficult and costly, though economical, undertaking.

Grass and grain pests. The cold weather and copious rains of

last spring were unfavorable to the development of sufficient grass-

hoppers to cause serious damage and in most sections these insects

were not unusually abundant, though as the season advanced small

areas, especially beside orchards, were found to be infested with

considerable numbers. The use of grasshopper bait was advised

in a number of such places and in several instances rather serious

damage to young fruit trees was reported, due to ignoring the insects

earlier and allowing them to develop unchecked.

May or June beetles were unusually numerous in many sections

of the State, defoliating or partly defoliating individual trees and,

in not a few instances, strips of woodland. This condition was

pointed out earlier and an effort made to interest the farmers in

noting these results for themselves, since the amount of feeding

affords a basis for estimating the probabilities of damage another

season to susceptible crops, such as corn and potatoes planted upon
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sod land near badly affected trees. In cooperation with the Insect

Pest Survey and Information Service it has been possible to make
what is practically a May or June beetle survey of the State and as

a result there has been brought together a mass of data which can

be used to great practical advantage in indicating areas where

serious injury by the destructive white grub is likely to occur next

year. The information has been summarized and it is planned to

distribute this early next spring so as to prevent, so far as possible,

serious losses by planting upon land badly infested by these

destructive pests.

The wheat midge was somewhat injurious to heading rye in various

parts of the State and later was found in many wheat fields. It

was estimated that the loss in southern Niagara and northern Erie

counties caused by this insect would approximate 20 per cent in

shrunken wheat. The actual loss in other wheat-growing counties

appears to be considerably less, that in Orleans county being placed

at 3 per cent to 5 per cent. This damage, comparatively rare

during recent years in New York State, was largely due to unusual

climatic conditions at the time the grain was heading and there is

little probability of its recurring another year.

Field crops. The work of the seed corn maggot in bean fields

came to notice the last of June and was very serious, the loss on seed

alone in one 9 acre field in Genesee county amounting to $70, while

from 50 to 75 per cent of 16 acres were destroyed. One Monroe
county grower lost over $300 on seed alone. The damage for Erie

county was put at 40 per cent and it was estimated that one-fourth

of $96,000 worth of seed was destroyed in Orleans county. Untoward

weather conditions and deep planting on the wetter land appears

to have greatly augmented losses, while the total damage was

increased by the work of snails, millipeds and disease.

Potato aphis appeared in July on Long Island and became rather

abundant and very injurious in some fields of many counties, Lewis

being one of the last to report infestation. This insect breeds very

rapidly, has a considerable range of food plants and under certain

conditions is most destructive. It is usually checked by parasites,

which appears to have been the case in many localities, though

severe losses were reported for individual fields. The estimated loss

in Dutchess county was placed at 5 per cent. It was ranked as a

plague in Orleans county. It caused serious trouble for some large

growers in Ulster county and was very injurious in gardens, the

estimated decrease in the crop ranging from 10 to 75 per cent, with
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total loss in isolated cases. Growers agree as to the beneficial

results following early and thorough spraying with a tobacco soap

preparation.

Shade tree insects. The urgent necessity of producing large

crops the past season has resulted in more attention being given to

their insect enemies than to those occurring upon shade trees. It

is perhaps fortunate that the season was exceptionally favorable to

the growth and development of trees and consequently there was

comparatively little damage by insects.

Forest tree pests. The statements made above in relation to

shade trees apply in large measure to forest trees, though the latter

part of the season was marked by an unusual abundance of hickory

tussock moth caterpillars and some of their allies and a corresponding

anxiety as to the probabilities of injury, not only during the present

season but in the future.

Greenhouse and garden pests. The injurious Florida fern cater-

pillar, recorded in the last report as having become established in a

Lockport greenhouse, appears to have been exterminated. Reports

have been received of this insect having become established in other

portions of the country, and now that its destructive nature is more

fully appreciated, the probabilities are that it will be effectually

excluded by the exercise of a moderate degree of care in preventing

the introduction of infested plants.

The destructive chrysanthemum midge has been reported during

the year from a number of localities in the United States and Canada,

several being in Massachusetts and adjacent states. It has not, as

far as known, been found in New York, though as pointed out earlier

it is likely to be brought in with infested plants and when thoroughly

established is capable of causing serious damage.

Another introduction, though not new to the continent, is the

establishment of the European earwig, Forficula auricu-
la r i a Linn., in East Aurora. This European insect appears to be

abundant and generally established there. It is best known because

of its annoying habits rather than on account of the injury it causes.

It was probably introduced with infested plants and is another

illustration of the gradual dissemination of species with habits which

lend themselves readily to distribution through commercial agencies.

Flies and other pests. The necessity of controlling these insects

has been greatly emphasized by the extensive mobilization of troops,

particularly as more than half of the deaths in armies during recent

wars have resulted from diseases rather than from wounds. The
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almost constant demand for information relating to household

insects had practically exhausted the edition of State Museum
Bulletin 136 dealing with the " Control of Flies and Other Household

Insects," and the Entomologist therefore prepared an extended and

almost entirely rewritten edition entitled " Household and Camp
Insects," which was issued as State Museum Bulletin 194 and

widely distributed among sanitary officers of the army as well as to

those specially interested in work of this kind throughout the country.

Insect Pest Survey and Information Service. This special war

activity was organized by the Entomologist last May in cooperation

with the New York State Food Supply Commission, the State

College of Agriculture, the farm bureaus, the State Experiment

Station and other agencies. An additional stenographer was

engaged in this work from May 23d to July 31st. This service,

since its organization and up to September 1st, in addition to the

normal work of the State Entomologist's office, sent out 729 letters,

4763 copies of circulars, 1729 copies of the fifteen weekly digests

prepared, 1754 report blanks and 12,174 pages of circular matter.

It received 606 reports from over 100 correspondents located in all

parts of the State, mostly representatives of the New York State

Food Supply Commission.

The main purpose of the survey was to secure early and accurate

reports from all over the State, to summarize the information thus

obtained, distribute it promptly, and thus promote the checking or

prevention in large measure of the numerous losses naturally

inflicted by insect pests. Particular emphasis was laid upon the

initial signs of injury in order that the insects might be controlled

before material damage had been inflicted. The survey was closely

articulated with the control work in the field under the supervision

of Messrs Crosby and Matheson of Cornell University. The more

important crops received first attention, especially the insect enemies

of potatoes, fruits (such as apples, pears, peaches and cherries),

cereal and forage crops and truck and garden crops. The importance

of this work may be gauged somewhat by an estimate made in 19 13,

which placed the approximate loss caused by insects in this State to

all farm crops at $20,000,000.

The organization outlined above had one or more active agents

in practically every county of the State and has made feasible a

closer watch upon insect developments than has heretofore been

possible. The experience of the past season repeatedly showed

that insect outbreaks in the southern part of the State, especially
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the lower Hudson valley and Long Island, were likely to develop

later in the more northern sections and that hence the conditions

in one region could be used to indicate probabilities in others. The
fifteen Weekly digestsmot only recorded conditions in various sections

of the State and outlined preventive or remedial measures, but also

appraised the possibility of subsequent damage by various insects.

Particular attention was paid to the possibilities of preventive or

early remedial work, and in carrying this out several circulars were

issued, especially one on fruit insects and crop pests, mailed May
30th, another discussing the destructive red bug and pear psylla

was issued June 2d, a third on spraying fruit trees with special

reference to the control of the codling moth was mailed June 7 th.

A circular calling attention to the work of the extraordinarily abun-

dant May or June beetles was issued June nth. One discussing

the seed corn maggot so destructive in the bean-growing regions

was prepared June 18th and the day outbreaks of the army worm
on Long Island were reported was marked by the preparation of a

circular calling attention to early indications of attack by this greatly

feared pest and giving in summarized form the more approved

control and remedial measures. The wheat midge injuring rye and

wheat, the midsummer leaf feeders of the apple orchard, the insect

pests of domestic animals and the Hessian fly were likewise discussed

in timely circulars.

The correspondence reported above has been largely with county

representatives of the New York State Food Supply Commission.

Special effort was made to keep these persons thoroughly posted as

to the latest developments and the best methods of dealing with

various perplexing insect problems. These in turn have passed the

information along to their numerous correspondents and the effort

can not fail to have greatly increased interest in the problem of

insect control as well as promoted greater efficiency along these

lines.

Gall insects. The Entomologist prepared an illustrated " Key to

American Gall Insects
'

' (now in press) which has resulted in much
interesting material being submitted for study. This is true of

the work of several gall wasps or cynipids, namely, the ribbed bud
gall and the white oak club gall, deformations which are occasion-

ally very abundant and injurious. Brief discussions of the work

and biology of these species appear in 'the Entomologist's report.

There have been some exceptionally interesting gall midges sub-

mitted to the Entomologist for study, namely, a small collection
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from India and a larger one of mostly reared species from the Philip-

pine Islands. This material has been worked up, that relating to

the former has been published and the manuscript discussing the

latter has been submitted for publication in the Philippine Journal

of Science, together with a complete tabulation for the families,

tribes and genera of the Itonididae, which latter should do much
toward placing the classification of this large and very diverse

group upon a thoroughly scientific basis.

Lectures. The Entomologist has delivered a number of lectures on

insects, mostly economic species, before various agricultural and
horticultural gatherings, some of these being in cooperation with

the Bureau of Farmers Institutes or county farm bureau agents.

Several lectures have also been given under the auspices of local

welfare associations.

Publications. A number of brief, popular accounts of the more
injurious insects have been prepared by the Entomologist and widely

circulated among county farm bureau and New York State Food
Supply Commission agents, the latter as a part of the Insect Pest

Survey and Information Service.

Owing to delay in printing the report for 19 16, the only bulletin

from the State Entomologist's office issued during the past year is

No. 194, " Household and Camp Insects," briefly noticed above.

Several important papers have appeared in current entomological

journals, such as " New Western Gall Midges " in the Journal of

the New York Entomological Society, " New North American Gall

Midges " and " New Indian Gall Midges," both in Entomological

News, and " Distribution of Gall Midges " in the Proceedings of

the National Academy of Sciences.

Collections. Additions to the state collections have been con-

stantly made throughout the year, especially of specimens repre-

senting the early stages and work of various injurious forms, since

biological material of this character greatly facilitates the identi-

fication of insects and is indispensable in a well-prepared exhibit

illustrating the life histories of various species.

Owing to the pressure of work incident to conducting the Insect

Pest Survey and Information Service, a large amount of time was
necessarily devoted to the identification of numerous specimens and
as a consequence it was impossible for the Entomologist and his

staff to give the usual amount of labor to the very desirable and
really necessary work of classifying and arranging specimens already

in the state collections. Numerous microscopic preparations of
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smaller insects have been made and incorporated in the collections

as in earlier years.

The work upon exotic Itonididae referred to above has resulted in

adding a number of types, both generic and specific, to an already

very large collection. A unique addition was that of Mr Howard
Notman of Keene Valley and Brooklyn who generously donated a

collection of 648 admirably mounted specimens taken at Keene

Valley, a locality where comparatively little collecting has been

done in this group. Attention should also be called to the bees

kindly donated by Prof. T. D. A. Cockerell, Boulder, Col., and to

the African insects secured by exchange with Prof. H. T. Fernald

of Amherst, Mass. Other acquisitions are listed under additions to

collections.

Earlier estimates by the Entomologist indicate a native fauna of

approximately 20,000 species, which means fully 100,000 specimens

if we are to have only one representative of each sex and of each of

the three other stages, namely, egg, larva and pupa, to say nothing

of specimens illustrating work and habitat. Many species should

be represented by series illustrating variations and habits. A state

collection should possess all these if it is to take its proper place in

the exposition of our natural resources. Much has been accom-

plished through the natural history survey work summarized in the

preceding report, though very much still awaits the competent

investigator. The urgency of the immediately practical should not

eliminate research, since progress is possible only through the latter.

This is true not only of the development of a representative collec-

tion, itself an indispensable aid to the best economic work, but is

fundamental in establishing effective methods of controlling many
destructive insects. There is great need of a more adequate develop-

ment of the work along these lines if the entomological branch of the

Museum is to discharge its full duty to both State and Nation.

The constantly increasing specimens have filled the boxes or trays

to such an extent that there is urgent need of more space for this

material. The wooden cases containing the insect collections should

be replaced by steel cabinets and more provided to accommodate

the additional boxes and trays required. No adequate provision has

as yet been made for the constantly increasing biological material,

which is also true of the large number of microscopic slides, many
of them containing types of species and genera and therefore unique.

A metallic filing case for the collection of negatives and "photographs

illustrating insects or their work is also greatly needed.
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Nursery inspection. The nursery inspection work of the State

Department of Agriculture has resulted, as in former years, in a

number of specimens representing various stages of insect develop-

ment, some in very poor condition, being submitted to the Ento-

mologist for identification. As such material may originate in a

foreign country, determinations of this character are laborious and

require for their successful prosecution a large collection and an

excellent library of both domestic and foreign works. The correct

identification of such material is important, since the disposal of

an entire shipment of nursery stock must' depend in considerable

measure upon the character of the infestation.

General. The work of the office has been materially aided, as in

past years, by the identification of a number of species through the

courtesy of Dr L. O. Howard, chief of the Bureau of Entomology,

United States Department of Agriculture, and his associates. There

has been, as already stated, very effective cooperation with the

State Department of Agriculture, the New York State Food Supply

Commission and its agents, the county farm bureaus, the state

experiment station and other public welfare organizations in the

State. A number of correspondents have donated valuable speci-

mens and many have rendered efficient service by transmitting local

data respecting various insects.

3
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IX

REPORT OF THE ZOOLOGIST
Reference has been made to changes and new installations in the

Hall of Zoology. In the absence of the zoologist, Sherman C.

Bishop, and the taxidermist, Arthur Paladin, who have enlisted for

the war, the development of the zoological collections has been

curtailed and at present it is possible to do little else than keep the

collections in good condition. There have been some installations,

notably the otter and woodchuck habitat groups, the nesting flicker

group and an exhibit of the pileated woodpecker showing the very

extraordinary work of these birds. The Arnold collection of birds'

eggs and its installation have already been referred to. The work

upon this extensive collection has required already the preparation

of some 1500 special plaster mounts and will doubtless require more.

An interesting record made for the year was the shooting, by the

zoologist, of a prairie wolf or coyote in the woods of Soutn Bristol,

Ontario county, N. Y. The attention of the Department was drawn

to the depredations of this wolf upon the farmers' flocks in that

part of the State and a hunting expedition succeeded in bringing

it in. It was thought that it was one of a family but no other trace

of such activities has since been noticed in that region. Where the

wolf came from is still unexplained.

Researches. The zoologist has been specially interested in

acquiring material for a study of the very large number of spiders

of the State, many of which have already been beautifully illustrated

by Mr Barkentin. This work, however, will, under the circum-

stances, proceed slowly although it opens a field of very large and

general interest.

Roy W. Miner, associate curator in the American Museum of

Natural History, has been engaged in the completion of a report on

the myriapods of New York. This is a line of interest in which

Mr Miner is especially competent and his study will conclude some

investigations that were started a few years ago.

The monograph of the Land and Fresh Water Shells of New York,

which has been in charge of Dr H. A. Pilsbry for a number of years,

is very near its completion and the distinguished author hopes to

conclude his work in the course of the present year. A considerable

number of very beautiful drawings have been made and the analytical

and descriptive parts of the book are largely finished.
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X
REPORT OF THE ARCHEOLOGIST AND ETHNOLOGIST

The most recent of the organized sections of the State Museum
is that of archeology and ethnology. The period before 1906 was

one of irregular and promiscuous acquisition though under the acts

of 1897 and 1899 funds had been provided by the Legislature for

the buying of small private collections. These were installed in

the corridor about the top of the western stairway in the Capitol,

and during the fire of 191 1 were destroyed. The type of cases and

location of the exhibit made any attempt at scientific arrangement

difficult and almost impossible.

Not until the new quarters of the State Museum in the Education

Building were provided was a real opportunity opened for a method-

ical exhibit. Until that time (19 13) all the archeological research

done for the State Museum had been more or less irregular owing

to inadequate laboratory facilities, storage space and legislative

appropriation. This does not mean, however, that highly valuable

results were not obtained. To the contrary, the time before the

erection of the Education Building was one of acquisition. Methods

were studied, an exhibition plan devised, old collections examined

and valuable field researches made. The results were the publica-

tion of a series of pioneer monographs of the various types of aborig-

inal artifacts by Dr William M. Beauchamp, the collection of many
valuable specimens through the efforts of A. G. Richmond, Esq.,

and of Mrs Harriet M. Converse, and after the creation of the office

of Archeologist in 1906, intensive field work and the publication of

three monographs on New York subjects. During this period also

the plans for the ethnological groups were drawn up by the Arche-

ologist and the field work necessary for their completion done.

The period was one of the drawing together of potentialities; it

was a long season of preparation and preliminary research, during

which time the public saw only the promise of realization.

To provide a standardized museum of New York aboriginal

archeology, several things were necessary, namely, ample space,

adequate collections, well-constructed cases and scientific arrange-

ment. Happily, with the exception of ample space, all the essen-

tials are now either provided or in the process of realization. The
section of archeology has outgrown its exhibit space, but the collec-

tions, though far from complete, afford a splendid delineation of
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New York archeology, the cases are well constructed and afford a

correct means of exhibition, and the arrangement of the artifacts,

though yet in a preliminary stage, is in accord with the latest and

most approved methods.

Condition of collections. To care properly for the 150,000 speci-

mens in the archeological collections is no easy task. About 90,000

cataloged specimens are in the storage drawers, though this number
must be expanded 50 per cent to include duplicates, or specimens

with identical numbers. Approximately 10,000 specimens are on

exhibition.

To record and describe properly these specimens is a task that

requires patient application. The preliminary catalog made out by
Mr Howard Lansing provides the means for recognizing the speci-

mens. Mr Lansing had just completed the type catalog when he

died. His patient application and attention to detail had made him

a valued helper.

There is ordinarily no deterioration of the objects in the archeology

collection, but proper labels are of the greatest importance, and a

specimen loses value if without data and label. It has been the

aim during the year to provide permanent labels and case signs,

but this work is necessarily slow. The cases completely provided

include the western New York type specimen cases, A to F, and

cases 23 and 63. All other cases have general guide labels and all

important exhibits detailed specimen labels either hand printed or

typewritten.

It has occurred to us that the backs and sides of the cases may
be utilized for exhibition space for certain types of specimens. A
plan is, therefore, being devised to take advantage of this oppor-

tunity. Specimens are already being mounted on mount-boards

for installation. Our great care is not to fill cases to the point of

congestion, for to avoid fatigue and to keep interest stimulated it

has been found best to exhibit a few well-arranged objects in each

case rather than a large number crowded together. We have previ-

ously explained the individual mount system employed.

Public interest and cooperation. It is a matter of much grati-

fication to note the steady growth of interest in New York arche-

ology and ethnology. These subjects have a wide appeal and a

wide application to human affairs today, a fact constantly verified

by the visits of students and collectors to our offices and by the

numerous letters and requests for information. There are hundreds

of students of these subjects, many of them prominent business

and professional men.
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As an indication of interest in this subject may be mentioned the

Lewis H. Morgan Chapter of the New York State Archeological

Association in Rochester, which now has more than 125 men with

an organized interest in aboriginal history, archeology and eth-

nology. In other places the interest is proportionately great, as at

Cooperstown, Otsego county, where within one month more than

50 men joined the Leatherstocking Chapter of the association. The

members of this association are devoted not only to research but

to the establishment of better local museums, more scientific field

work and to the preservation of the aboriginal monuments in their

several localities.

Inasmuch as the general headquarters of the association is the

State Museum, the State will profit considerably through the

cooperation of a numerous company of patriotic and well-instructed

men and women.

There is a pressing demand for public addresses and lectures on

archeological and Indian subjects. The demand is for a popular,

yet accurate, presentation of subjects along these lines. We have

responded as often as the pressing demands of our office work would

permit. The following list includes the more important public

addresses given by the Archeologist during the past 1 8 months

:

The Archeology of Western New York; before the federated

historical and scientific societies at Rochester University, December

28, 1916.

Lewis Henry Morgan, Man and Scientist; Rochester, November 21.

William M. Beauchamp as an Archeologist; Syracuse, March 191 7.

Handsome Lake, the Peace Prophet; Caledonia, June 10.

Men and Events Leading up to the Pickering Treaty; Canan-

daigua, Genesee Country Historical Federation, July 11.

Making Democracy Safe for the American Indian; Federated

Conference of the Friends of the Indian, January 21, 1918,

Philadelphia.

The American Indian in the World Crisis; Albany Institute and

Historical Society, February 5.

The Influences of Anthropology on the Thought of the World;

Morgan Chapter, Rochester, February 23.

Primitive Medicines and Medicine Men; Albany Philosophical

Society, April 5.

The New York Indians in the Conflict for Civilization; Coopers-

town, April 19.

The Construction of Habitat Groups in Wax and Plaster; Amer-

ican Museums Association, Springfield, Mass., May 22.
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Acquisitions. No extended field work has been done during the

period ending with the fiscal year, the time being employed in cura-

torial work, in research and in other important museum activities.

About iooo specimens, however, have been acquired, the result of

donations, collection in the field and purchases.

The more important collections are those of J. P. Van Heusen

of Glens Falls, Forest V. L. Ryder of North Troy, who collected

near Coxsackie (both of which were purchased), Alvin H. Dewey,

representative collection from vicinity of Rochester, R. T. Webster,

from vicinity of Irondequoit bay, D. D. Luther, from vicinity of

Canandaigua lake, John Gillard of Stafford; all of which were

donated.

Two important manuscripts were purchased during the year.

One is the result of ten years' field study of the Genesee valley and

comes under the title, Aboriginal Sites in the Genesee Valley,

including four adjacent counties, by Harrison C. Follett; the other,

Rock Shelters in Southeastern New York, by Max Schrabisch.

Both of these manuscripts are of considerable importance in the

preparation of " The Archeological History of New York," a volume

upon the preparation of which we are spending much care.

An Iroquois bark lodge. During July and August 19 17, there was

erected in the east end of the Hall of Ethnology an Iroquois bark

lodge. The bark and poles were secured for us by Indian friends

who were glad to cooperate in this attempt at reconstruction, and

the bark was placed upon the frame by Chief Lyman Johnson,

Gyantwaka, of the Tonawanda Senecas. The lodge is 18 feet long,

16 feet wide and 14 feet high. So far as possible the architectural

plan was made to conform to the data concerning bark house struc-

ture that we were able to find.

The lodge contains a central hallway and, on either side, platform

benches running the length of the structure. Above is another

platform serving for storage or sleeping quarters. The lodge is

furnished with mats, pelts, cooking and eating utensils, gaming

sticks, ceremonial objects and other appropriate articles. In the

center, beneath the roof opening that served as a smoke yent, is an

artificial fire with the remnants of a feast strewn about it. In the

foreground is the ever present wooden mortar and pestle. A braid

of white Indian corn hangs overhead.

So far as we have been able to reproduce the cabin, both as to

exterior, interior and furnishings, we have endeavored to make a

faithful duplication of an Iroquois dwelling house of the individual

type.
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The lodge is not only a striking exhibit, but it gives the visitor a

visual impression of a typical house of the eastern Indians in aborig-

inal times. The erroneous impression that the eastern Indians

lived in conical skin tepees, and " roved constantly from place to

place " is thus counteracted.

This exhibit is a part of the Gov. Myron H. Clark Hall of

Iroquois Ethnology and, like the groups, is the gift of Mrs Frederick

F. Thompson of Canandaigua.

Iroquois pharmaceutical plants. During the autumn of 19 17 a

collection of Iroquois medical herbs was made. These included

such plants as were enumerated in our notes on aboriginal pharma-

ceutical plants, made during 1900 and 19 13. Many of the herbs

have real medical value, but without doubt a considerable proportion

have only a fictitious value.

The herbs were gathered and dried according to the Seneca

formulas and have been placed on exhibition in the Hall of Eth-

nology, where the exhibit has attracted more than usual interest.

Among the interesting seeds secured were those of the native

Iroquois tobacco. These have been germinated by the State Bot-

anist, who will make a study of the variety.

Native foods. To supplement the collection of native vegetable

foods, previously described in the monograph, " Maize and Other

Plant Foods of the Iroquois " (Bulletin 144), we collected this year

dried specimens of elderberries, blackberries, choke cherries, arti-

chokes and oyster mushrooms.

We desire to call attention to the economic importance of these

native foods so generally allowed to go to waste. Mushrooms of

the edible variety, if properly dried and kept, provide a highly

nutritious food. The same is. true of many of the berries and tubers.

During the year there have been numerous inquiries concerning

wild food plants and their uses. These have not only been directed

by individuals but by various official departments. It is to be

regretted that the edition of " Maize and Other Food Plants " has

become exhausted, for just now it would be a valuable and useful

guide in food conservation.
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XI

STAFF OF THE DEPARTMENT

The members of the staff, permanent and temporary, of the

Department as at present constituted are:

ADMINISTRATION

John M. Clarke. Director

Jacob Van Deloo, Director's Clerk and Secretary

Anna M. Tolhurst, Stenographer

GEOLOGY AND PALEONTOLOGY

John M. Clarke, State Geologist and Paleontologist

David H. Newland, Assistant State Geologist, Curator of Geology

Rudolf Ruedemann, Assistant State Paleontologist, Curator of

Paleontology

William L. Bryant, Honorary Custodian of Fossil Fishes

C. A. Hartnagel, Assistant in Geology, Curator of Stratigraphy

Herbert P. Whitlock, Mineralogist, Curator of Mineralogy

George S. Barkentin, Draftsman

Noah T. Clarke, Technical Assistant

Winifred Goldring, Assistant in Paleontology

H. C. Wardell, Preparator, Assistant Curator of Paleontology

Charlotte F. Gorman, Stenographer

Charles P. Heidenrich, Mechanical Assistant

Edmund V. Lewis, Clerk

John L. Casey, Custodian

William Rausch, Cabinet Maker

Jerry Hayes, Laborer

Edward Noxon, Laborer

Temporary experts

A real geology

Prof. H. P. Cushing, Adelbert College

Prof. W. J. Miller, Smith College

Prof. G. H. Hudson, Plattsburg State Normal School

Prof. W. O. Crosby, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Prof. George H. Chadwick, St Lawrence University

Prof. John L. Rich, University of Illinois

Prof. A. F. Buddington, Princeton University
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Economic geology

Prof. Nelson C. Dale, Hamilton College

Harold L. Ailing, Columbia University

R. J. Colony, Columbia University

Prof. C. H. Smyth, jr, Princeton University

Geographic geology

Prof. Herman L. Fairchild, University of Rochester

Prof. James H. Stoller, Union College

BOTANY

Homer D. House, State Botanist

Louis Robbins, Assistant, Curator of Botany

ENTOMOLOGY

Ephraim P. Felt, State Entomologist

D. B. Young, Assistant State Entomologist, Curator of Entomology

Fanny T. Hartman, Assistant, Assistant Curator of Entomology

Helen L. Ryan, Stenographer

Matthew J. McGarry, Page

ZOOLOGY

Sherman C. Bishop, Zoologist, Curator of Zoology

Benjamin Walworth Arnold, Honorary Curator of Ornithology

Arthur Paladin, Taxidermist

Temporary experts

Dr H. A. Pilsbry, Philadelphia

Silas C. Wheat, Brooklyn

Roy W. Miner, New York

ARCHEOLOGY

Arthur C. Parker, Archeologist, Curator of Archeology and Eth-

nology

Temporary assistant

Anna C. Parker, Delmar
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XII

ACCESSIONS TO THE COLLECTIONS

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY

Collection

Buddington, A. F., Providence, R. I.

Pyrite ores from St Lawrence and Jefferson counties, N. Y 15

Molybdenite, Russel, N. Y 1

Molybdenite, New Bremen, N. Y 3

Ailing, H. F., New York
Allanite, Crown Point, N. Y • 3

Graphite and country rocks, Adirondacks 8

Newland, D. H., Albany

Zinc ores, Edwards, N. Y 26

Zinc-lead ores, Sullivan and Ulster counties, N. Y '.
. .

.

25

Greenockite, Talcville, N. Y 3

Molybdenite, Peekskill, N. Y 3

Magnetite, Cornwall, Pa 2

Diabase, from laccolith near Graphite, N. Y 2

Talc and associated minerals, Talcville, N. Y 5

Jones, R. W., Albany

Pyrrhotite, Peekskill, N. Y 3

Donation
Municipal Gas Co., Albany

Travertine, Rome, Italy 2

Hooper, George H.

Green garnet, South Bay, N. Y 1

Uniform Fibrous Talc Co., New York
Folded talc, large size, Talcville, N. Y . . . . 1

Schoellkopf Aniline & Chemical Works, Inc., Buffalo

Series of synthetic dyes of domestic manufacture 72

MINERALOGY

Donation

169

Magill, Charles N., Albany

Quartz geodes, Illinois-Iowa 30

Chalcedony geodes, Illinois-Iowa 16

Calcite geodes, Illinois-Iowa 20

Dolomite geodes, Illinois-Iowa 2

Siderite geodes, Illinois-Iowa 3

Siderite and calcite geodes, Illinois-Iowa 17

Dolomite and calcite geodes, Illinois-Iowa 1
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7

JJ

Sphalerite in calcite geodes, Illinois-Iowa . . . . 7

Rutile on quartz geodes, Illinois-Iowa 4
Rutile on calcite geodes, Illinois-Iowa . . .

•
'

1

Calcite on quartz geodss, Illinois-Iowa 5

Aragonite on quartz geodes, Illinois-Iowa 1

Calcite and chalcedony geodes, Illinois-Iowa : 1

Pyrite on calcite geodes, Illinois-Iowa 1

Pyrite on quartz geodes, Illinois-Iowa I

McCray, H. E., Denver, Col.

Ferberite, Nederland Tungsten dist., Boulder co., Col 1

Canfield, Frederic A., Dover, N. J.

Calcite, Paterson, N.J. 1

Pyrite, Japan 1

Gilbert, Fitch, jr, Butternuts

Lot of pyrite concretions, Butternuts, Otsego co., N. Y 150

Hewitt, F. S., Coeymans
Limonite pseudomorphs after pyrite nodules, Coeymans, N. Y 7

Hindshaw, H. H., Alpena, Mich.

Aragonite, Cavetown, Md 1

Ankerite on siderite, Alpena, Mich 2

Bethlehem Steel Company, through Mr W. L. Cummings
Special steels for war minerals exhibit

Metallic manganese '

Metallic nickel

Metallic molybdenum
Metallic tungsten

Manganese steel

High speed tool steel

Magnet steel

Finished automobile magnet

English ferro-tungsten

Ferro-vanadium

Ferro-uranium

Ferro-chrome

Penrose, R. A. F., jr, Philadelphia, Pa.

Carnotite, Gateway Mining dist., Grand co., Utah
Carnotite, Paradox Valley, Montrose co., Col

Leininger, Peter A., Long Island City

Galena, Bernalillo co., N. M 1

Galena and fluorite, Bernalillo co., N. M 4

Mallery, Wiilard, Los Angeles, Cal.

Fayalite, San Bernardino co., Cal 2

Jones, W. W., Albany

Sphalerite and quartz, DeKalb, N. Y 1

King, E. W., East Chatham
Epsomite on shale, East Chatham, N. Y 1
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Exchange

Healey, Alfred E., Ironwood, Mich.

Mohawkite, Mohawk mine, Mich 3

Copper, Mass mine, Mass, Mich -• . 2

Copper, C & H mine, Mich. 2

Copper, Quincy mine, Mich 2

Copper, Osceola mine, Mich , .- 2

Epidote, copper and calcite, Mass mine, Mass, Mich 2

Epidote and quartz, Mass mine, Mass, Mich 2

Stilbite and copper, Mass mine, Mass, Mich

Stilbite, epidote and copper, Mass mine, Mass, Mich

Aragonite, Ironwood, Mich

Aragonite and quartz, Ironwood, Mich

Hematite, Aurora mine, Mich

Hematite, Ishpeming, Mich

Limonite (stalactite), Ashland mine, Mich. . . .
.

Limonite and psilomelane, Mass mine, Mich

Limonite and psilomelane, Ottawa mine, Wis

Gothite on hematite, Ishpeming, Mich
Psilomelane, Newport mine, Mich

Manganite, Ironwood, Mich

Pyrolusite, Hurley mine, Wis

Xanthosiderite, Ironwood, Mich
Pyrite and calcite, Bessemer, Mich
Datolite (polished), Delaware mine, Mich
Quartz, Quincy mine, Mich
Quartz, Ironwood, Mich

Peck, H. S., Menands
Melanterite, Frostburg, Md
Chalcocite vein in serpentine chimney near New Brunswick;' N. J

United States National Museum
Creedite (new species), Wagon Wheel Gap, Col

Gearksutite, Wagon Wheel Gap, Col

Quisqueite, Minasragra, Peru

Patronite, Minasragra, Peru

Patronite and quisqueite, Minasragra, Peru

Hewettite, Minasragra, Peru

Pascoite on decomposed ore, Minasragra, Peru

Native mercury, Terlingua, Texas

Calomel, Terlingua, Texas

Kleinite, Terlingua, Texas

MonLoydite, Terlingua, Texas.

Turquois (cut), New Mexico

Turquois in matrix, New Mexico

Vial turquois (cut), Persia

Cahn, Lazard, Colorado Springs, Col.

Metahewettite, near Thompson's, Grand co., Utah 1
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Purchase

Healey, Alfred E., Ironwood, Mich.

Copper, Mass, Mich i

Calcite and quartz, Michigan I

Calcite and stilbite, Michigan 2

Calcite, Michigan 2

Calcite and epidote, Calumet, Mich 1

Calcite, epidote and copper, Trimountain, Mich 1

Dolomite, pseudomorph after calcite, Mass, Mich 1

Limonite, stalactitic, Ironwood, Mich 1

Rheinhardt, R., Buffalo

Celestite on limestone, Rochester, N. Y 1

Collection

Hartnagel, C. A., Albany

Calcite, South Bethlehem, N. Y 3

Ailing, Harold L., Albany

Allanite, Crown Point Spar Co. Quarry, Crown Point, N. Y 1

Newland, D. H., Albany

Greenockite on sphalerite, Edwards, N. Y 1

Hexagonite, Edwards, N. Y 1

Garnet (green), Whitehall, N. Y
.

1

PALEONTOLOGY

Donation

Armstrong, E. J., Erie, Pa.

Squeezes of starfish from Chemung sandstone at Erie co., Pa 2

Cleland, Prof. H. F., Williamstown, Mass.

Emmons's type of Pterinea demissa, Lorraine formation, Pulaski, N. Y... 1

Foerste, Prof. A. F., Dayton, Ohio

Spine of Eurypterus from Utica beds near Rome, N. Y 1

Fossils from Deer River shale (Utica) at Allendale, N. Y 20

Lorraine fossils from Pulaski, Lorraine and Bennett Bridge, N. Y., Don
Valley, Can., and Toronto, Can 50

Johnston, John S., Wellsville

Sponges from Chemung sandstone near Wellsville, N. Y 7

Mead, Gipson, Savannah

Right shoulder blade of mammoth from gravel beds on farm of William

Mesner i\ miles northwest of Savannah, N. Y , 1

Reinhard, E., Buffalo

Crinoids from Eighteen-mile creek 2

Richardson, Prof. C. H., Syracuse

Graptolites in metamorphosed slates and schists from Vermont 4
Stein, Edwin, Albany

Graptolites from Normanskill shale, Kenwood 5

Taylor, Mrs Joseph, Schoharie

Fossils from different formations in the Schoharie valley collected by

George Lasher Taylor 600
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Exchange
Hibbard, Ray R., Buffalo

Thin sections of Ordovician bryozoans 12

Purchase
Reinhard, E., Buffalo

Graptolites from Bertie waterlime near Williamstown, N. Y 10

Fossils from Clinton waterlime and Portage formations 5

"Ward's Natural Science Establishment, Rochester

Upper right and left molars of mammoth found about 8 feet under ground

in a gravel pit in Savannah, N. Y. Found by Nathan Fitch and Fred

Shoemaker, October 1916 2

The following from Kokomo, Indiana

Eurypterus ranilarva and counterpart 2

Eusarcus newlini 2

Eurypterus kokomoensis 1

Dolichopterus 1

Collection

Goldring, Miss Winifred & Bylancik, Joseph, Albany
Oriskany fossils showing parasitism, from Knox, Albany co., N. Y 300

Ruedemann, Rudolf, Albany

Ordovician fossils from Oneida and Jefferson counties 455
Ruedemann, Rudolf & Hartnagel, C. A., Albany

Canajoharie and Utica shales fossils from Nowadaga and Ohisa creeks,

Herkimer co., N. Y 7

ARCHEOLOGY
1

Donation
Alvin, H. Dewey, Rochester

Worked antlers 4
Worked bones 3

Gouge, Denmark 1

Grooved axes, Illinois 2

Celt ' 1

Brass pots, mutilated 4
Brass pot, bottom 1

Preserved fiber, lot 1

Gun barrels, parts ' 2

Metal plug 1

Metal box, contained water. '

1

Articles from Richmond Mills

Phalanges 2

Potsherds 3

Chert scrapers 4
Arrow points • 50
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Bone awls 16

Bone needles 5

Worked bones 4

Antler punches 2

John Gillard, Stafford

Muller 1

Stone ball 1

Pestle : I

Celt 1

W. R. Blackie, Williamsbridge

Potsherds from Minrisink island 5

Potsherds from Delaware river 3

Spearhead, Ardsley 1

Grooved axe , 1

D. D. Luther, Naples

Pestles, broken . 3

Pestles, entire 6

Hammer stones 20

Celts '

4
Gouge 1

Club heads 3

Adz 1

Stone hoe 1

Birdstone 1

Net sinkers 10

Miscellaneous objects 30

R. F. Webster, Palmyra

From Irondeguoit bay

Pestles 2

Celt ' 1

Arrow points 3

Net sinkers 5

Worked flat stone 1

Grooved weight 1

Chipped stone 1

Boat stone 1

Bone awls 4
Clay pipe 1

Animal bones 10

Bone punches 2

Discoidal stone 1

From Bo lighton kill

Copper fragments 5

Horned coral 1

Scrapers 2

Animal paws, deer 2

Phalanges 4
Clay pipestems 2

Iron knife blade 1
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From Boca Carga bay, Florida

Worked shells 7

Clay balls 2

A. C. Parker

By collection in the field

Catlinite effigy

Jesuit medal

Chert blade

Gorget

Stone disks

Clay disk, through George R. Mills

Antler punch

Bone awls

Flint blade, Cooperstown

Banner stone

Bar amulet

Gouge, through E. R. Burmaster

Celt, Madison county

Clay pipe

Gorget, Jefferson county

Gorget, Van Buren

Worked bones

Fragments of clay pipes 2

Potsherds 57
Flint blade 1

Through A. H. Dewey

Hammer stones 2

Chipped stone 1

Chalcedony chips 2

Potsherds from Mt Morris 2

Net sinker, Plum Orchard 1

Hammer stones, Richmond Mills 6

Purchase
Forrest V. L. Ryder

A rtifacts from ten Greene county localities

Effigy tablet, turtle and serpent 1

Pigment 2

Polished point :

Cup stone

Sandstone spool

Celt

Clay pipe fragment

Paint cups, limonite concretions 3

Worked stone with pits 1

Steatite pot fragments 8
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Discoidal stones 2

Spool shaped stones 5

Flint scrapers • 3

Worked chert objects 6

Chipped chert ll

Celts from Coxsackie 9

Banner stone, in process

Grooved axe

Pestle, long

Oblong stone with pits

Mullers

Spearhead, quartzite

Celt, Stuyvesant

Adz ''

Small pestle

Crude axe

Adz, broken

Discoid hammer stones

Worked stones 2

Stone balls 6

Celts, unfinished '•
• 5

Net sinkers 8°

Chipped chert objects I0

Worked quartz 5

Worked slate

Chipped chert implements

Gouge, broken '

Banner stone

Spearhead

Hammer stones 4°

Arrow points * 5°

Broken gorgets 2

J. P. Van Heusen, Glens Falls

Banner stone palmate, green slate I

Banner stone, palmate I

Banner stones 7

Gorget, one perforation l

Gorgets, fragments 6

Gorget, two perforations I

Copper spears, native copper 2

Platform pipe, fragments 2

Sinew stone I

Sandstone disk I

Sandstone disk, broken l

Platform pipe, steatite l

Gorget, broken T

Steatite pipe, fragment I

Pestles, cylindrical x 5

Arrow points, various types 35°

Arrow points, notched : 97
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Chert drill points 10

Chert scrapers 12

Celts .

' 18

Adzes 7

Adz, finely polished green stone 1

Gouge, knobbed back ' 1

Pigments 3

Net sinkers 10

Steatite pot fragments 10

Stone ball 1

Gouges 8

Iron axes : • . • • 8

Bullet mould 1

Potsherds /. 20

Chert blades 30

Chert spearheads 1 50

Chert spearheads, light stone 24

Chert blades 40

Grooved axes :..... 7

Stone ball, opposed pits '

. 1

ETHNOLOGY

Donation

J. W. Edmunds Estate, Glens Falls

War clubs, Shawnee 2

Pouches, Delaware 2

Pair women's leggins 1

Pair moccasins 1

Catherine Ten Eyck & Anna Pond, Albany

Splint basket 1

Wooden ladle 1

Purchase

A. A. Schmidt

Beaded bag 1

Forrest V. L. Ryder

Wooden ladle 1
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Sketch map of the manganese district of Columbia County, N. Y.



POSTGLACIAL MANGANESE IN COLUMBIA COUNTY,
NEW YORK

BY NELSON C. DALE

At the request of the State Geologist the writer has undertaken

the investigation of these ores.

The urgent demand for manganese as the result of the interrup-

tion of our imports from Brazil, Russia and India in consequence

of the war has stimulated the search for new deposits, as well as

more detailed investigations of the possible utility of hitherto known
deposits of low grade.

Bog manganese was long ago reported from various places in

Columbia county (1:54) and it seemed well to reexamine these

occurrences. According to W. W. Mather in his report of the First

District Survey, 1836-42, " in the counties of Columbia and

Dutchess 50,000 tons of manganese could be procured without any

great expense, if carefully prepared." He also stated that some of the

bog manganese showed on analysis as high as 68.5 per cent manganese

oxide and less than 5 per cent silica. At the direction of the State

Geologist the writer has devoted most of the summer of 191 7 to

this work. The results of this investigation, though not in any

way confirming the quantitative results of Mr Mather, are herewith

published as a matter of record and as an account of the manner of

the occurrence and the genesis of postglacial bog manganese.

Physical Features

The manganese district of Columbia county includes certain

swamps or marshes of small area, 1200 to 1400 feet in elevation,

scattered throughout a north-south belt 25 miles long and 5 to 6

miles in maximum width. This area of 125 or 150 square miles

lies among the western foothills of the Taconic range, some 12 miles

south of the Rensselaer plateau and 15 to 20 miles east of the Hudson
river, principally in the townships of Canaan, Hillsdale and Ancram.

In practically all the localities the manganese-bearing bogs occupy

small depressions in the interhill saddles or divides, or in terracelike

benches at the foot of hills usually at about the same elevation,

[85]
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that is, between 1200 and 1400 feet above sea level. These bogs

act not only as the catchment basins for drainage from the sur-

rounding hills but also as sources for some of the small brooks and

tributaries of the Hudson river drainage system.

The more resistant rock formations of this area, such as the slates

and the schists, constitute the more prominent topographic features

like the truncated crests of folds shown in the structure of the

Taconic range and of the smaller hills and ridges immediately to

the west; while the less resistant rock formations, limestones prin-

cipally, are found in the larger north-south valleys.

General Geology of Area

As no intensive geological work has been done south of the Auster-

litz area in Columbia county, our knowledge of the general geological

relations of the manganese belt can only be inferred by correlating

certain type specimens with those known to exist farther north

along the strike, as described by T. N. Dale (4). In referring to

the areal distribution of the principal formations of the region, this

writer says that " at the north the Cambrian belt narrows and is

bordered on both sides by Ordovician shale and grit. Ordovician

schist, the metamorphic equivalent of the shale and grit, constitutes

the Taconic range and merges into these at the west. There are

also a number of very small areas of Beekmantown shale (lowest

Ordovician) overlying the Cambrian. Finally the Rensselaer grit,

with its interbedded slate and shale, representing the basal part of

the Silurian, constitutes the plateau, besides an outlying lenticular

area of 4J square miles in Nassau and Chatham, another of half a

square mile near North Nassau, and a much smaller area resting in

the Ordovician schist near Spencertown in Austerlitz, 12 miles south

of the plateau."

In a further contribution (5:297) the same writer expresses the

view that the mica schist referred to is the Berkshire schist of the

Ordovician system, whereas the grit found in the vicinity of Canaan

and Spencertown is probably the Rensselaer grit of the lower

Silurian, as these rocks not only appear to be the same so far as

microscopic characters are concerned but are on the strike of the

mapped occurrences to the north and bear somewhat similar strati-

graphical relations to each other, the grit overlying the schist. In

the vicinity of Canaan, at the Girdler road corners, gently southeast-

dipping purple and green slates were found interbedded with green

Rensselaer grit, the latter occurring with cavernous quartz veins
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lined with the dusty, brownish black dioxide of manganese. Not
far from this locality loose boulders of the Rensselaer grit showed

dark, circular areas considerably disintegrated but blackened by the

oxides of manganese. An occasional vein of quartz and calcite was

found in the grit showing the effect of solution on the calcite and the

vein walls somewhat darkened by the oxides of manganese. .

In the vicinity of Spencertown, the grit, slate and schist area

through which the Spencertown-Austerlitz state road was recently

cut shows a conspicuous veined zone in the grit, consisting of

numerous branching quartz veins with conspicuous pink orthoclase

and massive chlorite.

Nearer the village of Spencertown, on the same road, in the slate

area, the oxides of manganese are conspicuous by their black stains.

The purple and green slates associated with the grits of Canaan as

well as those just cited in connection with the grits of Spencertown

are doubtless a part of the Ordovician system.

Mineralogy of the Manganese Belt

Bog manganese, otherwise known as wad, a variety of psilomelane,

is a brownish black amorphous mineral consisting of varying amounts
of the oxides of manganese. It is usually earthy but frequently

coal-like to submetallic in luster, the variation no doubt signi-

fying a transformation to the higher oxides. The occurrence of

bog manganese as pure hydrous oxide of manganese is very rare.

The common impurities are iron, silica, phosphorus and barium;

the silica and phosphorus are objectionable for the metallurgical use

of the ore.

The bog manganese of Columbia county has three habits of

occurrence: nodular, aggregates and hardpan cement. The nodular

variety is usually found at the surface overlying the other two forms.

Nodules somewhat brownish in color and usually enveloped in a

whitish clay, in which material they are also embedded, have gener-

ally elliptical and subspherical forms with a suggestion of slightly

developed botryoidal structure. In size they vary from a pinhead

to one-half of an inch in diameter. In dry bogs these nodules occur

in the outlets of swamps or in the beds of brooks, the enveloping

clay having disappeared, leaving a brownish black surface to the

nodule. To this type the name of stream manganese has been

applied.

The second variety of wad, less common than the loose nodular

type, was nodular aggregations in a matrix of whitish gray clay
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cemented in great part by a manganiferous clay. Though found in

only a few localities, such as in the Gott-Mesick bog of Spencer-

town and in the Palmer bog of North Hillsdale, it underlaid the loose

nodular zone and occurred at about the level of the water table or

where circulating underground water was most active (see figure i).

The accumulation for the most part consisted of irregular masses

of roughly lenticular form 2 to 3 square feet in area and about 6

inches thick, as in the Gott-Mesick bog. In these masses the

nodules and clay were in equal proportion.

Considerably less frequent in occurrence was the third variety,

the most impure of the three types, which consisted of a glacial

hardpan composed of boulders and rock fragments in a matrix of

hardened clay and cemented together by films of manganese dioxide.

Many of the rock constituents, which were largely of mica schist,

had thick coatings of the dioxide.

Of the three varieties, by far the most common is the loose,

nodular type which characterizes all the surficial zones of the locali-

ties about to be described.

Spencertown, Columbia County

The Gott-Mesick bog on the two adjoining properties of the Gott

and Mesick estates is situated in the township of Austerlitz, Columbia

county, about 2 J miles east of the village of Spencertown and 7

J

miles east of the nearest railway station at Chatham, N. Y. It is

reached by a trail heading north through the eastern part of the

Henderson estate (formerly the Gott estate).

Immediately west of the Henderson trail is a bog, forested along

the edges and sparsely so throughout, about 500 feet long and 300

feet wide. Drillings with an earth auger showed an average depth

of 3 feet. A representative section of this consisted in large part of

gravelly blue clay, peat and sand. It contained no bog manganese,

except in one place on the western edge, where a small area of nodular

manganese was found fringing the shore from a point 15 feet north

of a dry brook to 30 feet beyond, with an average width of 15 feet

and a depth of 1 foot (figure 1). In this area of 450 square feet the

wad occurred as nodules and irregular masses varying from a

fraction of an inch to 3 or 4 inches in diameter and commonly char-

acterized by thin laminae of limonite. Occasionally the larger

irregular masses appeared to consist of aggregations of manganese

with loose rock, the pebbles and fragments of rock as a rule being

vein quartz, mica schist and grit.
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Nodular bog manganese was found on the top of a small 15-foot

north-south ridge of vertically inclined beds of Rensselaer grit

mantled with humus and glacial detritus, above and directly west

of the bog just described.

In the bed of a dry brook leading across the ridge from the circular

black muck bog to the larger bog 15 feet below, numerous brownish

black subspherical nodules of bog manganese were found, the dis-

covery of which led to further investigation by drilling and trenching,

the result of which was that an area of about 625 square feet was

found to be underlaid by nodular manganese to a depth of 2 feet,

the upper 11 inches of which consisted of a nodular wad and the

lower 6 inches of a massive or consolidated nodular aggregate, the

w
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Fig. 1 Gott-Mesick manganese bog locality, Spencertown, N. Y.

latter type occurring either as fragments about a foot or more square,

or forming a more or less continuous lenslike bed overlying a whitish

clay. Through the more massive manganiferous bed and between

it and the underlying whitish clay, water was in circulation, flowing

doubtless from the upper circular bog to the lower bog.

Reference to the accompanying figure will suggest to the reader

that a probable genesis of the manganese may be assigned to the

swamp waters circulating through the top of the ridge from the

upper bog to the lower. This subject, however, is considered later

on.

In the two closely adjacent areas it may be safely said, after

drilling and trenching, that bog manganese underlies about 825

square feet and that altogether there are about 1250 cubic feet of

manganiferous soil, allowing ih feet for an average thickness. It is
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safe to estimate that about 50 per cent of this consisted of soil,

gravel and clay, bringing the volume of manganiferous material to

625 cubic feet. Allowing approximately 135 pounds of clay and

gravel to the cubic foot and of the manganese about 100 pounds,

the contents of the mixture in this area would approximate 75 tons

or about 40 tons for the bog manganese.

Hillsdale, Columbia County

The manganese bog of the Palmer farm is situated 1 J miles south-

west of North Hillsdale between two small hills, 1340 and 1390 feet

in elevation, respectively. As in the Gott-Mesick bog this one,

Fig. 2 Palmer manganese bog, North Hillsdale, N. Y.

because of its small area, is also not shown on the topographic map,

but it is about one-half of a mile long and one-fourth of a mile wide

with the greater portion of it forested and watery, serving as a

source for a small southeasterly and a northeasterly flowing brook.

In the bed of the southeasterly flowing brook, not far from the

outlet of the bog, infrequent brownish black subspherical nodules of

bog manganese, averaging about one-half of an inch in diameter,

were found. Upon following up the stream, these led to the discovery

of their source on the northwestern side of the bog. The accompany-

ing diagram (figure 2) presents the main features of this occurrence.
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By frequent and numerous drillings and trenchings, the manganese

area was delimited to a patch 130 feet in length by 50 feet in width,

approximating 6500 square feet in area. Under this area to a depth

of ii feet bog manganese occurs in greater or less amounts largely

as nodular wad with only a slight local development of nodular

aggregates.

Allowing 235 pounds of sand, clay and manganese to the cubic

foot and 50 per cent of the volume as consisting of bog manganese,

this bog should yield approximately 450 tons of wad.

According to Mr Mather, " a bed of wad or earthy oxide of man-

ganese has been found on the farm of Joseph Goodsell in Hillsdale."

Mr Calvin Prescott dug 50 tons of the ore some years ago and sold

it for $20 a ton in New York. As Mr Joseph Goodsell at the time

this record was made owned four farms not adjacent, the manganese

bog in question was located with much difficulty. It was found to

be 3 miles northeast of Crearyville and the same distance northwest

of Hillsdale.

A narrow east-west open and stony black muck bog or " run
"

about 450 feet long with an average width of 25 feet was found just

west of the old Joseph Goodsell farm. As in the other description of

bogs, this occupied a small divide between two hills at an elevation

of 1200 feet above sea level, from the eastern end of which a small

brook was flowing. The bog was found to contain numerous man-

ganiferous nodules at the western half and an intensely black, earthy,

manganiferous muck throughout the eastern half. The nodules

varied in size from that of small shot to larger diameters. Limonite

nodules were found sparingly. Manganese dioxide was present in

the form of cement which consolidated the local areas of boulders

and clay. An occasional fragment of nodular aggregate consisting of

clay and wad was found.

One of the most interesting occurrences of manganese was noted

here in the form of a bluish black iridescent scum surfacing a few of

the small pools of water in the bog proper, not unlike the yellowish

green iridescent scum associated with iron springs. This scum may
well be one of the manganese minerals similar to the iron scum and

originating as a result of bacterial action.

The percentage of manganese in this bog is higher than in all the

others, averaging about 22 per cent.

With a surface of 10,750 square feet and an average thickness of

1 1 feet, allowing one-third of the volume for bog manganese, the

writer estimates that there is approximately 600 tons of bog man-
ganese in this locality.
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Several other localities in the vicinity of North Hillsdale possibly

warrant brief mention because of the manner of occurrence.

On another of Joseph Goodsell's farms, now occupied by Henry
Duff, a negligible amount of bog manganese has been accumulat-

ing in an irregular bog about one-half of a mile north of the farm

in a small depression in an open pasture west of the road. The
location of this bog is near the 1200-foot contour and in a schist area.

The accompanying diagram (figure 3) illustrates the essential

features of the occurrence. The manganese content is probably low,

as can be seen by referring to the analysis on page 95. Wad is

found more or less evenly distributed throughout an area of 2460
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Fig. 3 Henry Duff manganese bog, Hillsdale, N. Y.

square feet to the depth of 1 foot. By allowing 50 per cent of the

area to consist of bog manganese in the form of nodules, the other

part taken up largely by boulders and clay, the estimate of approxi-

mately 125 tons is made.

An interesting locality 2 miles northwest of North Hillsdale was

found in the middle of the road where the overflow from a roadside

marsh crosses the road to lower ground on the other side. This

occurrence consisted of a nodular aggregate pavement of wad, the

writer's attention being called to it by the dark manganiferous

nodules, looking much like a conglomerate consisting of dark pebbles

in a whitish cement. Neither in the bottom of the bog, in the brook,

nor on the land adjacent to it, was the writer able to find signs of

any more bog manganese.
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Ancram, Columbia County

Three miles southeast of Ancram lead mine on the top of the south

extension of Fox hill, between the 1200 and 1300-foot contour, and

in the bed of a brook near its source, numerous subspherical nodules

of bog manganese were found. This occurrence is near the outlet

of the bog, extending along a westerly flowing brook for a distance

of 200 feet and to a depth of 1 foot. The important characteristics

are its elevation of 1200 feet, its occurrence in a bog near the outlet

and its association with the Berkshire schist.

Canaan, N. Y.

In the search for the occurrence on David Parson's farm which

Mr Mather (10: 121) refers to as being three-fourths of a mile south

of Canaan Center, the writer found some six other localities where
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Fig. 4 David Parsons manganese bog, Canaan, N. Y.

bog manganese is found. The David Parson's occurrence is now on

the property of Mr Beaver about 1} miles west of Flatbrook and 1

mile southwest of the Boston & Albany Railroad tunnel. It is 11 20

feet above sea level and between two small knolls of 1160 and 1192

feet in elevation respectively.

By a boring, it was found that the manganese sections were

restricted to two main localities, one within 130 feet of the outlet
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with an area of 3960 square feet, and the other within 300 feet of the

outlet with an area of 1350 square feet, making a total combined

area of 5310 square feet. By trenching at the outlet another area

was found but of negligible importance. From a study of three

east-west trenches of 30 feet and 18 feet in respective length, a

vertical section revealed 11 inches of brown, loamy clay with loose,
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Fig- 5 Girdler manganese bog, Canaan, N. Y.

nodular manganese with infrequent nodular aggregates locally

developed, both overlying a bluish green unconsolidated hardpan.

The nodules were generally less than an inch in diameter and sub-

spherical in shape with a coating of whitish clay. Upon washing off

the clay the characteristic brownish black color prevailed, which

became darker upon cutting them open. The stream manganese

exhibited this characteristic because of natural washing and doubtless
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can be accounted for by the high content of iron. Figure 4 illustrates

the occurrence. Upon following the brook west from this outlet, a

small deposit, of nodular wad is found at the debouchure of the small

brook in the swamp below. The proportion of manganese in the

main bog is, according to analysis, 12.20 per cent. By a conservative

estimate the bog manganese in this occurrence is about 300 tons.

On the estate of R. H. Girdler, situated about 1 mile south of

Canaan Center, a small occurrence of nodular bog manganese was

discovered in the summer of 191 7. The manganese for the most

part is in the form of nodules, nodular aggregates and as a cement for

the underlying consolidated hardpan. A section from the trench

reveals 12 inches of brownish yellow clayey loam with abundant

nodules and occasional nodular aggregates, 28 inches of consolidated

hardpan with occasional boulders and rock fragments cemented by

manganese dioxide, in a matrix of whitish clay overlying a non-

manganiferous consolidated hardpan. Figure 5 illustrates this

deposit.

In an area of 5000 square feet adjacent to the outlet stream and

outlet portion of the bog, it is estimated that about 300 tons of

manganese mav be found.

In several other localities on the terracelike benches and divides

of Shaker mountain traces of nodular manganese were found in

marshy places overlying and adjacent to schist, slate and grit areas.

Chemical analyses

Locality Mn Fe P Ba

Gott-Mesick Bog, Spencertown, N. Y
J. Goodsell, Hillsdale, N. Y

20.78
22.33
21 . 16

12.20

15-31 .04 .14

F. Palmer, North Hillsdale, N. Y
D. Parsons, Canaan, N. Y

No attempt has been made to make an exhaustive analysis of the

samples. Doubtless the iron would average about the same in the

other localities as in the Gott-Mesick bog and the same might be

inferred for the phosphorus and barium. The analyses and the

clay associations of the manganese would lead us to think that the

silica content is very high. The blackest of the manganese bogs,

that of J. Goodsell, seems to contain the highest percentage of

manganese as well as the highest tonnage.
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Genesis of the Manganese Deposits

The western foothill county of the Taconic range, in which the

bog manganese occurs, consists for the most part of irregular hills

more or less conical in shape and of no great height. The depressions

now occupied by the manganese bogs are no doubt a product of

preglacial subaerial and glacial erosion; the claylike materials filling

them are of glacio-lacustrine deposition. Since the withdrawal of

the glacier, this region has been reclaimed by vegetation giving rise

in some of the depressions to peat.

Trenchings, test pits and drillings frequently made throughout the

bog area all testify to a recent origin for the manganese. The lower-

most underlying materials as a rule consist of a bedrock of grit or

schist, overlaid by consolidated hardpan or till with or without a

manganiferous cement and a bluish or light gray' clay, containing

manganiferous nodular aggregates or nodular wad, surfaced with a

clayey loam or a dark loam clay with nodular bog manganese.

The immediately associated beds of bluish or light gray clay

holding faceted boulders and rock fragments, are of glacial origin,

arising from fluviatile or lacustrine deposition. Later additions were

made in the form of sand, iron and manganese, constituting the

clayey loam soil and the bog manganese and bog iron ore. The
nodular form assumed by the oxide of manganese, as shown by
Hjort and Murray in connection with deep sea nodules and by the

writer in the study of Cambrian manganese of Conception and

Trinity bay, Newfoundland, is a phenomenon due to chemical and

physical causes, as will ' be discussed later in this paper. This

characteristic form, so far as revealed in Columbia county bogs, is

purely secondary, and the formation of nodules and nodular aggre-

gates is taking place pari passu with the addition of the oxides of

manganese. The fact that manganiferous waters have been and

are percolating through the clayey beds is most strikingly .brought

out by the coatings of Mn0 2 in the loose rock fragments and boulders

in the clay.

The adjacency of the manganese deposits to the bogs and bog

waters' is a most significant relationship, so far as the immediate

genesis of the manganese is concerned. Chemical investigation leads

to the conclusion that manganese exists in surface waters either in

the form of the bicarbonate or the sulphate. Through oxidation

of either of. these, manganese is precipitated as the dioxide of man-
ganese. This oxidation may take place wherever oxygenated con-

ditions are present, such as at the surface of bog waters or in the
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sandy clay adjacent to bogs through which manganiferpus waters

are percolating. At the Gott-Mesick locality (figure 2) at the time

the trench was made, the manganese zone illustrated a significant

coincidence in this respect. From the upper bog water was running

through the zone above the clay as ground water in the direction of

the lower bog. Where the manganese was best developed in the

form of nodular masses there occurred a water channel from which

water flowed out into the trench. It would not seem at all unlikely

therefore that the greater development of the manganese in the

Gott-Mesick bog was due to the continuous contribution of the

manganiferous waters, originating from the upper bog and flowing

as ground water to the lower bog. The porosity of the loamy clay

of the ridge would naturally furnish excellent oxidizing conditions,

a? a result of which the conversion of the bicarbonate to the dioxide

might readily take place.

The ultimate origin of the manganese must be sought for in the

rock underlying the drainage basin of the bogs. The bog depressions,

of course, act as natural reservoirs for the immediate run-off of the

surrounding country, through the various small tributaries. In

considering the general geology of the area, it was found that all the

manganese bogs were located at about the same general elevation,

and that beneath all the bogs the same type of rocks belonging to

the same geological horizon occurred. It was the hope of the writer

that the ultimate origin or source of the manganese might be trace-

able to the associated rock formations with some beds of primary

manganese mineral, but no definite evidence in the matter was forth-

coming. The chief formations underlying the manganiferous section

are the Hudson River schists, and greenish, reddish and purplish

slates, all belonging to the Ordovician and the Rensselaer grit of the

lower part of the Silurian system. Of course nothing but a petro-

graphic examination has been made of these formations in the

Hudson valley, so far as the writer is aware, but from their

northern occurrences in Vermont and New York the Hudson grits

were essentially clastic rocks composed of fragments of quartz,

muscovite, plagioclase, chlorite, sericite, quartzite, slate and some

carbonate (4: 187).

The red slates of the slate belt of Vermont and New York, with

which the schists of the Hudson river are to be correlated, show as

much as 30 per cent Mn02 .

11 Beds of carbonate of a manganese (rhodochrosite) a half inch

thick with calcite and quartz occurring in the red Ordovician slates,"

yielding 32.22 per cent of Mn02 , are reported.
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With this amount of manganese in the same formations and not

far distant, and the significant coincidence of the association of the

bogs with this formation, it seems reasonable to suppose that the

metamorphosed Ordovician and possibly lower Silurian formations

are the ultimate source of the manganese which has given rise to the

concentrated derivatives in the form of bog manganese or wad in

the high bogs of the western foothills of the Taconic range in Colum-

bia county.

The only evidence of the occurrence of some form of manganese in

these formations was shown in the 19 17 Spencertown-Austerlitz

state road cutting near Spencertown where the schists and slates

were discolored by the dioxide. The Rensselaer grits, east of this

locality, were intrically veined with pink orthoclase, chlorite and

quartz unaccompanied by any manganese staining.

In the vicinity of Canaan on the Girdler farm, numerous specimens

of cavernous quartz as evidence of the work of solution were found,

but whether the original mineral filling the cavities was calcite or

rhodochrosite could not be determined, though the cavities were

lined with the powdery black dioxide of manganese.

For the reasons given above, the writer believes that the rocks

underlying the drainage areas are in all probability the ultimate

source of the manganese. The decomposition of the silicate minerals

no doubt was brought about by carbonic acid and the " so-called

humic sols, the latter consisting of about 50 per cent C, 43 per cent

O, 4.5 per cent H, 2 per cent N and some O and S found in large

amounts in marshy water."

On the J. Goodsell bog, which contained the highest amount of

manganese, a thin film of dark greenish and bluish iridescent coating

was found quite like the iridescent coating found in connection with

bog limonite and iron springs, but unlike it so far as the darker

degree of color is concerned. According to Beyschlag, Vogt and

Krusch (2:986) "The humic sols are not precipitated by ferrous

but by ferric salts. When a solution containing ferrous salts meets

one containing humic sols, a soluble ferro-humate is first formed

which upon oxidation passes gradually over to ferri-humate. This

is in fact immediately precipitated, forming there the thin, often

iridescent coating which when present in spring courses indicates

the ferruginous character of the water." If upon examination any

of the iridescent scum of manganese bogs proves to contain manga-

nese in large amounts, such an origin as conveyed by the foregoing

quotation might very well indicate similar origin for the manganese.
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Of course there is no direct evidence that these manganese deposits

are of organic origin but it is very possible that the humic sols may
have played an important part in the decomposition of manganese-

bearing silicates in the rocks underlying the drainage basin of the

bogs. As manganese hydroxide has been found on the walls of the

iron bacteria, it is highly probable that bacteria may cause the

manganese to be precipitated from the sol humates which take the

humates up in the carbonate form and precipitate it in their bodies

as the hydroxide. Further investigations along this line have still

to prove how great and how general such action is.

Assuming then that the manganese exists in the bog waters in

some soluble form, possibly in that of the bicarbonate, its precipita-

tion must have taken place through the oxidation of the same or as

the result of the presence of calcareous bicarbonate. As a precip-

itate, it is very possible that manganese exists as a colloidal hydroxide

quite as much as the hydroxide of iron does after its chemical changes

from the soluble to the solid form. Whether the precipitation takes

place in the fresh-water bogs as in the deep sea free from clayey

admixtures or subsequent to absorption by the clay, is a problem;

though it would seem to the writer that the clayey solids etc., do

act as absorbents as they do with the hydroxide of silica, iron and

alumina (12 1288).

The assumption of the nodular and concretionary forms seems to

the writer to be a purely physical matter, the result of the tendency

of substances in mobile state to collect in bodies of smallest surface

area in proportion to mass. The centrifugal force or the accommo-

dating of the interior mass to the dimensions of the outer envelop

appears to be a characteristic of many minerals, especially those of a

calcareous, siliceous, ferruginous or manganiferous nature. Deep
sea nodules (11), and Cambrian manganese of Newfoundland

(3 : 450) illustrate this principle of surface tension as well as nodules

of the Columbia county manganese bogs.
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FOLIATION OF THE GNEISSOID SYENITE-GRANITE COM-
PLEX OF LEWIS COUNTY, NEW YORK

BY A. F. BUDDINGTON

The data and conclusions herewith presented are for the most

part abstracted from a report on the geology of the Lake Bonaparte

quadrangle, prepared at the request of the State Geologist. In its

preparation the writer was associated with Dr C. H. Smyth, jr.

Some additional information obtained subsequently by the writer

in a study of the geology of the Lowville quadrangle has also been

used.

The origin and significance of the foliated structure in the gneisses

which constitute the Adirondacks have been discussed by many
writers in recent years, and widely diverse views have been expressed.

On the one hand, Miller
1
asserts a primary origin for the foliation

of the igneous gneisses and ascribes it to flowage phenomena and

crushing during the progress of consolidation of the magma, resulting

from the efforts of the igneous magma to shoulder aside blocks of

Grenville gneiss into which it is intrusive. He further states it as

his belief that " none of the published Adirondack maps or available

data afford any reasons to believe that the Grenville strata were

ever profoundly folded or compressed." On the other hand Smyth,

Cushing, and Martin have presented very strong evidence that

intense orogenic forces have acted upon the Precambric gneisses of

the northwestern Adirondacks, with the conspicuous result of

isoclinal folding. In particular, Martin2 has studied and mapped
in great detail a great sigmoidal fold in the vicinity of Pierrepont.

An intensive study of over six hundred thin sections of rocks

embraced within the area of the Lake Bonaparte and Lowville

quadrangles has furnished considerable new data bearing on this

problem. A brief summary of the data and the conclusions drawn

therefrom relative to the foliation of the syenite-granite gneissic

complex is presented here. For the most part they confirm Miller's

conclusions as to the primary origin of most of the foliation in the

igneous gneisses, but on the other hand they conform to the belief

that strong orogenic forces of mountain-building intensity have

affected the rocks of this district.

1 Miller, W. J., Origin of Foliation in the Precambric Rocks of Northern New
York, Jour. Geol., 191 6, 24: 587-619.

2 Martin, J. C, The Precambrian Rocks of the Canton Quadrangle, N. Y.

State Mus. Bui. 185, 1916.
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General Description

The southeastern half of the Lake Bonaparte and most of the

Lowville quadrangles are underlain by a banded or belted gneissic

complex. The composition of these belts ranges from a siliceous

granite through grano-syenite, hornblende syenite and augite syenite,

to a basic augite-hypersthene syenite. The belts are long and

narrow, usually varying from one-half of a mile to several miles in

width. Blocks of Grenville gneiss occur as scattered inclusions or as

a host of separated fragments here and there. The belts possess in

general a northeast-southwest trend but with conspicuous deviations

in the northwest corner of the Lowville area and the southwest

corner of the Lake Bonaparte quadrangle, where the bands strike

east-west and northwest-southeast. The banded or belted nature

of the syenite-granite gneissic complex is indicated in a generalized

way on the accompanying map. Toward the northwest the igneous

gneisses are bordered by the Grenville series, comprising gneisses

and limestones intruded by granites which extend to the St Lawrence.

On the southwest they are overlain unconformably by sedimentary

beds of Paleozoic age.

The different rocks of this syenitic complex may be roughly

grouped as belonging to two masses, the members of each of which

possess some characters in common which are different from the

other. Thus the rocks of what has been called the Diana mass

uniformly have a coarse porphyritic texture with phenocrysts up to

i or 2 inches in diameter, and when examined in thin section show a

partial granulation or pulverization (plates 2 and 3). The mem-
bers of the other body, named the Croghan mass, are uniformly

medium equigranular and in thin section show no signs of crushing

whatever (plate 1). Each mass, however, has an equally wide

variation in composition. But the Diana mass is on the whole one

step more basic than the Croghan. Thus, the members of the

former body range from an augite-hypersthene syenite to a horn-

blende grano-syenite, whereas the latter ranges from an augite

syenite to an acid granite. The area occupied by each mass is

indicated on the map by the boundary line separating the crushed

from the uncrushed gneisses ; the Diana body lying to the northwest

of the line and the Croghan mass to the southeast. All the members
of both masses, however, possess a foliation equally well developed.

Both bodies are cut by veins of granitic pegmatite and by hyperite

dikes. The latter are most abundant in the vicinity of a stock of

gabbro indicated on the map.
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Sketch Map of Geology of Lowville and Lake Bonaparte Quadrangles, N. Y.
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From a study of the thin sections of the rocks of these two masses

and from the results obtained by grouping them according to their

degree of crushing, the following conclusions have been drawn,

based on the accompanying briefly summarized data

:

1 There are three well-defined bands or zones of metamorphism

in which increasing degrees of crushing are exhibited passing from

the southeast to the northwest ; comprising (a) gneiss of the southeast

zone in which there is no evidence of crushing and in which the

texture is of massive granitoid character (plates i and 4) ;
(b) proto-

clastic gneiss of the central zone in which most of the minerals

are granulated but in which quartz is uncrushed (plate 2) and (c)

cataclastic-protoclastic gneiss of the northwest zone in which most

of the minerals are pulverized but in which quartz is only granulated

(plate 3). The line between (b) and (c) has been drawn where the

quartz first starts to appear granulated and where the average

diameter of the pulverized feldspar grains averages less than 0.1 mm
in diameter.

2 The uncrushed gneiss is equigranular, the crushed gneisses are

porphyritic in texture (plates 1, 2 and 3). The gneiss which in

thin section shows no evidence of crushing forms, so far as mapped,

a band with a minimum width of 10 miles covering the eastern

portion of the Lowville area and the southeast corner of the Lake

Bonaparte quadrangle. It embraces all the gneisses belonging to

the Croghan syenite-granite complex. The crushed gneisses form

a band 5 miles wide, so far as mapped, and comprise the gneisses of

the Diana syenite complex.

3 Foliation and banding are always parallel. No matter in what

direction the belts extend nor how abrupt the curve at the blunt

end of a lense, the foliation always remains parallel to the banding.

4 The degree of crushing is for the most part independent of the

chemical or mineralogical composition. Rocks varying all the way
from hyperite to granite occur in each zone of metamorphism and all

within a given zone are equally crushed or equally uncrushed as the

case may be.

5 The foliation is for the most part independent of the degree of

granulation or crushing (plates 1, 2 and 3). The gneisses of massive

texture exhibit as well-defined a foliation as do the pulverized cata-

clastic gneisses. The line of equal crushing or demarkation between

the protoclastic and cataclastic-protoclastic gneiss cuts directly

across the banding and direction of foliation of the gneisses northwest

of Croghan. The foliation of the gneisses in this area (the northwest
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corner of the Lowville area) is thus at a large angle to the direction

of the forces which acted to crush the gneisses, and the latter can

thus have had little or nothing to do directly with the foliation.

6 The foliation may be slightly accentuated by the crushing.

7 In the crushed gneisses, those minerals wh :ch are most mashed

are the ones which normally crystallize out first in quantity from a

magma; and vice versa, the last minerals to crystallize out are the

least crashed. Thus in the case of the protoclastic gneisses, feldspar,

hornblende and augite are the most crushed, whereas quartz is

wholly uncrushed. Again, in the cataclastic-protoclastic gneiss, the

feldspar and ferromagnesian minerals are pulverized and the quartz

is only granulated. In some of the gneiss two generations of mag-

netite are present. In this case that occurring as inclusions in other

minerals and representing an early stage of crystallization is crushed,

whereas that associated with the quartz of a late pneumatolytic

stage is massive. In the hyperite dikes the augite may be partially

granulated and the feldspars unaffected.

8 In the cataclastic gneisses the degree of crushing of the quartz

is roughly proportional to the degree of mashing of the other minerals,

the quartz varying from 2 to 5 times as coarse as the comminuted

feldspar.

9 The primary foliation of the gneiss with a massive texture

forming the southeast zone is due to nrneral segregation, dimensional

orientation of minerals by crystallization under stress, and to flowage

in the magma. There is no crushing of the minerals and only here

and there do strain shadows appear in the quartz. The occurrence

of inclusions with a foliation at an angle to that of the inclosing rock,

the occasional presence of flowage lines swirling around a host of

separated small inclusions of Grenville gneiss, a texture and succes-

sion of crystallization normal to igneous rocks, occasional euhedral

character of the crystals, the frequent segregation of apatite, zircon

and magnetite with the ferromagnesian minerals in streaks, and the

presence of practxally massive hyperite dikes of an age older than

the foliation of the country rock, militate against an explanation of

this foliation by recrystallization.

10 The protoclastic origin of the foliation of the central zone is

evidenced by the following data: the granulated character of the

feldspars and ferromagnesian minerals and the normally uncrushed

character of the quartz; the parallehsm of foliation and banding

irrespective of the widely divergent orientations of the latter, a

phenomenon best explained as the result of crushing in a semifluid



Plate i

Upper figure. Hornblende syenite. Primary gneissic structure

with massive texture. Natural size. From Croghan mass.

Lower figure. Photomicrograph of above showing massive grani-

toid texture, crossed nicols. x 17





Plate 2

Upper figure. Hornblende syenite. Augen gneiss with
protoclastic texture. From the Diana mass and the central
zone of metamorphism. Natural size.

Lower figure. Photomicrograph of above; quartz uncrushed,
other minerals granulated; protoclastic texture. Crossed
nicols. x 17





Plate 3

Upper figure. Hornblende grano-syenite. Augen gneiss
with cataclastic-protoclastic texture. From Diana mass,
n.w. border. Natural size.

Lower figure. Photomicrograph of above; quartz
granulated, other minerals pulverized. Crossed nicols.

x 17
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or semiviscous state. A primary foliation independent of any

crushing is indicated by the frequent parallel alignment of slender,

unbroken, dihedral zircon crystals, by the segregation of the com-

ponent m'nerals in individualized streaks, and by the flattened,

uncrushed character of the quartz.

11 The evidence of a preexisting protoclastic foliation in the

cataclast'c-protoclastic gneiss of the northwest zone is: the presence

of a transition into the protoclastic gneiss of the central zone through

a disappearance of the superimposed cataclastic features, and the

presence of slm'lar characters to those of the latter band. Quartz is

normally the first mineral to fracture in the process of rock crushing.

In these gneisses the quartz is less mashed than the feldspar, which

indicates that it was not affected by crushing until after the feldspar

had already been pulverized. Such a phenomenon might happen in

the case of a magma undergoing pressure in which the quartz had

not yet crystallized out, whereas the other minerals constituted a

continually growing and falling meshwork. The continuation of the

pressure after complete consolidation then granulated the quartz in

its turn.

12 The grains resulting from the crushing of any rock from within

the central zone will, with only rare exceptions, average over o.i mm
in size, those of the northwest zone (quartz excluded) under o.i mm
in diameter, but the proportion of the minerals in the rock of either

zone which is reduced to these respective sizes is very variable in

different streaks, often sharply delimited and parallel to the

foliation.

13 The forces which resulted in the production of the foliation

were not attendant upon a shouldering influence against the Grenville

exerted by the magma during intrusion, but were the result of

orogenic stresses exerted from without, because

a Later intrusive dikes of hornblende syenite, hypersthene syenite,

hyperite, grano -syenite and pegmatite all exhibit the same degree

of metamorphism as the country rock of the zone of metamorphlsm

in which they occur. This is best exemplified by the case of the

hyperite dikes. According to the usual mode of geological reasoning,

these dikes mist all be of essentially the same age. They are uni-

formly slm'lar in character" where 7er found, have a tendency to

cluster more abundantly around local stocks of gabbro, and always

bear analogous relations to all rocks with which they are found in

contact. There is nothing to suggest that we are dealing with

dikes of more than one epoch of intrusion. Yet where these dikes
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occur in the zone of massive gneiss they also are massive, although

the augite is usually granulated as the result of flowage (plate 4,

upper figure) ; where they occur in the protoclastic gneiss they are

granulated (plate 4, lower figure and plate 5, upper figure); and

where they are found in the cataclastic-protoclastic gneiss they are

more or less pulverized and have a gneissic character (plate 5,

lower figure).

b In each of the three zones of metamorphism many cases may
be observed where the foliation of the inclosing gneiss also crosses

the intruding dike. This is particularly noticeable in the case of

the pegmatite or granitic veins in all three zones and of the hyperite

dikes in the crushed zones.

c The outer zone of rock must have been partially crushed subse-

quently to its complete solidification, as shown by granulation of

the quartz.

d The line of equal crushing or the boundary between protoclastic

and cataclastic-protoclastic gneiss is very regular in its trend and

passes directly across the banding and hence is independent of any

magmatic flowage.

e On the Lowville quadrangle the planes of foliation alternately

pass several times from a low dip (30 ) to a vertical attitude and

then back again to 30 ,
going southwest. Miller reports this pseudo

anticlinal and synclinal effect to be repeated on the Port Leyden

quadrangle to the south. Where the banding northwest of Croghan

is observed in plan, there is a suggestion of a synclinal folded

structure.

/ Miller has raised the objection that, if orogenic forces have

acted in this region, the Grenville gneisses should exhibit signs of

crushing. On the Lake Bonaparte quadrangle blocks of Grenville

which are associated with the syenite-granite gneiss complex are

crushed. It is true, however, that elsewhere they are uncrushed,

but for the very good reason that they have been entirely recrystal-

lized by contact metamorphism, or by the injection of pegmatite

veins, or by soaking with granitic juices which permeate them. The
granites responsible for this are younger than the syenite-granite

complex.

14 The mere fact of foliation crossing both country rock and

associated dikes or pegmatite veins is not accepted as a uniformly

valid criterion for the dynamo-metamorphic or dynamic flow and

recrystallization origin of gneissic structure. In the broad band of

granite gneiss innumerable dikes of coarse pegmatite have been

observed which cut across the foliation of the gneiss and are them-



Plate 4

Upper figure. Hyperite. Feldspars uncrushed, pyroxenes partially granu-

lated. From a dike in Croghan mass, s.e. zone of metamorphism. Photo-
micrograph. Crossed nicols. x 40
Lower figure. Hyperite. More crushed than preceding rock. Feldspars

are granulated. From dike in granite in central zone of metamorphism,
n.w. of Croghan in Diana mass. Photomicrograph. Crossed nicols. x 40





Plate 5
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Upper figure. Hyperite. More mashed than preceding specimen (lower
figure, plate 4) but from same locality. Photomicrograph. Crossed nicols.

x 40
Lower figure. Hyperite. Intensely crushed with well developed

gneissic foliation. From dike in augite syenite on n.w. border of Diana
mass. Photomicrograph. Crossed nicols. x 40





Plate 6

Upper figure. Palimpsest structure in pegmatitized Grenville gneiss.

Biotite is oriented parallel to banding, quartz and feldspar of pegmatite
veins at right angles. Locality n.w. of Lake Bonaparte. Natural size.

Lower figure. Same specimen as above, etched with HF and H2SO4
and coated with NH4CI. Shows orientation of pegmatite minerals at

right angles to banding.
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selves crossed by this foliation. Yet when examined in thin section

these do not show evidences either of crushing or of recrystallization.

They have a normal granitoid texture — the usual result of crys-

tallization from a magma. Furthermore, if this massive gneiss is

not the result of recrystallization (an hypothesis which it is believed

the facts do not support), then the foliation of the veins likewise

can not be due to this cause. The statement that the degree of

crushing of both dikes and country rock is the same also holds for

those dikes which are crossed by the foliation of the intruded gneisses.

The assumption that the foliation was induced in the dikes before

either the country rock or the dike was completely solidified neces-

sitates a close genetic connection between the igneous gneisses and

the dikes or pegmatite veins. This, however, was exactly the

conclusion arrived at from other data before the foregoing theory

was considered. It is noteworthy that field evidence indicates that

the Diana mass was in a much more advanced state of consolidation

than the Croghan mass at the time of intrusion of the hyperite

dikes. Thus in the rocks of the Diana mass the hyperite usually

occurs in well-defined dikes, whereas in many cases in the rocks of

the Croghan body masses of hyperite and gabbro interfinger so

with the granite and syenite that it is utterly impossible to tell

which is country rock and which is intrusive. Evidently both

masses were in at least a semifluid state and squeezed into each

other.

That it is possible to have a foliation induced in a rock while it

is still in a fluid or semiviscous state is well exemplified in a band

of gneiss northwest of Lake Bonaparte. Here Grenville gneiss has

been thoroughly injected and almost completely disintegrated by

pegmatite. In those remnants of gneiss which retain their individu-

ality, the biotite flakes and quartz are oriented parallel to the

banding (plate 6, upper figure), but in the pegmatitic material, the

quartz and feldspar are all oriented at right angles to the banding

and hence to that portion of the biotite and quartz which has

retained the structure of the gneiss (plate 6, lower figure). Thus

we have two foliations at right angles to each other in the same

rock, one written over the other without completely destroying it —
a palimpsest. The quartz of the pegmatite is wholly uncrushed and

assuredly would not have been oriented by recrystallization at right

angles to the biotite. On the contrary, it is interpreted as a folia-

tion of protoclastic origin. This type of phenomenon also shows

up in specimens from several localities where belts are oriented

at an angle to the direction of the orogenic forces,
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General Conclusions

The writer believes that the evidence of ' intense folding of the

Grenville by the action of strong orogenic forces throughout the

northwestern Adirondacks is conclusive. On the one hand, a portion

of the evidence derived from a study of the metamorphism of the

syenite-granite complex conforms with this. On the other hand,

the evidence points equally strongly to the primary origin of the

foliation accompanied by a wave of crushing which swept in from

the outer border and died away as it advanced. The correlation of

these two apparently opposed theories necessitates a very close

synchronism between the mountain-building forces and the intrusion

of the entire syenite-granite complex. These conclusions parallel

those reached by McMahon 1
in his work in India. There the igneous

rocks were intruded during the 'time of action of orogenic forces

which folded and crumpled the strata of the Himalayas and their

gneissic structure was induced in them before complete solidification.

From the external structures and internal textures of the rocks

of the syenite-granite gneiss complex, we may infer that we are

dealing with a heterogeneous magma which was intruded in two or

more stages under the influence of a cycle of orogenic compression.

Thus the primary banding or belting of the rocks is a feature which

took its origin during the process of intrusion and represents facies

of different composition which have been squeezed out into these

elongated lenses by compressive forces. Although the primary

banding and foliation were thus controlled by the action of lateral

compressive forces, the latter were inefficient in crushing the min-

erals crystallizing out from the magma until they had become so

abundant as to interfere and form an open crystal meshwork. This

was not until after the intrusion of the satellitic dikes and veins

such as the hyperites, pegmatites etc., and after the feldspars and

other minerals had already formed large phenocrysts in the magma,
with only a small amount of interstitial liquid material rema'ning.

These inferences are indicated by the facts that the dike rocks have

suffered the same degree of metamorphism as their inclosing rocks,

and that large crystals of feldspar, augite and hornblende are still

more or less abundant as the uncrushed eyes of augen in the rocks

of the Diana mass. The orientation of these in alignment parallel

to the primary banding which is in diverse directions suggests,

however, that the crystals were oriented to a considerable extent

1 McMahon, C. A., " Granite of the Himalayas," Geol. Magazine, I

p. 212-20.
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parallel to stream lines in magmatic currents which continued to

maintain more or less the same relative movements during the

progress of crystallization which they followed during their intrusion.

During the later stages of consolidation of the magma the satellitic

dikes of hornblende syenite, hypersthene syenite, hyperite, grano-

syenite and granitic veins were intruded along cracks caused by

crystallization and cooling in the now partially crystallized viscous

mass; or sheets of similar materials were forced in along the already

existent foliation planes as sills, and suffered the same degree of

metamorphism as the rocks inclosing them.

The next stage in the history of this mass witnesses the rise of

external compressive forces to a dominant position and a high degree

of magnitude in controlling the progress of crushing. Under the

influences of these intense stresses the growing meshwork of crystals

in the rocks of the Diana mass were ground against one another,

broken, strained and pulverized wmile the still liquid quartz was

smeared out into long, narrow, flat leaves. That portion of the

mass along the northwest received the stresses at their maximum
and suffered crushing and pulverization to the highest degree. The

crushing resulted in a coarser granular type as the Croghan mass is

approached and ceases abruptly at the border of this mass. This is

possibly to be explained by the assumption that this body was

intruded later than the Diana mass and was still molten and only

slightly crystallized when the latter body consisted of a very coarse,

openwork, crystal aggregate with only quartz and pneumatolytic

materials filling the interstices. The medium equigranular character

of the Croghan mass and the presence of occasional sharply defined

bands or dikes of rock similar to the latter in the adjacent Diana

body are indicative of such a succession. Within this mass

(Croghan) then, the lateral compressive forces already partially

spent and dissipated in the small but potent still liquid portion of

the Diana mass served merely to produce an orientation, growth

and segregation of the minerals along lines at right angles to them,

the mineral boundaries still being due to intergrowth in the normal

process of crystallization and not to crushing. But even within the

Diana mass the compressive forces could not overcome the influence

of the previous primary foliation and banding, offering as the latter

did potential surfaces along which movement was easiest and parallel

to which it actually took place. This follows from the fact that

foliation and banding are always parallel. If the rock had not

been partially liquid it is difficult to see how the compressive forces
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could thus have been so conspicuously resolved into forces at widely

divergent angles. That it was in such a condition is indicated by

the fact that the quartz which was the last mineral to crystallize

almost wholly escaped crushing in the central zone and that it is

less crushed than the other minerals in the northwest zone. The

compressive forces did not, however, cease immediately after the

consolidation of at least part of the Diana mass, since within a wide

zone along the northwest all the minerals, quartz included, show

pulverization or granulation. The central zone and the Croghan

mass are not thus affected, and the explanation may be either that

the border band was the first to arrive at a state of complete con-

solidation or that the forces died out as they passed away from the

border toward the southeast. Since the dividing line between the

protoclastic gneiss and the cataclastic-protoclastic gneiss cuts

directly across the banding and foliation, it is apparent that the

active forces came from without and had nothing to do with flowage

within the magma.
The alternative to the foregoing outline is to assume that the

foliation of the whole complex is the result of recrystallization and

that it has subsequently been subjected to a wave of crushing which

was accompanied by recrystallization of quartz under a limiting

set of conditions. Such an assumption involves the idea that

recrystallization may result in exactly the same phenomena which

it is known do arise during the intrusion and crystallization of a

magma. This hypothesis needs support and proof from other

districts to be considered here. It may be added here that the

brecciation of part of the rock was either a process of dry crushing,

since no hydrothermal minerals were formed, or else the crushing

took place under magmatic conditions so that magmatic minerals

formed, which is the hypothesis favored.

It is realized that the conclusions set forth here are drawn from a

limited field and may need to be modified by evidence from other

districts or by future work-. The conclusions are therefore not

considered so important as the facts presented relative to the areal

distribution in zones of rocks showing similar degrees of metae

morphism and to the character of the metamorphism within thes-

zones.
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GEOLOGY OP THE LAKE CLEAR REGION

(Parts of St Regis and Saranac quadrangles)

BY HAROLD L. ALLING

Preface

The chief purpose of this paper is to outline in popular language

the geological history of the region around Lake Clear, Franklin

county, N. Y. In order to do so, the general geology of the Adiron-

dack mountains as a whole has been discussed, in the course of which

many terms that may be new to the reader have been used, but in

each case they are defined or explained at the point of introduction

or shortly afterwards.

The reader's attention is called to the topographic maps prepared

and for sale by the United States Geological Survey, which can be

secured from the Director of the United States Geological Survey,

Washington, D. Q., at 10 cents each. For naturalists, sportsmen,

campers and trampers they are almost indispensable. The maps
for this area are known as the "St Regis quadrangle " and the
" Saranac Lake quadrangle." The State also offers for sale a

series of bulletins that deal with the geology of the Adirondacks,

ranging from 20 cents to $1 each. A list of the bulletins can be

secured by writing the New York State Museum, Albany, N. Y.

The following bulletins deal more or less directly with the area

under consideration:

H. P. Cashing. Preliminary Report on the Geology of Franklin County.

Pt 2, 1 8th Rep't of the State Geologist, 1900
—•—

• Recent Geological Work in Franklin and St Lawrence Counties.

20th Rep't of the State Geologist, 1900
———— Geology of the Northern Adirondack Region. N. Y. Mus. Bui.

95. 1905. 30c
———— Geology of the Long Lake Quadrangle. N. Y. State Mus. Bui. 115

Other bulletins that deal with other areas of the Adirondacks are

:

H. P. Cushing, H. L. Fairchild, R. Ruedemann, C. H. Smyth, jr. Geology of

the Thousand Island Region. N. Y. State Mus. Bui. 145. CI. $1

C. H. Smyth, jr. Crystalline Limestone and Associated Rocks of the North-

western Adirondack Region. Geol. Soc. Amer. Bui., 1895, 6:263-84
•—— Genetic Relations of Certain Minerals of Northern New York.

Trans. N. Y. Acad. Sci., 1896, 15:260-70

[in]
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C. H. Smyth, jr. Report on the Crystalline Rocks of the Western Adirondack

Region. N. Y. State Mus. Ann. Rep't 51 (for 1897), 2:469-97

J. F. Kemp & R. Ruedemann. Geology of the Elizabethtown and Port Henry

Quadrangles. N. Y. State Mus. Bui. 138, 19 10. 40c

J. F. Kemp. Geology of the Mt Marcy Quadrangle. N. Y. State Mus. Bui.

In preparation

William J. Miller. Geology of the Lake Placid Quadrangle. N. Y. State

Mus. Bui. In press

•—— Geology of the North Creek Quadrangle. N. Y. State Mus. Bui.

170, 1914. 25c
— Geological History of New York State. N. Y. State Mus. Bui.

168, 1913. 40c
— — Geology of the Blue Mountain Quadrangle. N. Y. State Mus. Bui.

192, 1916. 25c
— The Adirondack Mountains. N. Y. State Mus. Bui. 193. 35c

I. H. Ogilvie. Geology of the Paradox Lake Quadrangle. N. Y. State Mus.

Bui. 96, 1905. 30c

J. C. Martin. The Pre-Cambrian Rocks of the Canton Quadrangle. N. Y.

State Mus. Bui. 185,1916. 30c

C. H. Van Hise & C. K. Leitii. Pre-Cambrian Geology of North America.

U. S. Geol. Surv. Bui. 360, 19:9. Chapter X, especially p. 619-21

Introduction

The Adirondacks have long been famous as a summer resort,

attracting the inhabitants of our eastern cities and the nature lovers

who found rest and recreation among the wooded mountain slopes,

the brooks and numerous lakes and ponds of the region.

The attempt is here made to add to the usual summer pleasures

the enjoyment of understanding and interpreting the various surface

features of the topography, to trace step by step the history of the

Adirondacks from the earliest times to the present day, and especially

the geological history of Lake Clear and its immediate vicinity.

Location and Character

Lake Clear, the one here considered (for unfortunately there are

a number of lakes in the Adirondacks that are known by the same

name), is situated in the heart of the mountains, if the entire district

covered by the great north woods is included, and is reached by the

Adirondack division of the New York Central Railroad. The area

is one of moderate altitude and comparatively little relief, consisting

of a great sandy plain surrounding innumerable rocky knobs and

knolls. In depressions in its surface are a large number of lakes,

ponds and swamps, among which is Lake Clear.

The lake is roughly oval in shape, the longer axis having a north-
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east and southwest direction. Its northern and southern shore is

composed of rock and sand, while the remaining portions are formed

of fine sand diversified by gravel and boulders.

To the north are the Saint Regis lakes. Upon the lower lake is

situated the famous hotel of Paul Smith's. To the south the three

Saranac lakes are grouped. On the northern shore of the upper or

the most westerly lake of the group is Saranac Inn, ore of the more

fashionable hostelries in the region, with a splendid view of the

water.

In fact, lakes and ponds are characteristic of the region about

Lake Clear. In attempting to arrive at a better understanding of

the relations between the geology and the flora of the region we must

trace the geological events that brought about these conditions.

The lakes and ponds in the district are dwarfed remnants of larger

bodies of water that once played an important role. These ancient

lakes were in part brought about by the great continental ice sheet

which came out of the north and dammed the valleys, thus flooding

the area. On the melting of the glacier they drained away, leaving

only here and there mere remnants in depressions in the glac'al

sands or in rock basins.

We must consider the events that occurred before the ice invas'on

to appreciate the mode of development of the structure and rela-

tions of the different rock masses to one another, and the results

of the forces that have sculptured the rocks into the various forms

which are today nature's stage setting. But any understanding of

rock structures, the formation of the valleys and the mountains

necessitates a review of the rocks themselves, the number of the

rock units and their mode of injection, alteration and deformation.

The logical sequence is to begin at the dawn of geologic history

and trace step by step the events as interpreted by the geologist.

In beginning at the base of things it is obvious that our knowledge

of the events that occurred in the far distant past is at the best but

fragmentary and so the attempt to outline the history is
1 fraught

with great difficulties.

The Rocks

One of the attractions which the Adirondacks offer to geologists,

no matter whether professional or amateur, is that they present,

perhaps, the oldest rocks and mountain masses of which we have

definite knowledge anywhere in the world. It gives one a sense

of satisfaction to put one's foot upon a rocky ledge and say: " This

rock was formed long before the Alps existed; long before the
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Catskills or the White mountains ; we are looking at the very founda-

tion rocks of the continent.'' It is good for our imagination to

attempt to grasp the meaning of such statements.

The Grenville Series

The geologist starts with the theory that the northeastern portion

of North America was at one time submerged under a great body

of water, in all probability marine. The ancient streams that

flowed from the adjacent land areas into this ocean, carrying debris,

deposited upon the bottom layer upon layer of muds, sands and

gravels. A very primitive form of life existed that performed the

chemical change which produced limestones from the various cal-

cium compounds in solution in the waters. Thus there was depos-

ited a great thickness of sedimentary rocks including limestones,

sandstones, shales, conglomerates and their intermediaries. Among
geologists this group of rocks is known as the Grenville series. These

rocks have not only been largely washed away but the remnants

have become so changed from their original character both in appear-

ance and in mineralogical make-up that it is often difficult to identify

them correctly.

The Limestones

The limestones, although limited in extent, are the most con-

spicuous rocks remaining. They have been subjected to so much
heat and pressure that they usually have lost all trace of their original

bedding planes and are recrystallized into creamy white marbles

exhibiting beautifully the rhombohedral form of calcite. Usually

they contain small grains of dark minerals, such as the black oxide

of iron (magnetite)
;
garnets and green silicates (pyroxenes) ; and

sometimes shiny flakes of " black lead " (graphite) which is prob-

ably the crystallized residuum of organisms that inhabited the

primeval sea.

The Sandstones-quartzites

The sandstones, members of the Grenville series, have likewise

been altered and changed to white quartzites, so called because

they are composed to a very large degree of quartz, although the

impure sandstones have developed other minerals in addition.

The shales and conglomerates have been so modified that their

identification is a matter of great difficulty. Some of them have a

composition approaching that of granite (quartz, feldspar and mica)

while others are darker colored. In all cases the dark minerals

have been squeezed into parallel lines giving rise to what the geolo-
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gist terms a " gneiss." The interpretation of these gneisses fur-

nishes the professional worker one of the most difficult problems in

the whole region.

The Gneisses

Although limestone is reported near Colby pond (plate i), the

writer did not find any remnants of this interesting and ancient

formation " in place " in the immediate neighborhood of the pond,

but in the vicinity of the town of Saranac Lake patches of the gneisses

were found in the bed of the river.
1 Better exposures can be found

in the bed of the river three-eighths of a mile north of Bloomingdale,

where the gneiss contains flakes of graphite, and on the southwest

slopes of Mount Pisgah, where the schists, rich in mica, and the

quartzites are splendidly shown, (plate 2) Moreover, one may

easily pick out quartz boulders, which were part of the original

sandstone and various boulders of gneisses that in many- cases were

shales, conglomerates or the result of their intermediate sediments.

We do not know what was the nature of the rock floor upon which

the Grenville rocks were laid down, nor are we acquainted with the

order of events that took place in that far distant past. The rocky

book that the geologist is trying to decipher is at the best fragmen-

tary and many leaves are absent. But enough remains of this old

series of sedimentary rocks to make us sure that it was of great extent

and of enormous thickness. One geologist estimates that it may

have been from 20,000 to 25,000 feet thick.
2 We find strata which

in all probability belong to this same Grenville series in New England,

in the Highlands of the Hudson (West Point region) , and in Canada,

and can safely assume that it exists at great depths throughout

New York State overlaid by rocks of later ages.

The Doubtjul Gneisses

North of the town of Saranac Lake there are a variety of gneisses

and granitelike rocks that are today a puzzle to the most observant

and careful worker. Some of these may be igneous in nature (that

is, were once in a molten condition), while others are sedimentary

(that is, water-laid) in origin, but great changes have subsequently

taken place in all of them so that their appearance and composition

is far different from their original form. If a trace of the floor of

1 Petrographic examination seems to cast some doubt upon this interpreta-

tion, although Doctor Cushing regards it as undoubted Grenville.

2 H. P. Cushing, N. Y. State Mus. Bui. 95, p. 275.
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the Grenville sea is preserved, one should seek remnants of it in

these " doubtful gneisses," which are sometimes referred to as the

Saranac formation. As many of these gneisses are certainly of

later age than the Grenville, they are discussed here.

The Igneous Intrusives

During this great period of erosion a series of molten rocks welled

up from the interior of the earth and slowly worked their way toward

the surface, invading the Grenville from below. The heat of these

semifluid masses was often sufficient to melt and engulf the surface

rocks and thus add them to their own mass.

The first of these igneous rock intrusives was of great extent and

today forms the central core of the Adirondack mountains, some

1 200 square miles in area. It is known to the geologist as

" anorthosite." It is a rock composed to a large extent (80 to 90

per cent) of a particular member of the feldspar family known as

labradorite, because of its occurrence in Labrador. It is a dark,

grayish blue mineral that exhibits minute striations and infre-

quently displays a beautiful iridescent blue sheen. Often in the

running brooks these labradorite crystals of the anorthosite flash

their characteristic color to the eye as a greeting. Chemically, it

is a silicate of soda, lime and alumina. Besides the labradorite,

the anorthosite contains various members of the pyroxene group of

minerals, besides magnetite, commonly known as the black oxide

of iron and several other minerals.

Evidently this intrusive mass of molten rock, buried under the

great thickness of surface strata, solidified very slowly for the entire

rock is coarsely crystalline, labradorite crystals as large as a man's

hand often being encountered. This anorthosite was subsequently

exposed by the erosion of the surface rocks, but in all probability

it did not at first reach the surface of the land. The anorthosite is

the rock encountered on all sides of Lake Clear. A ledge of it is

exposed at the water's edge in front of Lake Clear Inn. Although

it has been subjected to fr.'ghtful pressure and heat subsequent to

its intrusion, the rock here does not show the effects of this so much
as that found farther to the east, where it appears as a bluish white

rock spotted with green silicates. An excellent locality to examine

the anorthosite is north of the road three-fourths of a mile west of

Paul Smith's, where an extensive quarry has been opened. Several

small veins carrying " fool's gold " (pyrite) cut through the rock.

The next member of this series is represented by a rock called
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Plate i

Photo by H. L. Ailing, 1017

Grenville limestone, upper portion of photograph, in con-

tact with anorthosite separated by pyroxene-garnet gneiss,

dark colored. One mile north of Elizabethtown, Essex
county, N. Y.
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" syenite," that is more nearly allied to the granites. It is com-

posed of the same kind of feldspar that characterizes granites,

namely, orthoclase, although this is very frequently replaced by
" microperthite." The other chief component is either black-green

pyroxenes or black hornblende; quartz and mica are to a very large

extent lacking. The syenite rocks received their name from Syene,

whence came the Egyptian granite in ancient times, although these

two rocks do not resemble each other when compared according to

modern methods. The syenite of this region has a green color due

to the hornblende and augite it contains, which makes it easily

distinguishable from the grayish or dark blue of the anorthosite.

The syenite is exhibited to the east of Lake Clear, as can be seen

on the accompanying map. Unfortunately, however, no exposures

of the typical syenite were found near Lake Clear, for most of them

have been affected by contact with other rocks. In the neighbor-

hood of Lake Loon, on the slopes of Katy mountain, syenite rocks

are typically developed (plate 4). One exposure occurs in the

town of Saranac Lake on the east side of the state road from Lake

Clear, just north of the two railroad crossings, that shows an abnor-

mal banded rock. This exposure will be more fully treated later on.

Professor Cushing has shown by means of rock exposures farther

south in the vicinity of Long Lake that the syenite is of later age

than the anorthosite, thus establishing the time relations accepted

by the writer. 1 Recently the writer has verified this conclusion by

two exposures, one south of Mountain pond, northwest of Paul

Smith's, and another 2 miles west of Gabriels.

In the southeastern Adirondack's granitic rocks occur that are

closely associated with the syenites and are considered to be merely

quartzose phases or members of the normal granite. Thus a granite

should be mentioned in the list of igneous rocks of the series. These,

granites are considered as segregations or differentiations of the

syenite, and hence may be termed the granite-syenite intrusives.
2

The third member of this group of igneous rocks is the " gabbro "

;

a dense green-black rock somewhat similar to the anorthosite, but

containing more pyroxene at the expense of the labradorite. Around

Lake Clear the gabbro is scarce and occurs only in very small patches

or as a filling of cracks in the older rocks, but in the eastern portion

of the mountains considerable areas plentifully exhibit this third

and last member of the series. One small knob of gabbro is found

1 N. Y. State Mus. Bui. 115, p. 481.

2 William J. Miller, N. Y. State Mus. Bui. 170, 182 etc.
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a mile northwest of Shingle bay of Lower Saranac lake. Several

others are located on the southern boundary of the petrological

map. One geologist1 suggests that the anorthosite, which is classi-

fied' as an individual of the gabbro family, is the solidified segre-

gation or " scum " of lighter substances forming the upper layers

of the molten rock. This top portion had more silica and the min-

erals crystallizing from it as it congealed were largely feldspars,

while the lower layers received the heavier and darker colored

compounds richer in iron and magnesium as they settled down by

virtue of their greater mass or gravity.
2 Following the solidification

of the anorthosite, this dark, lower mass welled up as " normal
"

gabbro, completing the series.

Granite

Taking the Adirondacks as a whole, there appear to be two

granites of different ages. In either case the darker minerals are

found to have been squeezed into parallel lines by subsequent heat

and pressure, giving rise to gneisses. The field worker is often

puzzled to know where to place a granite gneiss in the scale of

geologic time. In the first place it may be recrystallized or meta-

morphosed sedimentary rocks, such as shaly sandstones or sandy

limestones of the Grenville group. Their origin is probable if one

finds a great variety of such granite gneisses in a comparatively

limited area, for this condition suggests their formation from the

many different kinds of rocks that composed the Grenville series.

If they are surely of igneous origin, the problem is still difficult;

they may be (i) older than the Grenville, or (2) later than the

Grenville series but earlier than the anorthosite-syenite-granite-

gabbro intmsives, or (3) members of the last-named series itself. .

It may be well to state that geologists have found no positive

evidence in the Adirondacks of the class of granites first above

mentioned, that is, those prior to the Grenville series. Theoret-

ically, they may occur but they have not yet been identified. There

is, however, certainty of the identification of the other two different

granite gneisses,
3 namely, those that are members of the massive

intrusive group and those that preceded them.

1 R. A. Daly, " Igneous Rocks and Their Origin," p. 337.
2 More recently, Dr N. L. Bowen suggests a new interpretation. Jour. Geol.,

XXV, No. 3, p. 209-43.
3 H. P. Cushing, Amer. Jour. Sci., ser. V, 39:288-94, 1915; N. Y. State Mus.

Bui. 145, p. 46-47, 177-80; N. Y. vState Mus. Bui. 169, p. 21-26. Recently the

writer has identified them in Paradox lake, Bolton and Whitehall quadrangles
#
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Granites in the Doubtful Gneisses

In the doubtful gneisses north of Saranac Lake village several

exposures were found, which in appearance suggest a true granite

gneiss. It is a question whether they are immediately associated

with the Grenville or are a true granite older than the later great

series of igneous rocks, but distinct from the old sedimentaries.

In view of the wide difference of opinion and lack of sufficient data,

the writer is compelled to take refuge in a noncommittal mapping;

grouping all such gneisses and granite-gneisses together, and indi-

cating them by a uniform convention.

The Pegmatites

As the surface of the molten rocks (magma) began to solidify,

shrinkage cracks occurred due to the contraction on cooling, and

these allowed the still molten interior to escape upwards in the

form of various gases and liquids. These aqueous vapors filled the

cracks and congealed, solidifying at comparatively low temperatures,

forming bands or dikes of highly siliceous minerals, such as the

feldspars and quartz. Each of- the different igneous rocks above

mentioned shows such dikes or " pegmatites," although the granites

and more siliceous rocks are more productive of them. One such

pegmatite cutting the anorthosite was observed directly in front of

the Lake Clear Inn near the water line. It is 3 J inches wide, runs

west-northwest, and exhibits the characteristic coarse crystals of

orthoclase feldspar (probably the variety known as microcline) and

quartz. Pegmatites of the syenites and gabbros abound in the

Adirondacks. Several syenitic pegmatites cutting the anorthosite

were found a little south of Mountain pond northwest of Paul

Smith's, and are indicated on the map.

Contact Rocks

Igneous Contacts

When the anorthosite, syenite and gabbro, in forcing their way
up to and into the surface rocks encountered other igneous bodies

already solid and cool, the effect of the chill upon them is very

marked and may be observed for a mile or two on both sides of the

line of contact. The border phase of the anorthosite is shown by

an increasing amount of the darker minerals (pyroxenes and garnets)

at the expense of the labradorite, thus approaching the gabbro in

composition and giving rise to " anorthosite-gabbro." The syenite

likewise passes through changes in composition, becoming darker in
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color (basic) until a rock more like the gabbro than anything else

is found. A border phase of the syenite was found a mile east of

Lake Clear Junction that exhibits this exceedingly well, the speci-

men in mind being taken from a road metal quarry on the north

side of the state road. An excellent example can be seen about

Long Lake to the south, where the syenite and the anorthosite are

in contact and show well-developed border phases. 1 In contrast

with the dark phase, the syenite often develops a quartzose type,

which with increasing amount of quartz becomes a granitic phase

or a true granite, as has already been pointed out.

A very interesting and instructive igneous contact was brought

to light on a reconnoitering trip north of Lake Clear one-fourth

of a mile south of Mountain pond. Here, apparently, the syenite

in the form of a wide, rusty dike cuts through the anorthosite and

has developed curious contact phases. The syenite holds inclusions

of the anorthosite as well as fragments of the Grenville rocks. This

exposure demonstrates beyond doubt the age relations first estab-

lished by Professor Cushing. Associated with the syenite are a

number of pegmatites cutting the anorthosites. The more adven-

turous summer visitor would be well paid to visit this spot if he is

prepared to overcome the difficulties of a district recently ravaged

by forest fires.

In addition to the marked changes in composition, structural

differences are to be noted at the contact, as the rocks there often

exhibit gneissoid structure and the granulation is more pronounced

than is the case in the core of the mass.

Contacts with the Sedimentary Rocks

More striking still are the contact effects often observed at the

junction of igneous with sedimentary rocks, especially when the

latter are limestones. At such points the changes in structure,

texture and composition are often profound. Various vapors that

the molten rock contained react with the limestones, giving rise to

new mineral combinations that may present a great variety of

rocks. A common one is a rock composed almost entirely of red-

brown garnets and dark green pyroxenes, very pleasing to the eye

and full of interest to the geologist.
2

1 See the geological map of the Long Lake quadrangle. H. P. Cushing, N. Y.

State Mus. Bui. 115, and emphasized by R. A. Daly, " Igneous Rocks and Their

Origin," p. 240.
2 For a fuller discussion of contact metamorphism, see W. Lindgren, " Mineral

Deposits," p. 664 ct seq.
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A striking contact of the syenite with the Grenville gneiss is shown

by an exposure in the village of Saranac Lake to the east of the road

running north on the west side of the river. Here the syenite was

injected along the bedding planes of the gneiss by the process known
as " lit-par-lit " injection, producing a banded rock composed of

alternate layers of the two rocks.

Apparently there are no exposures of the limestones of the Gren-

ville series present near Lake Clear, but perhaps remnants will be

found among the hills on more careful search. If such are encoun-

tered, contact effects will probably be shown.

Inclusions in Igneous Rocks 1

As has been pointed out, the great igneous intrusive masses prob-

ably engulfed the overlying rocks to an enormous extent, often

dislodging fragments which were melted, in whole or in part, and

absorbed by the molten mass. 2 Each of the different intrusives

probably floated off pieces of the preceding rocks, for we often find

blocks embedded in the anorthosite, syenite and gabbros. Fre-

quently the edges of these included fragments present a corroded

appearance showing that partial melting or solution has taken

place.

The usual rocks thus found included in the prevailing formation

are members of. the Grenville series. They are numerous in the

east-central portion of the Adirondacks, but about Lake Clear they

are not so plentiful. The Mountain pond exposure, above referred

to, shows in a very clear manner inclusions of the anorthosite and

Grenville in the syenite. On the map it will be noted that a long

ridge runs northeast-southwest on the eastern side of Mountain

pond. The exposure is on the first knob of the ridge to the south

of the road which runs on the south side of the pond. The stone

quarry beside the road is of extreme interest, and will be referred

to again in connection with the diabase dikes. In many places in

the great anorthosite core the rock is singularly rusty in appearance

and is difficult of interpretation except by assuming that it has

melted and included sufficient quantities of the Grenville rocks to

show a marked change in composition. Grenville inclusions are

limited, as far as the writer's experience has shown, to the schists and

1 For a fuller discussion of " Magmatic Assimilation," see R. A. Daly, " Igneous

Rocks and Their Origin," ch. 11.

2 William J. Miller, " Magmatic Differentiation and Assimilation in the Adiron-

dack Region," Bui. Geol. Soc. Amer., 25:243-64.
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gneisses and rarely the quartzite. The limestones were too easily

soluble to leave any core of unmelted material.

The Later Igneous Rocks

The Diabase Dikes

After the solidification of the major igneous bodies treated above,

they were all subjected to mountain-making processes associated

with dynamic disturbances, stresses and rise in temperature. Under
these agencies profound changes were wrought, as has already been

suggested, greatly altering the rocks in character and mineral con-

tent, the older rocks being more altered than the later ones because

of their subjection to several periods of stress.

Erosion still continuing, the area was reduced to a more or less

uniform plain. Along lines of weakness in the rocks, up through

cracks and joint planes the dying-out igneous activity played its

last role in the form of a lava oozing upwards and filling fissures

and rock openings and forming what are known as diabase dikes.

They consist of black, rocky bands cutting the older rocks indiscrim-

inately. This lava welled up from some deep-seated reservoir and

may or may not have reached the then surface of the land. Whether

the dikes were the supplying channels to extensive surface lava

flows or supported active volcanic action is an unsettled question,

for all surface rocks have been carried away by erosion.

In the region here treated these dikes are rather uncommon,

only seven having been seen. One is splendidly shown on the south

shore of Lake Clear. It is 5 feet wide, runs east-northeast, and

can be seen either from the water or along the side of the state high-

way which runs to Saranac Inn. At one outcrop it was observed

that it was faulted a foot laterally, that is, a portion has been dis-

placed or side-stepped showing that since its solidification the area

has been further subjected to dynamic forces. It probably con-

tinues to the railroad cut 4 miles west of Saranac. 1 There are three

dikes in the anorthosite syenite contact zone in the road metal

quarry at Mountain pond. 2 They are respectively 3, 9 and 24

inches wide, and run very nearly east and west. They have been

more or less squeezed and faulted, for they perhaps lie along a fault

line. Another dike is situated in the town of Saranac Lake, cutting

!H. P. Cushing, 18th Rep't of the N. Y. State Geol., Prem. Rep't on the

Geol. of Franklin Co., p. 122, dike 37.
2 H. P. Cushing, 18th Rep't N. Y.'_State Geol.^dike 25.
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Photo by H. L. Ailing, 1917

Olivine diabase dike, 24 inches wide, cutting anorthosite.

Just south of Mountain pond, north-northwest of Paul
Smiths. Direction N.80 E. There are two other dikes
nearby but they are not shown in the photograph.
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through a contact phase of the syenite. The excavation and lev-

eling of Broadway has exposed it at the side of the street. It is

about 5 feet wide and runs nearly northeast-southwest. Still

another is to be noted i| miles south of McCauley pond, beside

the road, not far from the Gabbro knob. Only two dikes are reported

in the region about Long lake,
1 while in the eastern section the

country is fairly seamed with these black bands.

In composition, the dikes are somewhat similar to the gabbros

but the textural make-up is far different.

These dikes must have welled up nearly if not fully to the surface,

for they display a striking chill effect. Close to the point of con-

tact with the country rock the diabase dikes are very dense and are

actually glassy in nature, showing that they were cooled too rapidly

to allow complete crystallization of the minerals. Farther from the

edge the glassy constituent is less and less prevalent until in the

center of the wide dikes, some of which are 30 or 40 feet in thickness,

the rock is wholly crystalline. The ridge known as the Palisades

of the Hudson, so familiar to New Yorkers, is a wide dike (or more

properly a sill) of diabase similar in composition to the Adirondack

type, although of very much later age. Along the shore of Lake

Champlain dikes of later age and of syenitic composition occur,
2 but

we need not discuss them here.

The Later Sedimentary Rocks

With the dying out of the igneous activity the region was again

subjected to the ravages of water, frost and winds, subduing the

raggedness of its topography. The land experienced a general

lowering and slowly sank below the waves of the sea, when a period

of rock construction succeeded the ages of destruction. Around

the shoulders of the Adirondacks layer upon layer of water-laid

sediments were deposited, which, as time went on, became rocks.

The Potsdam Sandstone

The first deposit was a conglomerate composed of the refuse of

the wear upon adjacent land areas. This is known as the Potsdam

basement bed. Resting upon this a purer sandstone is found. 3 The

1 H. P. Cushing, N. Y. State Mus. Bui. 115, p. 484.
2 Kemp, J. F. & Marsters, V. F., The Dikes of the Champlain Valley, U. S.

G. S. Bui. 107.
3 Recent work seems to indicate that these beds are of different age from

the Potsdam, but this is of small moment to us here.
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total thickness of the Potsdam is unknown, but an estimate of iooo

feet1
is given. It is thickened to the northeast of the Adirondacks,

indicating that the Potsdam sea encroached from that direction.

Whether the entire Adirondacks were buried under the Potsdam

formation is an open question, but the writer is of the opinion that

they probably were, at least as far as the east-central portion is

concerned. 2

The Potsdam formation has been eroded from the central mass

of the Adirondacks and occurs today only fringing the foothills

and in disconnected patches (outliers) within the borders. While

entirely gone from the Lake Clear region, loose boulders and irreg-

ular slabs are found scattered about. It is a dense, tough, white

to red sandstone, massively crystallized to a " quartzite." The
individual grains of quartz sand have been cemented together with

siliceous material. In the stone piles and fences of the farms the

occurrence of the Potsdam is surprisingly common. Some of the

red varieties show streaked areas of white that are attributed to

the bleaching action of the organic acids produced by the life in

the Potsdam sea.

The Following Limestones

The subsidence still continuing, later beds of sedimentary rocks

were deposited upon the Potsdam, alternating sandstones and

limestones showing a thickness of from 50 to 200 feet. Following

these beds, which are known as the Theresa and Tribes Hill forma-

tions, the Little Falls magnesian limestone (dolomite) was deposited,

with a total thickness of some hundreds of feet. Upon these beds

still later formations of sedimentary rock were laid on the bottom

of the sea that covered nearly the whole of northeastern New York
State. We need not discuss these various rocks, for if they existed

in the area about Lake Clear, they have all been carried away by

erosion and the great ice sheet that invaded the land.

Rock Structures

Under the action of compressive forces the various minerals

composing the rocks of the region have been rearranged with respect

to one another. Those which crystallize in the form of needles or

scales are forced into planes at right angles to the direction of com-

1 H. P. Cushing, N. Y. State Mus. Bui. 95, p. 358.
2 " Glacial Lakes and Other Glacial Features of the Central Adirondacks,"

Amer. Geol. Soc. Bui., 27:650.
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pression, and develop cleavage lines along which they have a tend-

ency to split. This is termed foliation. There is. a wide difference

in the development of foliation in the various rocks subjected to the

same compressive forces. The impure sandstones and shales of the

Grenville series display foliation on such a fine and even scale that

they split with considerable ease and form what are known as schists.

These lines of cleavage may be entirely independent of the original

bedding planes of the rocks, which under the stresses to which they

have been subjected have become destroyed.

The igneous rocks have been subjected to similar stresses but

probably have not passed through so many mountain-making

epochs as have the Grenville; hence they show less foliation.

Another reason why they show less cleavage is that the composition

is different. The anorthosite, being to a very large degree composed

of one mineral, shows less structural change from the rearrange-

ment of the individual crystals, but it is easily seen, however, that the

rock has been mashed and crushed.

Folds

In such regions as the mountains of Pennsylvania, where the

surface rocks are largely sedimentary in origin, it is a comparatively

simple matter to observe the folded condition of the rocks. The

situation is very different in this area. Nevertheless, considerable

folding has occurred between the time of solidification of the major

eruptives and the appearance of the diabase dikes. These minor

evidences of igneous activity in well-preserved state furnish good

evidence of the time of the major faulting and folding. Very minor

folding may, however, have occurred since that time in the Adiron-

dacks, but it is very slight. In Vermont the folds are much more

marked.

Faults

As the result of the tremendous strains and stresses to which' the

rock masses were subjected, they frequently fractured, those on one

side of the break slipping up, down or laterally from their former

position. These fractures with their resultant displacement are

termed faults.

In the Adirondack region the results of faulting furnish conspicuous

physiographic features. In the immediate neighborhood of Lake

Clear it is difficult to recognize the existing fault lines as the country

is covered with sand and gravel to such an extent that their identi-

fication must depend upon topographic rather than upon structural
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evidence. In the more rugged portions of the mountains east of

this region where- the faulting was more intense they can sometimes

be traced by the crushed condition of the rocks along the line of

fracture, or suspicion of the presence of a fault line is aroused by
an abrupt and complete change in the kind of the rock. An excellent

example of this latter case is the Cascade Lake valley, where the

rock on the southeast side is anorthosite, while the opposite side is

composed of gneiss.

One of the striking physiographic features of the Adirondacks is

the gridiron pattern of the topography produced by one system of

faults, running from the northeast to the southwest, crossing another

set at right angles. Many valleys have resulted from this condition

and they furnish natural passes for the roads between the separated

lowlands. In the central portion of the mountains they are, as a

rule, narrow V-shaped defiles, but in the Lake Clear region they are

not so marked because erosion has leveled the escarpments and they

have been deeply buried in glacial sands. Nevertheless, a number

of faults have been positively identified. It would be natural to

suspect upon topographic grounds that a fault line exists from

Bloomingdale to Saranac lake, as shown on the accompanying map.

A steep cliff 2 miles directly south of Bloomingdale is strongly

suggestive. The fault line drawn on the map from Saranac lake to

Kiwassa lake was proved to be correctly placed by the crushed

condition of the anorthosite which has since been welded or rece-

mented together at an exposure a mile south of the town of Saranac

Lake, and west of Lake Flower. A similar condition exists at the

head of Lower Saranac lake not far from where the Ampersand
Hotel stood. This fault line is identified farther to the northeast in

the town of Saranac by the rusty and crushed character of the dark

syenite shown on the side of the state road between the two railroad

crossings. Another fault, supported by petrographic evidence,

follows the route of the Delaware and Hudson, Chateaugay branch,

from Bloomingdale Station southwest. Still another, and to us an

important one, runs from Gabriels, Paul Smith's Station, on the

New York Central, southwest through Lake Clear itself. The
evidence to support this is furnished by the record of soundings in

the lake (made by Dr W. M. Smallwood). A submerged channel,

varying from 30 to 40 feet deep, runs northeast-southwest. A cross

fault, belonging to the other system, is likewise shown by the sound-

ings. This runs from the swamp south of Upper St Regis lake south-

east through the bay of Lake Clear, sometimes referred to, locally,
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as " St Germain bay," toward Lake Clear Junction (Saranac Junction

on the map). The deepest spot in Lake Clear is the spot where the

two fault lines cross.

To the west of Lake Clear the faults can only here and there be

definitely located. A cliff in the dense woods a little south of the

lowest extremity of Upper St Regis lake establishes one. The
faults about Mountain pond to the north have already been

mentioned.

In Long lake to the south there is a most striking example of a

very long and straight fault line valley.
1

Topography

The topography of the earth's surface is the product of two groups

of great forces; one constructive and the other destructive, alternating

throughout countless ages. The elevation and sinking of the land

with the consequent erosion and sedimentation has resulted in a

scarred and weatner-beaten surface full of meaning for those who
can read the book of the past.

From time to time the land is raised above sea level by deep-

seated forces not clearly understood, but once above this level the

forces of erosion are untiringly at work endeavoring to wear down
the surface to gently sloping and rolling table lands. The longer

these destructive agents act without being interrupted by periods

in which constructive agencies have full play, the more completely

will their work be accomplished. The streams will eat back into

the highlands, forming ever-widening valleys, slowly but surely

base-leveling the country. The arrangement and resistance of the

rocks should also be included among the factors upon which the

changing topography of an area must depend.

Whenever new oscillation occurs, changing the relative elevation

of the land and the sea, the whole plan of erosion is altered and the

stream drainage is modified. The detritus carried by the rivers

and brooks into standing water adds its load to the growing accumu-

lation of sedimentary deposits. As material is removed from one

locality and deposited in another, shifting the load, the balance is

continuously upset, so resulting in more oscillations. Thus the

strand line of the sea marks the division between the activities of

these antagonistic earth forces; sedimentation on the one hand and

the wear of rivers, rains and frost on the other.

1 Consult the government topographic maps of the Long Lake and the Blue

Mountain quadrangles.
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Adirondack Topography 1

Except for the period during which the Potsdam sandstone and

associated sediments were formed, the Adirondacks have been exposed

to excessive erosion, in all probability, since Grenville times. While

this was going on they experienced the mountain-making epochs in

which the Appalachian and Green mountains were formed, which

resulted in a general uplift of the region, accompanied by faulting

and very slight folding. Among the topographical features produced

by the faulting, the Champlain depression may be noted.

During the time that the region has been a land area it has stood

at a comparatively constant level for at least two very long periods,

allowing erosion ample time to reduce the area to low altitudes and

subdued relief. The land then presented a low dome with its longer

axis extending across the country in a northwesterly direction,

roughly running from Albany to Watertown and into Canada. It

was upon the first level that the Potsdam and subsequent sediments

were deposited. The land was uplifted at the close of this period

of deposition and subsequently reduced again to a nearly plane

surface known as the Cretaceous peneplane. 2 The present erosion

is simply destroying what remains of these old levels. The slopes

of these two erosional surfaces are not the same. On the west and

south of the Adirondacks, the two merge by insensible degrees into

each other,
3 while in the east the distinction between the two is

clearly perceptible, but still it is possible by careful observation of

the sky-line formed by the hills and more distant mountains to

imagine in a scientific way remnants of these peneplanes in the Lake

Clear region.

In recent time the area has experienced a gradual uplift.
4 Th's

rising or warping is the resultant of the former presence of the great

ice sheet that invaded the land from the north. It undoubtedly

covered the entire Adirondack region and pushed its way as far south

as New York City. The district about Lake Clear was buried undei

a load of ice estimated to be some 4000 to 6000 feet in thickness,

subjecting the surface to great compression and producing a marked

1 For a fuller discussion of the topography of the Adirondacks, see H. P. Cush.

ing, N. Y. State Mus. Bui. 96, p. 416, et seq.

2 For spelling " peneplane," see D. W. Johnson, Geog. Rev., v. I, June 1916.

E. W. Shaw at the Albany meeting (1916) of the Geological Society of America

questioned the age of the " Cretaceous " peneplane, regarding it of later age.

3 H. P. Cushing, N. Y. State Mus. Bui. 95, p. 426.
4 H. L. Fairchild, Amer. Geol. Soc. Bui. 27, p. 235-62.
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depression in altitude. Today the land area, relieved of this weight,

has " sprung " back again.

Glacial Geology

During geologic time the climate of the earth has been more
uniform than is perhaps realized. Nevertheless slight periodic alter-

nations of cooler and warmer periods have occurred and undoubtedly

will continue to occur. A lowering of the average temperature by
only a few degrees, if long continued, would result in the accumu-

lation of vast amounts of ice in the highlands far to the north, and

when it acquired sufficient mass, it would have to spread over this

and other adjacent regions. This would mark the beginning of a

glacial period.

North America, especially the northern portion, has been subjected

to repeated invasions of continental ice bodies. Without much
question the Adirondacks have been so invaded many times, but in

view of the fact that the glacial deposits are mainly the result of the

last ice sheet, we will confine ourselves to it and its results.

Glacial Erosion

The great ice sheet crowded its way across the area in a south-

westerly direction, grinding off the loose and disintegrated weathered

surface of the rocks, widening the valleys and polishing the ledges.

On rocky surfaces recently exposed by the removal of the top soil

we find today numberless parallel scratches gouged by the scraping

or planing action of sharp-edged stones and sand grains frozen in the

ice. The direction of these striae informs us of the course taken by

the waning stages of the glacier. One set of striae on the east shore

of Upper St Regis lake measured south-southwest S 37 W (corrected

for true north). Another set of striae was found on a ledge of

syenite 3! miles north-northwest of Saranac lake. Here the direction

of the ice flow was nearly the same (S 3 8° W). Many striae to the

east and south have been noted and recorded; many more will

doubtless be found in the Lake Clear district on careful search.

Glacial Deposits

The continental ice body picked up and carried with it all sorts

of debris which it dropped as it melted. The water, resulting from

the melting ice, swept much of this away into .terraces and deltas

of lake deposits. Nevertheless a number of well-formed deposits

are present in the area; two long, narrow hills southeast of the
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village of Saranac Lake are conspicuous, but more striking is an

elongated (eskeroid) ridge north of Jones pond, the surface of which

is dimpled with small, block kettle holes. To the west of Paul

Smith's there are two narrow winding ridges that are eskers, which

represent the deposits of sand and gravel formed by streams flowing

southward under the thin edge of the ice sheet during its northward

retreat. The whole region is deeply buried in glacial drift of various

sorts, ranging from the finest of sand to huge boulders, some of which

are rocks quite foreign to the region. Boulders of Potsdam sand-

stone, of granites and of gneisses from Canada are frequently

encountered. The mantle of glacial material is spread over the tops

of the hills rendering the exposures of the rocks beneath infrequent,

V V V V V V V v ^ O » »' 1 ^V %' » '•

• VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVvv vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv v v v v vvvvvvvVVvvvvvvvvvVvvvvvvv V v v v v v v v v v \
v v vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv v v v V VV V VVv Vvvvvvvvvvvvyvvvvvvvvvv vvvvvvvvVV VVVVVVVV VVVVV^ VVVVVVVV VVV

Vr V NX S, X/ N/ V^«k* V y^ V, V, \, V, \y %/ x^ ^ %, », X. I, \f X„ ** \£

Fig. i Ideal cross section of a delta. BR=bedrock, D=delta, L=lake, S=surface

of water.

thus adding great difficulties to the work of mapping the igneous

rocks. Geological crudities in the accompanying map give evidence

of the thickness of the till.

Glacial moraines have in place dammed up existing valleys and

river courses, forming many of the lakes of the region and forcing

the streams to take new directions. Lake Placid is a striking example

of a lake formed in this way. The town of Lake Placid is situated

upon the moraine that has dammed and inundated two parallel

fault line valleys. Faulting, following cross fault lines, has produced

the islands, thus forming a ladder-shaped body of water. Lake

Clear is a similar one on a smaller scale. Details of its origin will



Plate". 8

Photo by H. L. Ailing, 1917

Looking north along the crest of the esker. two and one-half
miles west of- Paul Smiths





Plate 9

Photo by Diston. Saranac Lake

The Ausable chasm gorge cut by the Ausable river since the ice period through the

Marine "Potsdam" sandstone j
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be discussed later. When preexisting stream valleys are dammed
and the rivers are forced to take new courses, they often form gorges

with steep or vertical walls, the modern stream action not having

had sufficient time to widen and smooth them. The Ausable chasm

is a familiar example of such an occurrence.

Glacial Lakes

With the swing of the climate toward warmer temperatures the

melting of the ice exceeded the rate of its advance, with the net result

that it gradually withdrew from the region. As the ice sheet became

thinner and thinner the mountain peaks poked their heads above

the glacier, becoming a series of islands in a sea of ice. Gradually

these islands became larger, surrounded by a growing accumulation

of water impounded by the ice. These waters found escape over the

ice to the south. This process of melting was continued until

entire mountain ranges were exposed.

Soon the rings of ice, which slowly retreated down the slopes of

the mountain ranges, formed a huge ring isolating the Adirondack
" island " from the rest of the State. This great ice ring prevented

normal drainage to the sea and as a consequence many of the low

spots within the barrier were flooded by water resulting from the melt-

ing ice and rainfall. Many of the valleys, especially those with north-

ward slope and drainage, held a succession of lakes whose existence

was due to the ice barrier. These glacial lakes have left great sand

plains, deltas, terraces, beaches and water-worn channels. Each

lake was maintained at a fairly constant level so long as the ice

permitted escape of the water only over some lateral pass, and sub-

sequently was extinguished with the formation of a lake at a lower

level when the ice retreated northward and uncovered a lower

outlet. In each of two valleys in the more rugged portion of the

mountains to the east, the writer has been able to identify at least

a half dozen different levels, and including other portions of the

Adirondacks, some twenty glacial lakes have been recognized.

The South Meadows Lake

The highest definite level, as shown by sand plains, terraces and

beaches, recognized by the writer in the Adirondacks is one ranging

from 1950 to 2210 feet in altitude. When the level was first appreci-

ated some hesitation was felt in describing it as a glacial lake bottom,

for no shore line features or outlets had been noted. It was con-

sidered an outwash plain formed by the glacial streams that flowed

5
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from the melting ice, which were overburdened with debris, but as

extended field work was undertaken, these phenomena were dis-

covered or strongly suspected and hence the true nature of the plains

was established. The best development of the lake bottoms is

some distance from Lake Clear, in the more rugged section of the

country, south-southeast of Lake Placid in the South Meadows
country (in the northwest corner of the Mount Marcy quadrangle).

The cause of the lake lay in the fact that normal drainage to the

north was prevented by the ice that lay to the north, effectively

damming the valleys.

The writer considers that the glacier at this stage consisted of

three distinct lobes : one covered the Lake Clear-Saranac Lake district

with its southern edge stretching from Ampersand mountain, through

the spot where the village of Ray Brook is now situated, to the

northwestern slopes of Mount McKenzie. This lobe pushed a

minor " thumb " into the depression where Ampersand lake is

today. The second lobe was fed through narrow passes to the east

and west of the Whiteface-Esther-Wilmington massif and covered

the territory where Lake Placid now lies. The third and most

eastern lobe, here considered, completely filled Keene valley (Mount

Marcy sheet).

The South Meadows lake was of irregular shape, some 10 miles

long and wide, containing a number of islands, among which Mount
Scarface and Seymore mountain may be mentioned. Its outlet has

not as yet been definitely established but a very probable one is

offered as follows: It begins at the swamp just south of Alford

mountain in the Santanoni quadrangle, on the Essex-Franklin

county boundary line (altitude 2020 feet), and passes westward

through the narrow pass (altitude i960) directly south of Van
Dorrien mountain to Blueberry pond. Continuing westward into

the Long Lake quadrangle, on the boundary between the two maps,

it turns to the southwest and passes three-fourths of a mile south of

Palmer brook. When within a mile of the Raquette river the course

turns directly south over Brueyer pond. This river course is a mere

suggestion, as actual field work has not been undertaken in the rugged

and inaccessible Santanoni quadrangle.

The glacial sands, gravels etc. form a filling in the South Meadows
country that is estimated to be at least 300 feet thick; this will be

referred to again in another connection.

A number of beaches of unmistakable character exist on the

shoulders of the Sentinel range and on Scott's Cobble. The altitude
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of a series of them range from 2146 to 2209 feet. 1 These figures, in

all probability, represent the water levels during the early stages of

the lake. Sand plains with altitudes around i960 feet strongly

indicate that the lake was undergoing constant lowering, perhaps

as the small ice lobe 3 miles east of Ampersand mountain retreated

and allowed escape through the channel of the East branch of Cold

brook and then south, lowering the level to i960 feet as set by the

Van Dorrien pass mentioned above. Remnants of the South

Meadows lake, especially of the later stages, are found surrounding

Seymore mountain, in the southeast corner of the Saranac Lake

sheet.

Although this lake apparently does not involve the area directly

concerned here, it is described in rather a detailed manner so the

striking succession of the glacial lakes of the region may be

appreciated.

Upper Lake Newman

With the gradual retreat of the ice and its constant shifting

position, new and lower outlets were exposed. Succeeding the

South Meadows lake, the western portion of Upper Lake Newman
,

as the writer proposes to call it, was ushered in. As the present

remnants are rather indefinite in character and its range is rather

great (1800 to 1895 feet), the writer is not unmindful that stream

filling, forming an outwash plain from the glacier, may be an altern-

ative explanation; but in view of the fact that sand plains are found

over considerable area confined within definite limits of range of

altitude, they are assumed to represent a series of lake bottoms

formed by a lake whose level was experiencing periodic lowering due

to the downcutting of the controlling spillways. These spillways may
have been the ice itself or a series of outlets which were over rock.

Unfortunately, the outlets of the lake are not positively known,

but in all probability the drainage was to the west, similar to that

of the South Meadows lake.

This lake is of more direct interest to us, for well-preserved remains

can be seen in a number of places about Lake Clear. A remnant is

located about Harrietstown as a complete ring around the hill west

of the village, and two small patches are located to the west of

Paul Smith's station, one on the south and the other on the north

side of the road leading to Paul Smith's Hotel.

1 Determined by a surveying aneroid barometer and checked against a baro-

graph, hence as accurate as this method permits.
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A number of beaches of the lake have been located. One, well

preserved, is on the north side of the hill, one-half of a mile north of

Harrietstown, as is indicated on the glacial map. Others, of minor

and insignificant nature, were seen in other portions of the region.

The western portion of Upper Newman lake was even more

extensive, if the writer's conception of this body of water is correct,

than the South Meadows lake. It covered the area occupied by
Lake Placid, the western end of the Wilmington notch, sent a four-

fingered bay into the South Meadows country, likewise a long arm
into the valley of the Chubb river and flooded the Lake Clear-Saranac

district. Eastward escape through the Wilmington notch was pre-

vented by ice lying in the valley of the East branch of the Ausable,

which, however, had retreated enough to allow a glacial lake to

accumulate in the Keene valley, but no connection was possible

between this area and our region for some time. The lake in Keene

valley, the Keene lake, had a drainage to the south.

The gradual withdrawal of the lobe of ice in the Keene valley in

time progressed sufficiently to allow connection between Keene

valley and the Lake Placid district by means of the Wilmington

notch, permitting the eastern section to drain westward into the

area immediately concerned here. This ushered in the eastern

portion of Upper Lake Newman, a successor to the Keene lake.

Thus for a short time Upper Newman was a very large lake involving

considerable area.

Lower Newman Lake

Soon, however, after the formation of Greater Upper Newman,
the outlet was lowered by a shift of escapes so initiating a body of

glacial waters with a range of levels from 1740 to 1780 feet altitude

(at the present time) . This lake was very similar in general character

to the one just preceding it. It extended a little farther north and

washed the slopes of the hills at a little lower altitude. The reason

for subdividing the lake into the upper and lower phases is that there

exists a distinct line of separation in the terraces, particularly in

the neighborhood of John Brown's grave, along the West branch

of the Ausable river. The Harrietstown beach, above referred to,

is an excellent example. Its altitude is about 1800 feet and thus it

belongs to the upper lake, but 20 feet or more below there is a fairly

steep bank that is the critical feature. In the east, in Keene valley,

this line of separation is apparently not present, for the life of the

upper lake there was extremely short in comparison with that of the

western section, and the amount of material available for building
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terraces and deltas was less. The name of the lake is derived from

the town of Newman, the terminus of the railroad, where well-

preserved levels occur on the north and south. The drainage of

Lower Newman is assumed to be westward, perhaps following the

course now taken by the Chateaugay branch of the Delaware and

Hudson Railroad for some distance.

On the map there is more area exhibiting the Lower Newman than

there is showing the upper. West of Paul Smith's station, about

Harrietstown, west of Bloomingdale, south of Lake Clear Junction,

and a mile southwest of Barnum pond are typical occurrences.

The three glacial lakes above described all had, apparently, west-

ward drainage, but in the succeeding lake (or group of lakes) we
find a body of water whose outlets were to the east.

Saranac Glacial Waters

The series of sand plains, terraces etc., that come under this head1

have such a wide range (1450 to 1660 feet) that they must have been

produced by a series of glacial lakes, or by deposition by aggrading

streams which no longer exist, or by a combination of both. Doctor

Cushing is of the opinion that
'

' these sands were probably deposited

as deltas in a large and irregular, shallow lake formed back of the

ice tongue which occupied the ' lake belt ' during its slow retreat

north, the material being furnished by the subglacial and englacial

streams flowing into the lake at the ice margin."

As nearly two-thirds of the Saranac sheet exhibits terraces and

sand plains of this level, it was proposed that the name " Saranac

glacial waters " be applied to these levels. Perhaps this is not a

very happy choice in the present case in view of the large number of

names involving " Saranac," but it is thought best to retain it in

consideration of the general history of the glacial lakes of the Adiron-

dacks as a whole.

Not all the areas indicated upon the glacial map were covered by

the waters of this series of lakes. Some portions represent outwash

plains from the glacier, deposited by the overburdened aggrading

streams from the melting ice, forming deltas in standing waters, the

surface of which, in many places, was above the water level. Such

a case is shown in the northern portion of the great sand plain that

stretches from Lake Clear Junction north to Paul Smith's station.

The district about the junction was probably under water, but the

1 H. P. Cushing, N. Y. State Mus. Ann. Rep't of Dir., 1900.
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northern district was a delta lying just under or above the surface.

The contours, in their concentric sweeps, clearly show this.

Outlets

When the outlets of the Saranac glacial waters are considered, we
find that we deal with a bit of glacial geology that is intensely interest-

ing, but unfortunately the district is quite removed from this area.

Nevertheless, a short account is here given.

Thirty-three miles directly east of Lake Clear, in a rather inacces-

sible country, in the center of the Ausable quadrangle, there exists

a long glacial channel running south a distance of some 9 miles with

a dozen side outlets to the east that were successively opened up by
an ice lobe that lay farther to the east. The higher spillways are to

the south which furnished the escape for the higher levels; but as

the lobe retreated northward lower and lower outlets to the north

were opened. In several of these side outlet channels " fossil " or

abandoned falls and cataracts exist today entirely void of water.

The channels are very impressive and furnish positive evidence of

the former existence and nature of these levels. 1 They are water-

worn by the heavy drainage that eventually found its way southward

in the Hudson-Champlain depression.

Cause of the Large Amount of Material Available for the Formation

of Terraces

One of the striking features of the glacial geology of the Adirondack s

is the small amount of true morainal material2 unmodified by water,
3

as contrasted with the vast quantities of sand and gravel in deltas,

terraces etc., when compared with other districts, such as the Catskill

mountains. The following hypothesis is offered to account for this.

It is generally conceded that with the return of a warmer climate the

Adirondacks were completely surrounded by a vast ring of ice that

isolated the Adirondack highland from the rest of the State.
4

It

was during this stage that the glacial lakes here described existed.

The great ice sheet undoubtedly destroyed all vegetable life in both

the Adirondacks and the Catskills. But in the latter case the ice

1 Glacial Lakes and Other Glacial Features of the Central Adirondacks, Amer.

Geol. Soc. Bui., 27:658-59.
2 H. P. Cushing, N. Y. State Mus. Bui. 115, p. 496.
3
I. H. Ogilvie, Jour. Geol., 10:397-412, 1902.

4 H. L. Fairchild, N. Y. State Mus. Bui. 160, pi. 11.
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retreated northward as an irregular edge which allowed vegetable

life to follow the ice in its withdrawal from the region. This con-

dition was not possible in the Adirondacks where the ice ring pre-

vented to any great extent any encroachment on the part of plants

into the ice-deforested area. In the Catskill region the glacial

drift was anchored by the roots of shrubs etc., and thus it was not

easily washed by the streams into the standing waters in the valleys

below, so a large amount of the drift still remains on the slopes.

The glacial debris in the Adirondacks, on the contrary, was not thus

anchored and most of it has been carried down into the valley

bottoms, there worked over into lake deposits. This condition has

an important bearing upon the forestry of the region. It explains

the cause of the thin soil covering the slopes, which is easily removed

by torrential streams when the mountain ranges are visited by

destructive forest fires. This situation necessitates the employment

of different methods in combating a raging fire in the Adirondacks than

in regions that were nearer the ice front, such as the Catskills, which

were not surrounded by a glacial ring and hence retained more of

their soil.

Postlacustrine Deformation

It has been pointed out, under the head of Adirondack topography,

that at the maximum extent of the ice sheet the load upon the land

surface must have been tremendous, and compressed the land below

its former level. Since the ice was thicker in the north than in the

south, the amount of depression was greater in the northern part of

the State. With the removal of the load by the melting of the ice

the land sprung back, thus elevating the surface and tilting the

shore line features of the glacial lakes. It has been shown 1 that

the character of the postlacustrine uplift was a lifting in the

form of a warped plane with the amount of warping greater

to the north. The lines of equal uplift since the ice period

(isobases) incline south-northwest to east-southeast (20 from

the latitude parallels). The zero isobase passes far south of

New York City. The 560 foot isobase is near Lake Clear. This

figure gives the approximate total uplift since the ice period for the

area. The amount of tilting in our district, taken perpendicularly

to the isobases, is about 2.85 feet a mile, declining southward. Thus

all the sandy plains, their beaches and wave-cut shores are tilted to

1 H. L. Fairchild, " Pleistocene Uplift of New York and Adjacent Territory,"

Amer. Geol. Soc. Bui., 27:235-62; " Post-Glacial Waters in Vermont," Rep't

of Vermont State Geol., 1915-16, p. 1-41, 1917.
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the north today. The writer has determined the amount of tilt for

a number of different glacial lake levels by direct measurement and

has shown that very probably the land was experiencing uplift while

the lakes were in existence, and thus each successive lake level has a

slightly different degree of tilt, being greater for the higher lakes

than for those lower down in a given series.

This subject is introduced here, for it has a possible bearing on

the origin of Lake Clear and its shore materials.

The Lake Belt

Lake Clear lies in what has been called the " Lake belt " through

which, in preglacial times, the streams had their courses. The
countless number of lakes " range in size from fairly large bodies of

water, several miles long and a mile or two in width down to the

most insignificant of ponds." 1 Most of them " have received a

north to northeast alinement from the faults " as is easily seen in

" Upper and Lower Saranac, Big and Little Tupper and Long lakes." 1

Placid, Cranberry and Raquette lakes represent a " somewhat

different type in that they seem to occupy portions of more than one

valley."
2

" There are rock islands ... in all these larger lakes and

often in considerable number." Lower Saranac and Big Tupper

are full of them " alined so as to suggest the drowning of adjacent

small valleys."
3

The outlets of many of the lakes in the region are over ledges of

the old igneous rocks. " Thus the level of Upper Saranac lake is

maintained by the ledge of anorthosite over which its outlet pours

at the Bartlett Club House; Lower Saranac has its outflow directly

into the Raquette, and the level of that stream is determined by

the ridge at Piercefield."
4 Other lakes owe their origin to morainal

dams blocking valleys, while still others, especially the smaller ones,

occupy kettle holes. A few occupy rock basins. Nearly all the

lakes in the Lake Clear region are situated in depressions in the

Saranac glacial water plain.

1 H. P. Cushing, N. Y. State Mus. Bui. 95, p. 429 and 445.
2 H. P. Cushing, N. Y. State Mus. Bui. 95, p. 445-46.
3 Op. cit.

4 H. P. Cushing, " Preliminary Report on the Geology of Franklin County,"

pt. 3, 1 8th Rep't N. Y. State Geol., p. 83.
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The Origin of Lake Clear

The great sand plain, left by the Saranac waters about the junction,

is without much question fairly thick and buries a fault line valley

that may have been a preglacial stream course. The rock bottom

of this valley may have been deepened at the spot where Lake Clear

is now situated by virtue of the weakness of the rocks at the crossing

of the two fault lines (see petrological map) , enabling the glacier to

hollow out a basin. At this point, when the glacier was melting it

perhaps left a block of ice in the depression which eventually became

buried by the outwash and lake sands. The block was thus placed

in a natural refrigerator and hence remained unmelted long after

the withdrawal of the ice sheet and the draining away of the Saranac
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Fig. 2 Diagram illustrating the origin of Lake Clear. BR=bedrock (Anor-

thosite), F, F=fault line, I=buried block of glacial ice, T=till, SS=stratified sand,

L=lake (a stage in the Saranac glacial waters), B, B=beaches of the lake.

The glacier excavated the basin in which a block of ice was left on retreat.

The block became covered by ground moraine (till). The Saranac glacial

waters then deposited fine sand on top of the till. When the ice block melted

it left a depression in which Lake Clear accumulated.

waters. In time, however, it melted, lowering the surface, forming

a depression which became filled with rain water, and marking the

beginning of Lake Clear. There are a large number of these ice-

block kettle holes, as they are called, all about Lake Clear, in the

junction plain, and on the moraines, but in most cases they are

small topographic features.

With the extinction of the Saranac waters we should have to pass

to other districts to follow the succession of glacial lakes in the

central Adirondacks, but as they have no significance here they will

not be discussed.
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Local Lake " St Germain ' n

On nearly all sides of the present Lake Clear there is an older

beach or shore line belonging to an earlier lake. Its altitude is

about 1 63 8J feet.
2 Dr W. M. Smallwood has traced it nearly around

the lake. On the south and eastern shores the beach of "St
Germain " is close to the shore of Lake Clear, while to the northeast

and especially toward the northwest and west the beach swings

inland a mile or so. As can be seen on the glacial map, the beach

has been traced to the shores of Upper St Regis lake, thus including

- within the boundaries of Lake St Germain the swamps to the west,

which were apparently waterways connecting the district of Grass

pond with Lake St Germain and that in turn with Upper St Regis.

It is probable that the beach of St Germain continues around the

St Regis lakes, although the shore line is often indistinct and in

places entirely missing.
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Fig. 3 Ideal diagram illustrating the beaches of the successive glacial lakes

that preceded Lake Clear. SM=South Meadows, UN=Upper Newman, LN=Lower
Newman, SW=Saranac glacial waters, G=StGermain, LC=Lake Clear,

BR=bedrock

On the southwest shore of Lake Clear there is a break in the St

Germain beach, possibly indicating a connection between the area

drained by former Little Lake Clear and Big Lake Clear. The
present drainage of Big Clear is southward into the Upper Saranac

before flowing into the Saranac river and eventually northward

into Lake Champlain, while the Upper St Regis drains northward

into the St Regis river, finally into the St Lawrence.

1 A local name.
2 Measured by surveying aneroid and checked against a barograph and by

spirit leveling, assuming the present lake to be 1610 feet above the sea. The
height of the lake, at the time of visit, July 6, 19 16, was measured at 1614 feet,

which is regarded as higher than normal.
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Where the divide between these two drainage systems crosses the

swamp south of Upper St Regis it is trivial and unstable, its present

position being of comparatively recent date. It is probable that

since the extinction of " St Germain " this swamp has been developed

in the waterway by vegetable filling.
1

The writer attempted to measure the height of the " St Germain "

beach on the north and south sides of the present lake and was able

to detect a very slight tilt to the north, indicating that Lake St

Germain existed not long after the Saranac glacial waters drained

away; the relative dip northward may have caused the drainage of

the district to flow north. Whether it did positively do so can not

at the present time be stated. The outlet of the chain of the St

Regis lakes is a decidedly roundabout course and is through an

esker which was responsible for the level of Lake St Germain before

the present outlet was cut.

Without much doubt the drainage of Little Clear lake (Little

Clear pond on the map), Grass pond, Big Clear and Upper St Regis

were connected, forming a single drainage system for a time, although

today it comprises two separate systems.

Wave and stream action of the waters are considered responsible

for the sandy point on the west shore of Big Clear and the sand on

the northeast side, although the little unnamed brook now flowing

into this " corner " of the lake is adding its load to it today.

Either upon the uplift and tilting of the land or the successful

cutting of a new outlet the drainage was changed and a separation

of the St Regis, Big Clear and Little Clear became complete. The

present outlet of Big Clear is comparatively recent and is over sand

and gravel which it was downcutting until man put a stop to this

natural process by erecting a dam causing a flooding of the outlet.

Present Conditions

The attempt has been made in the preceding pages to outline in

nontechnical language the geological story of the region so that the

summer visitor can interpret the past from the present, appreciate

the changes that have been wrought by the forces of nature that

brought about the present conditions and understand the origin

of Lake Clear.

The lake is a typical Adirondack lake, lying in a rock basin sur-

rounded by sand. It has existed for a comparatively few thousand

1 C. H. S.nyth, jr, " Lake Filling in the Adirondack Region," Am. Geol.,

11:85-90.
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years and probably is only temporary, geologically speaking, for it

is likely to be drained by stream erosion or filled with vegetable

matter, which in either case would cause it to pass out of existence.

The altitude is 16 10 to 16 14 feet above sea level, subject to a

rise or fall of several feet, depending upon the precipitation. It is

2 miles long, a mile wide and covers an area of ij square miles (953

acres, if the calculation of the writer is correct). It is essentially

a rock basin filled with water with sandy and gravelly shores, espe-

cially on the west, northeast and east. A little distance east of the

Lake Clear Inn a submerged shelf of sand and gravel extends some

200 feet out from the shore with an average depth of about 15 feet.

Beyond this the water deepens rapidly to the depth of some 35

feet. This is the only place where such a shelf exists on the lake.

We find the deepest spot in the lake along the fault lines as has been

suggested before, the maximum depth being at the point where

the two lines cross, where it is about 50 to 55 feet deep. Passing

to the northeast corner, the shore material is very fine and collected

by the waves, assisted by the unnamed stream (on the map). The
point that projects from the west shore is nearly all sand, the sur-

face in many localities being composed of coarser material that

appears to be the result of stream action during glacial times.-

Near the south-central portion of the lake there is a shallow spot,

a sort of submerged island.

On the south the anorthosite puts in an appearance and is

encountered all along the shore except where it dips below the level

of the lake at the outlet. The material about the outlet is of glacial

origin, composed of fine sand and ill-sorted till, forming an unstable

barrier.

The lake, when sounded, is shown to have an L-shaped channel,

running from the southern shore to the deepest spot and from there

turning at right angles, heading northwest for " St Germain " bay

and for the swamp in the waterway which formerly connected this

region with Upper St Regis lake. The channel thus follows the

fault line. The bottom is composed of fine sand, gravel and bed

rock. The sands were largely derived from the disintegration of

the anorthosite and the syenite, the former predominating. The
sand is quite free from organic material and loam and affords rather

unfavorable soil for the growth of plants. This seems to account

for the relatively few kinds of plants found growing in the lake.

As all aquatic animal life depends more or less directly upon the

plants for its subsistence, a rich supply of fish can not be expected.
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Summary of Geologic History

Although the Adirondacks offer an attractive field in which to

study geology, their very complexity and age are a great hinderance

in reaching accurate conclusions, and many steps in their develop-

ment remain obscure so that it is impossible to set forth a concise

statement giving the exact geological history of the region, but

nevertheless a general summary is attempted.

1 The oldest rocks of the region are the Grenville series of sedi-

ments deposited in marine waters. They were composed of sand-

stones, limestones and shales. This deposit occurred under

conditions of which we know next to nothing, as it perhaps occurred

a thousand million years ago.

(Age, Grenville, the base of the Precambrian)

2 Following the deposition of the Grenville series, the land experi-

enced an uplift that caused its appearance above the surface of the

sea, thus

3 Enabling erosion to remove huge quantities from its mass, and

4 Followed by a period when a granite intrusion worked its way
into the overlying sediments.

(Age, probably Laurentian) 1

5 The granite and the Grenville were then subjected to mountain-

making disturbances that apparently were more intense in the

northwest part of the Adirondacks than in the southeast. These

dynamic forces materially altered (metamorphosed) them, folding

them together into a very involved mass.

6 Erosion continuing lowered the altitude by removing huge

quantities of all the foregoing rocks.

7 Then followed the great intrusions of

a Anorthosite

b Syenite, with its granitic differential phase

c Gabbro

(Age, perhaps Algoman)

8 An uplift of the region followed, accompanied by great vertical

compression that altered and foliated all the above-mentioned

formations. These metamorphic agencies in contrast to those

mentioned in paragraph 5 were most active in the southeast, becom-

ing less and less effective toward the northwest.

9 Erosion continuing through a long period of time gradually

reduced the elevation of the entire region.

1 Recent investigations of the writer show that a basic rock, of Laurentian (?)

age, followed the granite. This " metagabbro " has not, as far as the writer

knows, been noted in the Lake Clear region.
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(The Precambrian peneplane)

10 Through cracks in this plain, the diabase dikes forced their

way upward toward what may have been active volcanoes on the

surface.

(Age, probably Keweenawan, the top of the Precambrian, or the

base of the Cambrian)

1

1

A period of erosion followed that removed the surface evidences

of volcanic action, if such existed.

(The pre-Potsdam peneplane)

12 Then came submergence of the land, followed by

13 The deposition of the basement bed of the Potsdam sandstone,

which may have been of continental or desert origin, as contrasted

with sedimentaries formed under water. (The " Ausable " sand-

stone of some authors.)

14 The land sank below the surface of the encroaching sea, in

which occurred

15 The deposition of the marine or " white Potsdam " sandstone.

(The Keeseville sandstone of many.)

(Age, Cambrian)

16 The later limestones were next deposited. (The Beekmantown
limestone, the Chazy group, the Lowville limestone, the Black River

limestone, the Trenton limestone, and finally the Utica shale.)

(Age, Ordovician)

17 Regional uplift that raised the sediments above water.

(Age, Taconic uplift)

18 Succeeding erosion removed most of the above sediments from

the central Adirondacks.

19 A series of uplifts affecting the New England region much
more than the Adirondacks, nevertheless causing block faulting to

take place on a large scale throughout the region, especially in the

east, the downward displacements being to the east. The amount

of displacement was often very great, several thousands of feet in

some cases.

(Time, Devonian through the Permian)

20 During the period of uplift occurred the intrusions of the

later syenitic (trachytic) dikes in the Champlain district.

21 Erosion continuing, produced in, time the "Cretaceous"

peneplane.

22 Then the last continental ice sheet came from the north,

rounding the hills, modifying the drainage and destroying all vege-

table and animal life.

(Age, Pleistocene)
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23 The gradual withdrawal of the ice, by melting faster than its

forward rate of movement, caused the damming of the valleys and

the flooding of the district by a succession of glacial lakes.

24 Extinction of the glacial lakes by the complete withdrawal of

the ice, leaving a drift-covered surface dotted with lakes and ponds.

25 Postlacustrine uplift and warping of the land.

26 Slight readjustments of the streams.

27 Present condition; Lake Clear.
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GEOLOGICAL MAP OF THE PENINSULA OF PERCE,
P. Q., AND ITS ISLANDS

BY JOHN M. CLARKE

So much has been published in these reports regarding the geology

of Perce and other parts of the Gaspe peninsula, that it seems proper

to insert here a completed and detailed map of the highly disturbed

but exceedingly instructive Paleozoic geology of the Perce penin-

sula. The accompanying map is based upon a corrected plane

survey of the geographic outlines of the region made preparatory

to the meeting of the International Congress of Geologists in 19 13.

No more exact plane map exists nor has any topographic map of

Perce been made. It is not designed here to indicate the sectional

structure of the region; for these details other publications may be

consulted, as they are all a matter of record. The map explains

itself but the following brief annotations may be added

:

The rock sections are essentially sea-cliff sections. The exposures

are otherwise shown only around and beneath the cliffs of the Table-

a-Rolante and in streams cutting down to the sea. The interior of

the country back of the mountain referred to is a rolling, heavy

timbered wilderness entered only by trails, with few streams and

very rare rock exposures. The rocks of the Bonaventure con-

glomerate, which is believed to represent in a broad way the forma-

tions of the later Devonian and earlier Carboniferous, are approxi-

mately horizontal and when not so have been apparently subjected

to comparatively recent dislodgment. These beds are thought to

be of continental or delta origin, and while they cover the greater

area of the peninsula and its islands, they are the latest rock deposits,

resting upon a pavement of Paleozoic strata upturned at a very

high angle. About the front of Mount St Anne the soil consists

of a sheet, largely of residual material, lying in depressions which

are more or less swampy because of obstructed drainage. That

this area has been invaded by the sea in comparatively recent times

is quite certain, as corroborative evidence of negative and positive

movements of the coast is very clear, and the level submarine rock

floor intimates the seaward extension of the present rock cliffs.

[147]





RENE JUST HAUY AND HIS INFLUENCE

An address by Herbert P. Whitlock on the occasion of the I7$th anniversary of

the birth of Abbe Haiiy 1743, given at the Abbe Haiiy celebration in New York,

February 28, iqi8

Reviewing the history of the modern sciences it appears to us

remarkable that in so many instances the person of one individual

assembles the scattered observations and deductions of his prede-

cessors, unifies and crystallizes the thought of his epoch and gives

to his special branch of learning that impetus which, kindling at

the fire of his genius, lights his successors along the way to modern

scientific attainment. In this way we speak of Newton as the

father of mechanical physics; of Cuvier as the originator of com-

parative zoology and of Linnaeus as the founder of biological classi-

fication. The year 1743, to which we direct our attention on this

its 175th anniversary, was remarkable in that it saw the birth, in

France, of two such intellectual giants— Lavoisier and Haiiy.

It is not without significance that modern mineralogy, based as

it is on chemistry and crystallography, should, by a mere coincidence,

be heralded into existence by these twins of genius. It is not without

significance that, caught in the whirlwind of the Revolution, they

should have together endured imprisonment.

To what heights the mind of Lavoisier would have attained had

his life been spared, we of course have no means of estimating.

Suffice it, however, that the Abbe Haiiy emerged from that supreme

experience as one of the most profound analytical thinkers of two

centuries.

Rene Just Haiiy, honorary canon of Notre Dame, member of the

French Academy, creator of the science of crystallography, was

born February 28, 1743, in the village of St Just, about 70 kilometers

north of Paris and directly on that now historic line which marks

the limit of the Teuton drive of 19 14. As a child Haiiy early showed

a marked taste for church music, which trait coupled with his interest

in religious ceremonies attracted the attention of the prior of an

abbey at Premontres who, perceiving his aptitude and intelligence,

arranged to have him instructed by some of the monks. His progress

was such that his instructors prevailed upon his mother to spare

enough from her meager livelihood to enable him to go to Paris in

search of ampler educational advantages. In Paris Haiiy was

forced to earn his living as a choir boy and became a good musician

[149]
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on the violin and harpsichord. ' This employment," said he with

some naivete, " had at least this agreeable quality that it does not

permit me to bury my talent for music." Meanwhile his patrons

were not idle, and before long Hauy received a scholarship in the

College of Navarre, which enabled him to pursue his education in

the classics. At Navarre application and intelligence advanced

him from the role of student to that of instructor, the gift of teaching

which so distinguished his career being thus early recognized and
fostered. Here as well under M. Brisson he developed a taste for

physical experiments, particularly those relating to electricity.

Shortly after attaining his majority and with it his clerical degrees,

he entered a broader field of study and teaching at the College of

Cardinal Lemoine in Paris.

Among his colleagues at Paris was numbered Lhomond, the

grammarian, whose passion for botany gave to Hauy his first insight

into the realm of natural science and by directing his attention to

the symmetries of plant life paved the way to those more intricate

and beautiful symmetries of crystallization which were to render

his name renowned. By a happy accident the Jardin du Roy
adjoined the college and proved a favorite scene of the botanical

walks of Hauy and his " chosen companion and director of con-

science." Thus it was that, noticing on one occasion the crowd of

students entering the class of mineralogy conducted by Daubenton,

he entered with them and found the real goal of his scientific aspira-

tion, the study to which he was to devote his life. Coming to this

new world of inorganic shapes, complex and yet regular, fresh from

the contemplation of the geometrical symmetry of the forms of

plant life, Hauy was struck with the apparent lack of orderly arrange-

ment where his scientific instinct had told him order must be. How,
he reasoned, can the same stone, the same salt, reveal itself in cubes,

in prisms, in points, without changing its composition to the extent

of a single atom, while the rose has always the same petals, the

acorn the same curve, the cedar the same height and the same

development.

To what extent can we assume that the Abbe Hauy owed his

great discovery to an accident? Such accidents are only the guiding

threads held out by the hand of Opportunity. We know that in

the house of his friend M. Defranee, Hauy dropped the now historic

group of prismatic crystals of calcite and gathered from the ruin

of a fine specimen the cleavage pieces, to him recognizable as of the

same form as other crystals of calcite, and it appears that he had
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inevitably thrust upon him the key to the mystery of the mathe-

matical interrelation of these forms. But without a mind prepared

to interpret this chance occurrence, without the imagination reaching

out to its interpretation, the incident would have meant no more

to him than to his friend who stood beside him. Bergman, although

unknown to Hauy, had had an almost identical incident called to

his attention by his pupil Gahn, without fully realizing its signifi-

cance. Bergman did not voice the cry, which on the lips of his

illustrious successor has become historic, "Tout est trouve."

Returning to his cabinet, Hauy lost no time in verifying the

principle which was thus revealed to him. Under his hammer
were sacrificed successively a scalenohedral crystal of calcite of the

form known as " dog tooth spar," and another of a low rhombo-

hedral habit; in each case the primitive cleavage rhombohedron

appeared from the fragments as he expected that it would. With

the idea of developing the " primitive form " from other species he

ruthlessly attacked the other treasured specimens of his little collec-

tion and his sacrifice was fully justified by the results, for the cleav-

age fragments in many instances furnished him with the basis,

significantly termed by him le noyau, upon which the complicatedly

modified crystal combinations were, as it were, built up. He con-

ceived the theory of modified forms, built up from the primitive

by diminishing layers of crystal particles (dicroissements) , each

successive layer having a definite relation to the preceding one and

to the primitive nucleus.

But the Abbe Hauy had spent fifteen years of his life in teaching

Latin and had, like so many of us, forgotten what little geometry

he had acquired at the College of Navarre. He sat himself assidu-

ously but tranquilly to master enough mathematics to enable him

to proA^e his law. In the introduction to his Traite de Cristallo-

graphie we find this very illuminating paragraph which represents

his experience during these days. He says:

" In the solution of analytical problems, the object of which

is to represent the progress of nature, we are led by very rapid

methods to results which are often overlooked and which now and

then excite our surprise by the paradoxical form in which they are

presented. But when, guided by simple reasoning, we return st^p

by step OArer the course which was so quickly bridged by calculation,

we end by perceiving the action of the principles which have given

birth to these results."

The researches of the Abbe Hauy communicated to his master

in science, Daubenton, and through him to Laplace, won for him
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in 1783 a place in the academy left vacant in the class of botany,

and in 1788 he was ranked as associate in the class of natural history

and mineralogy.

Nor was it long before, armed with this new torch of truth, the

science of mineralogy at the hands of Haiiy began to undergo a

rejuvenation; from the nebulous mineral group which up to that

time had gone by the generic name of schorl, there emerged fourteen

well-defined species. The zeolites yielded six species, the garnets

four and the zircons five.

In 1784, having been in the service of the university twenty

years, on the advice of his friend Lhomond, Haiiy availed himself

of the right to retire on a pension as emeritus and proceeded to

devote himself to research.

A man of Spartan simplicity in his secular and religious life, it

is said that he, through ignorance of the formalities and etiquette

of the Louvre, appeared at his first lecture before the court in a

long ecclesiastical gown, doubtless grown shabby by much wear in

his daily round of prayer and teaching.

The Revolution by depriving him of his pension further aug-

mented the rigors of his life, but although forced to earn his living

the placidity of his disposition and the simplicity of his tastes

rendered him to an extent immune to the privations of this period

of his life. Indeed, so immersed was he in the daily round of worship,

labor and study that it was with astonishment rather than fear

that he received the delegation of citizens who came to arrest him.

They demanded of him his fire arms and he showed them the spark

of an electric machine; they searched his papers and found only

algebraic formulae. Nevertheless he was apprehended and lodged,

together with all the other priests and regents of that part of Paris,

in the Seminary of Saint Firmin which had been turned into a

prison. For Haiiy it was but the exchange of an ecclesiastical for

a secular cell. In the midst of his friends and brothers in religion

he prevailed on his jailors to send for his cabinets of crystals and

was soon again in the midst of his interrupted researches. And it

was thus that his former pupil and colleague, Geoffroy de Saint

Hilaire, found him when armed with the order for his release he

penetrated the prison which had become in reality a retreat. Arriv-

ing late in the day he was unable to persuade Haiiy to exchange his

tranquil incarceration for liberty until the following day, which was

the 31st of August just two days before that fatal 2d of September

which, had it dawned upon the Abbe Haiiy in prison, would have

inevitably seen him mount the steps of the guillotine.
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The unobtrusive and almost shrinking modesty which always

characterized Haiiy, together with his sober garb and peaceful

bearing, must have preserved him from further outrage, for we do

not hear of his being again molested. Later the Convention nom-
inated him as one of the Commission of Weights and Measures

(1793-94). Under the Republic he was constituted Minister of

Mines and prepared his great work, the Traiie de Mineralogie, which

was published in 1801. Of this work Cuvier writes:

" He has made of mineralogy a science just as precise and just as

methodical as astronomy. ... In a word, we may say that

M. Haiiy is to Werner and Rome Delisle what Newton was to Kepler

and Copernicus."

One incident may be cited to illustrate his characteristic charity

and lack of self-assertion. On the death of Daubenton in 1799

when, according to precedent, Dolomieu, his assistant, would have

been named as a successor to the chair of mineralogy at the Museum
of Natural History, it happened that Dolomieu had been arrested

and held as a political prisoner in Sicily. Haiiy, who was the obvious

candidate for this honor, so urged the claims of his absent rival

that, through sentiment rather than merit, Dolomieu was given the

chair, which, however, he never lived to fill, his premature death in

1802 leaving the field free to his generous colleague who was immedi-

ately elected to the professorship.

Haiiy had never relinquished his studies in physics; indeed he

constantly drew upon his skill and knowledge as a physicist in his

mineralogical researches. On being asked by the government,

however, to prepare a treatise on physics, to be used as a textbook

in the schools, he hesitated to undertake a task which would cause

him to abandon even temporarily his chosen field. The Abbe
Emery, the ancient superior of' Saint Sulpice, advised him in these

words

:

" Do not hesitate; you would commit a grave mistake if you lost

this occasion, in treating of nature to speak of its Author . . .

and do not forget," he added, " to take on the title page your title

of Metropolitan Canon."

The treatise on physics, like everything else from the pen of Haiiy,

is a model of purity of thought and clarity of expression to which

sterling literary qualities his natural love of teaching has added a

charm of interest calculated to inspire the young students with his

own love of the natural sciences.

The closing years of his life were marked by another reversal
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of fortune, when, under the Restoration, he was deprived of his

pension and honors. But no administration, no political reversal

could take from him the fame which he had earned or the satisfac-

tion of a life well spent in the elevation of the science which he loved.

Cuvier has given us a striking picture of the true greatness of the

unassuming Abbe of Revolutionary France— sought out by every

visitor of distinction who entered Paris, yet never inaccessible to

the poorest and humblest student. He never changed the hours

of his meager meals, of his rising and retiring, day by day he took

the same exercise, he traversed the same streets, losing no oppor-

tunity to exercise the small kindnesses and courtesies which so

distinguished him, directing strangers whom he found embarrassed

by the intricacies of Paris and distributing to them cards of admis-

sion to the collections. On his occasional visits to his native village

none of his ancient neighbors could detect by his manner that he

had in Paris become a person of distinction.

His death was hastened by a fall which fractured the crown of

his thigh bone and resulted in a painful abscess. Despite his condi-

tion he labored to the end on a new edition of his Traite de Miner-

ologie which appeared in 1823, a year after his death.

Such was the man whose name we honor today. As to his influ-

ence, no one of us who has dipped more than casually into the

wonderful science of crystallography has failed to have felt it.

Beginning with that admirable mineral species calcite, called by
him " the Protheus " among minerals, from a meaningless chaos

of unrelated forms he produced an ordered science. To anyone

who will consult the literature of mineralogy in the latter half of

the eighteenth and the first half of the nineteenth centuries there

will appear a well-marked line of distinction between the old and

the new, between those who wrote before Haiiy published his Essai

(Tune theorie sur la structure des cristaux and those who succeeded

him and profited by his teachings.

William Phillips, writing in 1823, says:

" The labors of the Abbe Haiiy have shed over mineralogy a

purely philosophical luster which indeed has been one of the chief

causes of raising the study to the rank of a science ; this he has done

by showing the consonance of the laws of crystallization with rigid

calculation: he has proved that in crystallization there is a natural

geometry"

It was as though he took as his motto the inspired words of

Gulielmini uttered nearly a century before the publication of his

Traite de Mineralogie:
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11
Crystallization is a curious and wonderful operation of Nature's

geometry, and therefore worthy of being investigated with all the genius

of man and with the whole energy of the mind, not because of the pleasure

which always attends the knowledge of wonders, but because of its great

usefulness in natural science; for Nature here as it were discloses

herself, and having cast aside every veil, permits us to behold not merely

the results of her operation, but the very processes themselves."

The century and three-quarters since the birth of Haiiy has been

marked by many crystallographic milestones. Deep cut on the

cornice of this Hall of Fame are the names of Weiss and Nauman,
of Miller, Mohs and Zippe; of Haidinger, Dana, Von Rath and

Goldschmidt; high priests of the altar of mathematical crystallo-

graphy, the fire of which was first kindled by that other priest whose

name we honor today. And beside these names I read the names

of those others no less illustrious, Bravais, Sohncke, Schonflies,

Von Fedorow, Barlow, Tutton and last and greatest, the elder and

the younger Bragg.

Just as in the Mont Cenis tunnel the engineers of France and Italy

could hear each other's blows from the other side of the barrier of

rock, so today the advance guard of workers in organic and inorganic

sciences seem to hear rumors from the other side of that wall of the

unknown which hides the origin of life. Who can say but that

when the future has yielded up that supreme secret, biologist and

crystallographer may not reecho the words of Haiiy:

" Tout est Trouve."





CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC STUDIES OF BARITE

BY HERBERT P. WHITLOCK

The following crystallographic notes on three hitherto undescribed

occurrences of barite are submitted, not because these localities

furnish crystals which are unique in new forms or rare habit, but

because it is the firm conviction of the writer that all contributions

to the study of species rich in forms are of value in shedding light

on the problems involved in crystal habit.

The specimens which form the basis of these studies are from the

general mineral collections of the New York State Museum, and

have been acquired by gift and exchange during a period covered

by the last eight years.

i Barite from Five Islands, Nova Scotia

The series of crystals which furnished the material for this note

were obtained from a single specimen (no. 719.11) acquired by

exchange from the Museum of the University of Toronto, and

bearing the label as above. The specimen consists of a crested

aggregate of crystals of uniform habit, tabular parallel to the basal

pinacoid, and showing on the termination, in close proximity to the

zone of the macrodomes, a series of somewhat dull but well-defined

planes which correspond to several macropyramids new to the species.

Habit. The crystals, some of which are 30 mm by 20 mm in

size, show considerable dome development, in habit somewhat

resembling the combination from Sajohaza, Hungary, described by

Zimanyi. 1 The planes of the prism m (no) are developed to a

considerable habit, the zone [100:001] being emphasized by two and

sometimes three pyramids, present in minute development. A
feature of the habit which also suggests the Sajohaza occurrence

mentioned above, is the reentrant angles formed by the parallel

group development or oriented growths (Fortwachsungen) of the

planes of (165). It was at first suspected that these growths, which

are shown in the shaded section accompanying figure 1, might be

due to twinning, but an examination of the optical behavior of the

crystals proved that this was not the case. Figure 1, which shows

the habit of these crystals, is drawn with the a and b axes reversed

with respect to the usual orientation.

1 Zimanyi, K. Foldt., Kozol. 1909. XXXIX, fig. 8.

[157]
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Forms. The following forms were recorded on the twenty crystals

studied

:

b (010), c (001), m (no), y) (320), X (210), /1 (034),

(on), ;3 (053)*, J (102), w (101), v (115),/ (113)1 z i 111 ),

y (122), w (313), <f 2 (165)*, ^ (166), ^ 3 (167)*.

The forms marked with an asterisk (*) are new.

/1 (034). This brachi dome was present on most of the crystals

measured, as a series of narrow faces, giving poor reflections.

Although rare, (034) has been observed by Samojloff1 on geodic

barite crystals from the .beds of the rivers Ischma and Uchta,

northern Russia, and by Slavic 2 from Mies, Bohemia.

U (°53)- This new brachi dome was present on a number of the

crystals measured, as slightly rounded planes of fair development.

Although dim, the signals yielded consistent readings and there

seems to be little doubt regarding the validity of the indexes as

assigned.

The above rare domes were identified from the following measure-

ments upon a single circle Feuss goniometer

:

Letter

c:ji

c:'h

Symbol

001 :034
001 :053

Number
of

readings
Measured

44" 29'

65 35

Cal-
culated

44" 34*'

65 27

Developing the zone of the brachidomes into an harmonic series

and splitting at the obvious knot point (on), we have for the

recorded brachidomes of barite:

6 5 A ? Y 1", £2 B £3 £oc oc a

Forms
Symbol

V-Vi

v2-v

Forms
Symbol
v-i

2

001 0.1. 1 2 018 016 014 013 025 012 047 035 023 034045 056067 08901

1

1
1 2

1 1
2l o- O 5 6 8

1

on 053 021

1 I 23

031

3

x

041

4

_3

2

/
07I

7

g
O.IO.I

10

A
0.16.

1

16

A,
0.20.1

20

_1J_
2

b

010

00

00

1 Samojloff, J., Verh. Min. Ges. Petersb. 1900, 2, 38, 323.
'
l Slavic, Fr., Abh. d. bohm. Akad. 1905. 19, 11.
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It will be noted from the above that both (034) and (053) fall in

normal series N3 , the first series being disturbed by but one extra

form of normal series N4 , (047), between the limits J and 3, and the

second having no extra form between these limits. Also between

these limits, the first N3 series is complete, and the second lacks

but two terms.

^2 (165). This new form is the first of a series of three brachi-

pyramids, all having the same 9 value and constituting the dis-

tinguishing characteristic of the occurrence. The faces of this

pyramid were fairly prominent on most of the crystals studied, and

although somewhat dull gave quite well-defined images of the signal.

The form was determined by measurements of the p angle and by its

position in zone [101:011:110].

ty (166) . This brachipyramid, which was first recorded by Schrauf1

on barite crystals from Pribram, has since been noted by several

observers. It was present on a number of the Five Island crystals

as a series of small, dull planes, identified by the value of the p angle

and by the fact that they lay in zone [011:111],

^3 (167). This new brachipyramid belongs in the same series as

the two mentioned above, and was observed with them on several

of the Five Islands crystals as a series of small, dull planes. The
planes of (167) were identified by measurement of the p angle and

by their presence in the zones [001 : 166] and [165 : on : 167 : 101].

The following are the measurements upon which identification

of these brachipyramids is based

:

Letters Symbol
Number

of

readings
Measured

Cal-
culated

c : ^2 001:165
001:166
011:166
001:167

8

5

4

58° 21'

53 12

9 4
48 47

58° 9
'

53 17

9 14
48 58

c:
**"

0: *
c: ^3

2 Barite from Black Cape, Quebec

The specimens which furnished the material for this study were

collected in the summer of 19 14 by Mr C. A. Hartnagel of the State

Museum staff, at Black Cape, on the north shore of Chaleur bay,

in the province of Quebec, Canada. The barite crystals were found

in the interior of calcite geodes, the latter being obtained from

1 Schrauf, A., Ber. Akad. Wien. 1871. 64. 199.
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steeply tilted beds of red shale, and especially from those portions

of these beds which lie in close proximity to intrusions of amygda-

loidal diabase. Secondary hematite in shotlike globules and fine,

scaly, crystalline plates marks the stage of deposition of both the

barite and the calcite crystals occurring implanted on the surface,

and included in the body of the crystals.

Habit. The barite crystals are thin tabular in habit parallel to

the basal plane, and are of nearly square basal outline owing to a

dominant dome habit. They vary in size from about 3 mm to about

25 mm, and are clear and transparent with sharp, brilliant faces.

A series of seventeen were selected for measurement from a lot of

over fifty crystals. The following forms were observed:

c (001), a (100), m (no), N (230), n (120), X (130),

L (140), (on), / (104), g (103), d (102), u (101), D (302),

/ (113), r (112), z (in), y (122), [>< (124), ^2 (168), 5 (142).

Figures 2, 3 and 4 show some of the combinations observed, and

may be considered representative of the habit of these crystals.

^2 (168). The only form observed which is noteworthy by reason

of its rarity is the macropyramid (168). This had previously been

recorded from but one locality, namely, Mies, Bohemia, 1 where it

was figured on two combinations, both of which are domadic in habit.

In the present instance the form occurs as a series of very thin planes

beveling the edges between o (on) and d (102) from which readings

could be obtained only by resorting to a method of multiple

reflections, five readings being averaged on each face observed and

the average of these averages taken as follows

:

Letter Symbol
Number

of

readings
Measured

Cal-
culated

d: fi-2 102:168 3 50 20'
(

50° 20'

3 Barite from McCormick, S. C.

In 1909 the New York State Museum received as a donation from

Mr James Ross a large and interesting suite of specimens illustrating

the mineral occurrences constituting and associated with the man-
ganese ore of McCormick, S. C. Many of these consisted of stalac-

titic psilomelane in varied botryoidal and coralloidal shapes, on the

Slavic, Fr., Bui. Ac. Sc. Boheme 1905, fig. 7 and 8.
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surface and in the interstices of which occurred barite crystals of

several generations and types. These have been judged of sufficient

interest to warrant a short description.

Type 1. Crystals of this type are the largest as well as the simplest

of those under consideration. They average 10mm in length, measured

on the a axis, and are tabular prisms bounded by the planes of

c (001) and m (no) in relative habit-development of about 8:1.

The crystals are sharply defined, transparent and show parallel

bands of inclusions which, although following in the main the outlines

of the prism m, also parallel the macrodome d (102) and the prism

X (210), forms absent from this type although occurring in well-

developed habit on the crystals of type 2. This evidence would

suggest that the type under present consideration represents a later

generation of barite formed around preexisting crystals, possibly of

type 2. Figure 5 illustrates this type.

Type 2. A large proportion of the barite crystals occurring

implanted on the botryoidal masses of psilomelane are representative

of this type. They are of prismatic habit, thicker parallel to the

c axis than those of type 1, and have for the dominant prisms X (210)

and m (no), the former in rather larger development, giving to the

crystals a thin, pointed aspect. The planes are roughened by etch

pits, but give sufficiently good reflections to admit of their being

easily identified, and in general the type seems to represent an early

stage of barite deposition. The observed forms are:

c (001), a (100), b (010), X (210), m (no), X (130),

(on), d (102), z (in).

Figure 6 represents the habit of this type.

Type 3. Crystals representative of this type are of a later gene-

ration than those of the two preceding, and are probably the result

of solution and recrystallization from individuals of a previous

genetic phase. In habit they resemble the crystals of type 2, but

are more transparent than these latter and are also characterized by

smoother and more highly reflective faces, characteristics which

argue in favor of a slow process of crystallization under more or less

ideal conditions. The observed forms are:

a (100), b (010), c (001), 2 3 (5 IO)*> ^ (210), y) (320),

m (no), N (230), F (380)*, B (370), X (130), d (102),

A (013), o (on), z (in),/ (113), q (114), ("S). X* (2I 5)-*

The forms marked with an asterisk (*) are new.

S3 (510). This new prism was observed twice on crystal II and

once each on crystals V and VI of the series measured. The reflec-

6
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tions were given by extremely narrow faces and the images of the

signal although distinct were very weak. The average of the four

readings which identified the form is as follows

:

Letter Symbol Measured Calculated

6:2, . . 910:510 8o° 31' 8o° 44'

F (380). This new prism was observed on only one of the series

of crystals measured. The reading from a narrow but sharply

defined plane gave:

Letter Symbol Measured Calculated

b:F 010:380 24 46' 24 42'

X 5 (215). This new pyramid was observed on one crystal of the

series measured. The observed plane, although, small, was sharp and

well defined, yielding measurements in two zones, which admit of

xts identification by zone equations as well as by the measured angles.

It was identified by the following observations

:

Zone

po 1 : 102

j

1001:210]

Angle

011:215
001:215

Measured

47° 45'

34 57

Calculated

48 2'

34 505

A crystal of type 3 is shown in figure 7. The same crystal which

furnished readings on the new pyramid (215), yielded a faint and

somewhat obscure reflection in the zone [on : 102] which corresponded

to the hitherto unrecorded pyramid (5.1. n) as follows:

Letter Measured
Calculated

(5-i.ii)

d:? 56° 56' 55° 45'

The form must be considered of doubtful establishment.



CHAMPLAIN'S ASSAULT ON THE FORTIFIED TOWN OF
THE ONEIDAS, 1615

BY ARTHUR C. PARKER

In viewing Nichols pond and the region about it we behold a spot

over which many disputes have raged and about which much has

been written and said. Unfortunately for the historian, however,

the written story of this ancient site is all too meager, yet the careful

student possessed with imagination is able from the facts which are

available to weave a romantic tale of adventure.

Surely, there are much more thrilling episodes in our colonial

history than the narrative of Nichols pond, and yet there are events

connected with this spot that have drawn the attention of the

historian to it and made it worthy of record.

The first conflict here was that of the Iroquois for possession of

the country; and later that of the Oneidas to reclaim a portion of

the wilderness for their homes and farms. The next conflict was

the attempt of Champlain and his allies to devastate the fields and

burn the Oneida town that stood here. The third struggle was

that of the English settlers to acquire title to the land and occupy it

by right of treaty with the Oneidas, who were virtually forced into

an agreement to part with their ancestral homes for a few cents

an acre. The last conflict concerning the land abutting these shores

is that of the historian: for it must not be supposed that when the

centuries had obscured the written record, it was easy to determine

that Nichols pond deserved a place in history. For how modest

this shallow pool, now grown to swamp land, and how little to suggest

the clamor of battle, the cry of the Huron savage and the angry

commands of a captain of the French army

!

Parkman, who wrote so charmingly of the great war party, makes

no attempt to tell us where Champlain and his party of Hurons

engaged the Entonhonorons.

O. H. Marshall, the historian of the Genesee and of colonial

western New York, from his interpretation of the Champlain

accounts, was confident that the scene of Champlain 's battle of

October 10, 161 5 was on the south bank of Onondaga lake, but

Brodhead, with equal assurance, places the spot at the north end

of the same lake near the present site of the village of Liverpool.

Geddes, on the other hand, inclines to the opinion that the fight took

place at Fort Saint Mary's.

165]
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O'Callaghan places the scene of Champlain's defeat somewhere

along the shores of Canandaigua lake and several historians have

taken his opinion as fact, for even Parkman leads us to believe, at

least in his earlier editions, that the onslaught was made upon a

town of the Senecas. It remained for Gen. John S. Clark of Auburn
to identify definitely the Nichols pond as the site of Champlain's

battle. His reason seemed so sound to the historian with archeologi-

cal experience, that in recent years no one has arisen to controvert

it. Earlier, however, General Clark's conclusion was disputed in

lengthy articles by O. H. Marshall; but in the end Clark's opinion

was sustained.

The greatest interest in determining the scene of the conflict whose

three hundredth anniversary has been celebrated was awakened

during the centennial year of 1876. At that time both Marshall

and Clark were eagerly scanning French accounts of the journey

of Champlain and the military maps preserved in Paris. Hearing

of Clark's conclusion, Marshall wrote a masterly article in the

virile, fascinating style which so characterized his productions.

This article appeared in volume 1, no. 1 of the " Magazine of Ameri-

can History " and as its initial article. Throughout the first volume

there are replies and counter-replies and even a careful translation

of Champlain's journal.

The years have passed by and these painstaking students of half-

obscured pages printed in the quaint type and phraseology of the

seventeenth century French, have passed into the great beyond

and we today pause to consider the subject that so engrossed their

attention.

The cautious business man as well as the analytic student of

human events has a right to inquire as to the justice of devoting any

special attention to the story of Champlain's march in the wilderness

at the head of the half thousand revengeful, disorderly savages and

their defeat in this sequestered hilltop region of the present Madison

county. What are the facts of the case and of what special signifi-

cance it is, are natural inquiries.

Our subject leads us back to the time in the history of our continent

when the French were the dominant European power. For, long

before the days of Jamestown or Plymouth, Jacques Cartier had

penetrated the St Lawrence and found the Huron village of Hochelaga.

And from that time onward the hardy Briton and Norman fishermen

had brought back tales of mystery and adventure from the fishing

banks and coasts of the new world. These stories without doubt
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reached the ears of young Samuel Champlain and slumbered in the

mind of this venturesome Frenchman. Champlain was born in a

little village on the Bay of Biscay and his blood was tempered with

the loA^e of the sea. Master of the mariner's art, he entered the

services of the King of France fighting so well as captain of the royal

navy that when that eventful war was closed Champlain received

decorations of honor and Henry IV granted him a comfortable life

pension.

The tales of the golden cities and of the wonderful empire of the

Montezumas in the land of Mexico across the sea strongly appealed

to Champlain's imagination and love of adventure. He was able to

secure passage in a mercantile capacity to the West Indies, and later

during his trip visited Vera Cruz and traveled inland to the city of

Mexico. Later he coasted down to the isthmus, where, like Balboa,

he paused in wonder at this narrow dividing strip between the

Atlantic and Pacific, but unlike Balboa he was not elated with this

narrow continental bridge. Champlain's imagination went farther

and visioned the plans for a great ship canal that should divide the

continents and shorten the route to Cathay.

Returning to France Champlain became attached to the staff of

DeChaste, who had received an American land patent from the

king of France. This land never having been seen or owned by the

king was easy to give away. Champlain thus became wedded to

the new world.

After varied adventures on land and sea, Samuel Champlain, born

of the sea, mariner and captain of the royal navy, became an explorer

of the continental new world. He was to plant the banner of France

in the valleys and upon the hilltops of Acadia, bring respect and

dominion to the crown of France, secure . profitable trade for the

merchants and fur dealers of his country and " Do all things for

the glory of God and the good of the church."

Champlain made friends with the Algonquins and Hurons, among
whom he mingled with intimacy and privilege. Using all measures

of diplomacy, he extolled the strength of France, the magnificence

of her king and courts and craftily suggested to the Hurons the

advantage of supporting the emissaries of his king. Champlain

early in his experiences in the St Lawrence basin had learned the

prowess of the -Five Iroquois Nations and of the hatred that the

Hurons and Algonquins bore toward the Maquas and Ossinikas.

Indeed Champlain saw in these people living on the south shores of

Lake Ontario and the St Lawrence a formidable impediment to the
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success of his plans. After discussing the matter with many wander-

ing bands that traversed Canada from Quebec to Lake Simcoe, he

found his .opinion confirmed; the Iroquois were foes to be reckoned

with; Huron and Algonquin alike dreaded them and the power of

their arms. He therefore conceived the plan of uniting Canadian

tribes in a military alliance to be under the direction of the French,

with himself as the supreme dictator. Thus it was that, when in

1608 a young Ottawa chief implored Champlain to bring his men
together and lead the Ottawas and Huron s with their allies down
the south trail from Montreal and attack the Maquas in their

stronghold, he resolved to make the attempt. In the following

year after having waited for the Ottawas to appear, Champlain

mustered a chosen troop of musketeers and led a band of Montagnais

down the south trail and over the waters of Lac Saint Sacrament

which later became known as Lake George. There in the vicinity

of Ticonderoga he encountered a squadron of Iroquois canoes.

Champlain 's Indians raised the cry of battle, the Iroquois withdrew

to the land, and the battle famous in history took place. Iroquois

flesh for the first time had been torn by the leaden teeth of the French
" thunder poles." Champlain returned a hero in the eyes of his

savage horde. With his magic weapons he had forced the Iroquois

retreat. Algonquin scalping knives had lifted Iroquois scalps! The
fame of this adventure brought great credit to Champlain and the

fact that the Iroquois could be defeated when Champlain led the

host against them was heralded throughout lower Canada. The
Hurons and Algonquins hailed Champlain as a deliverer and both

French and Indians believed they saw the vanquishment of the

Iroquois in sight. The plan for uniting every enemy of the Five

Iroquois Nations was again discussed.

A thousand warriors promised to follow Champlain in another

expedition. By 161 5 both French and Huron, goaded by the

revengeful attacks of Iroquois bands, resolved to strike the

crushing blow upon the Iroquois by swooping down upon their

capital city, killing its inhabitants and devastating its surround-

ing fields. By the first of September 161 5, five hundred eager

Hurons bedecked for the fray set out for Caihague, the capital

town of the Hurons, situated somewhere on Simcoe's shore. Cham-
plain had a selected company of arquebusers and every savage had

a full supply of clubs, spears and arrows. The great war party that

was to humble the Iroquois to the dust and by their deeds make
Champlain's name blaze with new magnitude was on its way.
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Down the river Trent they traveled rejoicing over the victory they

thought already won. Champlain in his journal describes the beau-

tiful scenery en route and says that though the land was devoid of

habitation the trees and shrubs along its banks appeared to have been

planted by human hands. He vaguely hints to the mind of the

archeologist of a mysterious people who lived before the Hurons

came. Champlain particularly describes the majestic pines and the

chestnuts. After a journey, with no greater excitement than that

of a Frenchman shooting a Huron by mistake for a deer, the expe-

dition reached Lake Ontario. With their bark flotilla they crossed

the entrance of the St Lawrence and skirted the east shore of the

lake, paddling from island to island and disembarking at length at

Hungry bay where they hid their canoes. They were greatly con-

cerned lest the enemy discover them and puncture their bottoms,

and so made a very cautious concealment.

With the release from the arduous task of paddling we can imagine

the elation of the Hurons upon treading the sandy beach that formed

part of the Iroquois fishing domain. We may picture the ceremonies,

the repair of accoutrements, the repainting of face and body, the

propitiation of the okis, and the invocations of the medicine bundles.

Then again the march.

Champlain records that he journeyed along the sandy shore for

ten or twelve miles, crossing several rr\7ers and brooks. By his

description we know he must have crossed the mouth of the Salmon

river, and the Big and Little Sandy in the present Jefferson county.

Then striking inland the party crossed the mouth of the Seneca

river, closely skirting Oneida lake. After a journey of four days

they saw traces of the enemy. The Huron scouts found four women,

three men, three boys and a girl, surrounded them and triumphantly

made them prisoners. The Huron blood was stirred. As a beginning

of their onslaught they cut off a finger of one of the women whereupon

Champlain roundly upraided the varlet both for his inhumanity and

lack of chivalry, whereupon the Huron replied that this was the

custom and that the Iroquois certainly would have done the same.

Champlain forcibly scolded the culprit, again laying particular

emphasis that defenseless and tearful women ought to have better

treatment from a noble warrior. Unabashed, the Huron answered

that since Champlain was so much concerned about the ladies he

would desist for his sake from any further indignities to them, but

he would not guarantee what he would or would not do if he laid

hands on a male prisoner. Champlain records no remonstrance but
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no doubt it consisted of an expressive shrug and a mental ejaculation

that there was no teaching of manners to a Huron.

The next day the party began to pass through outlying fields of

the enemy. Their march had carried them inland and upward into

the hilly country. Champlain knew the enemy only by the name of

Entonhonorons and it is not likely that he knew the tribal identity

of the Indians he was about to attack. If he had hoped to strike

the Onondagas he had failed to turn his route far enough to the west,

for he was now running directly into the dominion of the Oneidas.

On the 10th of October the Hurons found the village fields of the

enemy mature with their harvests of corn, squashes and beans.

They quickly saw the company of harvesters and then raised their

battle cry. This annoyed Champlain, who writes that he had not

intended to discover himself immediately. His intent was to locate

the town and then draw up his forces for an orderly attack; but the

Hurons having given the alarm discharged their arrows into the

company of harvesters, whereupon the enemy's archers rushed forth

and covered the retreat of their women, putting six Hurons hors de

combat the while.

In the distance Champlain saw the enemy's stockade and his

quick discerning eye noted its great superiority over the fortified

Huron towns which he had so much admired. The enemy had

reached their gates and closed them and Champlain, following his

onrushing troops, endeavored to direct the fight which they had so

impetuously precipitated. The Hurons were confident and over-

eager. At any moment they expected reinforcements of 500 men.

With showers of flint tipped arrows they assailed the fortress but

were unable closely to approach it, because of the ardor and efficiency

of its defenders. Champlain yelled himself hoarse trying to bring

about a systematic attack, but failed to produce any apparent effect

upon the frenzied Hurons. They shouted, screamed and whooped

with all their hideous genius and Champlain 's commands in this

bedlam were but a croaking whisper. Nevertheless he writes that he

shouted orders until he thought his throat would crack. He was

disgusted and angered at his hare-brained allies. They tried to set

fire to the fort, he writes, but placed the flaming fagots on the

leeward side and all the brush wood brought by the bold Hurons and

thrown upon the fire was unavailing, for the enemy merely poured

down water from troughs specially designed for flooding the stockade.

Champlain soon designed, according to his journal, a, movable

fighting top with tall legs that would lift to a height overlooking the
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stockade. In this contrivance he stationed several Frenchmen with

blunderbusses, shielding them by an arrow-proof front . Two hundred

Indians carried this fort on stilts to a convenient place. Then the

French gunners opened fire, so discomforting the enemy that success

would have been with the invading party if it had been possible to

enter the fort.

After three hours of this blundering warfare the Hurons withdrew

with their dead and wounded. Champlain, crippled by an arrow

wound in the knee and one in the leg, was borne off to the camp

tormented by the agony that the enemy's arrows had inflicted.

The Hurons continued their frenzied whooping, momentarily expect-

ing the arrival of reinforcements, but these failing to come the Hurons

became disheartened and would not renew the attack. They

immediately began to care for their seventeen wounded comrades

and build the basket litters in which they were to be carried back

on the homeward trail. Champlain reports how he was woven into

a basket frame and trussed so securely he could not move. His

agony was excruciating and in his quaint French he exclaims:
:<

Oh,

it was Hell!
"

The attacking party waited a week, hoping for new forces or the

surrender of the enemy. They could scarcely believe that Cham-

plain's magic had failed. They blamed him scornfully for the lack

of success, not knowing, says Champlain, that it was their own

stupidity.

On October 18th there was a severe snow storm. The great war

party's luck seemed to be frost. " The party began its retreat, and

this was one thing," Champlain says, " the Hurons knew how to do

admirably." The company formed into a hollow square with

strong young men in the lead and in the rear, and with the weak

and wounded in the center.

When the Iroquois found the invading force had withdrawn and

was on the march they sallied forth from their fort and for a time

inflicted considerable annoyance. They were afraid of the French-

men's guns, which alone prevented the Iroquois from massing an

attack upon the retreating party. They were bitter in their thoughts

and invited the Hurons to fight them alone next time without French

aid. Likewise they called out to the French, advising them not to

interfere in their intertribal wars.

The party continued their journey with great apprehension; they

feared their canoes had been destroyed, but upon reaching Hungry

bay they rejoiced to find their birchen transports safe and intact.
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The disorganized band, with their means of escape secure, began

to plan to scatter for the fall hunt. The chiefs could not control

their men nor could any be induced to escort Champlain to Quebec.

The glory of the hero with a charmed life, with armor and with
" thunder poles " was gone. No longer did his magic inspire the

Huron. Failing to induce an escort, Champlain was placed in a

perplexing position, but Durontal, a Huron chief, came to the relief

by offering the shelter of his well-stocked cabin, which Champlain

accepted.

The war party scattered and the magnitude of the star of hope

in luster diminished. Instead of the beginning of the downfall of

the Iroquois, this fight was the beginning of their domination. Year

by year they were to increase in military power and in influence.

Champlain's attempts to crush them not only failed but began the

irritation that finally led to the burning of every French settlement

from Mackinac to the mouth of the St Lawrence. Eventually the

Iroquois, as allies of the English, broke the power of the French,

destroyed the dreams of a new France, cut off the scattered detach-

ments of the French and by their vigor saved this region for settle-

ment by an English-speaking people.

And the Oneidas? Faithful always to the defense of a righteous

cause, they not only fought the French but when England had

extended her sovereignty over the colonies they perceived her injust-

ness and united with the patriot fathers in the Revolution as loyal

Americans. In the war of 1812 nearly every able-bodied Oneida

fought, and so inflamed by patriotism were they that more than

20 Oneida women shouldered muskets and fought Britishers along

the Niagara frontier. These men and women, let us remember,

were descendants of the very people who 200 years before had

defended their stockaded town at Nichols pond.

At Nichols pond we behold the spot from which history grew;

here we see one of the famous Oneida stones, here we behold where

Champlain stood dreaming of the glory of France and here before

us is the spot where a blaze was kindled that became a light in the

heart shrine of every Oneida. This flame kindled the resolve that

right, justice and patriotism should triumph. Here we learn a

lesson of how these things did triumph because a people were pre-

pared by force of arms to resist unjust invasion.

When we learn of the success of the Oneidas today, in New York

and Ontario, and especially in Wisconsin, where all are citizens and

mostly brilliant, capable men and women, when we learn of their
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participation in the wars of defense not only of their country but

ours, we may well offer our gratitude. But after our huzzas have

ended let us soberly remember that that nation endures that is able

to resist force by force, and that no soft-spoken diplomacy on the

part of the Oneidas would have saved their town and stockade.

Even the disorganized Hurons might have turned the tide of

history and changed the entire complexion of subsequent events.

Hurons might have occupied this region and invited their Algonquin

allies to dwell with them; the banner of France might have waved

from a citadel in central New York. But because the Oneidas resisted

successfully, the Iroquois took on new courage, and history tells us

of Champlain's death in the forest, of the annihilation of the Huron
nation, of the downfall of France in the New World. In all these

momentous events the fight at Nichols pond had a primary influence.

It is well that we pause to remember this critical small event in the

formative period of our country.





ON THE GENETIC SIGNIFICANCE OF FERROUS SILICATE
ASSOCIATED WITH THE CLINTON IRON ORES

BY C. H. SMYTH, JR

In earlier papers dealing with the Clinton iron ores, the writer1 has

called attention to the occurrence of small quantities of gray and

green oolites, intimately associated with the ores but more or less

clearly characterized by their peculiar colors.

The paper last cited refers briefly to the possible bearing of these

oolites upon the problem of the genesis of the ores and, in this con-

nection, mention is made of similar occurrences in association with

other ores that seem to be of the same general type.

The present paper is a further discussion of this phase of the ore

problem and is therefore largely confined to certain features shown

chiefly by the gray and green oolites and to a less extent only by the

ordinary ores.

In this connection, particular interest attaches to a dark gray,

nearly black, oolite which is well shown at the upper end of a ravine

on the Burns farm, about one-half of a mile east of the Borst mines

(the only mines now in operation) at Clinton, N. Y., at a point

where a small stream flows through some abandoned surface work-

ings. The ore has been removed but the underlying shales and

thin sandstones show in a section about 15 feet in thickness. The

gray oolite forms a bed 1 to 2 inches thick, lying about a foot below

the ore horizon and separated from it by a dense, tough, arenaceous

shale. The oolite layer is made up of nearly, or quite, discontin-

uous lenses, the upper surface being marked by convexities measured,

vertically, by the thickness of the bed and, horizontally, by a foot

or thereabouts, while the lower surface is approximately plane.

The shales above and below the oolite cling tenaciously to it when
specimens are broken out.

The general appearance of the oolite would be that of a low-

grade Clinton oolitic ore, were it not for the difference in color, the

spherules being dark gray to black, instead of red, and dominating

the color of the rock as a whole. There is, however, a subsidiary

1 On the Clinton Iron Ore: Am. Jour. Sci. (3) 43, p. 487-96, 1892.

Die Hamatite von Clinton in den ostlichen Vereinigten Staaten: Zeits. prakt.

Geol., Jahrgang 1894, p. 304-13, 1894.

The Clinton Type of Iron Ore Deposits: Types of Ore Deposits. H. F. Bain

et al. p. 33-5i> 19"-
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reddish tinge which is due to the presence of some finely divided

hematite scattered through the cement. There is a relatively large

amount of pyrite present, together with rather well-rounded grains

of quartz.

A noticeable feature of the occurrence, indicating the conditions

under which deposition took place, is the presence of the gray spher-

ules in the filling of mudcracks in the underlying shale. It is quite

clear that, whatever their subsequent history, these spherules were

formed, as such, when the oolitic layer was deposited upon the

cracked surface of the underlying muds— obviously under very

shallow water conditions.

In thin section the oolite shows pale grayish green spherules,

each one composed of many concentric shells inclosing, usually, a

well-rounded grain of quartz (plate i, figures i and 2).
1 This green

mineral shows the cross of aggregate polarization and, in general,

behaves like chamosite, to which species it was provisionally assigned

in the paper last referred to. 2

While spherules are often isolated, they more commonly coalesce

to some extent, different nuclei having the outer layers of their

shells in common (plate 2, figures 1 and 2), and it seems clear that,

while the deposition of the shells began during the free movement
of the nuclei, the process was completed only after the latter had

come to rest. Moreover, the frequent bent and twisted shape of

the shells strongly suggests a somewhat soft, jellylike condition

during their formation (plate 3, figures 1 and 2).

In addition to the spherules, the sections contain a good deal

of fine, angular quartz, rhombohedra of a carbonate, and irregular

grains of pyrite. A few fossil fragments are present, in part cal-

careous and, in part, silicified, while frequent pale-brown, isotropic

fragments, occurring scattered at random through the rock, or

sometimes as nuclei of spherules, are unquestionably of the same

nature as those occurring in the Wabana, N. P., ores, shown by

Hayes3 to be derived from lingulae and, probably, to be the source

of the phosphorus of the ores. It may be added that the gray oolite

under consideration has many features in common with certain

varieties of the Wabana deposits, which have been described in

detail by Doctor Hayes in the paper cited.

1 For the accompanying photomicrographs, the writer is indebted to the

kindness of Mr W. E. Cockfield, fellow in geology in Princeton University.

2 Types of Ore Deposits, p. 48.
3 Hayes, A. O., Wabana Iron Ore of Newfoundland: Memoir 78, Geol. Survey

of Canada, p. 40 and 57, 19 15.



Plate i

Figure I Gray oolite, showing isolated spherules of chamosite, with
concentric structure and nuclei of quartz. Magnified 30 diameters

Figure 2 Spherule of chamosite showing the characteristic concentric
structure and core of rounded quartz. Magnified 93 diameters





Plate 2

Figure i Gray oolite, showing both isolated and coalescent spherules of

chamosite, with marked concentric structure and quartz nuclei. Magnified

30 diameters

Figure 2 Gray oolite made up largely of coalescent spherules of chamosite.

Magnified 30 diameters





Plate 3

Figure I Gray oolite with distorted spherules of chamosite. Magnified

30 diameters

Figure 2 Gray oolite with distorted spherules of "chamosite. Magnified

30 diameters ^ gy
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The chemical composition of the gray oolite is shown by analyses

1 and 2, for which, as well as for the remaining analyses, the writer

is indebted to the skill of Prof. E. W. Morley.

The residue left from digestion in hydrochloric acid contained

much gelatinous silica which was subsequently dissolved in sodium

hydroxide, affording most of the soluble silica shown by the analyses.

1 2

Sol. Insol. Sol. Insol.

Si0 2

M203
9.20
8.31
1 .70

16.00
6.18
9-25
0.06
0.07
4.41
0. 10

12.03
0.05
1.03
.00

0.29
0.00
O.OI

24.21
0-39
4. 11

.00

0.06
0. 12

0.03
0.09

.00

0.15
.00

2.58
.00

10.45
10.03
0.83
18.41
5.60
7-65
0.23
0. 14
3-45
0. 12

8-53
0.07
1 .42

0.30
O.OI
0.09

28.81
0.62

Fe 2 3 1 .40
.00FeO

MgO 0.07
.00CaO

Na 2 0.13
0.09K 2

H 20+
H 20—
C0 2

Ti0 2 0. 17
.00P 2Os

S 1.05
.00MnO

BaO
SrO

Less
68.69
0.64

68.05

31-74 67-33 32.34

100.43 99.67

SiOssol. inHCl 0.28 0.38

1 Chamosite oolite, Burns farm, Clinton, N. Y. Princeton Catalog, no. 6070.
E. W. Morley, analyst

2 Chamosite oolite, Burns farm, Clinton, N. Y. Princeton Catalog, no. 6108.
E. W. Morley, analyst.

The large amount of insoluble material is what would be antici-

pated from a comparison of the gray oolite with the ordinary oolitic

iron ore, and its composition is also what would be expected —
essentially quartz, of detrital origin, and pyrite, formed in situ.

It is, however, the soluble portion which is of chief present interest
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and here, again, in spite of the somewhat heterogeneous nature of

the material analysed, the results are what had been anticipated.

A proper interpretation of these results involves a simple recalcula-

tion, the phosphorous being treated as Ca 3 (P04)2, the calcium

and magnesium as carbonates, and the ferric oxide as disseminated

hematite. Si0 2 , A1 2 3 , FeO, remaining MgO and the H 20"are then

recalculated to ioo per cent, giving the results shown in 1a and 2a

below.

(38.84%)

2a *

(4441%) 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Si0 2

AU03. . ..

Fe 2 3 .. . .

23.68
21.39

23-53
22.58

25.19
19-74

22.28
25.46
0.96

37-41
3.12
0.31

25-23
19.97

37-51
4-39

21-35
17.70
H-57
36.81

3 90

30-49

23-52
36.92

48.95
7.66

23 -43
1.32
2-97
•57

.98

9-54
4-93

50.85
8.92

24.40
1.66

3.13
1 .26

FeO
MgO
CaO

41 .21

2-37
41.46
4.66

41-45
1.49

Na 2 0.25
4.21

5-55

K2O
H2O+. ..

H2O— . ...

H-35
. 7-77 12.13 10.25 12 .90 8.78 9.07

MnO 0.21 tr.

100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 IOO. II 100.00 100.35 100.23

1 a Chamosite of gray oolite, Burns farm, Clinton, N. Y. Princeton Catalog,
no. 6070. E. W. Morley, analyst.

2a Chamosite of gray oolite, Burns farm, Clinton, N. Y. Princeton Catalog,
no. 6108. E. W. Morley, analyst.

3 Chamosite, Schmiedefeld. Mean of two analyses recalculated to 100.

Zalinski, Neues Jahrb. f. Min. etc., B. B. XIX, p. 77, 1904.

4 Chamosite, Wabana, N. F. Recalculated to 100. Hayes, Memoir y8, Geol.
Survey of Canada, p. 59, 1915.

5 Chamosite, Windgallen. Recalculated to 100. C. Schmidt, quoted by
Zalinski, Op. cit., p. 78.

6 Thuringite, Gebersreuth. Zalinski, Op. cit., p. 73.

7 Greenalite, Mesabi. Anal, by Steiger, recalculated to 100. Leith, C. K.,
The Mesabi Iron Bearing District, Mon. 43, U. S. Geol. Survey, p. 246, 1903.

8 Glauconite, Padi, Russia. K. Glinka, Zeits. Kryst. Min. XXX, p. 390,
1899.

9 Glauconite, Station 164B, Challenger Expedition. Thomson, C. W. &
Murray, J. Report of Challenger Expedition, Deep-Sea Deposits, p. 387, 1891.

In view of the variable character of the rock analysed and the

large amount of material calculated out, these figures, in spite

of some lack of agreement, are in sufficient accord to justify

conclusions as to the nature of the mineral composing the shells of

the spherules, and it is, evidently, a hydrated, ferrous aluminous

silicate. Both its composition and its physical properties show that

the mineral is a member of the rather indefinite group of chlorites,
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such as cronstedite, thuringite, delessite, and its closest affinity seems

to be with the chamosite variety of thuringite --that is, the variety

rich in ferrous iron and poor in ferric iron.

Zalinski, 1 with much reason, regards chamosite as a distinct

species, but whether or not this conclusion is finally accepted

is unimportant in the present connection. His analyses, shown

averaged and recalculated to ioo in no. 3, were made on carefully

separated material and with a purely mineralogical end in view,

while Doctor Morley's analyses were made to show the nature of

the rock as a whole, as well as that of the particular mineral in ques-

tion, and considerable lack of agreement is inevitable.

But, in view of this essential difference in the nature of the data,

as well as the peculiar and variable character of the minerals con-

cerned, the divergence of results is no more than would be expected.

As a matter of fact, the results of the present analyses agree better

with Zalinski's analyses of chamosite than do the latter with most

analyses of thuringite (illustrated by no. 6) of which mineral chamo-

site is generally considered a variety.

From the analytical results given above, Zalinski derives the

formula H6(FeMg) 3Al 2Si 20i 3 , while for thuringite, he derives the

formula H 18(FeMg) 8(AlFe) 8Si6 4 i.

The ferrous silicate m gives the following molecular equivalents,

AI2O3 being taken as 1 in. the second column:

Si0. 2
-439 i-87

A1.0, •

- 234 IO°

FeO \ 706 3 . 00
MgO J

H 2
-7Q5 3-QQ

While the silica ratio is low, the evidence points toward the same

formula as that obtained by Zalinski.

In the case of the ferrous silicate 2a, the corresponding figures are:

c;
,

-4i6 I -77

1&;:;::::::::::::::::::..
,

-^
FeO .738 3-

H

MeO >

H?0.'.7. -4JO 1-95

The ratios here are even less satisfactory than in the preceding

case, but, so far as they may be trusted, they indicate the same form-

ula, with one less molecule of water, or H 4(FeMg)3Si 20i2.

1 Zalinski, E. R., Untersuchungen iiber Thuringit u. Chamosit aus Thuringen u.

Umgebung: Neues Jahrb. f. Min. etc., B. B. XIX, p. 40-84, 1904-
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It is obvious that the data in hand are quite insufficient to estab-

lish the precise formula of the mineral or minerals involved, but

they indicate very clearly the general nature and mineralogical

associations of the compounds. The data necessary for the precise

determination of the silicate formula could be obtained only by
analysing carefully separated samples, and the nature of the

material is such as to make separation by heavy solutions an

exceedingly arduous task.

In the foregoing recalculations of analyses i and 2, to determine

the composition of the ferrous silicate, it was assumed that all the

C0 2 present was combined with calcium and magnesium. As a

matter of fact, this is doubtless not the case for, almost without

question, some CO 2 is combined with iron, thus reducing the amount
of iron and increasing the amount of magnesium in the silicate.

The limit in this direction is obtained by calculating all the CO 2

left from calcium carbonate to iron carbonate and including all the

magnesium in the silicate.

The results of such calculation are shown in 16 and 2b as follows:

Si0 2

AhOs
FeO '

MgO
H2O

While the figures depart considerably from those of ia and 2 a,

the replacement of FeO by an equivalent amount of MgO does not,

of course, change the essential composition of the mineral as expressed

by a formula. The true composition is doubtless somewhere

between the extremes represented, respectively, in ia and ib and

2a and 26.

Thus there appears"to be sufficient evidence for classing the ferrous

silicate of the gray oolite as chamosite, at least if the name be used

in the rather general sense given to it by Lacroix1 and many others,

even if not in the more exact sense assigned to it by Zalinski. 2

It is evident that the silica in the above analyses is of two sources —
clastic and chemical — being, in part, detrital quartz and, in part,

precipitated from solution. The same is true for the Clinton ores,

in general, but in the ores, as contrasted with the gray oolite, by
far the larger part of the silica is of the former origin.

1 Lacroix, A., Mineralogie de la France I, p. 397, 1893-95.
2 Zalinski, E., Loc. cit.

1 b 2 b

26.49 25.09
23 -93 24.08
19.09 29.11

17.79 13-44
12.70 8.28

100.00 100.00



Plate 4

Figure I Green oolite resulting from the alteration of oolitic ore.

centric structure evident. Magnified 30 diameters
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Figure 2 Green oolite resulting from alteration of oolitic ore.

structure evident. Magnified 30 diameters
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A further fact made clear by the analyses is the small amount of

potassium in the oolite. This is a matter of interest in its bearing

upon hypotheses, to be treated later, which explain the Clinton ores,

and others more or less similar, as resulting from the alteration of

glauconite. In this connection, too, it may be noted that^ while

the silicate of the gray oolite is ferrous, glauconite is essentially a

ferric silicate.

By way of comparison, analyses of other minerals are given which

are related to chamosite either mineralogically or in manner of

occurrence, as well as, possibly, of origin. Further reference will

be made to these in the sequel.

A second variety of oolite, differing markedly in appearance from

that just described, occurs somewhat frequently in small amounts,

not as a separate bed, as is the case with the gray oolite, but scat-

tered irregularly through the ore itself, and differing from it chiefly in

being of a pale grayish green color instead of red (plate 4, figures 1

and 2). The relation of this green oolite to the ore clearly shows the

former to be merely a secondary modification of the latter. The

two varieties pass into each other by imperceptible gradations and

it sometimes happens that, when the ore is traversed by a joint or

irregular crack, the original red color has given place to green,

obviously as the result of the action of solutions passing through

the opening. Indeed, it is quite evident that this green oolite is

strictly analogous to the green spots and bands so commonly

developed in red formations by circulating solutions.

Samples for analysis, representing the green oolite and the red ore

from which it is derived, were taken from a single large specimen

of the ore, shading gradually into the green oolite at one end.

The results are shown below, analysis 9 being the green oolite

and 10 the ore.

Recalculation of the analyses of the soluble portions, by the same

method that was used for the dark-gray oolite, gives, for no. 9, a

total of 37.23 per cent of ferrous silicate, whose composition is shown

in ga, and, for no. 10, a total of 22.07 per cent of ferrous silicate,

whose composition is shown in 10a.

These results are less trustworthy than those derived in the pre-

ceding cases because of certain peculiar features of the materials

analysed. The green oolite, no. 9, shows a deficiency in C0 2 which

requires the calculation of all MgO'to the ferrous silicate while, on

the other hand, the red oolite, no. 10, has a large excess of C0 2

which uses up not only all of the MgO but, in addition, a consider-
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able amount of FeO, indicating the presence of an unusual amount of

siderite. Moreover, in the latter case, the total amount of silicate

is small and tends to exaggerate any errors in the combinations

assumed.

In spite of these difficulties, however, the agreement of the ferrous

silicate composition is fairly close, both for the two samples them-

selves and for the preceding oolites. Allowing for errors in making

the combinations, for the somewhat heterogeneous character of the

rocks and, even more, for the uncertain and variable nature of the

minerals concerned, the agreement is, on the whole, as good as could

be expected and quite sufficient to justify the conclusion that the

ferrous silicate of the green and the red oolites is essentially the same

as that of the gray oolite and is, therefore, chamosite or a closely

related mineral.

9 (G reen) 10 (Red) ga 10a

Sol. Insol. Sol. Insol. (37-23%) (22.07%)

Si0 2 9-51
7.07
3 o7
13-82
2-35
22.33
O.II
O.IO
4.48
0.31
1592
0.05
1. 17

0.56
0.00
0. 17

8.03
0.00
6.69
0.00
0.13
0.24
0.16
0.03

0. 12

0.13
529
0.00

5-45
4-94
H-59
29.64
i-39

12.35
0.18
0.15
2-43
0.17
22.78
0.01

0.97

0.94
0.03
0.05

5-73
0.13
0.41
0.00
0.06
0.13

J
0.03

0.01
0.04
0.02
0. 12

25-54
18.99

37-13
6.31

12.03

24.70
22.39M203

Fe 2 3

FeO 41.90
MgO
CaO
Na 2

K 2

H2O+ 11 .01

H2O—
CO2
Ti0 2

P 2 5

S
MnO
BaO
SrO

79.71 20.82 93-07 6.86 100. 1 00.0

100 •53 99-93

9 Green oolite, Clinton, N. Y. Princeton Catalog no. 61 10. E. W. Morley
analyst.

10 Oolitic ore, Clinton, N. Y. Princeton Catalog no. 61 11. E. W. Morley,
analyst.
ga Ferrous silicate of green oolite.

- 10a Ferrous silicate of oolitic ore.



Plate 5
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Figure I Oolitic ore showing typical spherules, but their concentric struct-

ure masked by the opacity of the hematite. Magnified 30 diameters

Figure 2 Minette ore of Lorraine. The spherules are much smaller

than those of the Clinton ore and lack the quartz cores, but have similar

concentric structure. Magnified 57 diameters
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The molecular proportions of ga are shown below, the second

column being based upon A12 3 as i and the third on (MgFe)O
as 3.

Si0 2 .422 2.26 1.86
AI2O3 .186 1. 00 .83
FeO
MgO /

- 673 3 " 6° 3 °°

H 2 r .668 3.60 3.00

For 10a the corresponding figures are:

S1O2 .409 1.86 2.097
AI2O3 .219 1. 00 1. 128

Mgo:.'::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::}
& 2 - 66 3.™

H2O .610 2.77 3.12

The divergence from theoretical quantities is even greater here

than in the preceding cases, but a rough approximation to the same

simple ratios may be seen.

These specimens of green and red oolite, while closely related to

the typical oolitic ore, differ from it in certain respects, being, in a

sense, intermediate between it and the gray oolite. Therefore, to

carry the series farther, and to its normal limit, analyses n and 12

were made, the first representing the spherules of the ordinary oolitic

ore (plate 5, figure 1) and the second representing the irregular

grains of the so-called fossil ore, both collected from the type deposits

at Clinton, N. Y.

The spherules and grains were separated from the fine clastic

material and cement in order to secure as large an amount as

possible of the ferrous silicate, which is largely confined to the

former.

The low P2O5 shown in these analyses is, doubtless, due to the

elimination of phosphatic lingula fragments during the separation

of spherules and grains from cement, while the same operation has

increased the amount of insoluble silica in no. 11 because this occurs,

largely, as rounded quartz grains, forming the cores of spherules.

Of this sample, 73.66 per cent is hematite, 11. 61 per cent is con-

sidered ferrous silicate, 11. 91 per cent quartz, the remaining 3 per

cent being calcite, pyrite etc.

This composition is in sharp contrast with that of the gray oolite,

numbers 1 and 2, with only 1.70 per cent and 0.83 per cent, respec-

tively, of hematite, 38.84 per cent and 44.41 per cent of ferrous sili-

cate and 24.21 per cent and 28.81 per cent of quartz.
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Si0 2 . .

AI2O3.
Fe 2 3 .

FeO...
MgO..
CaO. .

Na 20.
K 20. .

H 2 +
H 20—
CO2...
TiO...
P 2 5 ..

S
MnO..
BaO. .

SrO...

SiOiSoLinHCl. ..

n

Sol.

3.00
3-o8
73.66
3-17
0.56
1 .01

0.07
0.13
1.80
0.22
0.31
0.13
tr.

0.13
0.03
0.02

87.44

Insol.

11 .91

0.31
0.32

0.07
0.08
0.04
0.08

tr.

tr.

o. 12

12

Sol.

12-75

100. 19
0.06

2-59
4-17

41 .21

3.60
6.81

14-55
0.19
0.07
2 .61

0.60
17.00
0.22
0.22

0.46
0.03
0.17

94-50

Insol.

11a

(n.61%)

4 -56
0.18
0.13

0.06
0.05
o. 11

0.10

tr.

0.07
0.05

5-31

25-83
26.52

120.

(14-48%)

27.3O
4.82

15-53

17.89
28.80

24.86
10.42

18.03

99.81
0.04

100.00 100.00

11 Spherules of oolitic ore, Clinton, N. Y. Princeton Catalog no. 6107
E. W. Morley, analyst.

12 Grains of fossil ore, Clinton, N. Y. Princeton Catalog no. 6109. E. W.
Morley, analyst.

11a Ferrous silicate of oolitic spherules.

12a Ferrous silicate of fossil grains.

The composition calculated for the ferrous silicate in no. 11 and

in no. 12 is shown in no. 11a and in no. 12a. The total amount

of silicate in the first case is 11. 61 per cent, in the second 14.48

per cent.

Compared with the composition of the silicate of no. 1, there is,

in 1 1 a, more silica, alumina and water, with very considerably less

ferrous oxide. This might be explained by regarding part of the

ferric oxide, all of which is treated as hematite, as being combined

in the silicate, bringing it closer to true thuringite. But, like other

explanations that might be suggested, this one does not admit of

proof, nor is it indicated by the limited data at hand. Doubtless,

the chief cause of discrepancies here, as in the other cases, lies in

the small amount of silicate present, with consequent multiplica-

tion of errors in making the calculation.
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The really interesting point brought out by the analysis is the

actual presence of a ferrous silicate similar to the chamosite of the

gray oolite. Other interpretations of the analysis might be offered,

but this one not only fits the individual case but is supported by the

evidence of the preceding cases.

The results from the recalculation of no. 12, shown in no. 12a,

are unsatisfactory. This is due, in part, to the fact that the deter-

mination of CO 2 is only approximate and, in part, again, to the

small amount of silicate present. But, that it actually is present,

there can be little doubt.

This last analysis, taken by itself, would shed little if any light

upon the constitution of the ores, but it falls in line with the other

analyses and, when all are considered together, while at the same

time their geological and mineralogical relations are kept in view,

much that is of interest appears.

As already stated, many specimens of Clinton ore from various

localities, have been treated with acid and in every case a residue

of gelatinous silica, soluble in alkalies and retaining perfectly the

form and structure of the spherules and grains, has been obtained;

and the same thing has been noted by several observers in ores of

similar character and of various regions and ages.

The gray oolite, represented by analyses nos. 1 and 2, behaves in

precisely the same manner and, in this case, the gelatinous silica is

evidently derived from the ferrous silicate chamosite or a related

mineral. In spite of some variation in composition, the same con-

clusion is justified in the case of the green and red oolites, nos. 9 and

10, the latter of which is a low-grade ore. For the two ores, nos.

11 and 12, the evidence is not so satisfactory but suggests the

presence of a similar silicate.

Thus the conclusion might seem warranted that, in all cases where

iron ores of the Clinton type leave a gelatinous residue on digestion

with acids, this residue results from the' decomposition of a ferrous

silicate. While this may be too sweeping a conclusion, it is clear

that a ferrous silicate is a frequent constituent of such ores and,

when present, is the source of the gelatinous residue.

It is evident that, if the ferrous silicate is so generally present

in the Clinton ores, any hypothesis attempting to explain their

genesis must take the silicate into account, as has been done in the

case of other ores of a more or less similar character.

Approaching the problem from the side of the silicate, the gray

oolite, though leaving much to be determined, presents certain facts

which seem to have a very definite bearing upon its origin.
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As already indicated, the spherules of the oolite are of simple

composition, consisting of the silicate, alone, surrounding cores,

usually, of rounded quartz. Obviously, this silicate must either be

primary or derived from the alteration of an earlier mineral,

presumably oxide or carbonate. As to the latter compound, though

present in the - cement, no evidence has been found that it has played

an important role in the formation of any of the oolites, either gray

or red, similar to that which Cayeux assigns to it in the French

ores.

The case of hematite is, of course, entirely different, this mineral

being the chief constituent of the spherules in the red oolite, or ore,

and appearing in small amount in the gray oolite, though in the

cement rather than the spherules.

That, under certain conditions, the silicate might be derived

from the oxide, there can be no doubt but on geological grounds

such derivation can not be accepted in the present case. The
association of the gray oolite and the ore is such as to show that

both have been subjected to essentially identical conditions since

their formation. The gray oolite, unlike the green variety in the

ore, is a definite layer and no reason appears why, if deposited as

oxide, it should have been altered to silicate any more than the

ore less than 2 feet above it. Moreover, it is difficult to see how
the small amount of hematite in the cement of the gray oolite could

escape alteration which was so markedly changing the spherules.

These spherules, furthermore, differ in detail from those of the

ore, being often less nearly spherical, showing evidence of distortion

while soft and, frequently, blending one with another, so far -as

theij outer layers are concerned (plates 1, 2 and 3). These are

doubtless somewhat accidental distinctions, but they are thought

to have some significance.

The total impression made upon one who has studied the gray

oolite in the field and laboratory is that the ferrous silicate is distinctly

primary and that the absence of hematite is due to some slight

variation from the ordinary ore-forming conditions, rather than to

its secondary conversion into silicate.

The green oolite, resulting from alteration of the red ore, is

evidently analogous to the green streaks and blotches of red shales

and sandstones. From this it might be concluded that the green

silicate is secondary, resulting from the alteration of the red oxide.

But, while this may be true in part, another explanation is possible.

The analyses show that the ore contains practically the same
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ferrous silicate that the green oolite contains, but in less amount,

the respective quantities being 22.07 Per cent and 37.23 per cent.

While the weak green color of the silicate in the ore is wholly masked

by the strong red of the oxide, in thin section the ore is green by

transmitted light, though bright red by reflected light.

In the change from red to green oolite there has been, through

the action of percolating solutions, doubtless of a reducing nature,

a loss of hematite, to which the red color was due, while the silicate

is relatively increased in quantity by this removal, as well as by the

elimination of the unusually abundant iron carbonate. The presence

of the large amount of the latter in the ore strongly suggests that its

formation is the first step in the removal of the oxide, while the

marked decrease in total iron in the green oolite as compared with

the ore is added evidence of leaching.

If this interpretation is correct, the silicate of the green oolite is,

in part at least, not formed by the alteration of oxide in the red ore,

but is simply rendered conspicuous by the removal of the oxide.

That, at the same time, some silicate may be formed is evident.

So far as the typical oolitic ore and the fossil ore, represented

by analyses 11 and 12 are concerned, the silicate can be determined

only by indirect means, and nothing definite is indicated as to its

relation to the oxide. Streaks and blotches of green oolite occur

sporadically in the oolitic ore bed and are essentially identical in

nature with those just described. As yet nothing similar has been

noted in the fossil ores, probably because of merely accidental over-

sight. In both varieties of ore the association of silicate and oxide

is most intimate and, apparently, constant.

Thus, it is concluded that the chamosite, or related ferrous silicate,

which occurs as a distinct bed associated with the Clinton hematites,

as well as the silicate intimately mingled with hematite in the ores

themselves, is a primary deposit rather than an alteration of some

other iron compound.

If this conclusion is correct, the intimate and, apparently, constant

association of ferrous silicate with the oxide of the ores suggests

at once the possible derivation of the Clinton ores from a primary

silicate.

Such an explanation of the ores would account very well for

their constant yielding of gelatinous silica when treated with acids,

the silica resulting from the decomposition of a residual portion of

the silicate that had escaped alteration. This, however, as will be

shown later, is not the only possible source of silica, though distinctly
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indicated when the proportions of the various constituents conform

to a definite silicate formula.

If the ore is derived from primary silicate, it is evident that the

gray oolite, represented by analyses i and 2, must have escaped the

alteration and retained its original composition. This involves a

difficulty similar to that met with in the attempt to explain the

gray oolite as derived from primary oxide— the fact that both

silicate and oxide have been subjected to the same geological con-

ditions. If the ore represents altered silicate, why has not the

much thinner bed of silicate, just below it, been similarly altered?

As a matter of fact, both beds appear to have retained essentially

their original condition, with little change, and it is impossible to

examine them in the field without concluding that their differences

are primary.

Furthermore, if the ore is derived from silicate, why does it never

grade into the unaltered original material ? This happens repeatedly

in the European cases, where such an origin for the ores has been

maintained, while the Clinton ores never, so far as the writer is

aware, grade into unchanged silicate, even under covers exceeding

a thousand feet. This is really the serious, not to say fatal, obstacle

to the hypothesis of derivation of the ores from silicate. An alter-

ation so complete and uniform, extending to such depths, over so

great an area, and with such widely varying topography, seems

impossible. It is true, McCallie1 states that, in Georgia, the hard,

unleached ores carry 4 per cent of ferrous iron while the soft, leached

ores carry only about 0.3 per cent. But while this is the relation

that would be expected if ferrous silicate is a general primary con-

stituent of the ores, no proof is afforded that this silicate was ever

the only, or the dominant, iron mineral. For were this the case,

there would certainly be parts of the formation, under heavy cover,

not reached by the oxidizing solutions where the entire bed would

consist of silicate.

The nearest approach to this that the writer has seen is the bed

of gray oolite described above, and the complete preservation of

the chamosite in this, with no special protective conditions,

strengthens the conclusion that the same mineral would some-

times hava remained intact in the ore beds, had it ever formed

a chief constituent of the latter.

If more positive evidence were needed upon this question, it

1 McCallie, S. W., Fossil Iron Ores of Georgia. Geol. Survey of Georgia,

Bui. 17, p. 180, 1908.
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would be afforded by the iron minerals of the Wabana deposits of

New Foundland, described by Hayes. 1

Here again the main ore is hematite, occurring in vast bodies,

with subsidiary chamosite and siderite. In the same section there

are sharply defined beds of oolitic chamosite which, as is the case

with the gray oolite at Clinton, have been subjected to all the

vicissitudes that have affected the ore but have retained what is

clearly their original constitution. In both the Wabana and the

Clinton cases, which are closely parallel, except in the matter of

scale, it seems perfectly clear that the chamosite and hematite

beds are distinct in character now, not because of secondary changes,

but because they were originally distinct and have in both cases

preserved their original characteristics with little modification.

It is on these purely empirical grounds that the derivation of the

ores from silicates is rejected, for not only is there no theoretical

obstacle to the hypothesis, but the cases of the Mesabi ores, the

Minette ores of Lorraine, and many others, are evidence of the

possibility of such derivation on a large scale. The field relations

of the Clinton ores, however, (and the same is true of the Wabana
ores) seem to preclude the possibility of such origin. Should further

deep exploitation of the Clinton ores show a general passage into

beds of chamosite, this conclusion would of course have to be aban-

doned; but in view of the depth to which they have already been

worked, without change of character, it is deemed most improbable

that any such change will appear. Even the occasional occurrence

of chamosite varieties of the ore would not be sufficient evidence to

establish the silicate hypothesis, -for if, as shown above, chamosite is

a widespread and presumably primary constituent of the ores, it is

quite conceivable that it would sometimes surpass the hematite in

quantity without at all indicating that this is a general relation.

As to the precise method of formation of the ferrous silicate,

little can be said with certainty.

In the case of the gray oolite, the silicate is of very shallow water

origin, having been deposited on a cracked mud surface. The
silicate was deposited in concentric shells, coating rounded quartz

grains, the deposition beginning around isolated grains but gradually

cementing these together so that, in a late stage of the process,,

there was some blending of the shells of adjacent spherules (plate 3,

figures 1 and 2). That the iron was first precipitated as hydrated

1 Hayes, A. O., Wabana Iron Ore of New Foundland. Geol. Survey of

Canada, Mem. 78, p. 17 and 19, 191 5.
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oxide with adsorbed silica and subsequently changed to silicate,

under reducing conditions due to organic matter on the sea bottom,

is possible, as suggested by Leith 1 in his first discussion of the

Mesabi ores ; and certain facts derived from examination of modern
lake ores, to be discussed later, support this view. But direct

precipitation as ferrous silicate is thought more probable.

In this connection, the artificial precipitation2 of greenalite is of

great interest but, while the laboratory conditions involved, with

their high temperatures, approximate those indicated for the natural

precipitation of greenalite, they are quite unlike the conditions

under which the Clinton silicate was formed. In spite of this,

however, they indicate the readiness with which ferrous silicate

may be formed, while the difference in conditions may account

for the difference in the minerals produced.

In the case of the Clinton ores, there seems to have been a delicate

equilibrium between silicate and hydroxide and, while the latter

was formed in larger amount, there was still, as a rule, a certain

amount of the former. A slight shift in one direction, that" of lack

of oxygen, would increase, while a similar shift in the opposite

direction would decrease, the amount of silicate.

It appears, then, that primary precipitates of ferrous silicate

and ferric hydroxide, the latter easily dehydrated, may form

simultaneously, and that, with varying conditions, either one may
predominate in a given case, though as a rule both are present.

That subsequent oxidation, under new geological conditions, may
convert the silicate to oxide is undoubted; and it is almost equally

certain that reducing conditions may, in the presence of sufficient

silica, convert the oxide to silicate, reference being made to alteration

under moderate cover, in the region of cementation, not to deeper

seated conditions, where any silicate formed would be of the type

characteristic of the crystalline schists.

Stapff
3 long ago pointed out that modern lake and bog ores, when

treated with acid, leave a residue similar to that left by the Clinton

and other ores, and concluded that there was iron silicate present.

The writer has examined a large number of samples of modern

1 Leith, C. K., The Mesabi Iron Bearing District; U. S. Geol. Survey, Mon.
XLIII, p. 256, 1903.

2 Van Hise, C. R. & Leith, C. K., Geology of the Lake Superior Region; U. S.

Geol. Survey, Mon. LII, p. 521-22, 191 1.

3 Stapff, F. M., Ueber die Entstehung der Seeerze; Zeits. d. Deutsch. Geol. Ges.

18, p. no and 166, 1866.
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pisolitic and oolitic sedimentary ores and in every case has obtained

such a gelatinous residue. Indeed, in cases of spherules of similar

size, it is difficult to distinguish residues of modern origin from

those of the Clinton ores.

In order to determine whether or not the similarity extends to

the presence of ferrous iron or even ferrous silicate in the modern

ores, Professor Morley determined FeO and soluble silica in seven

modern lake ores, with the results shown below.

For six of the specimens from which the samples for analysis

were taken, the writer is indebted to the kindness of Prof. J. H. L.

Vogt of Christiania, Norway (nos. 13, 14 and 15), Dr Emil Sarlin

of Helsingfors, Finland (nos. 16 and 17), and Dr C. Wesenberg-Lund

of Copenhagen, Denmark (no. 18). Number 19 was purchased

from F. Krantz of Bonn, Germany.

13 14 15 16 17 18 19
(614)* (615)* (621)* (580)* (616)* (631)* (2381)*

FeO 0.72 0.13 1.90 1.29 1.38 0.34 1.49
Si0 2 in HC1. . . . 1.44 2.13 1.43 1.42 0.88 1.40 1.33
Si0 2 in KHO. . . 0.81 0.38 1.50 0.37 0.90 n.97 0.34
Total sol. S1O2. . 2.25 2.51 2.93 1.79 1.78 13.37 .1.67

* Princeton catalogue number.
13 Pisolitic limonite (lake-ore), Widastern, Aminne, Smaland, Sweden. E. W.

Morley, analyst.

14 Limonite (lake-ore " Shilling ore "), Bolmen, Aminne, Smaland, Sweden.
E. W. Morley, analyst.

15 Oolitic limonite (lake-ore), Herresbad, Aminne, Smaland, Sweden. E. W.
Morley, analyst.

16 Pisolitic limonite (lake-ore), Suontsenjaroi, Joutse, Finland. E. W. Mor-
ley, analyst.

17 Pisolitic limonite (lake-ore), Palkjaroi, Finland. E. W. Morley, analyst.

18 Pisolitic limonite (lake-ore), Lake Fureso, Frederiksdal, Denmark. E. W.
Morley, analyst.

19 Pisolitic limonite (lake-ore), Binnensee, Husaby, Sweden. E. W. Morley,
analyst.

The material represented by analysis number 14, as its familiar

name suggests, is largely composed of lenticular masses with a

diameter of about 1 inch.

Analysis 15 is made from material which consists of small, uniform

spherules strikingly similar to those of the oolitic Clinton ores,

differing from them only in color.

Analysis 18 represents material of particular interest in con-

taining many shells coated and replaced by limonite1 and giving

the same siliceous residue that the ordinary spherules do. Thus

1 Wesenberg-Lund, C, Studier over Sokalk, Bonnemalm og Sogytje i danske

Indsoer; Medd. Dansk. Geol. For., no. 7, p. 79-87, 159, plates I and II, 1901.
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it is strictly analogous to the fossil ores of the Clinton and points

clearly to the coating and replacement of the organic fragments of

the latter during, and immediately after, their accumulation on the

sea bottom and before the deposition of the overlying sediments.

The results of the analyses give an affirmative answer to the

question as to the presence of ferrous iron, but leave in doubt the

matter of the ferrous silicate for, unlike the Clinton ores, these

lake ores show no approximation to constancy of proportion between

ferrous iron and soluble silica. It is evident that, in every case,

there is an excess of silica over that required to form the ferrous

silicate, which suggests the presence of the latter.

Assuming the presence of silicate, however, the question remains

as to the mode of occurrence of the remaining silica. The tendency

of collodial ferric hydroxide to adsorb various substances, to which

Van Bemmelen 1 has called attention, strongly suggests that this

is the correct explanation in the present instance, while Sosman2

says: " The intimate association of silica with many ores, amounting

even to chemical combination, as in some of the siliceous ores of

the Lake Superior region, may represent a simultaneous

agglomeration of colloidal silica and ferric oxide, or an adsorption

of ferrous and ferric iron by agglomerated silica." It is quite possible

that a ferric silicate is present, though there is no definite evidence

that such is the case.

In the Clinton ores, where all the silica is regarded as forming

ferrous silicate, the absence of excess of silica, like that of the lake

ores, may be an original character or, may be due to either a

leaching out of silica or its conversion to the insoluble form. In

addition to the amount of silica present, an obvious controlling

factor in the formation of ferrous silicate is the quantity of oxygen

available to precipitate the iron as ferric hydroxide. The chamosite

layer points clearly to a deficiency of oxygen, while in the ores the

oxidation was much more nearly complete. That silica adsorbed

by ferric hydroxide, under strongly oxidizing conditions, might,

under subsequent reducing conditions, combine with ferrous iron

to form a silicate, as suggested in discussing the origin of the gray

oolite, does not admit of a doubt, and this may be a frequent method

of formation of the silicate.

1 Van Bemmelen, J. M., Ueber das Vorkommen, die Zusammensetzung tmd

die Bildung von Eisenanhaufungen in und unter Mooren: Zeits. f. Anorg. Chem.

XXII, p. 378, 1899.
2 Sosman, R. B., Some Problems of the Oxides of Iron: Jour. Washington

Acad. Sci., VII, p. 71, 1917.
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But whatever the explanation, the simple fact that both types of

ores under consideration, the Paleozoic Clinton ores and the modern

lake ores, generally contain both ferrous iron and soluble silica,

is strong evidence of a similarity of origin and, as the latter are

obviously direct chemical precipitates, there is this added evidence

that the same is true of the former.

In both cases the details of the process of precipitation constitute

a difficult problem in colloid chemistry whose solution must be left

to the future.

Sosman 1 has recently said, with reference to iron oxides in nature,

" Even the layman can get a vivid realization of the complexity

of the problems involved ; he has but to walk out through the country

round about Washington and notice the bewildering play of inorganic

colors everywhere about him, ranging from deep brown-black through

various shades of drab, brown, purple and maroon, and through

the many tints of pink, ochre and rose to the most brilliant reds

and orange-yellows, and then realize that almost every one of these

hundreds of colors is due to an oxide or hydrated oxide of iron;

he will begin to realize then that our chemical knowledge of these

oxides is almost infinitesimal." This passage, of course, refers to

geological conditions quite different from those under which the

iron ores were deposited, but the chemical problems involved are

essentially the same, and certainly are not simplified by the intro-

duction of the ferrous silicate factor.

That the latter is something to be reckoned with in all attempts

to solve the problems, both geological and chemical, of the sedi-

mentary iron ores, seems to be a definitely established fact.

In any given case, the relations of the silicate and the oxide must

be controlled by local conditions. For the Clinton ores, a pre-

dominant precipitation of hydroxide, with only subsidiary silicate,

is indicated. For the Wabana district, Hayes2 reached the same

conclusion, while for European ores resembling the Clinton ores,

and notably the Minette ores of Lorraine, which are such a vital

factor in the present war, much difference of opinion exists.

In most of these cases the amount of silicate, as compared with

oxide, is much greater than in the Clinton ores and the two grade

back and forth into each other repeatedly. That they have a most

intimate genetic relationship is evident and that one is derived from

the other by secondary processes is generally held, but there is no

1 Op. cit., p. 72.

2 Op. cit., p. 67-80.
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agreement as to which is primary and which secondary, some
investigators regarding the oxide as derived from a primary silicate

and others regarding the relation as just the reverse while in both

cases various views are held as to the conditions of formation of

the original mineral.

For example: while Beck 1 gives the impression that chamosite

and thuringite are primary precipitates, Zalinski2 considers them
secondary after deposits of indeterminate nature. Van Werweke3

in his important contribution to the geology of the Minette ores,

concludes that they were originally precipitated, in part, as ferrous

silicate which was subsequently altered to oxide.

In the case of similar ores in Germany, on the other hand, Lepsius4

and Gaub5 regard the limoni'te as the primary precipitate and the

silicate as formed from it by secondary processes.

More extended references would give further evidence of this

diversity of view.

Another solution of the silicate problem for the Clinton ores was

offered some years ago by McCallie6 who, finding scales of a green

mineral in the Clinton ores of Georgia and noting that some ferrous

iron was reported in analyses, suggested that both phenomena

indicated the presence of glaucoriite, and concluded that the Clinton

ores were originally deposited as glauconite and subsequently altered

to hematite. Such an explanation of the ores is exceedingly

attractive, particularly because it connects them with deposits now
forming over extensive areas of the sea bottom; although it must

be said that geological evidence points to distinctly shallower water

conditions for the Clinton ores than those under which glauconite

is now forming.

But, as was pointed out in the paper on Types of Ore Deposits,

there are other and more serious objections to this hypothesis,

and the evidence presented in the foregoing pages argues most

strongly against it, leading to the conclusion that the green mineral

of the Clinton ores is not glauconite, but chamosite or a related

1 Beck, R., The Nature of Ore Deposits, p. 84-85, 1905.
2 Op. cit., p. 81-84.
3 Van Werweke, L., Zusammensetzung u. Entstehung der Lothringisch-luxem-

burgischen oolitischen Eisenerze (Minetten). Oberrhein Geol. Verein., Separat-

abdruck, April, 1900.
4 Lepsius, R., Geol. von Deutschland, 2 Lief. I, p. 219, 1903.
5 Gaub, F., Die Jurassischen Oolite der Schwabischen Alb. Neues Jahrbuch

f. Min. etc., 1908, II, p. 94.
6 Op. cit., p. 185-94.



Plate 6

Figure I Chamosite, Nucitz, Bohemia. Very similar to the chamosite
of the gray oolite, but lacking the quartz nuclei. Magnified 30 diameters

Pigure 2 Greenalite, showing the rounded form of the grains and complete
absence of concentric structure. Magnified 57 diameters
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silicate. This is shown by the marked concentric structure of the

spherules and their close agreement in optical properties with

ckamosite from well-known localities (compare plate 6, figure i

with plates i and 2) as well as by the analyses of the gray oolite,

indicating a nonpotassic ferrous silicate of a composition similar

to certain chlorites of the thuringite type, instead of a potassic

ferric silicate, like glauconite (see analyses 8 and 9).

There can be little doubt that the ferrous iron of the Georgia

ores is, in reality, derived from essentially the same silicate as that

of the Clinton specimens. Unfortunately, the analyses of the

former are not sufficiently complete to admit of a calculation of

the silicate. Indeed, the determination of ferrous iron in Clinton

ores is very unusual, most analysts, with purely commercial ends

in view, determining merely the total iron and calculating all of

it as ferric. It is most desirable that more complete analyses should

be made, representing different localities and varying depths.

The existing data, however, are distinctly adverse to the glauconite

hypothesis and leave the problem of the precise origin of the silicate

unsolved.

In this respect the situation is somewhat analogous to that which

arose in connection with the Mesabi ores some years ago. Spurr1

explained the ores as due to the alteration of extensive deposits of

ferrous silicate, occurring in round grains without concentric

structure, and of green color (plate 6, figure 2), which he classed

tentatively as glauconite and supposed to have been formed under

conditions similar to those under which glauconite is forming at the

present time.

This gave, for the time being, a very complete and satisfactory

explanation of the Mesabi ores, but Leith2 has since shown that

the green mineral, from which they are derived, is not in reality

glauconite but a nonpotassic ferroso-ferric silicate, which he calls

greenalite (analysis 7).

As, in contrast with the case of glauconite, the geological con-

ditions under which greenalite is formed are determinable only

indirectly, and not by the study of deposits now forming, this

leaves the first concentration of the Mesabi ores in relative obscurity

as compared with Spurr 's hypothesis.

1 Spurr, J. E., The Iron Ores of the Mesabi Range; Amer. Geol. XIII, p. 335-

45, 1894, and The Iron-Bearing Rocks of the Mesabi Range in Minnesota, Bui.

Geol. Nat. Hist. Survey of Minn., no. 10, 1894.

2 Leith, C. K., The Mesabi Iron Bearing District of Minnesota, U. S. Geol.

Survey, Mon. XLIII, 1903.

7
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So, in the case of the Clinton ores, even were it proved that they

resulted from the alteration of the silicate, the fact that this silicate

is not glauconite would, as shown above, leave its origin or, in other

words, the nature of the first concentration of the iron, unsettled.

For ores of the Clinton type, the problem of the genetic relations

of oxides, silicates and other compounds of iron has been most

elaborately treated by Cayeux1 in a magnificent monograph of which,

unfortunately, only the first part is as yet available. The iron

silicate is regarded as the usual stage intermediate between the car-

bonate and the oxide, the genetic sequence being (1) calcium car-

bonate, (2) iron carbonate, (3) iron silicate, (4) iron oxide, the last

three compounds, in the order named, being regarded as replacing

calcium carbonate.

The importance of these conclusions can not be doubted and,

throughout the foregoing discussion, they have been kept constantly

in mind. But at the same time the actual geological conditions

have been taken as the key to the solution of the genetic problem

and these have indicated a relatively minor role for the secondary

processes. Cayeux, on the other hand, regards these processes as

the essential cause of ore formation, starting with the replacement

of calcium carbonate by iron carbonate.

As the data at present under consideration shed no important

light upon the possible formation of the Clinton ores by the replace-

ment of limestone, it would be futile to repeat, here, the discussions

of this phase of the problem which have been published in earlier

papers.

In general, it may be said that the writer's conclusion, that the

ores are primary, is based much more upon their larger geological

relations than upon any minute details of structure and composition.

Important though the latter be, they are often capable, as appears

above, of diverse interpretation; while the larger features of dis-

tribution, relation to other rocks, limitation to certain horizons,

shape of deposits, continuity in depth etc., to the writer, seem to

admit of but one interpretation— that of deposition of the iron

in each bed before the deposition of the overlying bed, in other

words, primary deposition.

Replacement of calcium carbonate, when it has occurred, is

regarded as of the contemporaneous type, taking place during the

accumulation of the calcareous materials on the sea bottom; and, if

1 Cayeux, L., Les Minerals de Fer Oolithque de France, Fasc. I, Minerals de

Fer Primaires, Paris, 1909.
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the replacement hypothesis is given this limitation, not only are the

chief evidences against it removed but, as clearly indicated in all pre-

vious discussions by the writer, its acceptance, for certain phases of

the ore, is inevitable.

Subsequent relative enrichment of ores, by the leaching out of

calcium carbonate by ground waters, is clearly recognized, but that

the same waters actually brought in the iron and replaced the

carbonate, thus converting limestone into iron ore, is not accepted

as a factor of any considerable importance in the genetic process.

Though not bearing directly upon the foregoing discussion, a few

words may be added with regard to the various minor constituents

determined in Doctor Morley's analyses of which no mention has

been made.

Manganese, as might be expected, has undergone some con-

centration as compared with its average amount in the lithosphere,

the latter being, according to Clarke, 1 0.05 per cent while the mean

of the six specimens analysed is 0.47 per cent. The range is from

0.13 per cent to 1.06 per cent, the variation being exceedingly irregular

and independent of the iron. Indeed, the minimum amount of

manganese and the maximum amount of iron occur in the same

specimen, the oolitic ore, no. 5.

The small amount of K 20, particularly in nos. 1 and 2, has already

been referred to as indicating that the green silicate can not be

regarded as glauconite. Beyond this, the alkalies have no particular

significance but their accurate determination in rocks of this char-

acter is unusual and affords data that may prove valuable in other

connections. •

Sulphur is, practically, all present as pyrite, a mineral of quite

varying distribution in the rocks and one whose genetic relations

are of much interest, in themselves, but not sufficiently worked

out to shed real light on the ore problem. In general, it may be

said that the pyrite appears to be for the most part of distinctly

secondary origin.

Ti0 2 ,
averaging for the six analyses 0.165 per cent, is considerably

reduced, not only as compared with its amount in the lithosphere

as a whole, 0.77 per cent, but also as compared with sedimentary

rocks in general, the amount falling between that of sandstones

and of limestones, and far below that of shales. In view of the

known geochemical behavior of titanium compounds, this is what

Clarke, F. W., The Data of Geochemistry; U. S. Geol. Survey Bui. 616,

p. 22, I916.
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might be expected. Unlike the manganese, titanum shows a very

limited range, in quantity, in five out of the six samples analysed.

The determinations of BaO and SrO were made in an attempt to

get evidence as to the first stage of concentration of these oxides

which occur somewhat frequently in Clinton rocks as aggregates

of celestite and strontianite, containing barium. 1

As a matter of fact, the average content of BaO, 0.016, indicates

dilution rather than concentration while, on the other hand, SrO,

with an average amount of 0.08, shows slight concentration, but

no long step toward the segregated minerals. As the latter usually

occur near the horizon of the " fossil ore," no. 6, it is rather sur-

prising to find no greater concentration of SrO in this rock than in

no. 2, many feet lower down.

In analyses numbers 5 and 6, the results for all the minor con-

stituents are probably affected by the manner of preparing the

samples, as was pointed out with reference to the small content

of P2O5 in comparison with the amount commonly present in Clinton

ores.

1 Chester, A. H., Mineralogical Notes from the Laboratory of Hamilton Col-

ege, Am. Jour. Sci. (3) XXXIII, 1887, p. 284-91.



RADIUM AND URANIUM

THEIR ORES AND OCCURRENCE IN NATURE

BY R. A. F. PENROSE JR

INTRODUCTION
The following article is intended to give a short description of

the occurrence of radium and uranium in nature. The brief space

available for it does not permit the discussion of all the chemical

and physical phenomena manifested in the origin of radium from

the disintegration of uranium through the intermediate element

ionium, and of the various products of the disintegration of radium

itself, with the formation of various more or less temporary prod-

ucts, and with perhaps the eventual production of lead. These

subjects are treated in many published papers and textbooks. The
present article is confined largely to a discussion of the minerals

and other ores from which radium and uranium are derived, and

of their geographic and geologic distribution.

RELATION OF RADIUM AND URANIUM
Radium is a metal and is a product of the disintegration in nature

of the metal uranium. Both radium and uranium are elements.

Radium has been isolated in its metallic state, but is not used in

that form and is known better in the form of its salts, among the

most important of which, so far as their uses are concerned, are

the bromide, chloride and sulphate.

Wherever uranium occurs in nature, radium is associated with

it in certain definable quantities. Uranium can contain, however,

only a certain maximum amount of radium at a time, and when it

has reached this stage, the radium and uranium ratio is said to be

in equilibrium. In this condition the amount of radium per gram

of uranium has been calculated by Rutherford to be 3.4 x icr7

gram. 1 This corresponds to 1 gram of radium element to about

3000 kilograms of uranium element, or 1 part of radium element to

about 3,000,000 parts of uranium element. Uranium minerals as

mined are usually impure and carry only a small percentage of

uranium element, so that the ratio between radium and the crude

uranium ore may be 1 to several or many times 3,000,000.

1 E. Rutherford, Radio-Active Substances and Their Radiations, p. 462.

I9I3-
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Sometimes uranium minerals, even when comparatively pure, are

found to be lacking in the amount of radium required for equilibrium.

Some authorities believe this to be due to a natural leaching of the

radium from the uranium; while others believe that such vast

periods of time are required for the original establishment of equi-

librium, estimated in the millions of years, that the minerals which

show a deficiency in radium have not existed for a sufficiently long

time to have yet acquired equilibrium, and that only the older

uranium minerals have existed long enough for this purpose.

These great spaces of time required for the formation of radium

from uranium would, of course, render it impracticable, from a

commercial standpoint, to keep uranium, from which radium has

been artificially extracted, until the latter has been restored.

The production of radium from uranium is usually stated in mil-

ligrams or grams, and even in the richest ores there is usually only

a small fraction of a gram to a ton, while in the ordinary lower

grade ore there are only a few milligrams to a ton, corresponding

to a small fraction of a grain to a ton. Less than twenty years

ago it was estimated that probably not one gram of radium element

in the form of its refined salts had been extracted in the world.

Today a great many times, perhaps a hundred times or more, this

amount has been extracted and is in use. The annual production of

radium today in the world is probably several grams. The annual

production of uranium in the world is probably several hundred

pounds.

The unique position of uranium as the source of radium in nature

makes it necessary to discuss both materials together.

USES OF RADIUM
Radium is a heavy white metal which is very unstable and alters

rapidly in the air. It is not used in its metallic state, but only in

the form of its salts. A few years ago these salts were supposed

to have a generally beneficial effect in the treatment of cancer and

other malignant growths, but more recent investigations seem to

confine their influence to only certain forms of these afflictions.

Their influence in other diseased conditions is often very marked,

but the full extent of the field of usefulness of radium for medical

purposes has not yet been very clearly defined.

In recent years radium has been applied to other important

purposes, especially in luminous paint for watches, clocks, com-

passes and other instruments; and this use has so greatly increased
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in recent ye*ars, especially for military purposes, that it now con-

sumes more radium than is used in medicine. Radium salts are

more or less luminous when seen in a darkened room, and this

quality is often increased by the admixture of certain other materials,

notably zinc sulphide. Hence their value in luminous paints.

Radium salts also cause certain minerals to fluoresce, notably the

zinc minerals willemite and sphalerite. In Germany, where radium

during the war has become scarce on account of the shortage of the

ores from which it is extracted, radium salts are said to be pre-

served for medical purposes, and mesothorium and other radio-

active substances are said to be used in making luminous paints.

USES OF URANIUM
Uranium is a heavy white metal, which slowly tarnishes on expos-

ure to the air. The chief use of uranium today is as a source of

radium. For many years before the discovery of radium, however,

uranium compounds were used in a small way in coloring glass and

porcelain, in photography, in reagents for chemical analysis, in

mordants for dyeing and for other small purposes. The use of

uranium metal in small quantities in steel manufacture has been

tried with some degree of success.

ORES OF RADIUM AND URANIUM
General statement. The principal uranium minerals at present

known in nature, which are therefore the principal sources of both

uranium and radium, are carnotite and uraninite, with the impure

amorphous form of uraninite known as pitchblende. Torbernite,

autunite and some of the rarer uranium minerals have produced a

little radium and uranium.

Carnotite and uraninite or pitchblende as mined for ores are

generally more or less mixed with other materials and are rarely

found pure. The uranium in the ores is usually stated commer-

cially for convenience in the form of the uranium oxides represented

by the formula UO2+ 2UO3, briefly expressed as U 3 8 . Most car-

notite ore varies from 1 per cent to 3 per cent of U 3 8 ; a 5 to 10

per cent ore is considered high grade; a 20 to 40 per cent ore is

remarkably rich. Uraninite and pitchblende ordinarily contain

more uranium than carnotite contains, and even in the impure

forms in which they are mined as ores, they often show this greater

uranium contents. The ordinary uraninite and pitchblende ores

carry from 2 to 3 per cent to 8 or 10 per cent U 3 8 , and a 20 per
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cent ore is very high grade, though some ore runs 60 or 70 per

cent.

Carnotite. Carnotite is an amorphous, soft, powdery material,

sometimes more or less coherent and of a talcose or waxy character,

generally of a brilliant canary yellow color, though sometimes dis-

colored by iron, organic matter and other substances. It has a

formula K20.2U0 3.V205.(?)H 20, in which the amount of water

(H2O), has been variously estimated at from 3H2O to 8H20. It

is essentially a hydrous potassium uranium vanadate and is some-

times associated with the hydrous calcium uranium vanadate known
as tyuyamunite, having the composition Ca0.2U0 3.V2 5(?)H20 in

which the amount of water is uncertain, as in carnotite. Some
authorities believe that carnotite is not a distinct mineral, but a

mixture of different minerals.

Uraninite and pitchblende. The terms uraninite and pitchblende

are often used synonymously to designate the same mineral, but

more properly the term uraninite is a general name for all forms of

the mineral and especially for the purer and distinctly crystalline vari-

ety, and the term pitchblende is applicable to the impure amorphous

form. When crystalline, the mineral belongs to the isometric

system, and when amorphous is in a massive form, often with

botryoidal surfaces and a conchoidal fracture. It is black or grayish

black in color, opaque, often has a submetallic, glossy or pitchlike

luster. It has a hardness of about 5.5, and a specific gravity of

9 or over when pure, but both these qualities vary when the mineral

is impure. It is often remarkably lacking in distinctive character-

istics, so that its presence might frequently be overlooked. For

this reason it seems possible that this mineral, now known in only

comparatively small quantities, may some time in the future be

found more abundantly.

Uraninite, like carnotite, has a somewhat indefinite formula, but

is essentially a combination of the two uranium oxides U02 and

U0 3 , in which U02 seems to act as a base and U03 as an acid. A
number of both the rarer and commoner elements are often asso-

ciated with them. The relative amounts of the two oxides vary

considerably in different specimens, especially in the impure form

of pitchblende, and no definite formula can at present be given.

In pitchblende a notable amount of water, perhaps sometimes in

chemical combination, is often present. Several other minerals

much rarer than uraninite or pitchblende are related to them in

composition, among them being cleveite, broggerite and nivenite,
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Other ores. Though carnotite, uraninite and pitchblende are

the most abundant of all the radium and uranium materials in

nature, and produce almost all the radium and uranium of commerce,

yet many other minerals contain both metals, and though as yet

known only in such limited quantities as to be of small commercial

value, may in the future be found in quantities of importance.

Among them may be mentioned tyuyamunite, a hydrous calcium

uranium vanadate often associated with the hydrous potassium

uranium vanadate described above as carnotite; autunite, a hydrous

calcium uranium phosphate; torbernite or chalcolite, a hydrous

copper uranium phosphate. Still other rare radium uranium min-

erals are gummite, samarskite, uranocirite, fergusonite, mackin-

toshite, thorogummite and numerous other rare forms, many of

them of very vague composition, and not as yet known in sufficient

quantities to .be more than mineralogical curiosities.

GEOGRAPHIC AND GEOLOGIC DISTRIBUTION OF
RADIUM AND URANIUM

The only regions of the world that have as yet produced any

large amounts of radium and uranium minerals on a commercial scale

are Colorado, Utah and Austria. Cornwall, Australia and Germany
have produced a small quantity of these minerals. They are known
in small quantities in France and Portugal, and have been, reported

in India and German East Africa, but in these regions they have

not yet become commercially important. They occur sparingly,

so far as 3
ret known, and practically as only mineralogical curiosities,

in Connecticut, North Carolina, Canada, Norway and many other

regions, but may in the future be found in larger quantities.

Minute quantities of radium or its products of disintegration

occur in almost all rocks, and in the atmosphere, and in the waters

of the sea and land, but in such small amounts as to be unavailable

as a source of these substances. The source of all radium of com-

merce at the present time is in the certain few uranium minerals

already mentioned. They, as will be shown later, are found in

formations of various geologic ages from recent superficial deposits

to the older crystalline rocks. They often, however, show a tend-

ency toward certain modes of occurrence, such as in southwestern

Colorado and southeastern Utah as an impregnation in sandstone;

in eastern Colorado, Cornwall, Austria and South Australia as one

of the gangue minerals in veins of other ores; in North Carolina,

Canada, Norway and West Australia in pegmatite or other felds-

pathic dikes,
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RADIUM AND URANIUM RESOURCES OF THE UNITED
STATES

General statement. The commercially important deposits of

ores of radium and uranium in the United States are, so far as yet

known, confined to the carnotite regions of southwestern Colorado

and southeastern Utah, and the pitchblende deposits of Gilpin

county in eastern Colorado. In Connecticut, North Carolina and
elsewhere, some little uraninite, pitchblende and other uranium
minerals have been found; and near Mauch Chunk in Pennsylvania,

small quantities of carnotite 1 have been discovered, but these occur-

rences are, so far as known, in quantities too small to be of

commercial value.

Colorado and Utah. The carnotite deposits of southwestern

Colorado and southeastern Utah are the most important sources of

radium and uranium in the world. In Colorado the largest quanti-

ties of ore have come from many mines in Montrose county,

especially in Paradox valley, while Mesa, San Miguel, Dolores, Rio

Blanco, Routt and other counties have been producers. In south-

eastern Utah the ores are carnotite, as in southwestern Colorado,

and occur especially in Grand, Emery and San Juan counties, but

have not been worked to the same extent as in Colorado.

The carnotite of Colorado and Utah occurs as an impregnation

in sandstones and shaly sandstones, mostly in the McElmo and

the La Plata formations, lying at the top of the Jurassic beds and

below the Cretaceous sandstones and conglomerates of the region.

The deposits seem to have been formed by the precipitation of

carnotite from solution along certain strata of these formations,

and the material occurs along bedding planes, in fissures and small

cavities, in layers or irregular masses from a fraction of an inch to

several inches in width, and sometimes as a general impregnation

of the' sandstone for several feet in thickness. It seems to be

especially abundant in strata impregnated strongly with vegetable

or animal matter, and is often in unusual quantities in lignitized

or petrified trunks of trees. This phenomenon suggests the influence

of organic matter in precipitating and segregating the carnotite.

The rocks carrying the carnotite lie horizontally or dip at low

angles in most parts of the Colorado region; in Utah they lie often

in the same way, but occasionally dip at steep angles. Where they

appear on the surface, the carnotite sometimes impregnates certain

strata for several hundred feet or more along the outcrops, but

1 Edgar T. Wherry, A New Occurrence of Carnotite, Amer. Jour. Sci., 33:574-

80. 1912.
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more generally it occurs in spots along them, with little or no car-

notite in the intervening spaces. As these outcrops are followed

into the hillsides, the ore appears to be even more irregular in its

distribution than on the surface, and in many or most cases it

becomes much scarcer the further it is explored underground, until

within i o to 40 or 50 feet from the surface it often mostly or entirely

disappears. There are exceptions to this feature, but the gradual

and often rapid decrease in quantity and grade of the carnotite ore

as it is followed into a hill is generally recognized. This fact sug-

gests that the carnotite may have been redissolved in the sandstone

and carried to the surface by capillary action in this arid climate,

forming rich, superficial efflorescences.

In many of the carnotite deposits, vanadium minerals occur

independently of the vanadium in the carnotite, but this association

is not always observed. They occur in sandstone and often give

it a dark-gray or blackish color.

In eastern Colorado several mines near Central City, Gilpin

county, have produced limited quantities of pitchblende. Among
these are the Kirk, the Wood, the Belcher, the Alps, the German
and the Calhoun mines. The pitchblende occurs as a subordinate

constituent in the gold-bearing veins of that country. The veins

intersect old metamorphic rocks intruded by igneous rocks. The
mines of Gilpin county are today producing little if any pitch-

blende, and the total production has been small, amounting in all

probably to only a few tons. Much more pitchblende, however,

was let go to waste in former days when the mines were worked for

other ores and the value of uranium was not recognized.

Production. The United States is today by far the largest pro-

ducer of radium and uranium ores in the world, and is also the

largest producer of manufactured radium and uranium compounds.

Before the war, England, France and Germany, especially Germany,

imported large quantities of American ores and extracted the radium

in a refined state as its different salts, much of which was returned

to the United States for sale. Now, however, American ores are

almost entirely treated in the United States, with the exception

of a little shipped to England and possibly to France. The Stand-

ard Chemical Company of Pittsburgh was a pioneer in .this work

and others quickly followed, among them the National Radium
Institute of Denver, the Schlesinger Radium Company of Denver,

the Chemical Products Company of Denver, the Cummings Chemical

Company of Landsdowne, Pa., the Radium Luminous Materials

Corporation of New York, and others.
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Before the discovery of radium in 1898, but little attention was

given to uranium ores in America, though some little pitchblende

was shipped from the Central City, Colorado, region for use in

making uranium compounds. Shortly after the discovery of radium,

however, mining was begun on the carnotite of southwestern Col-

orado, and from 1900 to 19 10 several companies were formed to

work these ores both in Colorado and Utah. The pitchblende of

Central City also began to attract renewed attention. For a few

years active work was done in prospecting for it, but the quantities

have so far proved to be small. A few tons probably represent the

total amount derived from these mines since the search began. In

.the meantime, however, the production of carnotite increased rapidly

until 191 5, when it greatly decreased on account of the curtailment

of shipments to Europe. In the latter part of 19 16, however, the

production increased again, on account of the increased consump-

tion of ore in this country, and today the production is very active,

largely on account of the increased use of radium not only in medicine

but especially in luminous paints.

The amount of radium and uranium ores produced in the United

States, or in fact anywhere, during a given period, is difficult to

determine on account of the different bases on which reports are

made. Some reports give the weight of crude ore produced with-

out giving the per cent of uranium; others give the weight of uranium

oxide contained and not of crude ore; others give the amount of

radium element or uranium element produced without giving the

amount of ore used in the production. For these reasons only

more or less vague and disconnected estimates of production are

available, but it may be said that the tonnage is small compared

with that of ores of commoner metals, a few thousand tons being

a large amount of carnotite, and simply a few tons or pounds being

a large amount of pitchblende. Though the mining of radium and

uranium ores in the United States began about 1900 or shortly before,

no very large quantities were produced until 191 2, when about 1100

tons were mined, consisting chiefly of Colorado carnotite. The pro-

duction has gradually increased until now it is several thousand tons

yearly, practically all of which is carnotite from Colorado and Utah.

RADIUM AND URANIUM RESOURCES OF EUROPE'

Joachimsthal, Austria. The most important radium and uranium

ore at present in Europe, is the uraninite or pitchblende found in

the mines of Joachimsthal in Bohemia, Austria. It occurs as a
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subordinate gangue mineral in certain silver veins of that region,

which intersect metamorphic and igneous rocks, and has been actively

worked ever since the discovery of radium by M. and Mme. Curie

in 1898. Before that time the mineral had a certain value as a

source of uranium compounds.

These Austrian mines are second to those of the United States

as a source of radium and uranium, but their production equals

only a very small part of that of this country. Until the present

war began this production was controlled largely, if not wholly,

by the Austrian Government, and as the production is said still

to continue, it is probably still controlled in the same way.

Cornwall, England. Next in importance in Europe to the uran-

inite or pitchblende ore of Joachimsthal as a source of radium and

uranium, is the similar ore in some of the mines of Cornwall, Eng-

land. 1 It occurs as a subordinate mineral in the gangue of some

of the old tin. and copper mines in veins intersecting metamorphic

and igneous rocks, especially at St Just, St Ives, Grampound Road,

St Austell and elsewhere. The production and treatment of the

ore has been under private or corporate auspices and the amount
produced has not been large.

Germany. In Germany the production of radium and uranium

ores has always been insignificant. A small quantity of such ores

has been produced at Schneeberg, Johanngeorgenstadt, Annaberg

and elsewhere. Before the war, Germany was a large producer of

manufactured radium and uranium compounds, but they were

derived mostly from imported American ores.

Other localities. With the exception of Joachimsthal and Corn-

wall, Europe has produced but small quantities of radium and

uranium minerals. A little uraninite or pitchblende has been

found in other localities in Austria, such as Przibram and else-

where, and sparingly in Norway. Autunite and other uranium

minerals have been found in small quantities near Autun, France,

and near Sabugal and Guarda, in Portugal, but no important quan-

tities have been produced.

RADIUM AND URANIUM RESOURCES OF AUSTRALIA,
INDIA AND AFRICA

Australia. In South Australia carnotite, autunite, torbernite and

other rare uranium minerals occur in regions of metamorphic and

1 R. A. F. Penrose jr, The Pitchblende of Cornwall, England, Econ. Geol.

no. 2, 10:161-71. 1915.
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igneous rocks at Radium hill near Olary, and at Mount Painter in

the Flinders range. A few hundred tons of ore containing these

minerals have been mined by private or corporation interests. Most
of this has been sent to Woolwich, near Sydney, New South Wales,

or to England, for the extraction of the radium. Since the war
started no very active mining operations in such ores have been

carried on in the South Australian region.

At Cooglegong in Western Australia, the uranium mineral fer-

gusonite and to a less extent the uranium mineral euxenite occur

in the surface detrital material of the region. At Wodgina the

minerals mackintoshite, thorogummite and pilbarite, all hydrous

silicates of uranium, thorium and lead, occur in an albite pegmatite

dike. 1 No important quantities of these Western Australia ores

have yet been produced.

India and Africa. Radium and uranium minerals have been

reported in India and German East Africa, but no important quan-

tities have yet been produced.

PROSPECT OF FUTURE DISCOVERIES OF RADIUM AND
URANIUM ORES

The prospect for increased discoveries of radium and uranium

minerals at the present time seems best in the carnotite regions of

Colorado and Utah. The workable deposits seem to be more or

less superficial, and perhaps no large quantity of ore may be found

in any one spot, yet the great extent of the region in which the for-

mations carrying carnotite occur, will supply an immense aggregate

amount of ore.

The prospect for increased discoveries of uraninite, pitchblende

and other uranium minerals in Europe is possible, even though that

continent has already been well explored for them. Moreover, new
discoveries of different radium and uranium minerals may very likely

be made in still other parts of the United States than those men-

tioned, and in less explored parts of the world, especially certain

regions of South America, Australia, Asia and Africa. Many of

these minerals, especially pitchblende, have no very distinctive

features when first observed, and might readily be overlooked many
times before their true nature was discovered. Hence the possibilities

of future discoveries.

1 Edward S. Simpson, Western Australia Geological Survey, Bui. 59, 1914.

The Rare Metals and Their Distribution in Western Australia," p. 53-54.
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These reports are made up of the reports of the Director, Geologist, Paleontologist,
Botanist and Entomologist, and museum bulletins and memoirs, issued as advance sections
of the reports.

Director's annual reports 1904-date.

1904. I38p. 20C. 1910. (Bui. 149) 28op. il. 42pl. 50c.

1905. I02p. 23pl. 30c. 1911. (Bui. I58
1

) 2i8p. 49pl. 50c.

1906. i86p. 4ipl. 25c. 1912. (Bui. 164) 214P. 5opl. 50c.

1907. (Bui. 121) 2i2p. 63pl 50c. 1913- (Bui. 173) I58p. il. 29pl. 40c.

1908. (Bui. 133) 234p. 39pl. map. 40c. 1914. (Bui. 177) I74P- "• 33pl- 45c.

1909. (Bui. 140) 23op. 4ipl. 2 maps, 4 charts. 1915. (Bui. 187) 192P. il. 58pl. 5 maps. 50c.

Out of print 1916. (Bui. 196) 3o8p. il. sopl. maps 55c.

These reports cover the reports of the State Geologist and of the State Paleontologist.
Bound also with the museum reports of which they form a part.

Geologist's annual reports 1881-date. Rep'ts i, 3-13, 17-date, 8vo; 2

14-16, 4to.

In 1898 the paleontologic work of the State was made distinct from the geologic and was
reported separately from 1899-1903. The two departments were reunited in 1904, and are
now reported in the Director's report.
The annual reports of the original Natural History Survey, 1837-41, are out of print.

Reports 1-4, 1881-84, were published only in separate form. Of the 5th report 4 pages
were reprinted in the 39th museum report, and a supplement to the 6th report was included
in the 40th museum report. The 7th and subsequent reports are included in the 41st and
following museum reports, except that certain lithographic plates in the nth report (1891)
and 13th (1893) are omitted from the 45th and 47th museum reports.

Separate volumes of the following only are available.

Report Price Report Price
12 (1892) $.50 17 $.75
14 -75 18 .75
15, 2V. 2 19 .40
16 I 20 .50 [See Director's annual reports]

Paleontologist's annual reports 1899-date.
See first note under Geologist's annual reports.
Bound also with museum reports of which they form a part. Reports for 1899 and 1900

may be had for 20c .each. Those for 1901-3 were issued as bulletins. In 1904 combined
with the Director's report.

Entomologist's annual reports on the injurious and other insects of th'i

State of New York 1882-date.

Report Price
21 $.40
22 .40
23 • 45

Reports 3-20 bound also Wlth museum reports 40-46, 48--58 of which they form a part.
Since 1898 these reports have been issued as bulletins. Reports 3-4, l", ' are out of print,

other reports with prices are:

Report Price Report Price Report Price
1 $1 13 Out of print 24 (Bui. 134) $ 35
2 .30 14 (Bui. , 23) $.20 25 ( " 141) •35

5 -25 15 ( " 3i) .15 26 ( " 147) • 35
6 .15 16 (

"
36) .25 27 ( " 155) .40

7 .20 18 ( 64) .20 28 ( " 165) .40
8 .25 19 ( " 76) .15 20 ( " 17"> .AT

9 .25 20 ( " 97) .40 30 ( "

3i ( "

180) • 50
10 .35 21 ( " I04) • .25 186) • 35
n .25 22 ( " no) .25 32 (

-•

198) .40
12 .25 23 ( " 124) .75 33 ( " 202) • 35
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Reports 2, 8-12 may also be obtained bound in cloth at 25c each in addition to the price
given above.

Botanist's annual reports 1867-date.
Bound also with museum reports 21-date of which they form a part; the first Botanist's

report appeared in the 21st museum report and is numbered 21. Reports 21-24, 29, 31-41
were not published separately.

Separate reports for 1871-74, 1876, 1888-98 are out of print. Report for 1899 may be had
for 20c; 1900 for 50c. Since 1901 these reports have been issued as bulletins.

Descriptions and illustrations of edible, poisonous and unwholesome fungi of New York
have also been published in volumes 1 and 3 of the 48th (1894) museum report and in volume
1 of the 49th (1895), 5ist (1897), 52d (1898), 54th (1900), 55th (1901), in volume 4 of the
56th (1902), in volume 2 of the 57th (1903), in volume 4 of the 58th (1904), in volume 2

of the 59th (1905), in volume 1 of the 60th (1906), in volume 2 of the 61st (1907), 62d
(1908), 63d (1909), 64th (1910), 65th (1911), v. 2 "of the 66th U9I 2 ) reports. The descriptions
and illustrations of edible and unwholesome species contained in the 49th, 51st and 52d reports
have been revised and rearranged, and, combined with others more recently prepared, constitute
Museum Memoir 4.

Museum bulletins 1887-date. 8vo. To advance subscribers, $2 a year, or $1
a year for division (1) geology, economic geology, paleontology, mineralogy;
50c each for division (2) general zoology, archeology, miscellaneous, (3) botany,

(4) entomology.
Bulletins are grouped in the list on the following pages according to divisions.
The divisions to which bulletins belong are as follows:

1 Zoology 59 Entomology 117 Archeology
2 Botany 60 Zoology 118 Geology
3 Economic Geology 61 Economic Geology 119 Economic Geology
4 Mineralogy 62 Miscellaneous 120 "

5 Entomology 63 Geology 121 Director's report for IC07
6 64 Entomology 122 Botany
7 Economic Geology 65 Paleontology 123 Economic Geology
8 Botany 66 Miscellaneous 124 Entomology
9 Zoology 67 Botany 125 Archeology
10 Economic Geology 68 Entomology 126 Geology
11 " 69 Paleontology 127 Geology
12 70 Mineralogy 128 "

13 Entomology 7i Zoology 129 Entomology
14 Geology 72 Entomology 130 Zoology
IS Economic Geology 73 Archeology 131 Botany

_

16 Archeology 74 Entomology 132 Economic Geology
17 Economic Geology 75 Botany 133 Director's report for 1908
18 Archeology 76 Entomology 134 Entomology
19 Geology 77 Geology 135 Geology
20 Entomology 78 Archeology 136 Entomology
21 Geology 79 Entomology 137 Geology
22 Archeology 80 Paleontology 138

"

23 Entomology 81 Geology 139 Botany
24 „ " 82 "

140 Director's report for 1909
25 Botany 83

a
141 Entomology

26 Entomology 84
tt

142 Economic Geology
27 85 Economic Geology 143

"

28 Botany 86 Entomology 144 Archeology
29 Zoology 87 Archeology 145 Geology
30 Economic Geology 88 Zoology 146

a

31 Entomology 89 Archeology 147 Entomology
32 Archeology 90 Paleontology 148 Geology
33 Zoology 9i Zoology 149 Director's report for 1910
34 Geology 92 Paleontology 150 Botany
35 Economic Geology 93 Economic Geology 151 Economic Geology
36 Entomology 94 Botany 152 Geology
37 95 Geology 153

»

38 Zoology 96
a

154
"

39 Paleontology 97 Entomology 155 Entomology
40 Zoology 98 Mineralogy 156

"

41 Archeology 99 Paleontology 157 Botany
42 Geology 100 Economic Geology 158 Director's report for 191 1

43 Zoology 101 Paleontology 159 Geology
44 Economic Geology 102 Economic Geology 160 "

45 Paleontology 103 Entomology 161 Economic Geology
46 Entomology 104 « 162 Geology
47 I05 Botany 163 Archeology
48 Geology 106 Geology 164 Director's report for 19 12

49 Paleontology 107 Geology and Paleontology 165 Entomology
50 Archeology 108 Archeology 166 Economic Geology
51 Zoology 109 Entomology - 167 Botany
52 Paleontology no " 168 Geology
53 Entomology III Geology 169

"

54 Botany 112 Economic Geology * 170
"

55 Archeology 113 Archeology 171
"

56 Geology 114 Geology 172 "

57 Entomology 115
11

173 Director's report fo 3

58 Mineralogy Il6 Botany 174 Economic Geolo ;y
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175 Entomology 186 Entomology 197 Botany
176 Botany 187 Director's report for 1915 198 Entomology
177 Director's report for 1914 188 Botany 199 <jeology
178 Economic Geology 189 Geology 200 Entomologv
179 Botany 190 " 201 Economic G eology
180 Entomology 191 202 Entomology
181 Economic Geology 192 "' 203-2!04 Economic Geology
182 Geology 193 205-206 Botany
183 Geology 194 Entomology 207-208 Director's report for

184 Archeology 195 Geology 1917
185 Geology 196 Director's repoit for 19] 6

Bulletins are also found with the annual reports of the museum as follows:

Bulletin Report Bulletin Report Bulletin Report Bulletin Report

12-15 48, v. 1 78 57, v. 2 117 6o, v. 3 165-67 66, v. 2

16, 17 50, v. 1 79 57, v. 1, pt 2 118 60, v. 1 168-70 66, v. 1

18, 19 51, v. 1 80 57, v. 1, pt 1 1 19-2

1

61, v. 1 171-76 67
20-25 52, v. 1 81, 82 58, v. 3 122 61, v. 2 177-80 68
26-31 53, v. 1 83, 84 58, v. 1 123 61, v. 1 181 69, v. 2

32-34 54, v. 1 85 58, v. 2 124 61, v. 2 182, 183 69, v. 1

35, 36 54, v. 2 86 58, v. 5 125 62, v. 3 184 69, V. 2

37-44 54, v. 3 87-89 58, v. 4 126-28 62, v. 1 185 69, V. I

45-48 54, v. 4 90 58, v. 3 129 62, v. 2 186 69, V. 2

49-54 55 9i 58, v. 4 130 62, v. 3 187 69, V. I

55 56, v. 4 92 58, v. 3 131, 132 62 ,* v. 2 188 69, V. 2

56 56, v. 1 93 58, v. 2 133 62, V. I 189 69, V. I

57 56, v. 3 94 58, v. 4 134 62, V. 2 190 69, V. 2

58 56, v. 1 95, 96 58, v. 1 135 63, v. I

59, 60 56, v. 3 97 58, v. 5 136 63, V. 2 Memoir
61 56, v. 1 98, 99 59, v. 2 137, 138 63, v. I 2 49, v . 3, and 50 v. 2

62 56, v. 4 100 59, v. I 139 63, V. 2 3, 4 53, v. 2

63 56, v. 2 101 59, v. 2 140 63, V. I 5,6 57, v. 3
64 56, v. 3 102 59, v. 1 141-43 63, V. 2 7 57, v. 4
65 56, v. 2 I03-5 59, v. 2 144 64, V. 2 8, pt 1 59, v. 3
66, 67 56, v. 4 I06 59, v. 1 145, 146 64, V. I 8, pt 2 59, v. 4
68 56, v. 3 107 6o, v. 2 147, 148 64, V. 2 9, pt 1 60, v. 4
69 56, v. 2 108 60, v. 3 149 64, V. I 9, pt 2 62, v. 4

70, 71 57, v. i, pt I 109, no 60, V. I 150-54 64, V. 2 10 60, v. 5

72 57, v. 1, pt 2 III 60, v. 2 155-57 65, V. 2 11 61, v. 3
73 57, v. 2 112 60, v. 1 158-60 65, V. I 12, pt I 63, v. 3

74 57, v. 1, pt 2 113 60, v. 3 161 65, V. 2 12, pt 2 66, v. 3

75 57, v. 2 114 60, v. 1 162 65, V. I 13 63, v. 4
76 57, v. 1, pt 2 115 60, V. 2 163 66, v. 2 14, V. I 65, v. 3

77 57, v. 1, pt I Il6 60, V. I 164 66, v. 1 14, V. 2 65, v. 4

The figures at the beginning of each entry in the following list indicate its number as a
museum bulletin.

Geology and Paleontology. 14 Kemp, J. F. Geology of Moriah and West-
port Townships, Essex Co., N. Y., with notes on the iron mines. 38p.
il. 7pl. 2 maps. Sept. 1895. Free.

19 Merrill, F. J. H. Guide to the Study of the Geological Collections of

the New York State Museum. 164P. 119 pi. map. Nov. 1898. Out of print.

21 Kemp, J. F. Geology of the Lake Placid Region. 24p. ipl. map. Sept.

1898. Free.

34 Cumings, E. R. Lower Silurian System of Eastern Montgomery County;
Prosser, C. S. Notes on the Stratigraphy of Mohawk Valley and Sara-
toga County, N. Y. 74p. I4pl. map. May 1900. 15c.

39 Clarke, J. M.; Simpson, G. B. & Loomis, F. B. Paleontologic Papers 1.

72p. il. i6pl. Oct. 1900. ,15c.

Contents: Clarke, J. M. A Remarkable Occurrence of Orthoceras in the Oneonta Beds of
the Chenango Valley, N. Y.
Paropsonema cryptophya; a Peculiar Echinoderm from the Intumescens-zone
(Portage Beds) of Western New York.
Dictyonine Hexactinellid Sponges from the Upper Devonic of New York.
The Water Biscuit of Squaw Island, Canandaigua Lake, N. Y.

Simpson, G. B. Preliminary Descriptions of New Genera of Paleozoic Rugose Corals.
Loomis, F. B. Siluric Fungi from Western New York.

42 Ruedemann, Rudolf. Hudson River Beds near Albany and Their Taxo-
nomic Equivalents. u6p. 2pl. map. Apr. 1901. 25c.

45 Grabau, A. W. Geology and Paleontology of Niagara Falls and Vicinity.

286p. il. i8pl. map. Apr. 1901. 65c; cloth, 90c.

48 Woodworth, J. B. Pleistocene Geology of Nassau County and Borough
of Queens. 58p. il. 8pl. map. Dec. 1901. Out of print.

49 Ruedemann, Rudolf; Clarke, J. M. & Wood, Elvira. Paleontologic
Papers 2. 240P. I3pl. Dec. 1901. Out of print.
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Contents: Ruedemann, Rudolf. Trenton Conglomerate of Rysedorph Hill.

Clarke, J. M. Limestones of Central and Western New York Interbedded with Bitumi-
nous Shales of the Marcellus Stage.

Wood, Elvira. Marcellus Limestones of Lancaster, Erie Co., N. Y.
Clarke, J. M. New Agelacrinites.

Value of Amnigenia as an Indicator of Fresh-water Deposits during the Devonic of
New York, Ireland and the Rhineland.

52 Clarke, J. M. Report of the Stats Paleontologist 1901. 28op. il. iopl.

map. 1 tab. July 1902. 40c.

56 Merrill, F. J. H. Description of the State Geologic Map of 1901. 42p.
2 maps, tab. Nov. 1902. Free.

63 Clarke, J. M. & Luther, D. D. Stratigraphy of Canandaigua and Naples
Quadrangles. 78p. map. June 1904. 25c.

65 Clarke, J. M. Catalogue of Type Specimens of Paleozoic Fossils in the
New York State Museum. 848P. May 1903. $1.20, doth.

69 Report of the State Paleontologist 1902. 464P. 52pl. 7 maps. Nov.
1903. $1, cloth.

77 Cushing, H. P. Geology of the Vicinity of Little Falls, Herkimer Co.
98p. il. I5pl. 2 maps. Jan. 1905. 30c.

80 Clarke, J. M. Report of the State Paleontologist 1903. 396p. 29pl.

2 maps. Feb. 1905. 85c, cloth.

81 Clarke, J. M. & Luther, D. D. Watkins and Elmira Quadrangles. 32p.
map. Mar. 1905. 25c.

82 Geologic Map of the Tully Quadrangle. 40p. map. Apr. 1905. 20c.

83 Woodworth, J. B. Pleistocene Geology of the Mooers Quadrangle. 62p.
25pl. map. June 1905. 25c.

84 Ancient Water Levels of the Champlain and Hudson Valleys. 2o6p.,

il. 1 1 pi. 18 maps. July 1905. 45c.

go Ruedemann, Rudolf. Cephalopoda of Beekmantown and Chazy For
mations of Champlain Basin. 224P. il. 38pl. May 1906. 75c, cloth.

92 Grabau, A. W. Guide to the Geology and Paleontology of the Schoharie
Region. 314P. il. 26pl. map. Apr. 1906. 75c, cloth.

95 Cushing, H. P. Geology of the Northern Adirondack Region. i88p.
I5pl. 3 maps. Sept. 1905. 30c.

96 Ogilvie, I. H. Geology of the Paradox Lake Quadrangle. 54p. il. 1 7pl.

map. Dec. 1905. 30c.

99 Luther, D. D. Geology of the Buffalo Quadrangle. 32p. map. May
1906. 20C.

101 Geology of the Penn Yan-Hammondsport Quadrangles. 28p. map.
July 1906. Out of print.

106 Fairchild, H. L. Glacial Waters in the Erie Basin. 88p. I4pl. 9 maps.
Feb. 1907. Out of print.

107 Woodworth, J. B.; Hartnagel, C. A.; Whitlock, H. P.; Hudson, G. H.;
Clarke, J. M.; White, David & Berkey, C. P. Geological Papers. 388p.
54pl. map. May 1907. 90c, cloth.

Contents: Woodworth, J. B. Postglacial Faults of Eastern New York.
Hartnagel, C. A. Stratigraphic Relations ot the Oneida Conglomerate.

Upper Siluric and Lower Devonic Formations of the Skunnemunk Mountain Region
Whitlock, H. P. Minerals from Lyon Mountain, Clinton Co.
Hudson, G. H. On Some Pelmatozoa from the Chazy Limestone of New York.
Clarke, J. M. Some New Devonic Fossils.

An Interesting Style of Sand-filled Vein.
Eurypterus Shales of the Shawangunk Mountains in Eastern New York.

White, David. A Remarkable Fossil Tree Trunk from the Middle Devonic of New York.
Berkey, C. P. Structural and Stratigraphic Features of the Basal Gneisses of the High-

lands.

m Fairchild, H. L. Drumlins of New York. 6op. 28pl. 19 maps. July
1907. Out of print.

114 Hartnagel, C. A. Geologic Map of the Rochester and Ontario Beach
Quadrangles. 36p. map. Aug. 1907. 20c.

115 Cushing, H. P. Geology of the Long Lake Quadrangle. 88p. 2opl.

map. Sept. 1907. 25c.

118 Clarke, J. M. & Luther, D. D. Geologic Maps and Descriptions of the

Portage and Nunda Quadrangles including a map of Letchworth Park,
op. i6pl. 4 maps. Jan. 1908. 35c.
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126 Miller, W. J. Geology of the Remsen Quadrangle. 54p. il. 11 pi. map.
Jan. 1909. 25c.

127 Fairchild, H. L. Glacial Waters in Central New York. 64P. 27pl. 15
maps. Mar. 1909. 40^.

128 Luther, D. D. Geology of the Geneva-Ovid Quadrangles. 44P. map.
Apr. 1909. 20c.

135 Miller, W. J. Geology of the Port Leyden Quadrangle, Lewis County,
N. Y. 62p. il. 1 1 pi. map. Jan. 1910. 25c.

137 Luther, D. D. Geology of the Auburn-Genoa Quadrangles. 36p. map.
Mar. 1910. 20c.

138 Kemp, J. F. & Ruedemann, Rudo 1 f. Geology of the Elizabethtown
and Port Henrv Quadrangles. I76p. il. 2opl. 3 maps. Apr. 1910. 40c.

145 Cushing, H. P.; Fairchild, H. L.; Ruedemann, Rudolf & Smyth, C. H.
Geology of the Thousand Islands Region. I94P- il. 62 pi. 6 maps. Dec.
1910. $1, cloth.

146 Berkey, C. P. Geologic Features and Problems of the New York City
(Catskill) Aqueduct. 286p. il. 38pl. maps. Feb. 191 1. 75c; $1, cloth.

148 Gordon, C. E. Geology of the Poughkeepsie Quadrangle. I22p. il.

26pl. map. Apr. 191 1. 30c.

152 Luther, D. D. Geology of the Honeoye-Wayland Quadrangles. 3op.
map. Oct. 191 1. 20c.

153 Miller, William J. Geology of the Broadalbin Quadrangle, Fulton-
Saratoga Counties, New York. 66p. il. 8pl. map. Dec. 191 1. 25c.

154 Stoller, James H. Glacial Geology of the Schenectady Quadrangle. 44p.
9pl. map. Dec. 191 1. 20c.

159 Kemp, James F. The Mineral Springs of Saratoga. 800. il. 3pl. Apr.
1912. 15c.

160 Fairchild, H. L. Glacial Waters in the Black and Mohawk Valleys. 48p.
il. 8pl. 14 maps. May 1912. 50c.

162 Ruedemann, Rudolf. The Lower Siluric Shales of the Mohawk Valley.

i52p. il. i5pl. Aug. 1912. 35c.

168 Miller, William J. Geological History of New Yo\k State. I30p. 43pl.

10 maps. Dec. 1913. 40c.

169 Cushing, H. P. & Ruedemann, Rudolf. Geology of Saratoga Springs and
Vicinity. I78p. il. 20pl. map. Feb. 1914. 40c.

170 Miller, William J. Geology of the North Creek Quadrangle. 9op. il. I4pl.

Feb. 1914. 25c.

171 Hopkins, T. C. The Geology of the Syracuse Quadrangle. 8op. il. 20pl.
map. July 1914. 25c.

172 Luther, D. D. Geology of the Attica and Depew Quadrangles. 32p. map.
August 191 4. 15c.

182 Miller, William J. The Geology of the Lake Pleasant Quadrangle. 56p.
il. iopl. map. Feb. 1916. 25c.

183 Stoller, James H. Glacial Geology of the Saratoga Quadrangle. 5op. il.

T2pl. map. Mar. 1, 1916. 25c.

185 Martin, James C. The Precambrian Rocks of the Canton Quadrangle.
H2p. il. 20pl. map. May 1, 1916. 30c.

189 Ruedemann, Rudolf. Paleontologic Contributions from the New York State
Museum. 225p. il. 36 pi. Sept. 1916. 50c.

191 Cushing, H. P. Geology of the Vicinity of Ogdensburg. 64P. il. 6pl. map.
Nov. 1916. 25c.

192 Miller, William J. Geology of the Blue Mountain Quadrangle. 68p. il.

upl. map. Dec. 1916. 25c.

193 The Adirondack Mountains. 97p. il. 30pl. 2 maps Jan. 1917. 35c.

195 Fairchild, H. L. Postglacial Features of the Upper Hudson Valley. 22p.
map. Mar. 1, 1917. 25c.

Crosby, W. O. Geology of Long Island. In preparation.

Stoller, J. H. Glacial Geology of the Cohoes Quadrangle. In press.

Chadwick, George H. Paleozoic Rocks of the Canton Quadrangle. In press.

Luther, D. D. Geology of the Phelps Quadrangle. In preparation.

Geology of the Eden-Silver Creek Quadrangles. Prepared.
Geology of the Brockport-Hamlin and Albion-Oak Orchard Quadrangles.

Prepared.
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— Geology of the Medina-Ridgeway and Lockport-Olcott Quadrangles.
Prepared.

Geology of the Caledonia-Batavia Quadrangles. Prepared.
Smyth, C. H., jr., & Buddington, A. F. Geology of the Lake Bonaparte Quad-

rangle. In press.

Miller, W. J. Geology of the Lake Placid Quadrangle. In press.

Geology of the Schroon Lake Quadrangle. In press.

Fairchild, H. L. Pleistocene Marine Submergence of the Hudson, Champlain
and St Lawrence Valleys. In press.

Ruedemann, R. The Utica and Lorraine Formations of New York. In
preparation.

Whitnall, H. O. Geology of the Morrisville Quadrangle. Prepared.
Hudson, G. H. Geology of Valcour Island. In preparation.

Economic Geology. 3 Smock/ J. C. Building Stone in the State of New York.

154P. Mar. 1888. 30c.

7 First Report on the Iron Mines and Iron Ore Districts in the State
of New York. 78p. map. June 1889. 25c.

10 Building Stone in New York. 2iop. map, tab. Sept. 1890. 40c.

11 Merrill, F. J. H. Salt and Gypsum Industrie; of New York. 94p. 12 pi.

2 maps, 11 tab. Apr. 1893. 50c.

12 Ries, Heinrich. Clay Industries of New York. 174P. il. ipl. map. Mar.
1895. 30c.

15 Merrill, F. J. H. Mineral Resources of New York. 240P. 2 maps.
Sept. 1895. [50c]

17 Road Materials and Road Building in New York. 52p. I4pl
2 maps. Oct. 1897. 15c.

30 Orton, Edward. Petroleum and Natural Gas in New York. I36p. il.

3 maps. Nov. 1899. 15c.

35 Ries, Heinrich. Clays of New York; Their Properties and Uses. 456p.
i4opl. map. June 1900. $1, cloth.

44 Lime and Cement Industries of New York; Eckel, E. C. Chapters
on the Cement Industry. 332p. ioipl. 2 maps. Dec. iqoi. 85c, cloth.

61 Dickinson, H. T. Quarries of Bluestone and Other Sandstones in New
York. H4p. i8pl. 2 maps. Mar. 1903. 35c.

85 Rafter, G. W. Hydrology of New York State. 902p. il. 44pl. 5 maps.
May 1905. $1.50, cloth.

93 Newland, D. H. Mining and Quarry Industry of New York. 78p
July 1905. Out of print.

100 McCourt, W. E. Fire Tests of Some New York Building Stones. 4op.
26pl. Feb. 1906. -15c.

102 Newland, D. H. Mining and Quarry Industry of New York 1905.
i62p. June 1906. 25c.

112 Mining and Quarry Industry of New York 1906. 82p. July
1907. Out of print.

119 & Kemp, J. F. Geology of the Adirondack Magnetic Iron Ores
with a Report on the Mineville-Port Henry Mine Group. 184P. I4pl.

8 maps. Apr. 1908. 35c.

120 Newland, D. H. Mining and Quarry Industry of New York 1907. 82p.

July 1908. 15c.

123 & Hartnagel, C. A. Iron Ores of the Clinton Formation in New
York State. 76p. il. I4pl. 3 maps. Nov. 1908. 25c.

132 Newland, D. H. Mining and Quarry Industry of New York 1908. 98p.

July 1909. 15c.

142 Mining and Quarry Industry of New York for 1909. 98p. Aug.
1910. 15c.

143 Gypsum Deposits of New York. 94p. 20pl. 4 maps. Oct. 1910. 35c.

151 Mining and Quarry Industry of New York 1910. 82p. Junei9ii. 15c.

161 Mining and Quarry Industry of New York 191 1. 114P. July 1912. 20c.

166 Mining and Quarry Industry of New York 191 2. H4p. Aug. 1913.
20c.

174 Mining and Quarry Industry of New York 1913. nip. Dec. 1914
20c.
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178 Mining and Quarry Industry of New York 1 91 4. 88p. Nov. 1915. 15c.
181 The Quarry Materials of New York. 2i2p. 34pl. Jan. 1916. 40c.
190 Mining and Quarry Industry of New York 191 5. 92p. Oct. 191 6. 15c.

Mining and Quarry Industry of New York 19 16 (see Mus. Bui. 196).

199 Ailing, Harold L. The Adirondack Graphite Deposits. i5op. il. July 1,

1917. 30c.

201 Smyth, C. H., jr. Genesis of the Zinc Ores of the Edwards District, St
Lawrence county, N. Y. 32p. I2pl. Sept. 1, 1917. 20c.

203-204 Colony, R. J. High Grade Silica Materials for Glass, Refractories
and Abrasives. 31p.il. Nov.-Dec. 1917. c.

Newland, D. H. Mining and Quarry Industry of New York 1917. In
preparation.

Mineralogy. 4 Nason, F. L. Some New York Minerals and Their Localities

22p. 1 pi. Aug. 1888. Free.

58 Whitlock, H. P. Guide to the Mineralogic Collections of the New York
State Museum. i5op. il. 39pl. n models. Sept. 1902. 40c.

70 New York Mineral Localities, nop. Oct. 1903. 20c.

98 Contributions from the Mineralogic Laboratory. 38p. 7pl. Dec
1905. Out of print.

Zoology. 1 Marshall, W. B. Preliminary List of New York Unionidae .

20p. Mar. 1892. Free.

9 Beaks of Unionidae Inhabiting the Vicinity of Albany, N. Y. 30p.
1 pi. Aug. 1890. Free.

29 Miller, G. S., jr. Preliminary List of New York Mammals. 124P. Oct
1899. 15c.

33 Farr, M. S. Check List o" New York Birds. 224P. Apr. 1900. 25c.

38 Miller, G. S., jr. Key to the Land Mammals of Northeastern North
America. io6p. Oct. 1900. 15c.

40 Simpson, G. B. Anatomy and Physiology of Polygyra albolabris and
Limax maximus and Embryology of Limax maximus. 82p. 28pl. Oct.

1901. 25c.

43 Kellogg, J. L. Clam and Scallop Industries o. New York. 36p. 2pl.

map. Apr. 1901. Free.

51 Eckel, E. C. & Paulmier, F. C. Catalogue of Reptiles and Batrachians
of New York. 64P. il. ipl. Apr. 1902. Out of print.

Eckel, E. C. Serpents of Northeastern United States.
Paulmier, F. C. Lizards, Tortoises and Batrachians of New York.

60 Bean, T. H. Catalogue of the Fishes of New York. 784P. Feb. 1903
$1, cloth.

71 Kellogg, J. L. Feeding Habits and Growth of Venus mercenaria. 3op
4pl. Sept. 1903. Free.

88 Letson, Elizabeth J. Check List of the Mollusca of New York. n6p.
May 1905. 20c.

91 Paulmier, F. C. Higher Crustacea of New York City. 78p. il. June
I905. 20C

13 •> Shufeldt, R. W. Osteology of Birds. 382p. il. 26pl. May 1909. 50c.

Entomology. 5 Lintner, J. A. White Grub of the May Beetle. 34p. il.

Nov. 1888. Free.
6 Cut-worms. 38p. il. Nov. 1888. Free.

13 San Jose Scale and Some Destructive Insects of New York State.

54p. 7pl. Apr. 1895. 15c.

20 Felt, E. P. Elm Leaf Beetle in New York State. 46p. il 5pl. June
1898. Free.

See 57.

23 14th Report of the State Entomologist 1898. I50p. il. 9pl. Dec.
1898. 20C.

24 Memorial of the Life and Entomologic Work of J. A. Lintner Ph.D.
State Entomologist 1874-98; Index to Entomologist's Reports 1-13. 3i6p.
1 pi. Oct. 1899. 35c.

Supplement to 14th report of the State'Entomologist.
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26 Collection, Preservation and Distribution of New York Insects

.

36p.il. Apr. 1899. Out of print.

27 Shade Tree Pests in New York State. 26p. il. 5 pi. May 1899. Out
of print.

31 15th Report of the State Entomologist 1899. I28p. June 1900
15c.

36 16th Report of the State Entomologist 1900. n8p. i6pl. Mar.
1901. 25c.

37 Catalogue of Some of the More Important Injurious and Beneficial

Insects of New York State. 54P. il. Sept. 1900. Free.

46 Scale Insects of Importance and a List of the Species in New York
State. 94p. il. i

vspl. June 1901. 25c.

47 Needham, J. G. & Betten, Cornelius. Aquatic Insects in the Adiron-
dacks. 234P. il. 36pl. Sept. 1901. 45c.

53 Felt, E. P. 17th Report of the State Entomologist 1901. 232P. il. 6pl.

Aug. 1902. Out of print.

57 Elm Leaf Beetle in New York State. 46p. il. 8 pi. Aug. 19)2
Out of print.

This is a revision of Bulletin 20 containing the more essential facts observed since that
was prepared.

59 Grapevine Root Worm. 40p. 6pl. Dec. 1902. 15c.

See 72.

64 1 8th Report of the State Entomologist 1902. nop. 6pl. May
1903. 20c.

68 Needham, J. G. Sf others. Aquatic Insects in New York. 322p. 52pl.

Aug. 1903. 80c, cloth.

72 Felt, E. P. Grapevine Root Worm. 58p. I3pl. Nov. 1903. 20c.

This is a revision of Bulletin 59 containing the more essential facts observed sin e that
was prepared.

74 & Joutel, L. H. Monograph of the Genus Saperda. 88p. I4pl

June 1904. 25c.

76 Felt, E. P. 19th Report of the State Entomologist 1903. i5op. 4pl

1904. 15c.

79 Mosquitos or Culicidae of New York. 164P. il. 57pl. tab. Oct.

1904. 40c.

86 Needham, J. G. <5f others. May Flies and Midges of New York. 352p.
il. 37pl. June 1905. 80c, cloth.

97 Felt, E. P. 20th Report of the State Entomologist 1904. 246P. il. I9pl

Nov. 1905. 40c.

103 Gipsy and Brown Tail Moths. 44p. iopl. July 1906. Out of print.

104 21st Report of the State Entomologist 1905. 144P. iopl. Aug.
1906. 25c.

109 Tussock Moth and Elm Leaf Beetle. 34P. 8pl. Mar. 1907. Out
of print.

no 22d Report of the State Entomologist 1906. I52p. 3pl. June
1907. 25c.

124 23d Report of the State Entomologist 1907. 542p. il. 44pl. Oct.

1908. 75c.

129 Control of Household Insects. 48p.il. May 1909. Out of print.

134 24th Report of the State Entomologist 1908. 2o8p. il. I7pl
Sept. 1909. 35c.

136 Control of Flies and Other Housshold Insects. 56p. il. Feb
1910. 15c.

This is a revision of Bulletin 129 containing the more essential facts observed since
that was prepared.

141 Felt, E. P. 25th Report of the State Entomologist 1909. I78p. il. 22 pi.

July 1910. 35c.

147 26th Report of the State Entomologist 1910. i82p. il. 35pl. Mar.
1911. 35c.

155 27th Report of the State Entomologist 191 1. I98p. il. 27pl. Jan.
1912. 40c.
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156 Elm Leaf Beetle and White-Marked Tussock Moth. 35p. 8pl. Jan.
1912. 20c.

165 28th Report of the State Entomologist 1912. 266p. I4pl. July 1913
40c.

175 29th Report of the State Entomologist 1913. 258P. i6pl. April

1915. 45c. •

180 30th Report of the State Entomologist 1914. 336p. il. I9pl. Jan.

1916. 50c.

186 31st Report of ths State Entomologist 1915. 2i5p. il. 18 pi. June
1, 1916. 35c.

194 —— Household and Camp Insects. 84p. il. Feb. 1, 191 7. 15c.

198 32d Report of the State Entomologist 19 16. 276P. il. 8pl. June-i,

1917. 40c.

200 —— Key to American Insect Galls. 3iop. il. i6pl. August, 1917. Out

of print.

202 33d Report of the State Entomologist 1917. 240p. il. i2pl.

35C
Betten, Cornelius. Report on the Aquatic Insects of New York. In press.

Botany. 2 Peck, C. H. Contributions to the Botany of the State of New
York. 72p. 2pl. May 1887. 20c.
8 Boleti of the United States. 98p. Sept. 1889. Out of print.

25 Report of the State Botanist 1898. 76p. 5 pi. Oct. 1899. Out of print.

28 Plants of North Elba. 2o6p. map. June 1899. 20c.

54 Report of the State Botanist 1901. 58p. 7pl. Nov. 1902. 40c.

67 Report of the State Botanist 1902. 196P. 5pl. May 1903. 50c.

75 Report of the State Botanist 1903. 7op. 4pl. 1904. 40c.

94 Report of the State Botanist 1904. 6op. iopl. July 1905. 40c.

105 Report of the State Botanist 1905. io8p. I2pl. Aug. 1906. 50c
116 Report of the State Botanist 1906. I20p. 6 pi. July 1907. 35c.

122 Report of the State Botanist 1907. I78p. 5 pi. Aug. 1908. 40c.

131 Report of the State Botanist 1908. 202p. 4pl. July 1909. 40c.

139 Report of the State Botanist 1909. n6p. iopl. May 1910. 45c.

150 Report of the State Botanist 1910. loop. 5pl. May 191 1. 30c.

157 Report of the State Botanist 191 1. 140P. 9pl. Mar. 1912. 35c.

167 Report of the State Botanist 1912. I38p. 4pl. Sept. 1913. 30c.

176 Report of the State Botanist 1913. 78p. I7pl. June 191 5. 20c.

179 Report of the State Botanist 1914. io8p. ipl. Dec. 1915. 20c.
t88 House, H. D. Report of the State Botanist 1915. n8p. il. 4pl. Aug. I,

1916. 30c.

197 —.— Report of the State Botanist 1916. I22p. 11 pi. May 1, 1917. 30c.

House, H. D. Report of the State Botanist 191 7. In press.

Archeology. 16 Beauchamp, W. M. Aboriginal Chipped Stone Implements
of New York. 86p. 23pl. Oct. 1897. 25c

18 Polished Stone Articles Used by the New York Aborigines. 104P
35pl. Nov. 1897. 25c.

22 Earthenware of the New York Aborigines. 78p. 33pl. Oct. 1898.

25c.

32 Aboriginal Occupation of New York. i9op. i6pl. 2 maps. Mar
1900. 30c.

41 Wampum and Shell Articles Used by New York Indians. i66p
28pl. Mar. 1901. Out of print.

50 Horn and Bone Implements of the New York Indians. H2p. 43pl.

Mar. 1902. Out of print.

55 Metallic Implements of the New York Indians. 94P. 38pl. June
1902. 25c.

73 Metallic Ornaments of the New York Indians. i22p. 37pl. Dec.
1903. Out of print.

78 History of the New York Iroquois. 34op. I7pl. map. Feb. 1905.
Out of print.

87 Perch Lake Mounds. 84P. 12 pi. Apr. 1905. 20c.
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89 Aboriginal Use of Wood in New York, icjop. 35pl. June 1905.
Out of print.

108 Aboriginal Place Names of New York. 336p. May 1907. Out of
print.

113 Civil, Religious and Mourning Councils and Ceremonies of Adop-
tion. n8p. 7pl. June 1907. 25c.

117 Parker, A. C. An Erie Indian Village and Burial Site. I02p. 38pl.

Dec. 1907. 30c.

125 Converse, H. M. & Parker, A. C. Iroquois Myths and Legends. 196P.
il. upl. Dec. 1908. 50c.

144 Parker, A. C. Iroquois Uses of Maize and Other Food Plants. i2op.
il. 3ipl. Nov. 1910. Out of print.

163 The Code of Handsome Lake. 144P. 23pl. Nov. 191 2. Out of print.

184 The Constitution of the Five Nations. I58p. 8 pi. April 1, 19 16.

30c.

The Archeologic History of the State of New York. In press.

Miscellaneous. 62 Merrill, F. J. H. Directory of Natural History Museums
in United States and Canada. 236P. Apr. 1903. 30c.

66 Ellis, Mary. Index to Publications of the New York State Natural
History Survey and New York State Museum 1 837-1902. 41 8p. June
1903. 75c, cloth.

Museum memoirs 1889-date. 4to.

1 Beecher, C. E. & Clarke, J. M. Development of Some Silurian Brachi-
opoda. 96p. 8pl. Oct. 1889. $1.

2 Hall, James & Clarke, J. M. Paleozoic Reticulate Sponges. 35op. il. 7opl.

1898. $2, cloth.

3 Clarke, J. M. The Oriskany Fauna of Becraft Mountain, Columbia Co.,

N. Y. I28p. 9pl. Oct. 1900. 80c.

4 Peck, C. H. N. Y. Edible Fungi, 1895-99. io6p. 25pl. Nov. 1900. 75c.

This includes revised descriptions and illustrations of fungi reported in the 49th, 51st and
52d reports of the State Botanist.

5 Clarke, J. M. & Ruedemann, Rudolf. Guelph Formation and Fauna of

New York State. I96p. 2ipl. July 1903. $1 .50, cloth.

6 Clarke, J. M. Naples Fauna in Western New York. 268p. 26pl. map.
1904. $2, cloth.

7 Ruedemann, Rudolf. Graptolites of New York. Pt 1 Graptolites of the
Lower Beds. 350p. i7pl. Feb. 1905. $1.50, cloth.

8 Felt, E. P. Insects Affecting Park and Woodland Trees, v. 1. 46op.

il. 48pl. Feb. 1906. $2.50, cl.th; v. 2. 548p. il. 22pl. Feb. 1907. $2, cloth.

$4 for the two volumes.

9 Clarke, J. M. Early Devonic of New York and Eastern North America.
Pt 1. 366p. il. 7opl. 5 maps. Mar. 1908. $2.50, cloth; Pt 2. 25op. il. 36pl.

4 maps. Sept. 1909. $2, cloth.

10 Eastman, C. R. The Devonic Fishes of the New York Formations
236p. I5pl. 1907. $1.25, cloth.

11 Ruedemann, Rudolf. Graptolites of New York. Pt 2 Graptolites of

the Higher Beds. 584P. il. 31 pi. 2 tab. Apr. 1908. $2.50, cloth.

12 Eaton, E. H. Birds of New York. v. 1. 50ip. il. 42 pi. Apr. 1910.

$3, cloth; v. 2, 719p.il. 64pl. July 1914. $4, cloth. $6 for the two volumes.
106 colored plates in portfolio $1.

13 Whitlock, H. P. Calcitesof New York. 190P. il. 27pl. Oct. 1910.

cloth.

14 Clarke, J. M. & Ruedemann, Rudolf. The Eurypterida of New York. v. 1.

Text. 44op. il. v. 2 Plates. i88p. 88pl. Dec. 191 2. $4, cloth.

15 House, Homer D. Wild Flowers of New York. In press.

Goldring, W. Monograph of the Devonian Crinoids of New York. In
preparation.

Pilsbry, H. L. Monograph of the Land and Fresh Water Mollusca of the State
of New York. In preparation.
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Natural History of New York. 30 v. il. pi. maps. 4to. Albany 1842-94.
division 1 zoology. De Kay, James E. Zoology of New York; or, The
New York Fauna; comprising detailed descriptions of all the animals
hitherto observed within the State of New York with brief notices of

those occasionally found near its borders, and accompanied by appropri-
ate illustrations. 5V. il. pi. maps. sq. 4to. Albany 1842-44. Out of print.

Historical introduction to the series by Gov. W. H. Seward. I78p.

v. i pti Mammalia. 131 + 46p.

300 copies with hand-colored plates.

v. 2 pt2 Birds. 12 -+ 38op. I4ipl.

Colored plates.

. 3 ,pt3 Reptiles and Amphibia. 7 -f- 98p. pt 4 Fishes. 15 + 4I5P- 1842

pt3~4 bound together.

v. 4 Plates to accompany v. 3. Reptiles and Amphibia. 23pl. Fishes"
79pl. 1842.

300 copies with hand-colored plates.

v. 5 pt5 Mollusca. 4 + 27 1 p. 4opl. pt 6 Crustacea. 7op. I3pl. 1843-44.
Hand-colored plates; pt5-6 bound together.

Division 2 botany. Torrey, John. Flora of the State of New York; com-
prising full descriptions of all the indigenous and naturalized plants hith-

erto discovered in the State, with remarks on their economical and medical
properties. 2 v. il. pi. sq. 4to. Albany 1843. Out of print.

v. 1 Flora of the State of New York. 12 -f- 4844). 72pl. 1843.

300 copies with hand-colored plates.

v. 2 Flora of the State of New York. 572p. 89pl. 1843.

300 copies with hand-colored plates.

division 3 mineralogy. Beck, Lewis C. Mineralogy of New York; com-
prising detailed_ descriptions of the minerals hitherto found in the State
of New York, and notices of their uses in the arts and agriculture, il. pi.

sq. 4to. Albany 1842. Out of print.

v. 1 pti Economical Mineralogy. pt2 Descriptive Mineralogy. 24 + 536p.
1842.

8 plates additional to those printed as part of the text.

division 4 geology. Mather, W. W.; Emmons, Ebenezer; Vanuxem, Lard-
ner & Hall, James. Geology of New York. 4V. il. pi. sq. 4to.. Albany
1842-43. Out of print.

v. 1 pti Mather, W. W. First Geological District. 37 + 653P. 46 pi. 1843.

v. 2 pt2 Emmons, Ebenezer. Second Geological District. 10 + 437p.
I7pl. 1842.

v - 3 P*\3 Vanuxem, Lardner. Third Geological District. 3o6p. 1842.
v. 4 pt4 Hall, James. Fourth Geological District. 22 -f- 683P. i9pl.

map. 1843.

division 5 agriculture. Emmons, Ebenezer. Agriculture of New York;
comprising an account of the classification, composition and distribution

of the soils and rocks and the natural waters of the different geological

formations, together with a condensed view of the meteorology and agri-

cultural productions of the State. 5 v. il. pi. sq. 4to. Albany 1846-54.
Out of print.

v. 1 Soils of the State, Thsir Composition and Distribution. 11 + 37ip. 2ipl
1846.

v. 2 Analysis of Soils, Plants, Cereals etc. 8 + 343 + 46p. 42pl. 1849.
With hand-colored plates.

v. 3 Fruits etc. 8 + 34op. 1851.
v. 4 Plates to accompany v. 3. 95pl. 1851.

Hand-colored.

v. 5 Insects Injurious to Agriculture. 8 + 272P. 5opl. 185 \.

With hand-colored plates.
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division 6 paleontology. Hall, James. Paleontology of New York. 8v
il. pi. sq. 4to. Albany 1847-94. Bound in cloth.

v. 1 Organic Remains of the Lower Division of the New York System.

23 + 338p. 99pl. 1847. Out of print.

v. 2 Organic Remains of Lower Middle Division of the New York System.
8 -f- 362 p. 104PI. 1852. Out 0} print.

v. 3 Organic Remains of the Lower Helderberg Group and the Orisk^ny
Sandstone, pti, text. 12 + 532p. 1859. [$3.50]

pt2 142PI. 1861. [$2.50]

v. 4 Fossil Brachiopoda of the Upper Helderberg, Hamilton, Portage and
Chemung Groups. 11 + 1 + 428p. 69pl. 1867. $2.50.

v. 5 pt 1 Lamellibranchiata 1. Monomyaria of the Upper Helderberg,
Hamilton and Chemung Groups. 18; + 268p. 45pl. 1884. $2.50.

Lamellibranchiata 2. Dimyaria of the Upper Helderberg, Ham-
ilton, Portage and Chemung Groups. 62 + 293 p. 51 pi. 1885. $2.50.

pt 2 Gasteropoda, Pteropoda and Cephalopoda of the Upper Helder-
berg, Hamilton, Portage and Chemung Groups. 2v. 1879. v. 1, text.

15 + 492p.; v.2. i2opl. $2.50 for 2 v.

& Simpson, George B. v. 6 Corals and Bryozoa of the Lower and Up-
per Helderberg and Hamilton Groups. 24 + 298P. 67pl. 1887. $2.50.

& Clarke, John M. v. 7 Trilobites and Other Crustacea of the Oris-

. kany, Upper Helderberg, Hamilton, Portage, Chemung and Catskill

Groups. 64 + 236P. 46pl. 1888. Cont. supplement to v. 5, pt 2. Ptero-
poda, Cephalopoda and Annelida. 42p. i8pl. 1888. $2.50.

& Clarke, John M. v. 8 pt 1. Introduction to the Study of the Genera
of the Paleozoic Brachiopoda. 16 + 367P. 44pl. 1892. $2.50.

& Clarke, John M. v. 8 pt 2 Paleozoic Brachiopoda. 16 + 394P- 64PI.

1894. $2.50.

Catalogue of the Cabinet of Natural History of the State of New York and
of the Historical and Antiquarian Collection annexed thereto. 242P. 8vo.

1853. Out of print.

Handbooks 1893-date.
New York State Museum. 52p. il. 1902. Out of print.

Outlines history and work of the museum with list of staff 1902.

Paleontology. I2p. 1899. Out of print.

Brief outline of State Museum work in paleontology under heads: Definition; Relation to

biology; Relation to stratigraphy; History of paleontology in New York.

Guide to Excursions in the Fossiliferous Rocks of New York 124P. 1899.
Free.

Itineraries of 32 trips covering nearly the entire series of Paleozoic rocks, prepared specially

for the use of teachers and students desiring to acquaint themselves more intimately with the
classic rocks of this State.

Entomology. i6p. 1899. Out of print.

Economic Geology. 44P. 1904. Out of print.

Insecticides and Fungicides. 2op. 1909. Free.

Classification of New York Series of Geologic Formations. 32p. 1903. Out
of print. Revised edition. 96p. 1912. Free.

Geologic maps. Merrill, F. J. H. Economic and Geologic Map of the
State of New York; issued as part of Museum Bulletin 15 and 48th Museum
Report, v. 1. 59 x 67 cm. 1894. Scale 14 miles to 1 inch. 15c.

Map of the State of New York Showing the Location of Quarries of

Stone Used for Building and Road Metal. 1897. Out of print.

Map of the State of New York Showing the Distribution of the Rocks
Most Useful for Road Metal. 1897. Out of print.

Geologic Map of New York. 1901. Scale 5 miles to 1 inch. In atlas

form $2. Lower Hudson sheet 50c.

The lower Hudson sheet, geologically colored, comprises Rockland, Orange, Dutchess,
Putnam, Westchester, New York, Richmond, Kings, Queens and Nassau counties, and parts
of Sullivan, Ulster and Suffolk counties; also northeastern New Jersey and part of western
Connecticut.
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Map of New York Showing the Surface Configuration and Water Sheds-

1 90 1. Scale 12 miles to 1 inch. 15c.

Map of the State of New York Showing the Location of Its Economic
Deposits. 1904. Scale 12 miles to 1 inch. 15c.

Geologic maps on the United States Geological Survey topographic base.
Scale 1 in. = 1 m. Those marked with an asterisk have also been pub-
lished separately.

Albany county. 1898. Out of print.

Area around Lake Placid. 1898.
Vicinity of Frankfort Hill [parts of Herkimer and Oneida counties]. 1899.
Rockland county. 1899.
Amsterdam quadrangle. 1900.

*Parts of Albany and Rensselaer counties. 1901. Out of print.

*Niagara river. 1901. 25c.

Part of Clinton county. 1901.
Oyster Bay and Hempstead quadrangles on Long Island. 1901.
Portions of Clinton and Essex counties. 1902.
Part of town of Northumberland, Saratoga co. 1903.
Union Springs, Cayuga county and vicinity. 1903.
*01ean quadrangle. 1903. Free.

*Becraft Mt with 2 sheets of sections. (Scale 1 in. = \ m.) 1903. 20c.

*Canandaigua-Naples quadrangles. 1904. 20c.
*Little Falls quadrangle. 1905. Free.

*Watkins-Elmira quadrangles. 1905. 20c.

*Tully quadrangle. 1905. Free.

*Salamanca quadrangle. 1905. Out of print.

*Mooers quadrangle. 1905. Free.

Paradox Lake quadrangle. 1905.
^Buffalo quadrangle. 1906. Out of print.

*Penn Yan-Hammondsport quadrangles. 1906. 20c.

*Rochester and Ontario Beach quadrangles. 1907. 20c.

*Long Lake quadrangle. 1907. Free.

*Nunda-Portage quadrangles. 1908. 20c.

*Remsen quadrangle. 1908. Free.

*Geneva-Ovid quadrangles. 1909. 20c.
*Port Leyden quadrangle. 1910. Free.

*Auburn-Genoa quadrangles. 1910. 20c.

*Elizabethtown and Port Henry quadrangles. 1910. 15c.

*Alexandria Bay quadrangle. 1910 Free.

*Cape Vincent quadrangle. 1910. Free.

*Clayton quadrangle. 1910. Free.

*Grindstone quadrangle. 1910. Free.

*Theresa quadrangle. 1910. Free.

*Poughkeepsie quadrangle. 191 1. Free.

*Honeoye-Wayland quadrangles. 191 1. 20c.
*Broadalbin quadrangle. 191 1. Free.

*Schenectady quadrangle 191 1. Free.

*Saratoga-Schuylerville quadrangles. 1914. 20c.
*North Creek quadrangle. 191 4. Free.

*Syracuse quadrangle. 1914. Free.

*Attica-Depew quadrangle-. 1914. 20c.
*Lake Pleasant quadrangle. 1916. Free.

*Saratoga quadrangle. 1916. Free.

*Canton quadrangle. 1916. Free.

*Brier Hill, Ogdensburg and Red Mills quadrangles. 191 6. 15c.
*Blue Mountain quadrangle. 191 6. Free.

*Glens Falls, Saratoga, Schuylerville, Schenectady and Cohoes quadrangle?.
1917. 20c.
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